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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a description and analysis of the Colombian bambuco, an autochthonous dance and
song genre, as a tricultural musical form. Identifying the bambuco as a distinctive genre firstly
within Colombian national music and then within the Colombian Andean region, a primary
analysis studies its various ensemble contexts and identifies an archetypal rhythmic structure for
the bambuco�s melody and accompaniment. The analysis proceeds seeking to identify
relationships which may exist between the bambuco and Amerindian, Spanish and Black African
sources. The principal tools for the traditionally problematic identification of the bambuco�s Black
African roots are:

1. the original hypothesis that African rhythmic bell patterns in the form of �clave patterns� can
occur in the melodic rhythm of Afro-American genres when they do not necessarily occur in
the rhythmic accompaniment, and

2. Afro-American clave patterns can all be traced to the same African principle of �rhythmic
oddity� as described by Arom (1991, 248).

The identification of the bambuco with such clave patterns is then shown to provide possible
solutions for the traditionally equally problematic question of its notation.

The thesis opens with a general introduction and literature review. The introduction discusses
the overall approach to the topic, including its aims, methodology and limitations, and
theoretical considerations which are relevant to the study. A background to Colombia�s history
and geography in as far as this relates to its musical heritage is developed in the second chapter.
This then focuses on regional musical genres, isolating the Colombia�s distinctive Andean music
and then distinguishes the bambuco itself as the subject of study for the thesis. Chapter Three
details the history of the bambuco critically evaluating the influence it has exerted and has been
subject to in a chronological sense as it develops its own identity and becomes an internationally
recognised genre. Its demise as an expression of the people is documented and the possible
reasons for this are considered.

An analysis of the ensembles which characteristically perform bambucos is undertaken giving
detailed information concerning the instruments in these ensembles and the particular rôle that
each of these performs in these ensembles. Subsequently an analysis of a number of vocal and
instrumental bambucos is carried out with the aim of distinguishing particular or characteristic
elements that could identify the bambuco within the environment of Colombian Andean music.
This analysis is developed by examining the phrase structure of certain bambucos, and surveying
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the degree to which certain rhythmic phrases occur, and if variations can be related in a specific
way to any basic rhythmic patterns. Through this analysis an archetypal rhythmic structure is
identified within the melody and the accompaniment of the bambuco which is sufficient to
rhythmically identify certain basic phrases.

The thesis then begins an investigation of the tricultural elements of the bambuco, examining
firstly its relationship with the Colombian Amerindian culture, then with the Hispanic and
thirdly with links to Black African culture. These examinations are carried out taking into
consideration social, musical and technical aspects of the artistic tendencies of these cultures.
Technical and musical information derived from Chapter Four is used in this comparison which
is dealt with from the point of view of the likelihood, based on social information, that there
could be a relationship between the bambuco and these cultures, direct musical comparison where
this may be possible and by comparing musical environments to test the bambuco as a possible
representative of its potentially composing cultures. Conclusions are drawn on the basis of the
findings of this cultural comparison and this is applied to such considerations as the cultural
classification of the bambuco and practical aspects such as its notation.
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C h a p t e r  O n e

INTRODUCTION

Background to the study

In classifying musical genres, a distinction frequently made by musical encyclopaedias such as

Sadie (1980) and Blume (1989) is between �art music� and �folk music.� This distinction is at

times difficult to apply to Latin American music as there are many musical genres which share

some characteristics of each of these broad classifications. Some examples of these genres are

the Brazilian chôro (duple metre genre related to the polka and African  rhythmic influences), the

Venezuelan vals (national variant on Viennese waltz), the Puerto Rican danza (duple metre genre

related to Spanish variants of the European contredanse), the Cuban danzón (duple metre genre

related to Spanish variants of the European contredanse) and the Colombian pasillo (national

variant on Viennese waltz) and bambuco. All exist as notated forms and most of their better

known examples have specific composers. Musicians who perform such genres in their notated

form find them demanding, generally requiring a technical expertise equivalent to that of

conservatorium training to do them justice. Contemporary urban performances of these genres

are frequently by musicians dressed in the equivalent of Western concert dress to seated

audiences in theatres or concert halls. Instruments of national or indigenous origin, made to

exacting specifications, are used in such performances in ensembles which may include standard

Western orchestral instruments. From this point of view, these genres might be considered as

�art music.� However they also have another aspect in which they display folkloric traits. These

genres may be played by ear on instruments which are constructed by self taught artisans and by

musicians who are also completely self taught. They may be combined with percussion

instruments which have not changed in their basic structure and construction for hundreds of

years. Many melodies, although they may have been meticulously notated by their composers at

the time of composition, may simply be handed on from musician to musician as they recall

them, gradually adopting modifications which become part of the traditional performance of the

pieces. Some of these traditional modifications become so strong that they may override the

written score when being performed even by reading musicians.

The study of such forms, of interest from many points of view, may help to provide insights

into the relationships which exist between notated and aurally transmitted music in

environments where they have not been completely separated. A Latin American musical genre
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displaying such attributes and so chosen to be investigated for this thesis is the Colombian

bambuco. Its selection is due to the fact that, apart from displaying the varying characteristics

mentioned above, it also exhibits elements of the tricultural composition of Latin American

society. Musical genres which can be shown to represent these elements are quite rare as it is

difficult to find social environments where the three cultures, the Amerindian, the European

and the Black African, have coexisted for any significant period. Any numerically significant

introduction of Black African slaves to a geographical region was usually motivated by a

shortage of labourers, generally as a result of the disappearance or extermination of the local

Amerindian population. As will be seen in the development of this thesis, these three cultural

elements were closely associated with the bambuco in the different periods of its evolution so

aspects of each of them may be evident.

The bambuco itself is characteristically associated with the central Andean region of Colombia

which corresponds to the valleys of the Cauca and Magdalena rivers and the foothills and plains

adjacent to them. An easterly deviation of the Andean chain towards Venezuela determines the

Andean region�s northern limit while it reaches as far south as the border with Ecuador.

Examples of the bambuco in song form, which are generally slow and extremely sentimental,

nostalgic and poetic, are �Cuatro preguntas� (Four Questions) and �El Muro� (The Wall) (See

scores in Appendix 2). Represented by completely different pieces from those of the vocal style

there exists an instrumental variant, referred to in the contemporary context as bambuco fiestero

(party bambuco), its rhythm is as boisterous as the dance it accompanies. Examples are �Flor de

Romero� (Rosemary Blossom) and �Tunjuelito� (Little Treasure) (Appendix 2). Bambucos which

combine characteristics of both styles are relatively rare but a sufficient number exists for them

to constitute a third category which includes �Ontabas� (Where Were You) (Appendix 2). A

syncopated triple time combining elements of kkkk and uuuu identifies the characteristic rhythm of the

bambuco, however it is aurally readily distinguishable from other genres, like the joropo

(syncopated uuuu/kkkk dance from Colombia�s Eastern Plains) and the pasillo, which share similar

applications of these time signatures. The rhythmic features which so readily identify the bambuco

are the subject of analysis later in this thesis. Instrumentations used for the bambuco may be

extremely varied and although it is commonly represented by a number of standard ensembles

which correspond to different social contexts of musical performance, their precise composition

is quite flexible. Examples of these ensembles are:

1. The chirimía (composed of cane flutes -called chirimías - and percussion: associated with the
rural mestizo 1/indigenous culture);

                                                
1 The terms criollo, mestizo, mulato, etc. are terms which distinguish between racial groups in the

Hispanic world. Peninsular = Spanish born in Spain, criollo = Spanish born in an overseas colony,
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2. The estudiantina (stringed instruments of Spanish origin: Spanish criollo culture); and
3. The banda de vientos (concert band: urban mestizo culture).
Genres associated with Afro-Colombian and mulato cultures which have been related to the
bambuco include the currulao (uuuu/kkkk dance from Colombia�s Pacific Coast) and merengue vallenato (uuuu/kkkk
dance from Colombia�s Atlantic Coast).

Aims and objectives

The aims of this thesis are various. Its first is to introduce and describe the bambuco and its
instruments, ensembles, repertoire and context, enabling the reader to obtain a clear perception
of the nature of the genre in its different manifestations. The second will be to attempt to define
a basic archetypal bambuco in terms of its form and the different rhythmic and melodic elements
which constitute it. Following this, the bambuco will be related to musical styles and elements
from the cultures with which it has traditionally been associated - the European, the Black
African and the Amerindian - with the objective of identifying these musical cultures as possible
sources for the bambuco. Once these roots have been established the recent evolution of the
bambuco will be investigated in terms of these constituent elements taking into account musical
innovation and performance practice. The resultant study seeks not only to provide a clear
impression of the bambuco in its musical and cultural aspects but may also give some insight into
how elements of differing musical styles combine and evolve.

Methodology

The basis for the historical description of the bambuco will be the many secondary sources which

describe its emergence as a musical form uniting urban and rural elements as well as those of

folk and salon music. These sources are important due to the fact that not only are they

predominantly in the Spanish language and hence not readily accessible by the English reader,

but also that they are principally from Colombian and other South American sources and

therefore are relatively difficult to identify and access. A definition of the musical elements of

the bambuco will be based on the analysis of scores of at least 20 different bambucos from the three

categories mentioned above (vocal, instrumental and combined). These scores, some of which

will be drawn from published sources and others will be transcriptions by the author of this

thesis, will contain sufficient musical information to demonstrate principles of form, melody and

harmony (where possible) of the different pieces in a clear and comparable way. In particular,

melodic rhythmic patterns and both percussive and harmonic accompanying rhythmic patterns

will be notated and compared. This information will be tabulated and analysed in an attempt to

define an archetypal rhythmic structure for the bambuco�s melody and accompaniment.

                                                                                                                                              
mestizo = descendant of Spanish and Amerindian, mulato = descendant of Spanish and African or
Afro-American, zambo = descendant of Amerindian and African or Afro-American.
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Examination of the bambuco and its possible source cultures will be undertaken primarily
through a comparison of features of the archetypal bambuco with musical styles from these
cultures where this is possible. Results will be corroborated where possible and relevant by
information concerning demographic contact and movement between the cultural groups, as
well as factors such as languages used in the repertoire, instruments used in the ensembles, the
structures of the ensembles themselves and the social contexts of performances.

Information concerning ensembles and their composition, instruments and performance

practices will be based on the author�s own transcriptions of commercial and field recordings

and on secondary sources. Although the author does not present any new recorded material

collected personally by him, his experience as a musician both in Colombia and in Australia

where he has been actively performing Colombian music since his return provide the basis for

his knowledge and evaluation of the bambuco. The author spent six years working in the

Conservatorio del Tolima in Ibagué, Colombia as tutor of Double Bass and Chamber Music. In

this time he was a member of the ensemble, �Mi Terruño,� dedicated to the performance of

Colombian folk music from the Andean region in particular, but also from Colombia�s other

cultural regions. His ongoing work performing Colombian Andean music in Australia since his

return and personal research undertaken to inform the performance of this music has provided

him with a body of recorded material from commercial and field sources sufficient for analytical

work on this genre.

Sources
Literary sources

As the scope of the present thesis involves music from three continents and theoretical
considerations concerning the interaction of musical cultures, a brief review will be given of the
types of literary sources which address relevant material. This review will be organised into the
following divisions, based on the different cultural and musical source areas which contribute to
the subject matter. These are:

[a] General Background: theoretical subjects, African and Afro-American, Spanish and Latin
American music in general.

[b] Colombian Music - General
[c] Colombian Music - Bambuco and Andean music.

Each of these will be further divided into English and non-English language sources.

[a] General Background

The principal focus of this thesis, a detailed musical analysis of the bambuco, is accompanied by
an examination of theoretical aspects related to the evolution of the form within its social
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context. Reference will be made to sources concerned with these theoretical aspects for the
purpose of clarifying aspects of terminology and observing the relationship between the
emergence of the bambuco and general trends in the study of the evolution of musical styles.

Sources in English

Included in the conclusion to this thesis will be observations concerning the relationship

between the development of the bambuco and Colombia�s social history. Therefore some

reference will be made to works which deal with the relationships which exist between music

and social change such as Alan Merriam�s The Anthropology of Music (1964). Merriam�s

considerations in Chapter Fifteen, �Music and Cultural Dynamics,� with respect to internal and

external change in music, are pertinent to the topics and processes discussed in the present

thesis. Merriam writes of the need for �a theory of change which will apply to both internal and

external factors, either separately or in conjunction with each other�(310). In the absence of

such a theory he separately seeks sources of internal and external change.

With respect to internal change Merriam distinguishes three possible theories which concern:

1. The degree to which a culture perceives that change in a certain style of music belonging to

that culture may be permitted, prohibited or promoted.

2. That certain types of music may be more or less susceptible to change. Merriam gives as an

example the suggestion that music with religious associations would be less inclined to change

than music of secular applications.

3. A concept of �cultural variability,� which relates to the natural deviations in social norms

which exist in a society.

Merriam cites various case studies which demonstrate this kind of variation as a expression of

the impact of the individual personality on internal cultural variation within a determined

society.

In How Musical is Man, Blacking (1973) generalises conclusions based on a comparison of

music of the Venda people of northern South Africa and traditions of European classical music.

He proposes the interdependence between social organisation and musical production and

appreciation, in that �music is performed as part of a social situation� (99).

Defining music as �a synthesis of cognitive processes which are present in culture and in the

human body� he deduces that the forms music takes, and the effects it has on people, �are

generated by the social experiences of human bodies in different cultural environments� (89)
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and furthermore, that �because music is humanly organised sound, it expresses aspects of the

experience of individuals in society�(89).

Blacking asserts that the performance and appreciation of the music of a particular culture in a

complete way is dependent on the performer and the listener belonging to that culture, but

concedes that �there are some possibilities of cross-cultural communication,� expressing the

conviction that �at the level of deep structures in music there are elements that are common to

the human psyche� (109). By his observation that changes in musical style have generally been

reflections of changes in society (76) Blacking would accept that changes in society which

involve transculturation between differing social groups would also result in changes in music.

Attempts by Margaret Kartomi in �The Processes and Results of Musical Culture Contact: a

Discussion of Terminology and Concepts� (1981) to find a universal explanation of how musical

cultures interact and modify one another are relevant to the conclusions which will be drawn at

the end of this thesis as are her considerations concerning terminology. Terms like acculturation,

synthesis, syncretism and transculturation, the last a neologism of Fernando Ortiz, are those

most commonly used. They are generally applied to studies which seek to identify a relationship

between the interaction of musical cultures and the tangible results of this interaction. Kartomi

discusses these expressions and their relative strengths in defining the relevant processes (231-

234).

A study by Stephen Feld of music of the Kaluli of Papua New Guinea in the form of an article

titled �Sound Structure as Social Structure� (1984) attempts to merge ethnomusicological and

sociomusical questions, demonstrating how the language and structure of Kaluli music can be

seen to parallel the structure of Kaluli society and the language of its culture. Feld�s study also

makes reference to theories and conclusions from various publications of Lomax, including the

question of the amount of sampling which is required to obtain a significant stylistic profile,

which will locate �provable regularities and patterns, in the fashion of science� (Lomax 1976, 17

cited in Feld 1984, 384). Feld agrees with Lomax that only ten songs are required to establish a

�core pattern� (385). However he also recognises that this necessarily sacrifices significant data

which could be collected in a larger sampling but which, as in the case of Feld�s own sampling

of 500 Kaluli songs, may �display so much intracultural variability and subtlety that it is virtually

impossible to code normalised profile for them� (385).

Feld�s solution is to propose a programme of �qualitative and intensive comparative

sociomusicology� and to this end he suggests a framework of general domains for such a study,

based on questions concerning competence, form, performance, environment, theory and value
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and equality. He carries out such a study on the music of the Kaluli to answer a number of

questions concerning the relationship between the social structure of the Kaluli and their music.

Among his conclusions, he stresses that �there is not a yes/no issue about correlating song

structure and social structure� (404), and that there remains a problem of how such

relationships are interpreted. Feld (405) observes that to argue from objectified social structures

to musical structures is difficult and confusing, while predicting social structures from musical

forms is equally unappealing. However it can be concluded that �for all societies, everything that

is musically salient will be socially marked� (406).

Sources dealing with African music are relevant to the aim of this thesis to identify characteristic

traits found in the bambuco and compare these with elements found in African music. Such a

comparison, in conjunction with demographic information concerning the movement of Black

Africans to Colombia, may give a clearer idea of whether elements of the bambuco could be

considered to be of African origin. The principal sources on African music assume a pan-

African approach which takes specific findings related to particular cultures and attempts to

make general conclusions concerning African music. It will be seen that most of these principal

sources are concerned primarily with musical cultures from sub-Saharan west and central Africa,

but consider themselves to be studies on African music. Lomax (1959, 934) also supports this

classification describing as �African� the area which �includes the whole of Negro Africa, except

for Pygmoid enclaves, those tribes converted to Mohammedanism or strongly affected by Arab

culture, certain Nilo-Hamites to the North, and Ethiopia�, and which extends to �all areas in the

New World where there are large groups of Negroes.�

An early source which is both representative of ideas on African music and its musical

composition and which is therefore relevant is Studies in African Music by A. M. Jones (1971),

which is a study of applications of the African bell pattern which Jones describes as �the African

signature tune.� Jones attributes its first identification to Natalie Curtis in 1920 who studied

African music through African students resident in the United States.

Fig.1-1 The African bell - pattern described by A. M. Jones as the �African signature tune� (1971, 3).

The source describes, notates and analyses music of the Ewe people of Ghana, in

whose music this pattern occupies an important place, and relates this music to the
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social context in which it appears. Jones�  notation of musical examples is extremely

comprehensive and occupies a large volume of its own.

Nketia�s The Music of Africa (1974) is divided into four sections which deal with the

social and cultural context of the music, the instruments used, the structure of the

music and finally the relationship between music and other art forms in African

culture. Chapters which concern the structure and nature of African music and which

therefore relate to the needs of the present thesis lie in the third of these sections.

�Instrumental Melody and Polyphony,� the first of these chapters, describes the note

sequences in scales and explains the rhythmic structure of African music by noting

how mbira and xylophone melodies, which consist of sequences of repeated note

figures, are formed through the interlocking of notes played as rhythmic events on

different instruments. Nketia makes no reference to or comment on Jones� study

although it is listed in his bibliography.

African Polyphony and Polyrhythm (Arom 1991) concentrates primarily on the music

from the Central African Republic, however its references to general concepts which

are commonly found in a broad range of African musics make it an extremely useful

source for a study such as this thesis. Clear definitions of the constituent elements of

and tendencies within the music studied in this source lend themselves to ready

comparison with relevant aspects of Latin American music. These definitions are made

all the more accessible by the frequent use of lists which preview and/or summarise

discussion. Sections of the book which are directly relevant to the present study

because of their generalised descriptions and analysis of the fundamental elements of

African music are parts of Book V, �The organisation of time in African music� and of

Book VI �Structural principles and their applications.� The author finds fault in Jones�

(1971) system for notating rhythms, principally on the grounds that it excessively

breaks up the rhythmic structure and makes it difficult to observe the interaction of

polyrhythmic elements, and also that it creates an apparently complex notation which

contradicts the basically simple nature of African music (79). An example of this type

of notation is seen in Fig. 1-2.
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Fig. 1-2 Excerpt from Nyayito Dance (Ghana) as notated by A. M. Jones (1959, 20).

Arom uses an alternative system to notate polyrhythms which readily shows the rhythmic
interweaving which occurs:

Fig. 1-3 Notation system used by Arom for polyrhythms (1991, 280).

Instrument names refer to different drums used in the mò.nzòlì dance from the Central African
Republic, while the numbers above refer to the number of pulsations in a given rhythmic cycle,
while the other symbols represent drum beats. This system appears to achieve Arom�s goal but
does not address the question of the notation of unequal pulsation timing which exists in both
African and Afro-American music and which forms part of characteristic interpretative styles.

Arom does not refer directly to Nketia�s book (although he lists it in his bibliography), but
makes some comments on Jones�. He finds fault in Jones� use of accentuated rhythms notated
in differing time signatures. He feels that Jones contradicts himself by referring to handclaps as
the main source of metre when he effectively gives each instrument an independent rhythmic
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identity based on accents which give rise to separate bar lines for different instruments, which,
according to Arom, would imply that each instrument generates its own independent rhythmic
identity. He argues that this creates an excessively complex structure which makes more difficult
the perception of the polyrhythmic organisation of the ensemble, asking if it would not be more
appropriate to �employ just one metric system. . . so demonstrating the remarkable rhythmic
independence of these �additive� melodies with respect to the relentless beat which forms their
backbone�(79). However Arom states that Jones� book �remains to this day the major
contribution to the technical study that is the musicological study of African rhythm and
polyrhythm�(80).

Sources in Spanish

Tradiciones Musicales and Aculturación en Sudamérica (Musical Traditions and Acculturation in
South America) by Carlos Vega (1967) is a practical account of how Amerindian and European
musical styles interacted to create new forms in South America. However, the author accords
little importance to the influence of Black African music in this context. He does not see
African music as a participatory element in the evolution of Latin American music, but rather
holds that some vestiges of African music have persisted in South America. In reaction, the
Cuban musicologist Rolando Antonio Pérez Fernández (1986) condemns Vega as a racist.
Steven Loza (1990,297) in his review-essay on this book states that �Vega is not only discredited
as a musicologist, but is a point of reference and metaphor for prejudice and racism.� Despite
this, the author of this thesis recognizes that there may exist elements of value in Vega�s work.
Vega identifies regional musical groupings which associate different regions with certain musical
characteristics. Such a musical grouping which he associates with the Western Coast of South
America with close relationships to Peru may have relevance to the bambuco, and the idea that
some of the bambuco�s influences may have come from the Peruvian area is no means far-
fetched. His approach is based on the analysis of European and pre-Columbian Amerindian
rhythmic and tonal matrices which he compares with characteristic South American generic
musical groupings. Vega describes these tonal/rhythmic foundations as four:

• tritonal
• pentatonic
• pseudolydian-minor
• duple oriental
He relates their tonal bases to the differing rhythmic phrasing of their associated melodies and
to the geographical regions where they are common.

Vega argues that the various period styles of European culture and music have correspondingly
entered South America and influenced its folk cultures. He contends that the folk music based
on each of these periods survived parallel to new styles which were influenced by later periods.
For example specimens are proposed of songs which still exist as part of the popular repertoire
which were separately founded on what he refers to as troubadour music, Baroque music and
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Viennese Classicism. Vega goes on to assert how, in the same manner, individual dances
associated with these European genres gave rise to related but distinct dances in the Americas
and concludes that more work needs to be devoted to the �chronological stratification of folk
music� and to the study of acculturation in general.

It will be seen in later discussion concerning the relationship between the bambuco and African
music that there exists a widely accepted misconception that African music is principally in hhhh
while Amerindian and Hispanic music tends to be in kkkk and uuuu. Rolando Antonio Pérez
Fernández (1986) refutes this idea and shows how African ternary rhythms became binary
rhythms in Latin America. He demonstrates this by showing how African ternary rhythms
combined with European binary rhythms and thus produced Afro-European binary rhythms.
His justification for this idea is based on information concerning the integration of Black
African culture with the European and is illustrated by comparing African and Latin American
musical phrases that exhibit similarities between ternary and binary phrases. One of the
purposes of Pérez�s book is to identify the presence of Black African cultural elements where
previously they were not thought to exist. To this end he includes a great deal of historical
information which demonstrates how African culture formed an integral part of the broad
Spanish culture since Roman times and suggests that much of what has been generally
considered to be musical material of Spanish origin in Latin America may really be of indirect
African origin.

[b] Colombian Music - General

It is worthy of note that only one source is available in English which gives a comprehensive
overview of Colombian music. This indicates the need for further study of this extraordinarily
rich source of varied and highly developed folk music in its own right. It also points to the need
for a thorough investigation into what has been said about the bambuco and the of studies that
have formed the basis of our comprehension of it.

Sources in English

In an article in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians entitled �Colombia: Folk
Music,� George List (1980) gives a substantially informative overview of Colombia�s cultural
regions and the different musical styles existing in these. His information is based on published
and unpublished sources as well as commercial and field recordings.

Sources in Spanish

El folclor y su manifestacion en las supervivencias musicales en Colombia (Folklore and its
expression in Colombia�s musical heritage) by Javier Ocampo Lopez (1970) discusses the
processes of transculturation, acculturation and endoculturation that led to the development of
Colombia�s folk culture and classifies according to a numerical system the different types of
expression of this resultant culture. This classification lists and describes regional cultural
divisions, and then further lists racial groups, historical periods, regional music and dances,
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musical instruments, handcrafts (ceramics, clothing, etc.), games, spoken word, linguistic
expression, beliefs, medicine, sciences, recipes, costumes, homes, customs, social groups and
legal systems in a taxonomical framework.

Ocampo then refers to Colombia�s folk heritage as it is expressed in music. Heritage in the
context of the book is defined as the legacy of the cultures which contributed to Colombia�s tri-
cultural society. This legacy is described as having developed through tradition and anonymous
composition, acquiring a collective character and thus becoming musical folklore. In separate
chapters the author discusses the legacies of the three cultures which have principally
contributed to this process in Colombia: Spanish, Black African and Amerindian.

Perdomo Escobar�s Historia de la música en Colombia (History of Music in Colombia)(1963) is
one of the most comprehensive works on the subject. It commences with indigenous music
from pre-Columbian times, and reviews the development of religious music, colonial influences,
the period of independence, the emergence of national music styles, music in the Western
classical tradition and a description of folk styles. The final chapter is titled �I take a glance at
Colombia�s folk music� and accompanies it with an extensive glossary (102 pages) of terms
associated with Colombia�s musical folk heritage.

Sources for this heritage are described as the fusion of elements of Amerindian, Black African

and Spanish cultures with the last having further roots of Hispanic, Arabic and Jewish origin.

Perdomo divides the country into two physical zones of cultural distinction for purposes of

musical analysis: the mountains and the coasts and plains. He distinguishes the bambuco as

outstanding among the mountain-based styles, and as a new rhythm born as the consequence of

the combination of its three parent cultures.

The set of articles published as Música tradicional y popular colombiana (Colombian Traditional

and Popular2 Music) and edited by M. Magdalena Pabón de Trujillo (1987), constitutes, together

with the accompanying set of audio cassettes, a most informative overview of Colombia�s

regional musical styles. This publication�s emphasis is to present Colombia�s regions as

independent and separate musical entities. For the purposes of these seven articles, each written

by a different author, the country is classified into the following divisions:

1. Andean Region
2. Llanero (Eastern Plains) Region
3. Atlantic Coastal Region
4. Caribbean Islands Region

                                                
2 �popular� in Spanish in this context carries more of a meaning �of the people� rather than the

common meaning of �widely accessible and accepted, especially in a commercial sense.�
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5. Pacific Coastal Region
The final two articles are devoted to modern innovative styles and music for children.3

Although in general the articles are developed on a framework of historical and cultural analysis,
followed by a discussion of instrumental ensembles and musical styles, the individual emphasis
of each depends on the perspective taken by each author. �La Region Andina� (The Andean
Region) by David Puerta, the article most relevant to the subject of the bambuco, provides
information relevant to the demographic and cultural history of the Andean Region, detailed
information about instrumental ensembles and the development of individual instruments and
musicians. However, due to the size of the publication, its review of musical styles is quite
superficial. Description of the bambuco is limited to comments on its complexity and to the
ongoing debate concerning its origins, the etymology of its name and its time signature in
notation.

[c] Colombian Music - Bambuco and Andean Music

Sources in English

The most exhaustive study of bambuco in English is probably the chapter titled �The Bambuco� in

Koorn�s unpublished dissertation �Folk Music of the Colombian Andes� (1977). This chapter is

set within the overall scheme of a classification of and comparison between different musical

styles characteristic of the Colombian Andean region. Koorn notes the sadly sentimental aspect

of many bambucos and the reserved manner of expression of these sentiments. His discussion of

the notation of the bambuco attempts to relate the placing of bar lines to the stress on the

accented syllables in the text of sung examples. He reviews the origins of bambuco but does not

go beyond ground covered by Añez (yet to be discussed), many of whose arguments he

reproduces. Returning to the question of notation the author engages in a quite detailed study

concerning the relationship between the occurrence of accented syllables in the texts of sung

bambucos which reaches similar conclusions to those arrived at by Pardo Tovar and Pinzón Urrea

(Pardo Tovar 1961) (yet to be discussed).

The author then describes the melodies of nine bambucos, indicating how the accents and the
syncopation follow the texts in various sung examples, stating that: �Perhaps the best way to
understand bambuco rhythm is to examine a number of them set to different poetic meters and
forms�(106). Although the author includes notated examples of the melody lines of the
described songs, the absence of more detailed notated examples to illustrate his discussion
makes these explanations difficult to follow at times. These analyses also demonstrate the variety

                                                
3 The seven articles were published in eleven issues. A general introduction to the first of these stated

that there were originally to have been thirteen issues but the publication seems to have been
reduced at some stage. One of the articles to be omitted was to have been on indigenous music.
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of poetic styles that can be used as bambuco texts, such that �any form of traditional Spanish
poetry may be found in bambucos�(121). Sections follow describing the form of sung bambucos,
the composition of accompanying ensembles and the choreography of the bambuco as a dance. A
strong aspect of the chapter is the correlation between the music of the bambuco and its texts. Its
main limitation is that it is only one chapter in a global study which investigates the bambuco
along with other central Andean genres. This is to be understood since the focus of the work as
a whole is directed towards a comparative study of these Andean styles.

The article on Colombia by Gradante (1998) in The Garland Encyclopedia of World Music,
while recognising the generally accepted cultural division of Colombia into five zones, is really
an outline of music from the Andean region.4 It begins with a summary of traditional musical
instruments found in Colombia, divided into idiophones, membranophones, aerophones and
chordophones. It then describes the use of these instruments in traditional ensembles. Under
the heading Musical Contexts and Genres, Gradante reviews the principal genres from the
Andean region, including the bambuco, concerning which he highlights the controversy arising
from the suggestion that it could have Black African origins. The article notes that the
discussion arising from this controversy occupied itself principally with �questions concerning
whether . . . African influences . . .should be acknowledged� rather than �study of (the
bambuco's) actual musical traits and performances.� The article also remarks on the controversy
related to notation of the bambuco. Gradante gives a brief history of the bambuco, and the
evolution of its modalities and associated ensembles, the subjects of its texts, and its
choreography. A section on �Popular Music� traces the origins and history of Colombian
popular compositions, including brief portraits of notable composers and champions of
Colombian national music. This is followed by a brief summary of art music in Colombia, which
traces the origins of the nation�s conservatoria, orchestras, bands, etc. It also recognises
outstanding individual musicians, composers and musicologists. Notably absent is Blas Emilio
Artehortúa, an outstanding and most knowledgeable contemporary Colombian musician and
composer. Surprisingly, for  such a recent publication, no publication or activity in Colombia
mentioned is more recent than 1973. Cited publications by Behague (1979), Koorn (1977) and
Gradante (1991) are from the U.S.A. Concluding, Gradante observes that �Scientifically
researched, analytically oriented, and systematically presented ethnomusicological studies of any
part of Andean Colombia are rare.�

Sources in Spanish

Perhaps the most complete description and evaluation of the bambuco written up to the middle
of the twentieth century is Canciones y recuerdos (Songs and Recollections) by Jorge Añez
(1950). This volume provides an invaluable source of notated bambucos and texts of salon and
folk music available up to 1950. Añez describes the first appearances of the bambuco at the time

                                                
    4 A separate article is dedicated to Afro-Colombian music.
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of the wars of independence from Spain (1810 - 1819) and associates it with artists and
composers who were responsible for its development. A complete chapter dedicated to Pedro
Morales Pino is particularly important, as it would appear that this noted musician was
principally responsible for the establishment of the Colombian string trio of bandola (sixteen-
stringed, six-course lute), tiple (twelve-stringed, four-course guitar) and guitar as the ideal
instrumental combination for executing bambucos and related styles in an urban context, and also
for the formalisation of the rôles of these instruments and the conventions for the musical
notation of the bambuco.

Añez dedicates much space to the question of the origins of the bambuco, taking into account

various theories which would ascribe these origins to Spanish, Black African or Amerindian

derivation or to some combination of these. He also discusses such far-fetched opinions as

those which would assign its sources to the music of Beethoven or Brahms. His judgement of

the degree to which Black African music may have contributed to the formation of the bambuco

tends to be dismissive. He uses arguments based on ignorance and prejudicial attitudes towards

Black Africans and their music, common at his time of writing, to refute arguments supporting

Black African influence which tended to be poorly documented at this time. His attitude may be

due to the lack of available investigative research into this area at the time of the writing of his

book, but it is more likely that he merely reflects the ideas prevalent among Colombian criollo

society in the first half of this century. In any case, the issues involved will be discussed in

Chapter Seven, where the possible African roots of the bambuco will be dealt with.

In Rítmica y melodica del folclor chocoana (Rhythmic and Melodic Elements of Folk Music
from Chocó), Andrés Pardo Tovar and Jésus Pinzón Urrea (1961) investigate various aspects of
folk-music from the Chocó area of Colombia�s Pacific Coastal region. In particular,
characteristic local musical styles alabao, porro, aguabajo and jota are analysed and compared, the
last two being compared with the bambuco.

Fig. 1-4 Similarities between the rhythmic structures of aguabajo and jota melodies (Pardo Tovar 1961, 51).

In an appendix to the book, the authors address the subject of the bambuco, beginning with a
very brief general description and then discussing two distinct ideas: (a) that the bambuco should
be notated in uuuu, and (b) that the rhythmic pattern (1) in Fig. 1-4 which is a common
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characteristic of the aguabajo and the jota, is similarly shared by and is characteristic of the bambuco
and further that aspects of the rhythmic accompaniment are shared by all three. As the aguabajo
and the jota are part of what is considered the �Black culture� of the Pacific Coast and also are
notated by Pardo Tovar in uuuu, the author ascribes the same cultural association to the bambuco and
puts forward arguments in favour of the idea that it also should be notated in uuuu.

The similarities between these styles lead the authors to propose two hypotheses:
(a)  that the bambuco is derived from the aguabajo and the jota; or

(b)  that the bambuco, aguabajo and jota all derive from a common rhythmic source.

As the investigation of the origins of the bambuco and its influences are a key part of this thesis
such hypotheses are important and will be taken into account when these origins are to be
discussed in later chapters.

Harry Davidson�s Diccionario folclórico de Colombia: música, instrumentos y danzas,
(Colombian Folkloric Dictionary: Music, Instruments and Dances) published in 1970 as the
result of thirty years� research, is the most complete compendium of Colombian folk culture
available. Consisting of three volumes of about 500 pages each, the dictionary lists almost every
element related to Colombian folk music. Davidson makes no use whatsoever of illustrative
musical examples, which suggests that he does not have a musical background, defining entries
in terms of the contexts in which they have been referred to in the past. This approach,
although giving an insight into how Colombian sources describe their own culture, does have its
limitations. These can be noted when, for example, he defines the musical interval of major
third in terms of how past sources have referred to it rather than simply describing it. The most
valuable contribution of this dictionary is as an archive of sources as Davidson gives the most
complete and reliable selection available of relevant historical sources. He recapitulates
information available in almost all sources prior to his dictionary and then constitutes the
principal source for publications which followed his. He cites his sources in full with complete
references and provides ample evidence both in favour and against his own points of view. His
reference to the bambuco occupies almost the entire first volume being some 400 pages long. It
exhaustively approaches the bambuco in terms of its history, cultural composition, regional
variants, choreography and literature. The author of this thesis widely uses this resource as an
alternative to what would be the virtually impossible task of obtaining these Colombian primary
sources from as far away as Australia. It must be stressed however that the present thesis re-
evaluates the material provided by Davidson from a completely different point of view of that
which he presents, judging the material in the light of information provided by the present
author�s musical analysis of material associated with the bambuco, which would not have been
possible for Davidson as he appears to be neither a musician nor a music analyst. Although only
one of Davidson�s grandparents was Colombian, Davidson was born in Medellín and he
identifies himself completely with Colombian culture.
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Hernan Restrepo Duque�s book entirely devoted to the bambuco, A mí cánteme un bambuco (Sing
me a bambuco) (1987) considerably updates the work of Añez while continuing on a similar line.
He begins with a discussion of the origins of the bambuco in a chapter expressively titled: �Where
The Devil Did The Bambuco Come From?� He begins with the assertion that its beginnings and
date of appearance are unknown and that much has been written on the subject without
reaching any significant conclusion (3-4). Possible associations with Amerindian music are
discussed but are limited to the affirmation that there is too little left of the music of Colombia�s
Amerindian peoples to permit identification of specific musical traits. Restrepo cites and appears
to agree with a study by José María Bravo Márquez (1942) which concludes that pre-Columbian
music in Colombia was too primitive to have given rise to a music so elaborate as the bambuco.

Restrepo�s reference to the possibility of African derivation of the bambuco is a chapter titled
�The Myth of African Origin,� suggesting the low degree of credence which he attributes to this
possible source. He reiterates the arguments of Añez, alluding to, and refuting the same
speculative arguments cited by Añez in support of the idea that the bambuco may have African
origins. A chapter on Iberian roots, titled �The Spanish Origin of the Bambuco,� considers diverse
ideas on various musical styles which, in one way or another, resemble the bambuco.

The book then turns to the question of how the bambuco should be notated, in a chapter titled
�The Most Delicate Problem.� The author refers to anecdotal examples of how its traditional
notation in kkkk has created problems in correlating the written score with how musicians might
feel the music should sound. Restrepo cites the opinion of a Spanish musicologist (51), Luis
Miguel de Zulategui, who wrote in 1943 that the question was so controversial that he thought
the government should control the notation of the bambuco. (The Colombian government did
not act upon this suggestion). This chapter of Restrepo�s book includes a section by a well-
known musician and composer of contemporary Colombian Andean music, Luis Uribe Bueno,
who discusses the alternatives of its notation in kkkk or uuuu. His discussion follows similar lines to that
of Pardo Tovar (see above), based on the principle that the accents of the syllables of the text
should correspond to those of the bar configuration. His conclusion is that uuuu is a more
appropriate time signature for the bambuco than kkkk. In Chapter Four the question of the notation
of the bambuco will be discussed in depth but the most widely accepted convention for its
notation will be used for this thesis: in kkkk with bass notes on the first and third beats of the bar,
unless otherwise specified in a written score.

In La Música popular en el Gran Cauca (Popular Music in the Greater Cauca Region) (Ulloa
1994), the author sets out his hypothesis that the currulao (genre in triple metre from Pacific
Coastal area of Colombia) and the bambuco andino caucano were born as the music of black slaves
in the haciendas (plantation farms) of the Cauca Valley. He proposes that initially they were a
single musical identity which gradually evolved into these two independent styles. He
distinguishes between the bambuco of the early nineteenth century, which has been conserved as
the bambuco viejo (old bambuco) of the Pacific Coast, and the modern Andean bambuco which was
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developed in the urban centres like Bogotá and Medellín, and spread through migration from
these centres. Whereas the instrumentation of the latter is principally based on stringed
instruments, such as the bandola, tiple and guitar, the former was and still is played mainly on
flutes and drums. He poses various questions: How did stringed instruments come to be used in
the Andean bambuco? How did the bambuco viejo develop on the Pacific Coast with the addition of
the marimba to the ensemble? Why did the bambuco viejo disappear from the haciendas of the
Cauca valley? Why was it not conserved in the Cali area as the currulao after having been its folk
music in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries? Why did the currulao disappear from some
areas and develop in others where it still exists today? It is hoped that answers may be found to
some of these questions in the investigation of the bambuco�s development from its sources in
later chapters.

Ulloa describes his methodology as including a rigorous examination of available material from
historical, anthropological and musicological perspectives combined with a certain amount of
reconstructive imagination and logical inference. His sources include historical documents,
descriptive narratives and historical novels. Theories proposed by Restrepo Duque, Uribe
Bueno, Zamudio and others are cited and discussed. While he shares many of the views of
Uribe Bueno concerning the relationship between the bambuco and folk styles of the Pacific
Coast, his development of these views is more ethnographic than musicological. To this end he
traces how the bambuco may have developed in the festivities of the slaves in urban and rural
contexts, and how transculturation occurred between Black Africans, the Amerindians and the
Europeans. He relates how, as the bambuco was adopted by the criollo and mestizo populations, the
tiple assumed the rhythmic role of marking the uuuu accents in the African-based uuuu/kkkk polyrhythm.

The author explains how Uribe Bueno and other supporters of the idea that bambuco could have
African origins came to the view that the currulao was its forerunner. He counters this, suggesting
that even though there are undeniable affinities and similarities between these dances and their
music, it is more probable that the currulao developed from the bambuco. Ulloa presents limited
evidence for this.

Ulloa�s general conclusion is that the bambuco is unequivocally a manifestation of Caucan musical
folk culture which originated in the Black African slave communities of colonial plantations.
This, according to Ulloa, was because it had its musical roots in Cauca, its most prominent
composer and propagator, Morales Pino, was from Cauca, and its first author of texts, Rafael
Pombo, was also from Cauca.

Musical sources
[a] Notated Scores

At times in the present study the author�s own transcriptions of commercially available studio
and field recordings will be used. These will be particularly useful when it is necessary to obtain
information concerning ensemble composition and performance practices. At other times
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already published scores and arrangements will be used when only information concerning
melodies and their common harmonisation is required.

Notated bambucos used in this thesis come principally from four sources, chosen according to the
use which is to be made of the musical material available:

1. Two volumes of traditional songs and instrumental pieces titled Colombia en 50 canciones
para piano y voz Vol. 1 & 2 (Colombia in 50 songs for voice and piano Vols. 1 and 2) comprise
a selection of bambucos along with pasillos, guabinas, cúmbias, porros and many other characteristic
Colombian rhythms. They appear as arrangements for voice and piano, or as instrumental
arrangements for piano alone which for many of these pieces was the form in which their
composers first presented them. Most discussions which refer to notational questions
concerning the bambuco use scores in this form (see Restrepo 1987, Pardo Tovar 1961). These
volumes carry no date nor editor�s name but Colombian musicians with whom the present
author played traditional music in Colombia regarded them as being sufficiently complete and
authentic to be appropriate as sources for traditional ensemble arrangements. Volume one was
first seen by the present author in Livorno, Italy in 1980 and the second in Brisbane in 1990,
and they probably date from the 1970s and the late 1980s respectively.
2. Las melodías más bellas de la zona andina de Colombia (The Most Beautiful Melodies of
the Andean Zone of Colombia): a collection of traditional Colombian instrumental pieces
arranged for the classic Colombian string trio of bandola, tiple and guitar. Such arrangements are
rare and have only appeared in relatively recent times, this collection being published in 1984.
Such arrangements would never be considered as definitive versions of these pieces but are
simply one musician�s realisation of how the tiple and guitar could accompany a particular bandola
melody.
3. A large collection of song melodies are found in Añez (1952), the majority of which are
bambucos. These provide no information on accompanying harmonies or instrumental contexts
but are valuable because very few of these bambucos are found on recordings or in any other
notated form.
4. The author�s own transcriptions of commercial and studio recordings which provide
complete information on accompanying harmonies and styles, instrumental contexts and
performance practice. These provide information which is relevant to discussion concerning
ensembles, playing techniques and styles of interpretation whereas questions relating to musical
form and melodic structure are adequately served by pieces from the first two groups and, to a
lesser degree, the third, of which the examples are useful only for discussion concerning melody
and texts.

[b] Audio Recordings

There exist many sources of recorded bambucos as LP recordings, cassette tapes and more
recently, reissues of notable recordings on Compact Disc. These recordings are either
compilations of various artists playing a variety of styles among which occur some bambucos or
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they may be of a specific artist or ensemble playing a similar selection of styles. Frequently the
bambucos appear accompanied by other Colombian Andean styles such as pasillo and guabina.
Such sources are principally commercial recordings but among them can be found good quality
field recordings. Many of the latter have appeared on compilations which attempt to satisfy the
large market for Latin American folk music by cheaply recording live performances in Latin
America and releasing these recordings (making no mention of the artists involved) in other
countries. Among these are many recordings made by Gérard Krémer and released on the
French �Playasound� label. Examples are Les flutes indiennes d�Amerique du Sud (PS 65060)
and Harpes & Guitares d�Amerique Latine (PS 65043). Because these recordings are destined
for the commercial retail market their overall recorded sound quality is very good and therefore
they are most useful as study materials. Documentation of the commercial recordings is of
extremely variable quality. Some include information concerning instruments and ensembles. In
addition to this, the Krémer recordings include some brief, even if at times seemingly trivial,5

notes concerning the songs and pieces. De Medellín a Popayán, a compilation featuring music
by Jorge Ariza (requinto 6 - smaller tiple) and the Trio Morales Pino (Buda 92538-2), includes
some background to Colombian traditional music in its programme notes. This is a particularly
valuable recording as the CD quality is excellent and the Trio is one of the finest to have ever
recorded Colombian string trio repertoire. Huáscar Barradas, an outstanding Venezuelan flautist
includes two Venezuelan bambucos on the recording Folklore from Venezuela (CD EUCD 1237)
which can be immediately recognised as derivations of the Colombian bambuco. This similarity is
such that even though one of these bambucos, �Endrina,� is listed as track 4 on the recording, it is
unmistakably track 3. Barradas writes brief but useful notes on the pieces and includes the texts
of those which are songs, even though all items are played as instrumental arrangements. He
describes how the Venezuelan bambucos have taken on musical characteristics of styles from the
various regions where they appear. Two compilation cassette recordings accompany the article
�La region andina� (Puerta 1987) and are titled �Esta es mi tierra� (This is my land) and �Bandolita�
(Little Bandola) They include a number of studio recordings which have not be released
commercially and are excellent examples of a variety of different types of bambucos even though
all are based around the Central Andean string trio and its related ensembles, such as string
estudiantina, voice with tiple and voice with string trio. Les flutes indiennes d�Amerique du Sud
(PS 65060) includes some bambucos played by the chirimía ensemble and Banda de música del
Tolima (LP recording Departamento del Tolima) features bambucos by composers from Tolima
played by a full concert band.

                                                
5 The fact the guabina �El cuchipe� was the actress Brigitte Bardot�s first commercial success as a

vocalist is a piece of information that may seem trivial but in fact shows the extent of popularity
which Colombian Andean music was (and is) capable of achieving.

6 (lit.: five semitones higher)
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[c] Video Recordings

The author of this thesis has in his possession some video recordings taken from Colombian
television by his wife�s family. One includes the �Festival del bambuco� of 1993 which is held in
Neiva every year. A feature of this festival is �Queen of the bambuco� beauty contest which
distinguishes itself by requiring that the contestants be able to dance the bambuco. Included in the
video are detailed descriptions of the required steps which constitute the formally accepted
�bambuco.� Of particular note is that the music used to accompany the dancing is a sanjuanero
rather than a bambuco which describes itself as a joropo in the text of the song.

Theoretical considerations and general approach

In a study such as this thesis in which a musical is viewed as the product of the integration of
differing cultures, a balance should be achieved between the study of social and historical
aspects of the topic and the study of the music itself. However as musicians are the principal
propagators of musical style and practice (Gallop 1933, 351), the music they transmit can be
more important than the influence of the community in which they work. For example, the
presence of Zyriab (Abu� Hasan Ali bin Nafi), a Syrian musician brought to the Moorish court
in Spain in 1275, had far greater influence on the development of Arabic music there than the
occupying Arab population, even though his influence depended on the presence of this
receptive wider community (Ribera 1929, 100-107). As another example, even though santería as
a religion appeared within New York�s Cuban community in the late 1940s, the development of
batá drumming, integrally associated with this religion in Cuba, can be traced directly to the work
of two Cuban drummers: Julio Collazo in the 1950s and Orlando Puntillo Rios in the 1980s
(Amira 1990, 13-14). In contemporary Australia it can be observed that music left in the hands
of immigrant communities merely degenerates and eventually disappears unless there are
particular musicians who by personal or collective initiative take steps to conserve and/or
develop the music from their native cultures. For this reason, this present study concentrates on
actual musical material which may demonstrate relationships between interacting musical
cultures. This will be supported by demographic and social information which will confirm if it
was possible for such interactions to occur.

Definitions and Terminology

The literature concerning interaction between cultures suffers from a lack of consistency with
respect to descriptive terminology. Terms such as acculturation, synthesis, syncretism and
transculturation are those most commonly applied to studies involving the relationships which
may exist between the cultures which meet to produce a consequential cultural product and the
product itself.
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Acculturation

Kartomi (1981) points out limitations in the term �acculturation� due to contradictions in its
definitions and cites a selection of these. Wachsmann (1961, 140) cites the definition framed in
the Memorandum for the Study of Acculturation (Redfield 1936, 149):

Acculturation comprehends those phenomena which result when groups of
individuals having different cultures come into first-hand contact, with
subsequent changes in the original culture patterns of either or both groups.

This term would appear to be falling out of popularity because of the assumed connotation that
a �stronger� culture is �acculturating� a �weaker� one, though its use with a wide variety of
meanings is still quite common.

Transculturation

�Transculturation�, a neologism of Fernando Ortiz discussed by Malinowski in Ortiz (1941, ix-
xiv) carries a meaning of interactive influence, in that it proposes a situation wherein as a culture
acts upon another culture, it also is acted upon so that cultural influence is shared, perhaps to
greater and lesser degrees according to the circumstances. This concept of mutual influence
makes it more acceptable to many than acculturation.

Synthesis

The expression �synthesis,� defined as the �putting together of parts or elements that make up a
complex whole� (Oxford English Dictionary) is excessively simplistic as it would imply an
�x+y=(x+y) [tangible cultural result]� process in the evolution of new musical forms, where x
and y represent cultural material from two cultures, whereas a more appropriate description,
where a and b represent cultural material from one culture and c and d cultural material from a
second, might be �(a+b)+(c+d)=(a+c) [tangible cultural result]+b+d [both of which
disappear]�. Webster�s meaning for the same term, �the combination of the partial truths of a
thesis and its antithesis into a higher stage of truth,� implies a philosophical struggle between the
component parts of a cultural interchange which may be appropriate in certain contexts but
certainly conveys an image which is alien to the musical environment in which the formation
and development of the bambuco took place. As an illustration of the understanding of the term
�synthesis� perceived by the author of this thesis, the following practical application is offered,
concerning the synthesis of the Colombian musical instrument, the pito (whistle).

The pito or caña de millo (millet cane), is a melodic instrument which is only found in certain West
African cultures and on the Atlantic coast of Colombia. This instrument, identified only in post-
colonial Colombia, is classified as a transverse ideoglottic clarinet. Formerly in Colombia it was
made from millet cane but the later and current version is fabricated from the stalk of a palm-
tree called bactris minor (List 1983, 53-4). Its playing technique is identical to that of the bobiyel
(transverse clarinet) of the Fulani and the bounkam (transverse clarinet) of the Bissa, both tribes
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of Upper Volta (List 1983, 53-65). There are three differences which exist between the African
and Colombian varieties:

1. The latter has four finger holes and the former none.
2. The former is constructed of millet cane and the latter of palm-stalk.
3. The former has gourd resonators and the latter does not.

As the pito performs the same function as gaitas (a pair of vertical flutes with beeswax and
charcoal heads which are blown through a tube cut from a feather) which are of Amerindian
origin and the larger of which is played using four finger holes, it could be proposed that this
aspect of the pito is a �synthesis� of its African predecessor and the Amerindian gaita as a result of
�transculturation� between the Black African and Amerindian cultures. Introduction of the palm-
stalk as a construction material is most probably due to the inspiration of a particular musician
who experimented with various materials to make a better instrument, as the resultant pito has
much greater carrying power (List 1983, 54).7 This could be described as environmental
synthesis as it is the result of the instrument being adapted to new possibilities offered in a
different physical environment. As the palm-stalk pito has a stronger sound than the millet-cane
models, the resonator gourds were no longer necessary, and were probably abandoned for this
reason. Consequential modification might be an appropriate term for such an event.

Syncretism

Waterman (1952, 17) appears to place a condition of compatibility on the occurrence of
�syncretism.� Religious syncretism as it developed in Latin America, where Catholic saints were
nominally substituted for traditional deities in Black African and, to a lesser extent, Amerindian
communities, depended on the compatibility of symbols between the religions. Vuylesteke
(1988, 15) further describes this example of syncretism as:

. . . The more or less incoherent fusion of monotheist Christian and African
pantheist systems. In fact there was neither real fusion nor confusion between the
two spiritual worlds, but rather complementarity by analogy.

Compatible similarities would be necessary for such analogies to exist, so this supports
Waterman�s concept of the term. Wachsmann (1961, 146) casts doubt upon the prerequisite of
compatibility on the basis of the rapid acceptance of Western church music traits by the Ganda
people (of Uganda), explaining that these traits were completely foreign to those of traditional
Ganda music. However, the reply to this comes from Wachsmann�s own article (1961, 146),
where he quotes Nketia (1959, 34): �. . . radical innovations are thus being channelled into the
development of new music and not in the adulteration of the old.� The adoption of these
church music traits is such a radical innovation, imposed on the Ganda people by the
dominating mission culture and has nothing to do with syncretism. �Acculturation� of the church
music by the Ganda, who would interpret it in their own manner, and �transculturation� between

                                                
7 Pitos are still occasionally made of millet cane so the construction material is clearly a matter of

choice.
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the Ganda and the mission culture would have occurred. In the present author�s opinion the
application of the expression �syncretism� in the case of the Ganda is inappropriate. A
connection between syncretism and compatibility remains too strong to be discarded.

A valuable expression suggested by Vega (1990, 161) is the �criterion of quantity.� This is most
useful in cases where a direct historical link between two sources of cultural material is difficult
to establish because of a lack of precise documentation. If clearly identifiable musical traits can
be found in sufficient quantity to overrule the possibility of coincidence a connection can be
argued by invoking the criterion of quantity.

In conclusion it can be said that no one term can describe all the instances of cultural interaction
that might exist, so for the purposes of this study the following terms will be applied to a
musical context in the following manner:

• Synthesis: the creation of a musical genre or instruments from source materials (cultural
or physical) which produce a result which is noticeably distinct from those elements
which participated in the interaction.

• Syncretism: the combination of cultural elements that are sufficiently similar or
compatible to produce a result which can still be identified with each of its source
elements.

• Acculturation: the action of one culture on another causing the modification of the
second without loss of its essential character while the first remains basically unaffected.

• Transculturation: the interaction between two (or more) distinct cultures where each
acts upon the other causing the modification of all the contributive cultures and which
may or may not produce distinct cultural material as a result.

The unfolding of this project will suggest, for example, that the bambuco is a product of musical
syncretism brought about by transculturation between the European, Black African and
Amerindian cultures.

Scope and limitations of the study

The primary aim of this thesis is to provide a full description and analysis of the bambuco to
establish its identity and confirm its synthesis in terms of its cultural and musical composition.
Characteristic idiosyncrasies of the bambuco will be analysed in terms of its rhythmic content
above all, as it is expected that this will provide sufficient data to enable a thorough investigation
of its component cultural elements. Even though the study has not involved specific field work
on the part of its author, the experience obtained during his period of living, working and
playing traditional Colombian music in Colombia and subsequently in Australia, as well as the
availability of sufficient quantity of good quality recordings and published scores of bambucos,
minimise such a need.
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It is important to the author of this thesis that the basis of the research be practical. This means
that the investigation should make reference above all to music and its execution. In a study of
this nature, one could seek to add to the understanding of the nature of Colombian Central
Andean culture, or study the social composition of this same regional culture as a justification
for theories concerning the musical identity of the bambuco. However the author of this thesis
wishes to undertake a study which is useful to musicians and provides detailed information
concerning the bambuco in musical terms. While this study will make reference to social aspects
of Colombian culture, the music itself remains its overriding priority and purpose.

Structure of the thesis

Following the general introduction the thesis begins with an overview of Colombia, its people
and culture, and the Central Andean region in particular. The reason for the choice of the
Central Andean region for specific study is that as it has been, until recently, relatively isolated
from other sources of influence, its culture could be taken as representing a hypothetical
Colombian �average� culture. There follows a general description of Colombian music which
relates its stylistic diversity to the geographical topography of the country and discusses the
classification of, and interrelationship between, the many styles and genres found in Colombia.
Attention is then focussed on music from the Central Andean region of Colombia and its
characteristic musical forms, noting the factors which distinguish music from this region from
the rest of the country. A full description and analysis of the bambuco itself follows, unfolding
with a discussion of the ensembles which play bambuco and their instruments and illustrated by
transcriptions of examples of this repertoire. These transcriptions, together with published
scores of bambucos, are then analysed in an attempt to identify the characteristics of an archetypal
bambuco. Once this identity has been established, consideration will be given to relationships
which may exist between the bambuco and its possible Amerindian, European (Spanish) and
Black African roots. This will be investigated with respect to musical elements, instruments and
ensembles, social context, language and demographic information which will demonstrate
whether it was possible for these cultures to interact in the formation of the bambuco. The
archetypal bambuco will then be reassessed in terms of an eventual classification as a consequence
of conclusions drawn from this comparative study.

Justification and significance of the study

The lack of research by non-Colombian authors into Colombian Andean music is evident in the
fact there are only three sources: Koorn (1976), List (1980) and Gradante (1998), available on
the subject in English.8 Factors which may contribute to this include the fact that there is no

                                                
8 A notable study on music of the Chibchas with particular reference to the Kagaba tribe of the Sierra

Nevada de Santa Marta in German is �Die Musik der Chibcha und ihrer Heutigen Nachkommen�
by Fritz Bose (n.d.) but as its general information on Chibcha music is based on the same sources
used by Perdomo, Davidson, etc., and its regional specialisation centres on a community close to
the Atlantic Coast, it is not significant for the present study.
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Colombian music style that fills the requisites of having commercial value at the same time as
folkloric interest which could make it appealing beyond Colombia�s borders. For example
Cuban music has commercial value as a source for salsa (contemporary Latin American dance
music) and at the same time possesses folkloric and polycultural depth which make it interesting
to study from a musicological point of view. The same can be said for various Brazilian musical
genres. The musical genres of both of these countries have been studied to a degree that is
disproportionate to the number of people who play them in comparison with music from other
Latin-American countries. The musical genres of Colombia are extremely varied and one needs
to have a global view of all the different Colombian styles before beginning to study any one of
them, because of the way these styles interact and interrelate to greater and lesser degrees. This
in itself is an impediment to their study because a long period of familiarisation is required to
gain a broad appreciation of the variety of Colombian music before one can begin to investigate
a particular genre. The bambuco alone holds great potential for study from various points of view.
Questions related to its notation, differences between its urban and rural manifestations,
functional rôles of instruments in the different ensembles which play it, differences between
regional representations and how they may have evolved, the bambuco in Venezuela, the
relationship between the bambuco and other Colombian triple metre genres like the torbellino, the
sanjuanero and the joropo, for example, are a few topics that could produce fruitful results.
Gradante (1998, 385) wrote of the need for a �study of (the bambuco�s) actual musical traits . .
.(and) to the emergence of its contemporary varieties� which this thesis carries out, alongside a
broader identification and detailed presentation of the bambuco to the non-Colombian world.
The thesis also contributes some ideas and theories concerning the bambuco from a point of view
which is both based on a continuous contact with the practice of Colombian music during a
period of fifteen years, and is detached from specific traditional schools of thought.



C h a p t e r  T w o

CONTEXTS AND BACKGROUND

Geographical description

The Republic of Colombia is situated in the north-western corner of the continent of South

America. Its northern and western confines are the Caribbean Sea (Atlantic Ocean) and the

Pacific Ocean respectively. Countries with which it forms borders are Venezuela and Brazil in

the east, and Peru and Ecuador to the south. The isolated town of Leticia in the south-east is a

port on the Amazon river and the isthmus of Panama in the north-west, impenetrable due to

dense jungle growth and swamps, unites Colombia with Panama.

Fig. 2-1 Colombia's location in the continent of South America (National Geographic Map). A
detailed map of Colombia can be found in Appendix 3.
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Fig. 2-2 Map of Colombia and environs displaying mountain chains which geographically divide the
country (Miñana 1997, 3).

Colombia's most distinguishing topographical feature is the Andes mountain chain which
divides into three chains north of the border with Ecuador. The westernmost chain, called the
cordillera occidental, and the central chain, the cordillera central, extend as far north as the
Isthmus of Panama, 240 km short of the Caribbean coast, at which point the terrain becomes
one of jungle wetlands, while the cordillera oriental to the East stretches toward the Atlantic
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Coast. To the west of the cordillera occidental the land descends through alluvial plains,
undulating hills and mangroves to the Pacific coast. The central chain is the highest of the three,
rising to heights of 5750 m at the Nevado del Huila and 5616 m at the Nevado del Tolima
which forms part of the National Park of Los Nevados, a group of permafrost-covered
quiescent volcanoes. The eastern chain, the cordillera oriental, forks into two branches of which
one forms a natural border with Venezuela in the north while the other crosses the border
marking the northern limit of Venezuela's llanos or plains. To the north west of the northern
reaches of the cordillera oriental lies the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, an isolated mountain
mass close to the Caribbean Sea 5800 metres above sea level. The land on the eastern side of the
cordillera oriental consists predominantly of torrid lowlands which extend into Venezuela and
Brazil to the east and into Peru in the south. The southern part is composed of thick forest and
is drained by tributaries of the Amazon River, such as the Caquetá. The vast plains, or llanos
(orientales), of the greater northern part are traversed by the Meta River and other tributaries of
the Orinoco River. Between the three chains of the Colombian Andes are found fertile river
valleys and high plateaux, called altiplanos. The nation's capital, Bogotá, is situated on one of
these plateaux at 2610 metres. The country's longest river, the Magdalena, flows for 1555
kilometres separating the eastern and central chains, while the second longest river, the Cauca,
runs between the western and central chains for about 965 kilometres joining the Magdalena
about 320 kilometres before the latter flows into the Caribbean Sea close to Barranquilla.
Although the coastline of Colombia extends for about 1610 km. along the Caribbean Sea, for
about 1290 km. along the Pacific Ocean and many river mouths emerge from these coasts,
access to the country is limited by the lack of good natural harbours.

The topography of Colombia has had a crucial role in determining its cultural development.

Historically its Atlantic Coast has been relatively isolated from the interior by swamps and

mountains and its only contact was by arduous travel upstream via the Cauca and Magdalena

rivers. This caused the culture of the Atlantic Coast to develop in cultural relationship to the

Caribbean islands with which it had constant contact by sea. The marshes which lie inland from

the Atlantic Coast provided refuges for fugitive Black African slaves who set up their own

palenques or fortified enclaves, such as San Basilio de Palenque which became an island of Black

African culture within Colombia in the early seventeenth century (List 1983, 570). Movement

inland from the Atlantic Coast was by river transport up the Cauca and Magdalena rivers and

this permitted the establishment along these rivers of inland settlements which communicated

with each other over relatively short distances. The conquest of the most powerful indigenous

tribes such as the Chibcha in the locality called Bacatá (present day Santa Fé de Bogotá) was

achieved only by travelling inland to the altiplanos where they resided. The extreme elevation of

the Andes hindered communication across them and so the river valleys and altiplanos
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developed independently, fortifying their local cultures in comparative isolation. The eastern

plains communicated more easily with the western plains of Venezuela via river transport than

with central Colombia and consequently there developed a llanero or plains culture which is

shared between these two countries� adjoining territories. Colombia's Pacific Coast was

colonised from the port city of Buenaventura. Its communication with the inland was limited to

those parts accessible by overland travel to the Gran Cauca area in the south west of Colombia

(close to the city of Cali in Fig. 2-5). Finally the indigenous culture of the largely impenetrable

Amazon area in the south-east has remained relatively untouched because of the lack of

communication with the rest of Colombia. This degree of separation between the different

regions has led to the establishment and evolution of such independent cultural identities that

the author José Luis Borges coined the expression: �Being Colombian is an act of faith� (Puerta

1987: 16).

Even though the above-mentioned divisions separate Colombia into several distinct cultural

areas, the two river valleys, the mountainous areas accessible to them and the extreme south are

usually grouped together due to cultural similarities, which distinguish them sufficiently from the

areas which border on other countries or seas. This results in a separation into five cultural

regions: Pacific Coast, Atlantic Coast, Andean Region, Eastern Plains and Amazon areas. These

can be seen clearly in Fig. 2-3.

Historical Aspects of the Colombian Peoples and Andean Regional Societies

Prior to the arrival of the Spanish in the area which corresponds to present day Colombia,
described as New Granada at the time of the conquest, the land was populated by various
Amerindian tribes of which the Chibcha language group predominated. The cultures which
were most advanced in their social and economic organisation were those of the Taironas on
the Atlantic Coast and the Muiscas in the central highlands. Both of these were undoubtedly
Chibcha speakers (Bushnell 1993, 3). Other cultures, such as the Quimbaya show sufficient
traits to relate them to Chibcha culture, whereas the Calima region had its own cultural
evolution in which three distinct groups appear to have occupied the area between 1000 BC and
the arrival of the Spanish in the 1530s. Although the arrival of Colombia's Amerindian
population is assumed to be due to migration from Meso-America (Bushnell 1993, 1), there
exists growing support for the idea that the Amazon Basin was their original home (Labbé 1986,
15). Early monumental art flourished in the San Agustín area and belongs to either a culture or a
series of cultures which occupied the area in the period between about 4000 BC and 1600 AD
(Labbé 1986, 127). Highly sophisticated goldwork was common to nearly all of Pre-Columbian
Colombia, as even the cultures which did not mine gold could easily trade for it.
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Fig. 2-3 Geographical regions according to areas of cultural similarity.

Trade was carried out with territories as far north as Meso-America and the Caribbean,

evidenced by the presence of ceremonial conch shell trumpets among the Muiscas in the central

highlands (Labbé 1986, 153), and at least as far south as what was to become Inca territory.

Llamas were not used in what is now Colombia, which means that all work and transport was

carried out by human power (Bushnell 1993, 3). Spanish exploration of the land began very

soon after the founding of the first settlements along the Gulf of Urabá in 1510. Following the

founding of Santa Marta in 1526, tales began to reach the Spanish of a legendary El Dorado in
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the central highlands. The Spanish must have had a fairly clear idea where the source of these

tales lay as three independent expeditions - those of Jiménez de Quesada who set out from

Santa Marta in 1536, Federmann from Maracaibo in 1535 (although his change of direction

towards the central highlands took place in 1537) and Belalcázar from Peru (1538) - arrived at

the same place within a relatively short time of each other (Fernández-Armesto 1991, 126-129).

Their point of arrival at Bacatá, the approximate site of present day Santa Fé de Bogotá, was the

heartland of the Muisca culture which was quickly conquered leading to the destruction of the

culture. Access to these central highlands from the Atlantic Coast was always difficult, requiring

arduous travel upstream by boat followed by overland travel up to the 3000 metre altitude of

these highlands.

New Granada settled down to a slow development as one of Spanish America's less

economically active colonies in which the Muiscas became assimilated into the rural work force

(Bushnell 1993, 15). In 1717 Bogotá became the seat of the Viceroyalty of New Granada to

which Panama, Quito and Caracas were subordinate as Presidencies (the first two) and a

Captaincy-General (the last) (Bushnell 1993,12).

The colonial development of the Cauca valley, which approximately corresponds to the Calima

and Quimbaya cultural zones, was directed from Quito in present day Ecuador. Quito was

settled in 1534 by Belalcázar, who also founded Cali in 1536 and refounded Popayán in 1537.

This region retained closer ties to Quito than to Bogotá even after the establishment of the

Viceroyalty (Bushnell 1993, 16). It will be recalled that Belalcázar was one of the three

conquerors of the Muisca. His arrival in Bacatá (Bogotá) was distinguished from that of his

rivals by the far better condition in which his forces reached their objective. Whereas Quesada

lost 80% of his forces on the trek from Santa Marta, and Federmann, who departed from

Maracaibo in Venezuela and crossed the Andes, arrived with few more than half of his forces

clad only in skins, Belalcázar's forces arrived with all their equipment and armour intact

(Fernández-Armesto 1991, 129). This would suggest that, considering the short time that had

passed since the founding of Quito, Belalcázar's original point of departure, access to the Cauca

area from Quito was far easier than that to Bogotá from the Atlantic Coast. This accessibility

together with the natural fertility of the Cauca valley lent itself to the establishment of

plantations. The finding of gold deposits in and around the Cauca river and its tributaries further

added to its potential for development. The presence of a Spanish aristocratic upper class in

Popayán which would have been aligned with the Spanish Crown would have made it more

likely that Spanish laws protecting the rights of Amerindians would have been respected, and

therefore their use as workers on plantations would have been relatively rare. As Black African
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slaves were imported to work mines along the Pacific lowlands in the mid 16th century

(Davidson 1970a, 177), they would gradually have found themselves working in the plantations

also. The Black African slave trade reached its peak in the period 1680 to 1750 and the parallel

growth of the mining and plantation industries led to the development of Black African slave

plantations as a regional institution distinct from those worked mainly by mestizos and

Amerindians in the rest of the country (Ulloa 1994, 14).

On Colombia's Atlantic Coast, 95% of the indigenous population was exterminated within the

first century of colonisation, so the Black African population grew very quickly (Bushnell 1993,

14), predominating over the Amerindian as occurred also on the Pacific Coast. Limited

transport between different regions led to the separate development of local cultures. A journey

from the principal port of Cartagena to Bogotá took a month of travel upriver by pole boat to

the river port of Honda followed by a few days overland and uphill to the capital (Davis 1993,

18). Even traffic between Bogotá and Popayán, which had been a relatively easy trek at the time

of Belalcázar's expedition to the Muisca territories became disrupted in 1557 by a revolt by the

Pijao tribe in the central chain of the Andes, which was not resolved until the President of the

colony himself intervened in a campaign which lasted from 1605 to 1618 (Davis 1993, 9 and

396). Water transport remained the principal means of travel until it was complemented by the

development of a series of isolated railway systems between 1855 and 1927 (Davis 1993, 423-4).

These were not connected into a national system until 1961.

Education and social services during the colonial phase were carried out by the Roman Catholic

church which also mediated between the state and indigenous communities through missions

particularly in the Andean regions, as the church was less interested in the Black African

communities than in the Amerindians and mestizos. The overall cultural development in New

Granada was quite slow. The first printing press appeared in Bogotá in 1738 so communication

and the dissemination of local information and culture would have been slow and restricted to a

very limited area. The development of religious art and architecture was less active than in other

colonial centres, but the colony's greatest architectural achievement was a military construction:

that of the unconquered fort of San Felipe in Cartagena in the early eighteenth century

(Bushnell 1993, 22). Formal education was available to few during the whole colonial period

(16th to 18th centuries) and then only in urban centres while higher education was limited to the

sons of the colonial elite who alone had access to two universities in Bogotá (Bushnell 1993, 22).

The overall situation of the colony was that of a lethargic subsistence economy, ruled by a

Spanish elite, predominantly peninsular but including a percentage of criollos.
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The lack of a strong economical focal point comparable to, for example, the silver mines of

Bolivia meant that development was spread over a large number of different places. The

abundance of arable land gave exploited workers somewhere to flee to where they could set

themselves up as independent landowners rather than remain in an exploitative situation in a

city. These factors led to the evolution of a relatively federal urban development and lesser

degree of oppression than in other colonies. Even the Black Africans, fiercely exploited in

plantation economies elsewhere, were occupied panning gold which is still the occupation of

many of their descendants on the Pacific Coast today. The eighteenth century saw the gradual

development of an administrative middle class in many urban centres (Bushnell 1993, 24).

The achievement of independence in 1819 brought no great changes to Colombia's social

profile. The higher positions previously held by loyalist and peninsular Spanish were taken over

by republicans and Creoles, but the lower levels of society remained relatively unaffected

(Lambert 1971, 56). Reaction against the Spanish Crown was so strong after independence that

Simón Bolívar, the liberator of New Granada and subsequent president of the United States of

Greater Colombia (Los Estados Unidos de la Gran Colombia) had sought alliances with the

British since an English occupation of New Granada was considered to be more acceptable

than a Spanish return. There followed a generally Anglophile cultural tendency in the ex-colony,

encouraged by Bolívar, from which period certain English terms were adopted into the

Colombian Spanish vocabulary such as ponque (pound cake) and seibó (side board) (El Tiempo,

1986).

The war of independence from Spain at the beginning of the nineteenth century had left

Colombia deeply in debt. By the latter half of the same century the enthusiasm created by the

achieving of independence had waned, but the debt remained. The economic and consequential

political instability led to a series of civil wars between followers of liberal and conservative

ideologies, which in turn brought the nation to �economic paralysis and the apparition of

inflation� (Época republicana, 1997). At the same time a struggle for the imposition of cultural

values was being carried out by three rival groups. The first group, called �Classical� or

�Regenerative� tried to establish classical values in the sense of the cultivation of classical studies,

the Spanish language, Roman Catholic religious principles and political order. Opposed to these

were the �Pragmatists� or �Costumbrists� who sought to realise national and practical values

(Época republicana, 1997). The conflict between these parties led to continual conflict between

1894 and 1903 culminating in the �Guerra de mil días� (the 1000-day war) (Colombia 1987, 354).

The third group was born from the pragmatists and were denominated �Modernists� or

�Republicans.� These sought the modernisation of the country and its inclusion in a universalist
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perspective. Under their influence a taste was developed in Colombia for cosmopolitanism and

dilettantism, introducing Colombia to new tendencies in poetry, novels and European theatre

and creating a new aesthetic attitude at the beginning of the twentieth century.

The most important region in the development of Colombia following the gaining of

independence was undoubtedly the Andean. This is easy to comprehend from a modern day

perspective, as the Andean region contains 76.4% of the total population (Bushnell 1993, 5) and

its three most important cities (Santa Fé de Bogotá, Medellín and Cali). How this came to be

however is less clear given that the most densely populated sub-region, the Andean East, was,

until the advent of air transport, the least accessible. Possible explanations include the fact that

the Spanish usurped the seat of power of the most influential Indian tribe at the time of the

conquest, that of the Muiscas, and made it the seat of their administration. This region possesses

a climate closest to that of Europe, and so European settlers who had the means (that is to say,

the wealth or social standing) to choose where they would live would have tended to seek this as

their objective. The heat of the proximity to the equator is mitigated by the altitude of the

principal cities: Bogotá, at a height of 2,600 metres has an annual mean temperature of 14( C.

Though the Andean region can be considered as a whole it can also be subdivided into East,

West and South because of the geographical barriers which still exist between these sub-

divisions. Apart from their historical importance as the administrative centre (East) and

industrial centre (West), cultural differences also distinguish these regions from the rest of

Colombia. The Atlantic Coast, with its primarily black and mulato population and proximity to

the Caribbean cultures, is culturally different from Central Colombia, as is the Pacific Coast

which though grouped as an Andean sub-region by Bushnell (1993, 5) is considered as a

separate region by Puerta (1987, 15) and List (1980, 571) because of its predominantly zambo

�black culture� (Bermúdez 1987, 111). The musical culture of the llanos or Eastern Plains has a

stronger stylistic link with Venezuela than with Colombia, though audible differences exist

between the Colombian and Venezuelan interpretations of the same rhythmic styles. The

southern tip of Colombia could even be considered as culturally separate, as it was the only

region of Colombia to have been subject to Inca influence and during the colonial period was

administered from Quito, in Ecuador. In discussing bambucos with a visiting Colombian

musician, the author of this thesis found that the musician saw Caucan bambucos as having a

distinct identity from those from the central Andean regions (Paniagua 1997). Therefore an

impression arises that many consider the Central Andean region to represent a �real Colombia�

(Bushnell 1993, 4).
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Fig. 2-4 The Andean region of Colombia (location) (Based on maps from Encarta '96 World Atlas)
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Fig. 2-5 The Andean Region of Colombia (detail) (Based on maps from Encarta '96 World Atlas)

Music is not the only focus in the Central Andean region and is only one manifestation of a
culture which is notable for its wealth of cultural life and events which reflect its traditional or
folkloric heritage. Aguirre (1987, 14-29) classifies these in categories of literary folklore,
handcrafts, religious festivals, secular festivals, carnivals and regional dishes. Each of these
categories includes a great variety of cultural expressions which represent the cultural
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composition and traditions of different Andean sub-regions. Aguirre limits the domain of
folkloric literature to include only anonymous and traditional material. Song texts constitute a
sub-category of this literature, within which the author describes ballads, refrains, proverbs,
sayings, guessing games and narrative folklore. This last group is represented by myths, legends,
fables and tales in addition to folkloric dramatisations and sketches such as, for example, live
Holy Week actuations. The different cultural manifestations reflect the traditions and techniques
which have been used by local Amerindian populations since pre-Columbian times, as in the
case of hand-crafts like the Pasto varnish and gold work, and others demonstrate how the
traditions and cultural sources of the past evolve and produce new materialisations of traditional
elements or events. This evolution can be seen in the transformation of the Feast of St. John, a
celebration of Spanish origin, in the Tolima and Huila areas into the Folklore Festival and the
Bambuco Festival respectively.

Alongside the development of folk culture, expansion of European culture has also taken place
with the development of musical institutions which are represented such as symphony, chamber
and youth orchestras in the Andean regions� principal cities and conservatoria in all the major
regional centres.

Colombian music
Atlantic Coast

This region consists of the departamentos (states) of Guajira, Magdalena, Cesar, Atlántico, Bolívar,

Sucre and Córdoba and the islands of the archipelago of San Andrés and Providencia. The

music of this region is characterised by strong Black African influence in rhythms, melodies and

instrumentation. The most characteristically identifiable style is the cúmbia, which has a hhhh

rhythmic base and in its most traditional form is accompanied by an ensemble called the conjunto

de cúmbia or the conjunto de gaitas. The former uses the pito, an ideoglottic clarinet (List 1983, 53),

as a melody instrument with the accompaniment of a percussion ensemble which includes

drums of African origin called tambor mayor, llamador and bombo in addition to a guacharaca

(scraper), guache (shaker) and other hand percussion instruments. The conjunto de gaitas comprises

a pair of gaitas, a ducted flute of Amerindian origin (List 1980, 573), a maraca, a tambor mayor and

a llamador. The pair of gaitas consist of an hembra (female) instrument which is larger and plays

the melody and a macho (male) which plays a simple accompaniment and whose player also plays

the maraca 1. Similar pairs of flutes are found in Amerindian tribes of the Atlantic Coast from

                                                
1 In general, where a pair of instruments exists which are played together and are distinguished as male

and female, the female instrument is larger and plays a more active role than the male.
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Venezuela to Panama. Styles or rhythms which are related to the cúmbia include porro, gaita,

bullerengue and puya. Among other independent forms found in this region are chandé and the

vallenato rhythms of paseo and merengue. The chandé is a rhythm exclusive to the village of Talaigua

on Colombia's Atlantic coast which was popularised in the 1940s as the danza del garabato by the

noted musician Antonio María Peñalosa (Hollis 1993, 8). It became the signature dance of the

carnival of Barranquilla and in more recent times has been commercialised within the salsa

repertoire by Joe Arroyo. Of the rhythms of the Atlantic region almost all are in hhhh except for

bullerengue and puya, which consist of a frenetic uuuu rhythm accompanying a hhhh melody and the

merengue vallenato, which is in a clear triple metre, based on kkkk:uuuu polyrhythms. The town of

Valledupar, in north western Colombia gave its name to the vallenato genre which developed in

the 1940s and 1950s from songs of solitary minstrels who carried news, gossip and stories from

town to town (Triana 1987, 88). Its principal rhythms, in which the vocalist is accompanied by

the button accordion, guacharaca (a scraper) and caja (a small drum of African origin) are the paseo

and the merengue. In the latter half of the present century many of these styles, cúmbia and paseo

vallenato in particular, have become extensively commercialised regionally, nationally and

internationally.

The music of the islands of the archipelago of San Andrés and Providencia bears no stylistic

relationship to the music of the Atlantic Coast, having developed from a mixture of Jamaican

mentos and calypsos and quadrille dances like schottische, mazurka and polka. The first

permanent inhabitants of these islands appeared in 1629 with the establishment of an English

plantation company similar to those of other Antillean islands colonised by the British

(Bermúdez 1987, 102). Culturally it bears more similarity to islands such as Jamaica than to

mainland Colombia. In recent times a local version of reggae has developed as a logical imitative

consequence of the supplanting of mento by reggae in Jamaica.

A piece which represents the culture of the Atlantic coast is the porro corrido �El toche� by

Gaiteros de San Jacinto (Colcultura 1985) - Audio Example No.1.

Pacific Coast

This region embraces the departamento of Chocó and the coastal strip from the south of

Buenaventura to Tumaco which includes parts of the departamentos of Valle del Cauca, Cauca

and Nariño. Its cultural character is described as �cultura negra� (black culture) because of the

concentration of people of Black African origin mixed with elements of Amerindian and

European (Bermúdez 1987, 111). Its music is considered to be Afro-Hispanic despite strong

and diverse indigenous Amerindian presence mainly because of the difficulty in quantifying the
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musical influence of this presence (Bermúdez, 1987: 115). Even though divergence exists

between the northern and southern sections of this region in aspects of instrumentation and

musical forms, notable similarities exist in the musical content and vocal techniques (Bermúdez,

1987: 115). The characteristic syncretic music of the region is generally in triple metre based on

kkkk:uuuu polyrhythms. Examples of this are aguabajos, currulaos and bambuco viejo, while transculturated

music of European colonial origin like contradanza, jota, mazurka and polka preserve their

original time-signatures. The dance of the currulao can be related to Spanish sources by the fact

that there is little movement of the torso (List 1980, 574). List (1980, 575) considers the currulao

to be a dance which may be accompanied by genres such as pango, bambuco viejo and bambuco

moderno. Bermúdez (1987, 118) appears to support this view as he classifies the currulao or baile de

marimba (marimba dance) as a musical context which comprises rhythms such as juga, patacoré,

bambuco viejo, pango, caderona and berejú. Catholic hymns have remained in the folk repertoire as

alabaos (alabados: songs of praise) and texts of some songs can be traced to Spanish romances

(List 1980, 574). In the departamento of Chocó the predominant instrumental ensemble is the

chirimía which takes its name from the Spanish word for shawm and can consist of flute, clarinet,

tuba, cymbals, tambora (frame drum) and snare drum (Bermúdez, 1987: 118), while in the

southern area the marimba ensemble, which includes marimba, guasá (shaker), conunos

(membrane drum) and bombo (frame drum). The music of colonial origin (polkas, contredanses

and the like) are characteristically played by the ensembles from the north while the Afro-

Hispanic genres are associated with the southern ensembles (Bermúdez 1987, 118). In recent

times instrumentation from the southern area has begun to be used in the north, creating a

distinctly �Pacific Coast� identity, as have percussion instruments normally associated with the

Atlantic Coast (Bermúdez, 1987: 116). A example of a currulao from this region is �La casa de la

compañia� by Grupo Santa Barbara de Coteje (Colcultura 1985) (Audio Example No. 2).

Andean Region

Even though there are sufficient demographic and musical similarities to unite this region there
remain sufficient local differences to sub-divide it into six localities. These, identified by their
constituent departamentos are

1. Antioquia, Caldas, Risaralda and Quindío, inhabited by the paisas, an enterprising expansive
population with a significant Palestinian component due to large scale migration from the
Near East in the early 20th century ,

2. Cauca and Valle del Cauca, populated by dwellers of mountains and river-banks with a
sizeable Black African population,
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3. Nariño and Putumayo, the only area to be even partly colonised by the Incas, and therefore
bearing greater similarity to the Andean cultures found to the south of Colombia,

4. Tolima and Huila, a combination of plains, rivers and mountains where Amerindian
opposition to the Spanish was fiercest,

5. Cundinamarca and Boyacá, a mountainous area predominantly inhabited by criollo Spanish
and mestizo culture characterised by its conservative attitudes and

6. Santander and Norte de Santander, an area known for initiative and originality in music and
with a predominantly criollo Spanish population.

The uniting cultural elements in this region are the mestizo and criollo and among the musical

forms which can be heard throughout it are bambuco, pasillo, guabina, torbellino and danza. Formerly

many genres of European salon music were common, like mazurka and gavotte, but most

examples of these disappeared early this century as Colombia began to establish its distinctive

musical personality. The instrumental ensemble most readily associated with the Colombian

Andean music is the string trio, comprising:

a bandola: a sixteen-stringed pear-shaped flat-backed lute descended from the �ud and the mandore
by way of the Spanish bandurria, which is played with a plectrum and which carries the melody,

a tiple: a twelve string guitar shaped flat-backed lute evolved from the vihuela, which is normally
strummed using rasgueo techniques of Spanish origin which involve striking and damping the
strings and which provides a mid-range chordal accompaniment and

a guitar: the standard six-string Spanish guitar which plays a bass line while contributing a
chordal pattern which complements that of the tiple. It is played finger style.

This basic ensemble can be added to, built upon or modified in many ways without losing its
distinctive character. Most of the musical forms associated with this region are in kkkk with some
showing strong European influence and a moderate degree of syncopation, such as pasillo and
guabina, while bambuco and torbellino demonstrate marked polyrhythmic character. A song from
this area is the bambuco �Cuatro Preguntas� by Abdulio y Julian (Audio Example No. 3).

The Llanos

The plains of Casanare and San Martín in eastern Colombia belong to a cultural area which is

shared between Colombia and Venezuela. Its inhabitants are described simply as llaneros (plains-

people). From the beginning of colonisation by mainly white settlers the Amerindian

component of the population has always been quite high - 68% in 1780 (Bermúdez 1987b:40) -

but their contribution to the music readily identified with this area is given no importance. The
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music, which had already established its singular character by the middle of the nineteenth

century and is generally considered as a result of white criollo/mestizo syncretism, also has strong

Black African influence in its basic rhythms which are more clearly seen when it is compared

with Black African music from Venezuela's Atlantic Coast, whence it came. It is almost

exclusively in kkkk with marked polyrhythmic uuuu elements. Typical forms are joropo, galerón, corrido and

pasaje. The llanero ensemble is usually composed of a melody instrument - which may be a

diatonic harp, a bandola llanera (a four stringed, pear shaped flat-back lute, related to early models

of the Spanish bandurria, which is played with a plectrum) or a violin, accompanied by a cuatro (a

four stringed, small guitar-shaped flat-back lute, similar to the Portuguese cavaquinho, played

using Spanish rasgueado strumming techniques) and a small pair of gourds containing seeds called

capachos which are shaken. An example of music from this region is the untitled seis por derecho by

Jaime Castro, Hernando Herrera and Hugo Devia (Audio Example No. 4).

Amazon Region

Geographically it is convenient to consider the fifth cultural region as the region corresponding
to the largely inaccessible and therefore unknown Amazon area in the South East of Colombia.
List (1980, 570-1) does so, whereas Ocampo Lopez (1970, 30-32) considers the various areas of
indigenous Amerindian culture as one group, as they do not contribute significantly to the
national musical identity and therefore occupy similar stations. The music of these different
regions is generally ceremonial in character using simple instruments like cane flutes, shakers
and drums. An example of music from the Amazon region is �Jurecana Bitene� performed by
Ramon Jierecudo and children (Audio Example No.5).

Each of the characteristic and identifying musical styles of the distinct regions of Colombia has
evolved from the combination of musical elements present in the traditional cultures of its
population together with genres and innovations introduced over the years. These regional
styles are so distinctive that any Colombian or person with a minimal knowledge of Colombian
music can immediately distinguish one from the other.

Very briefly, and generally, the distinguishing features of these regional styles could be
summarised as follows:
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REGION INFLUENCES MAIN INSTRUMENTS TEXTS STYLES TIME
SIGNATURES

Atlantic Coast Strong Black African.
Spanish/Caribbean in
melodies.

African and Amerindian
wind and percussion.

Social events and activities. cúmbia, vallenato,
mento (San Andrés).

hhhh common. kkkk or
uuuu rare.

Pacific Coast Strong Spanish and African
influence in rhythms.

Marimbas and drums. Social events. currulao, aguabajo,
alabao.

kkkk:uuuu

Andean Notable Spanish.
Amerindian varies according
to districts. Black African
less apparent.

Bandola, tiple, guitar.
Chirimías and drums.

Generally romantic but may
be descriptive.

bambuco, pasillo. kkkk and kkkk:uuuu

Llanos Apparently strong Spanish,
secondary Black African.

Harp, cuatro, capachos. Social events and activities,
may be romantic.

joropo. kkkk:uuuu

Amazon Amerindian music Varieties of indigenous
wind instruments and
drums.

Principally ceremonial
music.

kkkk or rhythm
follows melody

Table 2-1 General distribution of musical styles and instruments in Colombian regional divisions.
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Fig. 2-6 Illustration which makes reference to Colombian popular dances, instruments and costumes
(Escobar 1963, 337).

Amazonia Antioquia Arauca Boyaca Caldas
Cauca Chocó Costa Atlantica Cundinamarca Huila
Llanos Orientales Nariño Orinoquia Santander Valle/ Tolima

Table 2-2. Geographical areas listed in Aruña's illustration in Fig. 2-6.
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Andean regional music

The fact that the Andean region is described as a single zone would imply that there exists an
apparent cultural homogeneity. This is perhaps true in an exclusive sense, in that it is the region
where Caribbean music is not apparent as folk culture, nor llanero music, nor are currulaos danced
nor marimbas played. It would appear that the members of Andean society see themselves as
belonging to a culture which is defined in terms of its central position and national dominance
in terms of population, industrial development and administrative centralism. This area is less
influenced by Colombia's peripheral cultures while having access to each of them when these
peripheral cultures do not have access to each other.

This attribute of having access to peripheral cultures while conserving its own can be seen in
various instances. It has been pointed out that while in the departamento of Valle del Cauca one of
the principal folkloric festivals dedicated to Andean music is held, the �Mono Núñez� festival
held in Ginebra, the nearby city of Cali is also one of the principal centres in Latin America for
salsa dance music (Puerta 1987, 17). In the same context List (1983, 91) reports how in 1965 the
vallenato genre had all but disappeared around Valledupar but was kept alive in Bogotá where
he was able to record a vallenato ensemble. By the early 1980s vallenato was a national
phenomenon, more popular than any other style of dance music and most of the cities and
towns on the Atlantic Coast had their own vallenato ensembles and competitions among young
accordionists which were fiercely contested. The present author was in the town of Valledupar
in 1986 when the latest recording of Diomedes Diaz, a popular vallenato vocalist, was released
and one could not avoid hearing it anywhere in the town. These recordings were just as popular
in the Andean region, but one could not hear Andean music on the Atlantic Coast, nor anything
except costeño (Atlantic Coast) music. In this sense Andean culture is exclusive, in that while it is
able to conserve, develop and promote music from other Colombian regions, at the same time
it also has its own music which is found exclusively in this region.

The concept of the existence of a category of music described as �Andean� appears to be
relatively recent. The writings of Escobar (1963) and Añez (1952) make no mention of such a
cultural identity. Escobar (1963, 263) describes the bambuco as �canto montañes� (mountain songs)
and on page 337 of the same book is found a detailed map, compiled by Luis Alberto Acuña,
which associates music, dance and some musical instruments with the regions in which they are
found (see Fig. 2-6). The map is followed by a table listing the cultural areas distinguished by
Aruña (see Table 2-2).

According to this map, the wide distribution of the bambuco is shown by the fact that it is found
in Amazonia, Boyacá, Caldas, Cauca, Cundinamarca, Huila, Nariño, Santander and Valle
Tolima.
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The idea of identifying a separate Andean region within Colombia appears to have taken root
with a classification made by Pablo Vila in 1944, cited in Puerta (1987, 15). This classification,
based on the association of three sub-regions with their proximity to the Cauca river, the
Magdalena river and the high plain around and to the north of Bogotá results in the names:

a) andino-caucano: the western-southern Andean region, associated with the valley of the river
Cauca,

b) andino-magdalense: the central-southern Andean region, associated with the Valley of the river
Magdalena and

c) andino-reinoso: the eastern-northern Andean region, associated with the Bogotá high plain and
the Santanderes (Puerta 1987, 15).

Ocampo Lopez (1970, 31) divides the Andean region into six areas: Antioqueño, Caucano,
Tolimense, Nariñense, Santandereano and Altiplano. These merely divide Vila's groupings into
northern and southern halves as Vila�s andino-caucano corresponds to Ocampo's Antioqueño and
Caucano, its northern and southern components, as Vila's andino-magdalense corresponds to
Ocampo's Tolimense and Nariñense and Vila's andino-reinoso are Ocampo's Santandereano and
Altiplano. A slightly different classification by Bushnell (1993, 5) results in the Andean West, the
Andean South and the Andean East which is also a combining of the northern and southern
pairs of Ocampo's divisions. Although the repertoire and ensembles found in these sub-regions
vary very little, there are some differences. The standard ensembles which execute Colombian
Andean music are the string trio, chirimía, wind band and estudiantina. This in no way precludes
the possibility that this genre may be played on other combinations of instruments and remain
equally authentic as Colombian folk music. The versatility of instrumentation in the Andean
repertoire contributes to its vitality and ability to retain some popularity in spite of the
continuous challenges of commercialism. In the 1980s some makers of popular electronic
organs included Andean rhythms such as guabina, pasillo and bambuco among its preset
incorporated rhythms. The increased communication between the different Andean regions
minimises the necessity to distinguish between sub regions, however when distinctions are
required Ocampo's divisions will allow greater detail and therefore will be adopted for the
present thesis.

It is logical to consider that given the enormous extension of the Andean region and the
geographical barriers that have existed between its extremities, that there will exist local
variations in the general Andean identity of the territory in question. For example the chirimía
ensemble is only found in the Caucano and Nariñense (southern) regions and this type of
ensemble generally plays bambucos in preference to other Andean rhythms. The torbellino rhythm
is generally found only in the Eastern sub-region, particularly in the departamentos of Santander
and Tolima, while the sanjuanero rhythm is usually only found as regional music in the latter of
these. Contexts of performance of this music can also vary enormously. It may accompany local
festivities played by country folk in their usual attire or it can be presented by classically trained
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musicians dressed in dinner suits and played in concert salons. Neither of these contexts would
be considered more or less authentic than the other.

Why the bambuco is singled out for study.

Within the context of Colombian Andean music the bambuco is distinguished for many reasons.
Some of them will be briefly discussed to illustrate its standing within the Andean repertoire,
prior to their more detailed treatment in later chapters. Among these differentiating features are
the facts that:

1. the bambuco can be found throughout the Andean region,
2. it appears equally characteristic of urban and rural contexts,
3. it exists independently as a musical genre and as a dance which may be accompanied by
music that is not a bambuco,
4. it has a chronology that can be traced back to the colonial period, and
5. an enormous amount of attention has been dedicated to it in written articles and books.

Regional distribution

The graphic representation of the Central Andean region's cultural division appearing in Fig. 2-6
associates those regions with their principal musical genres in the following way, without being a
definitive classification of distribution:

Region Genres
Boyacá bambuco, pasillo, torbellino
Caldas bambuco, currulao, pasillo, porro
Cauca bambuco, pasillo, torbellino
Cundinamarca bambuco, pasillo, torbellino
Antioquia danza, guabina, las vueltas, pasillo
Huila bambuco, bunde, pasillo, sanjuanero
Nariño bambuco, pasillo, sanjuanito
Santander bambuco, guabina
Valle/Tolima bunde, currulao, pasillo, torbellino

Table 2-3 Regions in which the bambuco was found in Fig. 2-6

Even though the pasillo might appear to have just as wide an incidence as the bambuco, Perdomo
(1963, 337)  lists a number of regional variants of the bambuco: bambuco antioqueño (of
Antioquia), bambuco negrero (of the blacks), bambuco caqueceño (from eastern Cundinamarca),
bambuco calentano or tolimense (of Tolima), bambuco caucano (of Cauca), bambuco del litoral (of the
Pacific Coast), bambuco de plaza (a hybrid between the bambuco del litoral and the bambuco andino),
bambuco fiestero (festive bambuco from Tolima), and bambuco santafereño (of Santa Fé de Bogotá). It
can be seen that variants of the bambuco exist in Tolima and Antioquia but it would appear that
they were considered less characteristic of their regions than other genres by the compiler of the
drawing. Harry Davidson (1970a, 313) indicates that the bambuco never achieved popularity in
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Antioquia. Although some authors (Isaacs n.d., 83 and A. J. Restrepo n.d., 63) suggested that las
vueltas which were immensely popular in Antioquia consisted of extracts from the choreography
of the bambuco, Davidson was not of this opinion (1970a, 314). No other Andean (nor, in fact,
Colombian) musical genre comprehends so many regional variations as the bambuco.

Local distribution

Although all Andean genres are found in both rural and urban contexts most tend to have a
closer association with one or the other. The guabina is defined as popular (belonging to the
people) by Perdomo (1963, 359) and its Antioquian variant, the guabina antioqueña, as �coming
from the mountains� (Perdomo 1963, 360). The pasillo is generally considered to be a derivation
of the Viennese waltz (Gradante 1984, 126) and therefore its introduction to Colombian
popular music was through urban culture. It is relatively uncommon to find a rural
interpretation of a pasillo, just as it is to find a torbellino in an urban concert setting. The recording
of Jorge Ariza, a specialist in torbellinos, cited in the discography (Buda CD 92538-2) includes a
bambuco which blends perfectly with his unsophisticated interpretations of various torbellinos, but
includes no pasillos. At the same time only one very refined sounding torbellino is found amongst
the polished programme of mainly pasillos and bambucos of the Trio Morales Pino (Buda CD
92538-2). Notated published pieces from the Central Andean repertoire include principally
pasillos and bambucos, as do pieces arranged for concert band such as those on the recording by
the Banda Departamental del Tolima (Independent LP 1975). Therefore the impression is
obtained that the bambuco is probably the most widespread genre within the Central Andean
context.

Representative categories

As has been previously stated the bambuco may exist as a song and it is probably best known in
this form. Generally the form of these songs is a simple A-B structure with varying amounts of
instrumental embellishment. Many of these songs could be considered significant primarily for
their poetry as the music is reduced to a simple and at times passive accompaniment to the most
beautiful and evocative texts. In fact the bambuco can be found as a poem in its own right. The
Caucan poet Rafael Pombo wrote many examples of poems which carried the word �bambuco� in
their title as well as texts to bambuco songs. The bambuco also appears as an instrumental variant,
sometimes identified as a bambuco fiestero (lit. festive bambuco), which is extremely boisterous and
energetic. The form of these Instrumental bambucos centres on a rondo form with A-B-C
sections which intercalate in different ways, such as A-A-B-B-C-C-A-B-C-A in �San Pedro en el
Espinal� or A-A-B-B-A-C-C-A-B in �El Natagaimuno'. However a bambuco song may also be
played instrumentally, in which case it is played slowly and with the sentimentalism typical of the
song form. There also exist some hybrid sung bambucos fiesteros which though being vocal pieces
in their original conception, feature the modified rondo form and boisterousness of the
instrumental variant, such as the song �Ontabas.� In addition the bambuco exists separately as a set
of distinctive dance steps which may be accompanied by music which is not specifically a
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bambuco, though similar to some bambucos. In the festival of the bambuco held every June in the
city of Neiva in the Department of Huila the contestants in the festival's beauty contest are
required to dance the bambuco to the accompaniment of �El sanjuanero� which is a sanjuanero,
originally a song, but played as an instrumental piece in this context. In three places in the song
text this particular sanjuanero describes itself as a joropo (a genre usually associated with the Llanos
[Eastern Plains]).

En mi tierra todo es gloria
cuando se canta el joropo.
Y vamos a bailar al son
de este joropo . . .
No hay guayabo que resista
este joropo caliente.

(50 canciones n.d., 90-91)

In my territory all is glory
when the joropo is sung.
And lets dance to the sound
of this joropo . . .
No hangover can resist
this hot joropo.
(Translation: J. Varney, as are all
translated passages in this thesis)

This would suggest that the sanjuanero may have developed from the joropo, which at some stage
may have extended its popularity from the Eastern Plains to the Greater Tolima region, which
comprises present day Tolima and Huila. In summary, it can be seen that the bambuco may be a
song or a poem or an instrumental piece. It may also be a dance which can be accompanied by a
song or by instrumental music which may or may not itself be a bambuco.

Chronological Documentation

Even though one can not associate a specific date with the appearance of the bambuco, its
progressive development within Colombian society and culture has been abundantly
documented. Its first rigorously documented appearance was in 1819 (Restrepo 1987, 87),
though authors have attempted to ascribe or extrapolate earlier dates (Añez 1952). This was
long before the growing consciousness of national culture in Colombia lead to the definition of
various Andean genres including the pasillo and the guabina toward the end of the nineteenth
century (Puerta 1987, 21).

Associated Literature

More words have been dedicated to the bambuco than to any other Colombian music genre.
Even before Restrepo's relatively recently published book A mí cánteme un bambuco (1987)
dedicated exclusively to the bambuco, there were others by Jorge Añez (1952) and Harry
Davidson (1970a) where the bambuco was a central focus of the publication. There exists an
abundance of articles and papers by authors such as Ulloa (1994), Pardo Tovar (1964), Uribe
Bueno (1987) and Peñaloza (1952) which concern aspects of the bambuco.

The presence of these different factors distinguish the bambuco within the Colombian Andean
repertoire in a way which justifies its study as the most significant Andean genre. Much has been
written concerning the bambuco in publications referred to above. However these publications
contradict one another in many ways. All those the present author has been able to read look at
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the bambuco as a finished product rather than in terms of its musical, literary or choreographic
elements and then in an exclusively Colombian context relating it only to internal factors. For
this reason the present author feels that there is space in the literature for a study which analyses
the bambuco in terms of its composition and in a broader international context.

Musical Description of the bambuco

To illustrate the fundamental identifying musical traits of the bambuco, four bars of the song
�Agáchate el sombrerito� are used to demonstrate the melodic style and represent the
relationship between the melody and its accompanying rhythm, shown here as the latter would
be played on a tiple and a guitar playing together.

Fig.2-7 How the melody combines with the tiple and guitar accompaniments in a bambuco
(Arrangement by J. Varney).

This brief example may be broken down into the following elements:

(1) A melody which appears to fluctuate between uuuu and kkkk in both note groupings and phrasing:

Fig. 2-8 The first four bars of the bambuco �Agáchate el Sombrerito� by Pablo Valderrama.

(2)  A chordal pattern in evident kkkk time based on either of the following formulas:

(a) bass/chord/rest/chord/bass/chord on successive quaver beats,

Fig. 2-9 Bambuco rhythm in the configuration described as �a tiempo,� or �in time,� as be played on
the guitar.
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or

(b) rest/chord/bass/chord/bass/chord,

Fig. 2-10 Bambuco rhythm in the configuration described as � a destiempo,� or �about time,� as
played on the guitar.

according to the transcription or characteristics of the individual piece.

(3) A percussive or rhythmic pattern which features accented beats on the third and sixth
quavers of 1(a) above:

Fig. 2-11 Rhythmic pattern as played on the tiple corresponding to the guitar pattern Fig. 2-9.

and on the first and fourth of 1(b), strongly suggesting a uuuu metre:

Fig. 2-12 Rhythmic pattern as played on the tiple corresponding to the guitar pattern of Fig. 2-10

These rhythmic and stylistic features will be discussed in much greater detail in later chapters but
this superficial description is simply given as a preliminary orientation towards the musical
structure of the bambuco.



C h a p t e r  T h r e e

HISTORY OF THE BAMBUCO

The history of Colombian song, which includes the bambuco, has been divided into four periods by
Añez (1952, 45) and described by him as �well-defined.� This classification can also be applied to
the instrumental bambuco as its development paralleled that of the vocal form:

a)  Until 1837: Formative Period: when songs which were composed remained in undocumented
anonymity.

b)  1837-1890: Emergent Period: during which the first composers of traditional genres could be
identified.

c)  1890-1930: Golden Age:  The period in which the first maestros of Colombian song appeared,
and when most of the traditional songs still performed today were written.

d)  1930 onwards: Contemporary Period: dominated by modern composers and their innovations,
basing their work on the standards and conventions set in the �Golden Age.�

This is similar to the time division adopted for Latin American music in Funk and Wagnail New
Encyclopedia, 1994:

1. Pre-Columbian: concerning indigenous cultures.
2. Colonial: how music developed under direct and continuous European influence.
3. National: how the establishment of a national identity carried with it the establishment of
national music genres.
4. Modern: when the cultures were able to assume their national identities and began to compete
with European models on an international plane.
It is difficult to speak of a pre-Columbian period in the history of the bambuco even though the
elements which were to combine into the bambuco would have existed in this time. Añez's divisions
can be applied to the diverse forms of the bambuco as its various manifestations developed subject to
the same influences, however they could be better defined for the purposes of this thesis as:

a) Formative period: this period takes into account the development of the genre which became
popularly known as the bambuco from its first documented appearances until it could be
perceived to have a place in Colombian society.

b) Emergent period: covers the establishment, recognition and acceptance of the bambuco alongside
genres of specifically European origin. This includes the bambuco's participation in the formation
of a national musical culture independent from the European.
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c) Golden Age: in this time the bambuco became the predominant Colombian genre and established
its fight to represent Colombian culture in a national sense.

 and
d) Contemporary period: the final period has seen the apparently diminishing importance of the

bambuco and the sharing of its role as representative of Colombian culture with other genres such
as cúmbia and joropo, as well as its virtual disappearance as a commercial force and its innovation
as it breaks loose from its more traditional expressions.

Formative Period (until 1837)

This period includes the origins of the bambuco before it may have been known by its present name
and since these origins are to be discussed in later chapters, the present discussion of the formative
period will begin with the bambuco�s first documented appearance.

Early references

In his study of music from the Greater Cauca region, Ulloa (1994, 8) notes that any study of the
history of the bambuco must acknowledge the fact that the modem Andean bambuco played on
bandola, tipk and guitar is the product of at least a hundred and fifty years of evolution and that it has
not necessarily always been played as it sounds today. He indicates the existence of a prototype
Caucan Andean bambuco which evolved into the currulao and the bambuco and then into a variety of
regional bambuco variants. Various sources (Ulloa 1994, 10 and Restrepo 1987, 87, for example)
agree on the first confirmed appearance of the word �bambuco� in a musical context. This occurred in
a letter from the republican General Francisco de Paula Santander on 6 December 1819 during the
war of independence with Spain, shortly before the definitive proclamation of the new republic, of
which Santander was to be Vice-President under Bolívar. He was writing to General Paris who was
in the Cauca region at the time.

Refréscate en el Puracé,
báñate en el río Blanco,
paséate por el Ejido,
visite las monjas de la Encarnación,
tómales el bizcochuelo,
diviértete oyendo a tu batallón,
baila una y otra vez el bambuco. . .

(Restrepo 1987, 90)

Refresh yourself on (Mount) Puracé,1
bathe in the Río Blanco,2
stroll by the Ejido,3
visit the nuns of the Encarnación (convent),
try their cakes,
enjoy yourself listening to your battalion,
dance the bambuco again and again. . .

                                                
1 A volcanic peak close to Popayán (4640 m).
2 A local river, a tributary of the Cauca.
3 similar to a village green or common.
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Fig. 3-1 Local features mentioned in Santander�s letter.

The significance of the context of this first mention of the bambuco is that it is compared with
landmarks and characteristic features of the Cauca region, as if to suggest that General Paris should
take advantage of the fact that he is in Cauca to enjoy the best that the region had to offer, as the
things he mentions would not be found elsewhere. This implies that in this period the bambuco was
identified as a characteristic form of the Greater Cauca. Restrepo (1987, 91) adds that the context of
the description associates the bambuco with the urban culture of Popayán, demonstrating its
acceptance in society in this period. In addition, the fact that by 1819 the bambuco was nationally
identified with the Cauca region would imply that it had already established itself long before that
date. An historical novel El Alférez Real (The Royal Lieutenant [the Spanish king�s local
representative]) written by the Caucan author Eustaquio Palacios in 1886 describes the ceremony of
the Oath of Allegiance to the new King Carlos IV of Spain. This ceremony took place in Popayán
on 30 January 1790, two years after the king�s crowning in Spain. Palacios states:

En la primera parte de la noche no se
bailó otra cosa que el bambuco baile
común de nobles y plebeyos.

 (Restrepo 1987, 88)

In the earlier part of the evening,
nothing was danced other than the
bambuco, a dance common to nobles and
commoners.

However Restrepo cites the Acts of the public scribe, Manuel de Victoria, present at the oath-taking
ceremony whose description of the event only mentions contradanzas with respect to the musical
content of the festivities. The description of contradanzas may well have been a global reference to
dances enjoyed by all classes of society, and also, as his notes were for Spanish records, he may have
thought it desirable that his superiors believed that an event concerned with allegiance to the
Spanish Crown was graced by the presence of peninsular rather than criollo culture.

In a fanciful attempt to associate the origins of the bambuco with the Cundinamarca criollo culture,
Añez relates it to paintings in a church which was constructed in 1686. His argument is based firstly
on the premise that the tiple is the most appropriate instrument to accompany the bambuco and
therefore the two are inextricably interconnected, such that where the bambuco is found, the tiple is
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found and vice versa. Añez cites an excerpt from a book by Roberto Pizano, an art critic, on
paintings by the Neogranadine4 painter Gregorio Vásquez de Arce y Ceballos (1638-1711):

Pechinos de la cúpula de San Ignacio: Los
Evangelistas - A los lados de cada uno de
los evangelistas colocó el artista, como en
mushas otras de sus pinturas, ángeles
músicos, reemplazando las habituales
arpas y liras por la castruera indiana, las
guitarras y panderetas españolas, los tiples
nacionales y los armonios . . .

(Añez 1952, 36)

Naves of the dome of San Ignacio:
The Evangelists -- To the sides of each
of the Evangelists the artist placed, as
in many of his other paintings, angel
musicians, replacing the usual harps
and lyres with Amerindian castrueras,5
Spanish guitars and tambourines,
national tiples and harmonia . . .

Añez concludes that since the tiple was known in Bogotá in 1686, so also the bambuco must have
been. Ulloa points out that there had been various earthquakes in Bogotá including one in 1786,
after which the same church had been repainted and these figures may well date from this later
time. In addition Puerta (1988, 46) states that the Spanish guitar of the seventeenth and eighteenth
century commonly existed as an instrument with four double courses of strings, so there is no
evidence to suggest that the instrument depicted in this painting is anything other than a Spanish
guitar. The fact that the painting apparently depicts Spanish guitars (supposedly of the six-stringed
variety) alongside the �tiples� would date the painting much later as the standard Spanish guitar was
not defined in its present form until early in the present century. In fact the tiple itself is not referred
to in any source until 1754, when Pablo Minguet, in his string method published in Spain, includes it
in a list of chordophones (Puerta 1988, 81). Therefore even if Añez�s assumption were correct, that
where there is a tiple there is a bambuco, the existence of this painting does not provide a confirmable
date or period earlier than 1819 which might be associated with the bambuco.

The early associations of the bambuco with the Cauca region are further reinforced by an article by
José Caicedo Rojas (1860, 260) which relates recollections of Antonio Caro concerning desertions
from the army. In a conversation with General Mosquera, Caro stated:

. . . I si V. E. oyera en este momento un
bambuco caucano o un yarabí pastuso, yo
le perdonaría que se volviese para
Popayán sin despidirse siquiera.

(Davidson 1970a, 316)

. . . And if Your Excellency should hear in
this moment a Caucan bambuco or a yarabí
from Pasto, I would excuse you if you
returned to Popayán without even saying
goodbye.

This indicates the extremely strong tie that existed between Colombians and the regional music
from their territory of origin even in this early period in Colombia�s development as a nation.

                                                
4 of Nueva Granada
5 pan-pipes. These were called castruera, or �instrument of the castrator� as they were used to announce the

arrival in a village of the person who castrated pigs.
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Emergence of the bambuco as a national symbol -- La guaneña

The final battle in the war of independence in Peru occurred on 9 December 1824 at the site called
Ayacucho in Peru. In this battle a Spanish division was defeated when it attacked Colombian troops
under General Lara who were assisting the Peruvians. Shortly afterwards another Spanish division
came towards a different group of Colombians, the Voltíjeros, under General Córdoba. Córdoba
counter-attacked and his troops captured the Spanish Viceroy, Laserna, and all his chiefs of staff,
who capitulated and were forced to leave Perú, thus sealing its independence (Murillo 1881, cited in
Restrepo 1987, 94). According to the memoirs of Manuel Antonio López (1878, 160 cited in
Restrepo 1987, 91), this charge was accompanied by the regimental band playing a bambuco.

Repitida por cada jefe de cuerpo la
inspirada voz la banda del Voltíjeros
rompío el bambuco, aire nacional
colombiano con el que hacemos fiesta a
la misma muerte.

 (Restrepo 1987, 91)

Repeated by the inspired voice of each
commander the band of the Voltíjeros
burst into the bambuco, the national
Colombian air with which we celebrate
death itself.

Even though López was present at the battle as a lieutenant he enlisted the help of a ghost writer,
whose name he did not give, to assist in preparation of his memoirs adding that this ghost author
requested, and was given, a free hand in writing the chapter on Ayacucho. This author was later
revealed to be Rafael Pombo, whose lack of bias was put into doubt as he was from Cauca and a
vigorous champion of the bambuco (Restrepo 1987, 94). Restrepo comments that Pombo replied to
these insinuations, explaining why he did not wish to restrict himself to López�s recollections
concerning this battle:

General López que era teniente de
infantería en uno de los cuerpos del
General Lamar, me suministro lo
relativo al ataque por la izquierda de la
columna peruana; pero para lo recio, lo
principal de la batalla, centro y derecha,
hablé entonces con cinco personas que
habían combatido en Ayacucho

(Restrepo 1987, 93).

General López who was a infantry
lieutenant in one of General Lamar�s
forces, gave the information concerning
the attack from the left hand side of the
Peruvian column; however concerning
the remainder, the main part of the battle,
in the centre and on the right I then spoke
with five people who had fought at
Ayacucho.

In addition, the claim that a bambuco was played at this famous battle was corroborated by an article
by Juan C. Llano which was published in 1878, the same year as López�s memoirs, which stated:

Córdoba . . . manda tocar el bambuco
americano, pieza desconocida en la
música militar; pero la más adecuada
para despertar en el corazón de
nuestros pobres labriegos, disfrazados
de soldados, las más gratas emociones.

Córdoba. . . ordered that the American
bambuco be played, a style unknown within
the military repertoire but the most
appropriate in order to wake up the most
assuring emotions in the hearts of our
poor peasants, disguised as soldiers.
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(cited in Restrepo 1987, 95)

The association of the bambuco with this battle is also corroborated by Puerta (1988, 110) and Añez
(1952, 38). The importance of this association is that it establishes the bambuco�s identity as a national
symbol by this time as Añez states that the Volíjeros battalion was composed principally of soldiers
from Tolima, Huila and Cundinamarca. For soldiers from these localities to be emotionally inspired
by the sound of the bambuco means that it must have been well known by this time beyond the
Greater Cauca area.(1987, 95) and Puerta (1988, 110) agree that the bambuco played on this occasion
was a piece called �La guaneña,� whose composition is attributed to Nicanor Diaz, a composer from
Pasto, who was born �around 1700� (Restrepo 1987, 95). Credit for the authorship of the song text
is given to Neftalí Benavides, a member of the Nariño Academy of History, who in fact compiled a
text based on traditional coplas or folk rhymes (Restrepo 1987, 95). The rhythm of �La guaneña� has
also been described as a san juan (Salazar 1987, 290) and as a guaneño (Rangel, Sonolux LP
01(9935)00689). The rhythm of san juan is Ecuadorian and Salazar may be trying to associate the
song with this country. In the accompanying notes to a recording of �La guaneña� (Playasound
65060), Kremer describes the origin of the song as Colombia/Ecuador, providing a version
recorded in Ecuador but stating it is an �ancient melody originated from the south of Colombia.�
Kremer then states that the accompanying drum plays the �Argentine rhythm of chacarera.� In the
environment of Andean music it is common to refer to the following rhythm as chacarera but as will
be shown in Chapter Seven, it is actually of African origin and is extremely common in both
Andean and non-Andean music in South America.

Fig. 3-2 The rhythmic figure commonly described as chacarera.

The association with Ecuador is strengthened by the information that there is a village very close to
the border with Colombia called Guano, in which the local specialty is �cuy� (roast guinea-pig)
(Ansaldo 1990), and therefore guaneña could mean a girl from this village or could also be an
abbreviation of danza guaneña (dance from Guano), in the same way as habanera is an abbreviation
for danza habanera. In Colombia the term guaneña can mean a farm-girl: Marina Varney, the wife
of the author of this thesis has a hand-crafted Colombian skirt decorated with patchwork designs
showing aspects of rural life in Colombia and there is a farm-girl with the caption �La guaneña.�
During the War of Independence (1810--1819) guaneñas were girls who may have either
accompanied the soldiers (Kremer 1994, 9) or have been soldiers themselves (Restrepo 1987, 96).
In the song texts which accompany the transcription of the sung version of �La guaneña,� references
associated with the southern extremity of Colombia can be identified which leave no doubt about
its regional origins. However if a bambuco was played at the battle of Ayacucho, there is no
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conclusive proof that it was �La guaneña,� even though there is no inconsistency which would
exclude this song from having been the piece in question.
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Fig. 3-3 Contemporary version of �La guaneña� from Ecuador. (Playasound CD PS 65060)
(Transcription by J. Varney). Audio Example 6.
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Fig. 3-4 Contemporary version of �La Guaneña� from Colombia as sung by Marina Varney
(Transcription by J. Varney). Audio Example 7.

Guay que sí, guay que no,
la guaneña bailó aquí
con arma de fuego al pecho
y vestido varonil.
Por el pueblo, con el pueblo,
la guaneña al frente va,
con un fusil en el hombro,
alertaba a disparar.
Guay que no, guay que sí,
la guaneña es todo amor,
canción que alegra a los pobres
y a los ricos le da dolor.

(Salazar 1987, 290)

Hey, yes! Hey, no!
The guaneña danced here
with a fire-arm across her chest
and dressed like a man.
For the people, with the people,
The guaneña goes to the front
with a rifle at her shoulder,
ready to shoot.
Hey, no! Hey, yes!
The guaneña is pure love;
a song that cheers the poor
and causes pain to the rich
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Que a mí sí, que a otro no
La guaneña me lo juró
y anoche a la media noche
al tambo se me largó;
Guai que sí, guai que no
La guaneña me engañó
ñapanga �pa� mentirosa
Pasto jamás se vió.
Guai que sí, guai que no
La guaneña me engañó
mirando por mucho tiempo
chanclas que no llevó.
Guai que sí, guai que no
La guaneña me engañó
Apenas que tuvo mi alma
cuyes las maté yo.

(Restrepo 1987, 96-7)

To me yes, to anyone else no
The guaneña swore to me
and last night at midnight
she went away;
Hey yes! Hey, no!
The guaneña tricked me
a more deceitful lass
has never been seen in Pasto.
Hey, yes! Hey, no!
The guaneña tricked me
looking for a long time
at the sandals she left behind,
Hey yes! Hey, no!
The guaneña tricked me
the pain my soul felt
I killed by eating cuyes6

(roast guinea pigs).

Emergent Period (1837-1890)

Restrepo traces the growing fame of the bambuco within and beyond Colombia. Its presence was
recorded as �the famous bambuco� in Guatemala in 1837 (Añez 1952, 23). A letter to a periodical
from Bogotá, El amigo del pueblo (The People�s Friend), expresses the opinion that theatrical
performances should be enlivened by the inclusion of music such as:

valses, contradanzas, la jota, el
bambuco, i otras músicas
nacionales que alegran y distraen
porque son conocidos.

(Restrepo 1987, 104)

waltzes, contredanses, the jota
and the bambuco and other
national musical styles which
brighten and entertain because
they are well known.

The first known visual representation of the bambuco is a watercolour by Edward Walhouse Mark
titled �Indios bailando el bambuco� (Indians dancing the bambuco), painted on 26 December 1845 in
the village of Ráquira in the Eastern Cordillera of the Andes.

                                                
6 A regional dish from the Nariño area
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Fig. 3-5 �Indios bailando el bambuco (Indians dancing the bambuco),� by Edward Walhouse Mark
(Puerta 1987, 22)(1970a, 441)

Davidson (1970a, 441) made the following observations on this painting:

El bambuco aparece ahí danzado entre
cuatro personas. la normal es que se
baile entre dos solamente. Todos los
hombres y mujeres, bailan con los
sombreros puestos. Los hombres llevan
pañuelo cabecero rojo por debajo del
sombrero. Las mujeres van con
mantellina corta sujeta con el sombrero
y la cual, cruzada les cubra el pecho.
Además calzan alpargatas y solivian un
poco las largas faldas para poder bailar.
como instrumentos se ven una carrasca,
y se adivina algunos de cuerda.

The bambuco appears there danced
between four people. The normal
situation is that it is danced between only
two. All the men and women dance with
hats on. The men have a red kerchief
below the hat. The women have a short
mantilla held down with the hat and
which covers the chest crossing over it.
They also wear canvas shoes and lift their
long skirts a little in order to be able to
dance. Concerning instruments one can
see a carrasca (scraper), and can make out
some string instruments.

It is clear from this that by this time it had become customary to accompany the bambuco with
stringed instruments and percussion. It also shows the speed with which the bambuco had become
accepted into folk culture and into relatively remote villages such as Ráquira would have been at this
time.

Early diffusion in Colombia

Earliest references to the bambuco in Neiva (1847) and in Antioquia (1849) are noted by Restrepo
(1987, 105-6) and further demonstrate the speed of its diffusion in Colombia, keeping in mind that
transport was principally by arduous river and overland travel. Access from Cauca to Antioquia
would have been by travel down the Cauca river, while communication with Neiva would have
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been through routes which crossed the Central Cordillera of the Andes and then travelled down the
Magdalena. Its access to Bogotá would have required even greater effort continuing from Neiva to
Girardot by boat and then ascending over 2000 metres to the capital in a distance of about 100
kilometres.

Fig. 3-6 The most probable routes of initial diffusion of the bambuco in Colombia departing from the
Popayán area.(Adapted by J. Varney from Miñana 1997). The dotted lines are those with which

Miñana joined sites mentioned with reference to the bambuco, whereas the continuous lines are those
drawn by the author of this thesis to illustrate probable routes of diffusion of the bambuco.
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The acceptance of the bambuco into the patriciate of Bogotá was noted by the representation of a
couple dancing in a painting by Ramón Torres Méndez in 1851 titled �El Bambuco-Bogotá.� In this
portrayal a gentleman attired in tails dances with a lady dressed in an evening gown with a train to
the accompaniment of an ensemble consisting of violin, tiple and clarinet in which the musicians are
formally dressed (�vestidos de etiqueta�) (Davidson 1970a, cited in Restrepo 1987, 107). Thus in only
32 years from its first documented appearance the bambuco had become established as a musical icon
in Colombia, accepted and fomented at all social levels.

Fig. 3-7 �El Bambuco-Bogotá �painted by Ramón Torres Méndez in 1851 (Escobar 1962, 333).

Beginnings of bambuco texts

The first texts specifically written as bambucos began to appear in 1851, poetised by the Caucan
author Rafael Pombo who, it will be recalled, wrote the section of General López�s memoirs
concerning the appearance of the bambuco at the battle of Ayacucho. Although Pombo was born in
Bogotá, his family was from Popayán and he �. . . always felt himself to be Caucano� (Restrepo
1987, 108). The first of these songs was �Desengañame� (Tell me the truth) which was dated 1851 in
the official edition of Pombo�s poems, published in 1916 by Antonio Gómez Restrepo (Restrepo
1987, 107). It is not known if there was musical accompaniment to this text and, if there was, who
might have written it. Pombo was a noted poet of his time (1933-1912), a music critic and author of
song texts who collaborated directly with the composers of the music in the elaboration of the final
songs. Among other achievements, he was the author of the libretto of Florinda, the first opera
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written in Colombia, collaborator with Oreste Sindici, the composer of the Colombian national
anthem in the composition of �Bambucos patrióticos,� and the translator into Spanish of classics,
such as the writings of Horace, and works by English, French and German poets (Pombo 1985,
1134). �Florinda,� which had its debut performance on 13 May 1880, was a traditional opera in the
Italian style which related the story of how the count Don Julián opened the doors of his country,
Spain, to the Moorish invasion to avenge his honour following an affair between his daughter
Florinda and Rodrigo, the last Gothic King of Spain, portrayed by Pombo in �magnificent verse�
(Perdomo 1963, 149). The involvement of such an illustrious poet in the dissemination of the
bambuco is further evidence of its growing popularity and establishment in Colombian society.

The bambuco in concert

The bambuco�s appearance as a concert piece followed very quickly, being featured in a performance
in Bogotá by the visiting violin and piano duo Franz Coenen and Ernst Lubeck. This performance
took place on 28 November 1852. The description given in a contemporary journal El Pasatiempo,
gives the impression that a bambuco was included within an opera fantasy:

. . . Coenen y Lubeck se disponian a
ejecutar el duo concertante de Fra
Diabolo en que introdujeron la tonada
nacional conocida como el bambuco . . .

(cited in Restrepo 1987, 112)

. . . Coenen and Lubeck got ready to
execute the duo concertante of Fra
Diabolo (sic), in which they
introduced the national tune known
as the bambuco. . .

Concerning the perception of the bambuco at this time it must be noted that it would appear that
there are no individual compositions at this stage which the public is able to easily distinguish, as no
titles of bambucos are mentioned. It can be imagined that the visiting concert artists of Dutch origin
had informed themselves of what would be an appropriate national theme or air to incorporate
within the �Fra� Diavolo� fantasy to amaze and delight their audience, and the advice they received
caused them to include a bambuco, indicating further its status as a national icon in this period. The
reviewer was unable or did not feel the need to identify the piece, referring to it not as a bambuco but
as the bambuco, as if that were sufficient description. There may well have been a particular bambuco
which was fashionable at the time, so that referring to its genre was sufficient description. In
consequence of this concert presentation of the bambuco, a local poet, Juan Francisco Ortiz, was
inspired to write a poem in homage to this performance of the bambuco titled �La Bandola� which
was published in El Pasatiempo in June 1853. In this poem the following phrases appear:

Un tesoro de armonía Lubeck y
Coenen trajeron . . . . .
Cuando a sus conciertos fui, al oir su
diapasón,
¡Ah! Sentí en el corazón que
suspiraba por ti.
Por ti, mi dulce bandola, mi

Lubeck and Coenen brought a treasury
of harmony. . . . .
I went to their concerts, upon listening
their tones,
Ah! I felt that my heart sighed for you.
For you, my sweet bandola, my enduring
enrapture, because I confess that I
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perdurable embeleso,
pensaba en ti sola al oírlos, lo
confieso
............................................
¡El Bambuco! que ni un muerto
puede oírlo indiferente
el bambuco americano, el que por
Neiva se entona
I ese bambuco caucano que entre
bambucos blasona
.............................................
bambuco y bandola son cosas que
juntas van, él, sin ella, no da bola, I
ambos en el alma dan.

(El Pasatiempo 103, cited in
Restrepo 1987, 114)

thought of you alone upon listening to
them
..........................................
Bambuco! that not even the dead could
hear and remain indifferent
the American bambuco, the one that is
intoned in Neiva,
and that Caucan bambuco that emblazons
among bambucos
.....................................................
bambuco and bandola are things which go
together, the one, without the other,
doesn't work, and both strike straight at
the soul.

The author of the poem clearly observes that however admirable the musical prowess of the two
musicians might have been, violin with piano was not the correct instrumentation for the execution
of a bambuco. Further discussion will be dedicated to this point when bambuco ensembles are
considered in the following chapter. Also of note is the fact that distinction is made between two
varieties of bambuco: the �American� which in this case may mean �national� or �universal,� and the
Caucan which is seen as particularly eminent.

In 1856 it was worthy of note that the bambuco had begun to appear in serenatas in Bogotá. Restrepo
(1987, 117) cites an article by Juan Francisco Ortiz in �La Guirnalda� which states:

falta las palmeras y los tamarindos de
Neiva, pero en Bogotá tambien se canta
el bambuco a la luz de la luna . . .

one misses the palms and the tamarinds
of Neiva, but also in Bogotá the bambuco
is sung in the light of the moon. . .

This would indicate that the bambuco was still at this stage making its transition to Bogotá and
gradually infiltrating itself into different facets of life in the capital.

Its inclusion in programs of art music was further evidenced by the appearance in a concert
programme on 28 July 1857 of �Variations for flute with the accompaniment of guitar and piano on
the national Neogranadine dance El Bambuco,� again without a specific title for the piece in
question. In the same year the first of a number of epic poems on the bambuco by Rafael Pombo (see
above) was published in El Tiempo, Colombia�s most important newspaper, in Bogotá. The item,
some 200 lines long, was dedicated to the musician Julio Quevedo on the occasion of the his trip to
Europe, and is constructed around a refrain:

Haznos por allá inmortal
desde el inglés al kalmuko

Make us immortal over there
from the English to the Kalmuko7

                                                
7 This would be of a fictitious nationality meaning �inhabitant of where-ever� and styled to rhyme with

bambuco.
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nuestro blasón nacional
valiente y original
incomparable BAMBUCO.
(Davidson 1970a, 317)

our national emblem
the courageous and original
incomparable BAMBUCO.

Publication of the bambuco in Europe - Párraga

The next important advancement in the acceptance and prestige of the bambuco occurred in the
publication by Breitkopf & Härtel of a work for piano titled: �El Bambuco - Aires Nacionales
neogranadinos variados para el piano. Op. 14� composed by Manuel María Párraga (Perdomo 1963,
104-5 and Restrepo 1987, 130). Párraga was a Venezuelan pianist and composer, described by
Perdomo (1963, 104) as one of the most popular composers of the nineteenth century. Perdomo
relates a popular rhyme which was used to  lullaby �la chiquillería santafereña� (the infanthood of
Bogotá), with the accent on the second last syllable:

Amalia Párraga
está tristísima
porque viejísima
se siente ya.
Manuel Párraga
el Filarmónico
está con cólico
verla así.
(Perdomo 1963, 105)

Amalia Párraga
is very sad
because very old
she already feels.
And Manuel Párraga
the Philharmonic
is very angry
at seeing her like that.

The rhyme, in fact, follows the following rhythmic pattern, reminiscent of a syncopation found in
the bambuco:

Fig. 3-8 Rhythmic pattern of rhyme concerning Manuel Párraga

It can be seen in Fig. 3-9 how syncopated bars alternate with non syncopated bars and the rhythm
of the rhyme above matches the rhythm of the syncopated bars. Perhaps the rhyme is a parody of
the composition.
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Fig. 3-9 The first four bars of the melody of Párraga�s �Bambuco.� (Perdomo 1963, 153).

It may be surmised that this composer was a household name in this period, in Bogotá at least. He
had various other works published by Breitkopf & Härtel including nocturnes, fantasies, polkas,
waltzes and works related to Colombian folk traditions like �The tiple, Torbellino, Op. 2� (Perdomo
1963, 106). Perdomo also makes the interesting observation that: �His (Párraga�s) is the well-known
bambuco.� He may mean by this that there was a celebrated bambuco in circulation in musical circles in
this period. The title of the published work which refers to �aires nacionales� (national airs) would
imply that the variations were upon more than one bambuco.

Allusion in literature to the bambuco�s African origins

Restrepo (1987) cites the appearance in following years of references to the bambuco in literary works
which use folkloric themes as their subjects. This began to occur in 1859. One of the most
significant of these was the novel María by Jorge Isaacs, published in 1867. The importance of this
novel for this paper lies in the following paragraph:

el ¨bambuco¨ una música que en
nada asemeja a la de los aborígenes
americanos ni a los aires españoles,
no hay ligereza en asegurar que fue
traída de Africa por los primeros
esclavos que los conquistadores
importaron al Cauca, tanto más que
el nombre que hoy tiene parece no
ser otra que el de �Bambuk� (país
del Sudán francés) levemente
alterado.

(Isaacs 1867, cited in Restrepo
1952, 25)

As the bambuco is a musical genre
which in no respect resembles the
music of the American aborigines nor
Spanish airs, one can assure with some
certainty that it was brought from
Africa by the first slaves who the
conquerors imported to the Cauca
region, just as the name that today it
bears seems to be none other than
that of �Bambuk� (a town/country in
French Sudan) slightly altered.

This was the first time that any author had suggested that the bambuco might have had African
origins. Although this point will be discussed in greater depth in a Chapter Seven, it is relevant at
this moment to point out that in the last century there was a country named �Bambouk� in the west
of what is now Mali. Its location was described as within an angle formed by the Falemé and
Senegal Rivers between latitude 12° 30' & 14°  30' North and between longitude 10°  30' and 12°
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15' West (Lippincott 1880, 166). The word �Bambouk� means �Land of back-carriers� and is derived
from two words in Mande, the language of the Mandinka tribe: bãmbu - �back-carrier� and ko -
�country.� This suggests that the people from Bambouk carried things on their backs rather than
following the more generalised African practice of carrying loads on their heads (Room 1994, 25).

Fig. 3-10 Map of Mali with the area which corresponds to Bambouk encircled (Encarta 96 World Atlas).
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Fig. 3-11 The region in Mali which corresponds to Bambouk (Encarta 96 World Atlas).

Also in Eritrea there is a town called �Bambuco�:

Fig. 3-12 The town of Bambuco in Eritrea (Encarta 96 World Atlas).
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And in Angola one finds a town called �Bambuca� very close to another town called �Cauca�:

Fig. 3-13 The towns of Bambuca and Cauca in northern Angola (Encarta 96 World Atlas).

This is particularly interesting because according to Isaacs (1867) and Ulloa (1994) the bambuco first
took root in the Cauca region of Colombia. In the map of Angola it is worth noting that in the
North West of the country is found the town of Mbanza, which according to the Merriam-Webster
Dictonary (1994) is an instrument from which the banjo may well have derived. It is evident, then,
that there is more than one possible place in Africa from where the bambuco could have taken its
name if it did indeed derive its origins from that continent.
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The bambuco�s first composer

The first musician dedicated to the composition of bambucos appears to have been Diego Fallón
(born Santa Ana, now Falan, Tolima 1834 - died Bogotá 1905) (Salazar 1987, 49). Restrepo
attributes to him the composition of the first bambuco with a title: �En una noche de aquellas,�
pointing out that Párraga�s composition only carried the generic title of �Bambuco� (1987, 140).
Restrepo may appear to contradict himself as he refers to bambucos written by Rafael Pombo in 1851
(1987, 107). However the reference to Pombo�s works appears to concern texts which may or may
not have had musical accompaniment. Fallón studied engineering in London, where he was a friend
of the family of Robert Stephenson, son of George Stephenson, builder of the first practical railroad
locomotive,8 before returning to Colombia to teach music and English (Restrepo 1987, 140). He
elaborated his own method for teaching music through an alphabetical system which ascribed a
consonant or vowel to each variable: notes, durations, accidentals, pitch, etc. In Bogotá he taught
singing and music at the Universidad Nacional and piano at the Académia Nacional de Música. As
well as bambucos, he wrote polkas, waltzes and similar light classical works (Perdomo 1963, 111-116).
To Fallón also is attributed the addition of a fifth double course of strings to the bandola (José
Vitieri, cited in Restrepo 1987, 139).

An early definition

Colombia�s first musical dictionary, compiled by Juan Crisóstomo Osorio (Bogotá 1836-87), was
published in 1867. Osorio was a noted instrumentalist and composer of his time, whose principal
instrument was the piano, but he played �almost all instruments� - his compositions included
zarzuelas, waltzes, bambucos, pasillos and danzas (Perdomo 1962, 108). The description of the bambuco
given in his dictionary is here reproduced:

Bambuco: Aire usado solamente en
Colombia. Siempre es corto y lleva
el compás de tres por cuatro. Sus
caracteres especiales son: tener un
movimiento sincopado, es decir
más notable el segundo
movimiento que el primero; está
siempre en tono menor y algunas
veces lleva transiciones, es aire de
baile y canto y su acompañamiento
propio es el de tiple y la bandola.
Cuando esta clase de composición
está hecha en un tono mayor y no
tiene el aire triste del bambuco
toma el nombre de bunde.

Bambuco: Air used only in Colombia.
It is always short and uses a time
signature of kkkk. Its special
characteristics are: it has a
syncopated rhythm, that is to say the
second beat is more notable than the
first; it is always in minor key and it
sometimes has modulations, it is an
air that is danced and sung and its
specific accompaniment is that of
tiple and bandola. When this class of
composition is played in a major key
and it doesn't have the sad air of the
bambuco it takes the name of bunde.

                                                
8  �Stephenson, George�. In Microsoft® Encarta® 96 Encyclopedia. Microsoft Corporation. Funk &

Wagnalls Corporation. 1995
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(Restrepo 1987, 143)

This definition perhaps elucidated in its time the contemporary perception of the bambuco�s nature.
Its association of the bambuco with the bunde is unusual and has not been supported by any other
source since this definition.

The bambuco in prose - Samper

José María Samper, an ancestor of Colombia�s president from 1994-1998, Ernesto Samper Pizano,
was the author of the first prose text dedicated to the bambuco, which appeared in a periodical
directed towards domestic circulation called El Hogar on 1 February 1868, and is reproduced in
Restrepo (1987, 144). In about 3000 words, Samper describes the rôle of the bambuco in Colombian
culture, describing it as the �national anthem. . . of patriotic sentiments and democratic instincts�
(cited in Restrepo 1987, 146). Strengthening the association between the bambuco and popular
feeling, Samper adds that the bambuco is �the soul of our people made into melody� (Restrepo 1987,
146). He further identifies the bambuco with all aspects of Colombian life and with all regions. A
noteworthy observation is that �since 1808 it was the people�s anthem, and (even when) Colombia
didn�t exist in the patriots� imagination� (Restrepo 1987, 153). This article is possibly the first
publication in which detailed distinction is made, even if in impressionistic rather than technical
terms, between bambucos from different regions of Colombia. He describes the following variants:

i. Eastern Plains: a �hyperbolic� bambuco which is �bold, free and broad,� �a brother of the
galerón� (Restrepo 1987, 148).

ii. Tolima: a �sweet and sentimental� bambuco (Restrepo 1987, 149).

iii. Antioquia: possesses a �Jewish and positive� aspect, is �quick and shaken like the movement
of a business person� (Restrepo 1987, 149).

iv. Bogotá and surrounding areas:
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tiene algo de civilizado y cortesano,
cierto refinamiento artistico, cierta
coquetería de entonación: menos
originalidad y más talento de
composición y ejecución que en otras
partes, que parecen hacerlo casi
impropio para la soltura y y libertad
del tiple y exigir la habilidad
instrumental del tocador de bandola
Cuando el artista bogotano deleita con
sus bambucos, se echa de ver que el
cachaco ha puesto la mano en la
composición; se siente en sus notas
complicadas y magistrales que ha
nacido en algún retrete abrigado más
bien que el rayo de la luna; se percibe
algo que se aproxima al gran baile de
tono más que al fandango popular.

(Restrepo 1987, 149)

it has a civilised and courtly air of, a
certain artistic refinement, a certain
coquetry of intonation: less originality
and more talent in the composition
and performance than in other
regions, that seem to make it almost
inappropriate for the facility and the
flexibility of the tiple and requires the
instrumental ability of the bandola
player. When the artist from Bogotá
delights with his bambucos, one can see
that the cachaco9 has had a hand in the
composition; one feels in their
complicated and masterful notes that
they were born in some sheltered
studio rather than by moonlight;
something is perceived that
approaches a grandiose ball rather
than to a popular fandango.

• Cauca: possesses �perhaps the most varied and onomatopoeic� bambuco rhythms. The style
is �free and spontaneous� and �the tiple and the bandola are the inseparable companions of
the mulato� (Restrepo 1987, 150).

Even though Samper�s article does not reveal a great deal of information about the bambuco because
of its impressionist nature, it does inform the reader that there are distinguishable differences
between the various regional manifestations of this genre and also that its interpretation in Bogotá is
distinguished by its musical complexity and by the greater degree of instrumental dexterity required
for its performance. In addition it would appear that in Bogotá and in the Cauca region greater
importance is placed on the use of the bandola, whereas in other regions the tiple is the more
important instrument. Also, as a dance the bambuco seems to be more closely associated with social
activities of the general urban and rural communities in most of the country, whereas in Bogotá it
has been adopted into the domain of patrician society.

The next important publication concerning the bambuco was an epic poem by the previously
mentioned Rafael Pombo. The poem, titled simply �El Bambuco,� which was published in New York
in 1872 (Restrepo 1987, 155), consists of 79 stanzas, each composed of four octosyllabic lines.
These lines are generically described as octosyllabic, however when there is an accent on the final
syllable, they are heptasyllabic. The poem is divided into three sections. The first attempts to
represent the nature and character of the bambuco making reference to its source cultures and its
universal acceptance in geographical and social terms. The second section is an allegorical
                                                
9 An expression meaning a person from the interior of Colombia: literally a �green banana.�
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description of the bambuco as a dance taken to hyperbolic extremes in which the author describes a
performance which includes soloist and chorus voices, which is unknown in any score or recording
available today. The third section refers to the bambuco�s patriotic and heroic rôle, previously referred
to, in the war of independence.

Pedro Morales Pino in Bogotá

An event described by Restrepo (1987, 169) as �transcendental� was the arrival in Bogotá of Pedro
Morales Pino from the city of Ibagué in 1877. Morales Pino, born in Cartago, Cauca, was only
fourteen years old at the time but already had sufficient fame as a painter and musician for his
parents to permit his migration to the capital, encouraged by an author and resident of Bogotá,
Adolfo Sicard y Pérez. Añez (1952, 53) states that Morales Pino was �discovered� by Sicard y Pérez
in 1977 in Cartago, rather than Ibagué. Morales Pino�s successful participation in the Exposición
Nacional of 1881 as a painter gave him many important contacts in the worlds of literature, music
and plastic arts (Restrepo 1987, 169).

Fig. 3-14 Pedro Morales Pino (Cartago, Cauca 1863- Bogotá 1926)

Añez (1962, 53) attributes Morales Pino�s migration from plastic arts to music as a response to the
intense musical development which was taking place in Bogotá in the late nineteenth century. A
census carried out in 1850 by Mariano de Hortúa, a noted musician of the time, observed that there
were no fewer than 2000 pianos in Bogotá in this period. According to Davidson (1970a, 74),
Hortúa was a piano tuner. This statistic appeared in a publication �Estado actual de la música en
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Bogotá� (The current state of music in Bogotá) by José Caicedo Rojas (Bogotá, 1886) cited in
Davidson (1970a, 74). It would seem that this claim had been challenged at some stage as Caicedo
later further declared that if in 1854 there were 2000, by 1886 many more had been introduced both
in the commercial and private sectors (Davidson 1970a, 74-5). The importance of this number must
be appreciated considering the extreme difficulty involved in bringing a piano to Bogotá which is
illustrated by the following anecdote:

Otra descripción muy notable de lo
que era el transporte de un piano
hasta Bogotá es también la que trae
don Miguel Cané� en sus Notas de
viaje sobre Venezuela y Colombia
publicadas en Bogotá en 1907. Allí,
refiriéndose al año de 1882, dice el
autor (pág. 99): �Vamos encontrando
a cada paso caravanas de indios
portadores, conduciendo el eterno
piano. Rara es la casa de Bogotá que
no lo tiene, aun las más humildes.
Las familias hacen sacrificios de todo
género para comprar el instrumento
que les cuesta tres veces más que en
toda otra parte del mundo. Figuran el
recargo de flete que pesa sobre un
piano; transporte de la fábrica a Saint
Nazaire, de allí a Barranquilla, veinte
o treinta días; de allí a Honda, quince
o veinte si el Magdalena lo permite;
luego ocho o diez hombres para
llevarlo a hombro durante dos o tres
semanas! Encorvados, sudorosos,
apoyándose en los grandes bastones
que les sirven para sostener el plagio
en sus momentos de descanso, esos
pobres indios trepan declives de una
inclinación casi imposible para la
mula. En esos casos, el peso cae
sobre los cuatro de atrás, que es
necesario relevar cada cinco minutos.
A veces las fuerzas se agotan, el
piano viene al suelo y queda en
medio del camino� (cited in
Perdomo 1970, 76-77).

Another very remarkable description
of what the transport of a piano to
Bogotá meant is one by Don Miguel
Cané, in his Travel Notes on
Venezuela and Colombia published in
Bogotá in 1907. There, referring to
the year of 1882, the author states (p.
99): �On each leg of our trip we find
caravans of Indian bearers, carrying
the eternal piano. Rare is the house in
Bogotá, even the humblest, that
doesn't have one. Families make
sacrifices of every type in order to buy
the instrument which costs them three
times more than in any other part of
the world. Calculate the excess freight
costs that weigh upon a piano;
transport from the factory to Saint
Nazaire, from there to Barranquilla,
twenty or thirty days; from there to
Honda, fifteen or twenty if the
Magdalena permits it; then [from
Honda to Bogotá] eight or ten men in
order to carry it on their shoulders for
two or three weeks! Bent, sweating,
leaning on the big staffs which they
use to bear their affliction in their
moments of rest, those poor Indians
climb slopes of an inclination almost
impossible for a mule. In those cases,
the load falls on the four behind, who
it is necessary to relieve every five
minutes. Sometimes their strength is
exhausted, the piano goes to the
ground and is left [abandoned?]in the
middle of the road.�

In addition the artistic life of Bogotá was actively cultivated by the existence in the late nineteenth
century of various musical societies, of which Añez (1952, 54) cites the Sociedad Filarmónica, the
Sociedad Lírica, the Unión Musical and the Sociedad Filarmónica de Santa Cecilia. In 1882 the
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Academia Nacional de Música was founded in Bogotá with basic courses in theory, solfege and
orchestral instruments, to which were soon added further courses including harmony and
counterpoint, piano, organ and singing (Perdomo 1963, 215). Añez (1952, 46) further notes how in
the mid to late nineteenth century there had developed in Bogotá a considerable community of
musicians dedicated to the cultivation of Colombian popular music. Most of these musicians played
fretted stringed instruments like the guitar, the tiple and the bandola and many had affectionately
derisive nick-names, such as �El Chato� (flat-nosed) Melo - bandola player, �El Chato� (flat-nosed)
Ayarza - tiple player, �El Cotudo� (with goiter - used to refer to people who come from an area of
Colombia where goiter is common) Mata, guitarist. These musicians and their orchestras of fretted
instruments were very popular and famous in the Bogotá area. It has already been seen how
musicians usually dedicated to art music also had contributed by this period to the development of
folk styles like the bambuco through stylised renditions of this music.

It was into this musical environment that Morales Pino was introduced and which undoubtedly
influenced his decision to move from painting to music. The unique rôle which this musician
occupied within Colombian music is summarised by Añez (1952, 54-5).

Morales Pino fue un músico nato, por
temperamento y por disciplina: muy
contados son . . . los que se han
consagrado tan íntegramente a su
profesión con la fé, desinterés y
abnegación. . . . se matriculó en la
Academia Nacional de Música . . . hasta
llegar a los cursos de composición y
armonía . . . se entregó de lleno a la
música típica, su obsesión: recogió
nuestros hasta entonces incipientes
ritmos, los estudió a conciencia, los
clasificó, los estructuró y, al llevarlos al
pentagrama, los elevó a la categoría de
música nacional.
Así, a la tradición oral que de nuestra
música se tenía hasta 1890, Morales
Pino sumó la tradición más importante:
la escrita. A cada ritmo le marcó su
estructura precisa, definitiva, ruta que
por lo perfecta sería acatada por los
futuros compositores, sin excepción.

Morales Pino was a born musician, in
temperament and in discipline: . . . so very
few can be counted who have been
consecrated so entirely to their profession
with the faith, detachment and self-denial. .
. he enrolled at the National Academy of
Music . . . his studies including
composition and harmony . . . he devoted
himself completely to folk music, his
obsession: he took up our until then
embryonic rhythms, studied them
conscientiously, classified them, structured
them and, upon placing them on the
musical staff, he raised them to the
category of national music., to the oral
tradition that our music had possessed up
till 1890, Morales Pino added the most
important tradition: the written. He
ascribed to each rhythm an exact definitive
structure, a model which because of its
perfection would be accepted by future
composers, without exception.

Añez further clarifies that Morales Pino�s achievement was not so much placing the bambuco on the
written staff, as this had already been done by Manuel Párraga, but the accuracy of the way in which
he did it. The bambucos �Cuatro preguntas� and �Por un beso de tu boca,� composed by Morales Pino
and Eduardo Cadavid respectively, are compared by Añez to show the importance of this. There
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are various differences in the methods used by these two composers to notate the bambuco. The
most apparent is the left hand accompaniment.

Cadavíd�s method is a smooth arpeggio accompaniment which places primary accents on the first
and third beats of the bar through the placing of a bass note reinforced by a harmony note. A high
note on the second beat of the bar will call attention to this beat as a secondary accent while the off
beat notes - always the same note in a given chord - will give the effect of an off beat ostinato thus
creating a rhythmic structure of three elements linked together by the continuity of the constant
quaver movement. Chord changes occur on the first beat of the bar.

Fig. 3-15 The bambuco �Por un beso de tu boca,� showing Cadavíd�s manner of notating the melody
and accompaniment for piano (Añez 1952, 42-43).

Morales Pino�s method places notes on the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th and 6th quaver beats of the bar,
creating accents through the placing of bass notes on the first and third beats, leaving the second
beat empty and strengthening the off beat ostinato by grouping harmony notes on these off beat
quavers. The empty second beat further strengthens this ostinato by virtue of having it attack after a
rest and also by permitting it to introduce the chord changes, which occur on the second beat of the
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bar. In addition the lack of a continuous quaver movement gives the accompaniment a more
agitated quality (See Fig. 3-16):

Fig. 3-16 The bambuco �Cuatro preguntas,� showing Morales Pino�s manner of notating the melody
and accompaniment for piano (Añez 1952, 42-43).

The  most striking difference between the methods can be observed when they are compared with
transcriptions of performances of these pieces. However comparison of (presumably) the
composer�s score of �Cuatro preguntas� with the transcription of the recording by Obdulio y Julian
(Audio Example 3) shows only minor differences which involve only voicings of chords in the
accompaniment and adaptations of the accompanying notes for the instruments which are used:
comparison with the score of �Por un beso de tu boca� with the transcription of a recording by an
anonymous instrumental ensemble shows that the performance radically differs from the given
score. As the transcription is of an instrumental version (Audio Example 8) there are note
substitutions suited to the change of medium, as is to be expected, but the rhythmic placing of the
notes is the main difference. A recent vocal recording of the song was not available; however the
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Colombian wife of the author of this thesis, Marina Varney, a professional vocalist, confirmed that
this instrumental recording reflects the rhythmic phrasing in which the song would be sung. Now
syncopations can be observed which were not present in the original score:

Fig. 3-17 Written score (upper staff) and transcription of performance (lower staff) of �Cuatro preguntas�
(Transcription by J. Varney).
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Fig. 3-18 Written score (above) and transcription of performance of �Por un beso de tu boca�
(Transcription by J. Varney).

This is Añez�s main point with respect to Morales Pino: his method of notation of the rhythmic
elements reflected the style of syncopation present in the performance of the bambuco and that he
was the first composer to achieve this.

Morales Pino was also highly respected as a concert artist performing on the bandola, as well as being
responsible for the addition of a sixth double course of strings to this instrument (Escobar 1963,
292). Restrepo (1987, 174) cites a review in the periodical La Reforma by an anonymous journalist
on 10 November 1884:

velada lírica en que los señores
Pedro Morales Pino y Vicente
Pizarro exhibieron los milagros que
hacen con la bandola y la guitarra,
obtuvo un éxito completo. Algunas
persona serias iban con temor de
que fueran a salir sólo con
bambucos y pasillos bien tocados y
óperas destrozadas, mas cual fue su
asombro . . . (al encontrar) . . . que
los dos instrumentos producían el
efecto, de una grande y bien
instrumentada orquesta.

The musical evening in which the
Messrs. Pedro Morales Pino and
Vicente Pizarro exhibited the miracles
that can be done with the bandola and
the guitar, was a complete success.
Some serious people attended fearing
that they were only going to hear well
played bambucos and pasillos and shreds
of operas, but great was their
astonishment. . . (upon finding). . .
that the two instruments produced the
effect of a large and well scored
orchestra.
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Morales Pino�s musical knowledge and ability led him to form a series of ensembles, called �La Lira
Colombiana� in the form of estudiantinas. The arrangements of these ensembles were orchestrated in
a classical fashion but played their repertoire of dance rhythms on Colombian bandolas, tiples and
guitars, with the bass lines doubled by a �cello playing pizzicato. In these groups Morales Pino began
to train Colombia�s future bambuqueros and helped to carry the bambuco forward to its next historical
phase.

Golden Age (1890-1930)
Morales Pino�s �La Lira Colombiana�

�La Lira Colombiana� in its first incarnation in 1887 consisted of five musicians and consisted of two

bandolas, a tiple, a guitar and an unspecified instrument (Restrepo 1987, 175 and 186). The

continuous civil wars that afflicted Colombia towards the end of the nineteenth century obliged

Morales Pino to decide to leave Colombia in 1898 with a nine-member �Lira Colombiana� with the

aim of playing in the Exposition in Paris in 1899 (Añez 1952, 63). Añez further relates how the

ensemble worked its way from town to town until the musicians arrived in the port town of

Buenaventura on the Pacific Coast. By this time sentimental and health problems had reduced their

number to six. They proceeded through Central America where, in El Salvador another member of

the ensemble suffered a mental breakdown after witnessing a terrible fire which destroyed four

blocks of central San Salvador�s business district. The five remaining members proceeded to the

United States of America, where they conducted a tour which included concerts in the towns of

New Orleans, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Chicago, as well as in the state of Missouri and which

culminated in performances at the Buffalo Exposition in 1901. Following these performances the

members of the ensemble remained in New York until 1903, when they dispersed. Morales Pino

returned to Guatemala where he married and remained for some years.
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Fig. 3-19 A photo from 1899 of the five members of �La Lira Colombiana� who toured in the United States
(standing at rear, from left: Carlos Wodswordi [Wordsworthy],10 Blas Forero, Antonio Palomo and Gregorio

Silva. In front: Pedro Morales Pino and Carlos Escamilla �El Ciego [blind].� Palomo was a Guatemalan
gentleman sent by Morales Pino�s fiancée to ensure his safe return to Guatemala (Añez 1952, 65-67).

Cultural development in Bogotá

In the same period as Morales Pino was setting up his �Lira,� there existed in Bogotá an intense

cultural life in keeping with its reputation as the �Athens of South America� (Época republicana,

1997). Puerta (1987, 21) explains that this was a delayed response to the achieving of independence

describing how at the beginning of the republican period art forms merely reflected and imitated

what had existed before. He observes how social upheavals that resulted from this event and the

various conflicts and civil wars that took place prevented a new Colombian culture from developing

- even the musical instruments which were to be used in the expression of new autochthonous

music were still evolving. Therefore he considers that it was not until the end of the nineteenth

century that Colombian culture had sufficient self confidence to begin to recognise the quality of its

own musical production. During this time many of the bambucos which today are considered true

classics and part of the backbone of the bambuco genre were written. Some of these are:

Title Author/Composer Date Source
Asómate a la ventana Alejandro Florez

Luis Romero
1886-7 Restrepo (1987, 187)

Añez (1952, 72)
                                                
10 In the text of Añez�s book he writes Wordsworthy but the caption of the photo reads Wodswordi.

Puerta (1987, 25) writes the same surname as Godsworthy.
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Van cantando por la
sierra

text: attr. D. Uribe:
anon.

1890 Restrepo (1987, 187)
Añez (1952, 73)

Rumores inciertos Rafael Daza 1900 Añez (1952, 76)
El enterrador text: Julio Florez

music: Luis Romero
1900 Añez (1952, 66)

Trigueña P. Morales Pino 1890s Añez (1952, 57)
Ingrata P. Morales Pino 1890s Añez (1952, 57)
El muro Ricardo Cuberos 1890 Añez (1952, 59)
Por un beso de tu boca Eduardo Cadavid 1890s Añez (1952, 71)
Las brisas del
pamplonita

Elías Soto 1894 Restrepo (1987, 190)

Table 3-1 Some famous bambucos of the �Golden Age� period.

Añez (1952, 75) relates how even during the period of the �1000 days� war� when the cultural life of
Bogotá was stifled by the generally oppressive situation as well as by curfews and restrictions on
movement artists continued to meet in the �Gruta Simbólica� (Symbolic Grotto) where poetry and
music were intensely cultivated. After the war the same artists met at places like La Gran Vía (The
Great [or Open or Main] Road), a type of tavern. The Andean repertoire was also developed
through the practice of serenades, a Spanish custom which had become fashionable in Colombia at
the turn of the century. Poets and musicians would meet and compose, interpret or improvise songs
beneath the windows of chosen ladies of Bogotá (Añez 1952, 76).

Emilio Murillo

One of the most notable Colombian musicians to emerge from this milieu was Emilio Murillo, who
had been a student at Morales Pino�s musical meetings in the late 1800s (Añez 1952, 83).

Fig. 3-20 Emilio Murillo (Guateque, Boyacá 1880-Bogotá 1942)(Photo: Añez 1952,83)
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Murillo formed his own estudiantina featuring two vocalists who helped to popularise his voluminous
range of compositions, which included many bambucos of which the best known are probably �El
Vaquero� (The Cowboy) and �El Trapiche� (The Sugar Cane Mill). Murillo was also responsible for
arranging, notating and reviving various popular bambucos, including �Van cantando por la sierra� and
�El guatecano� which would have been lost if not for his care (Añez 1952, 87). However Añez adds
that in his personal opinion Murillo�s true genius lay in his ability to improvise:

. . . lo mejor de su producción quedó sin
escribirse, dado que sus improvisaciones
en el piano - en mi concepto, repito -
eran muy superiores a todo lo que llevó al
pentagrama: en mi vida he oído
improvisar a nadie en cualquier
instrumento aires populares colombianos
con la facilidad y genialidad con que
Murillo lo hacía en el piano: era una
cascada de los más variados temas que el
maestro desenvolvía de la manera más
ágil y extraña, más apasionante,
cautivadora y magistral. ¡Qué prodigio!
(Añez 1952, 89)

. . . the best of his production was left
unwritten, given that his improvisations
at the piano - in my concept, I repeat -
were very superior to all that he placed
on the staff: In my life I have heard
nobody extemporise Colombian
popular airs on any instrument with the
ease and geniality with which Murillo
did on the piano: it was a cascade of the
most diverse themes that the maestro
turned out in the most agile and strange,
the most exciting, captivating and
masterful manner. What a prodigy!
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Fig. 3-21 Two caricatures of Emilio Murillo. (Puerta 1987, 30).

The two caricatures of Murillo (Fig. 3-21) carry quite simple and clear messages. The first one shows
him as a �giant� of music and the role of manuscript under his arm which reads �Música nacional�
(national music) explains in what field of music he is considered a giant; the piano was his preferred
instrument for composing and improvising but he appears to have also played the flute. The second
drawing shows Murillo playing turmequé or tejo, a game which for many Colombians is to popular
pastimes what the bambuco is to music - a quintessentially Colombian activity. In this game a group
of men throw large but smooth stones at targets armed with gunpowder, the aim being to hit on the
right spot and ignite the gunpowder. Murillo is seen with a recording in the place of the usual stone
on which can be read �Murillo - bambuco,� showing that Murillo plays his rôle in national popular
culture using his music. It would also appear that Murillo contributed towards the acceptance of the
piano as an appropriate instrument for executing bambucos.
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The progress of the bambuco in regional Colombia

While the bambuco was maturing in Bogotá within the general development of a Colombian national
music in the hands of musicians like Morales Pino, Murillo and others, its advancement in other
parts of the country was also taking place. The first publication of a bambuco in traditional style took
place with the appearance in Cúcuta of �Las Brisas del Pamplonita� by Elías Soto (Restrepo 1987,
190). Pedro Léon Franco returned from Bogotá to Medellín in 1898 and formed a duo with
Germán Benitez. Léon Franco, also known as �El Pelón (bald) Santamarta,� had the honour of
making, as part of a duo with Adolfo Marín, the first phonographic recordings of bambucos, which
occurred in Mexico in 1908 (Restrepo 1987, 192). According to Restrepo (1987, 193) these
recordings were made for the Columbia label of the U.S.A. on a portable recorder pre-dating the
beginning of the recording industry in Mexico itself, and were the first of forty such recordings
made for the same label by this duo. Restrepo further relates how the presence of the duo in
Mexico which resulted in these recordings also had a profound effect on Mexican popular songs.
He cites (1987, 193) the research of a Mexican author, Gerónimo Baqueiro Foster, which divides
Mexican popular music into two periods: before and after �Pelón and Marín� and also a festival
which took place in Yucatán, Mexico, in 1983 celebrating the diamond jubilee of the bambuco in
Yucatán. Many of their songs from Colombia were absorbed into the Mexican and Spanish
repertoire, such as for instance a famous Mexican song called �Sangre� (Blood) which was the same
as a Colombian bambuco called �Diamantes.� In the same way the bambuco �Asómate a la ventana�
found its way into the classical trumpet repertoire in the form of a piece called �Bambuco - Latin
American dance� by Rafael Mendez for trumpet and piano. Restrepo (1987, 197-200) then relates
how the first recordings and their subsequent popularity in Latin America led to intense recording
programmes and the reappearance of many popular bambucos rearranged as different genres in other
countries and vice versa.

Morales Pino returns to Colombia

Pedro Morales Pino returned to Colombia from Guatemala in 1912 and formed a new �Lira
Colombiana� making use of the abundance of new talent that had congregated around the now
internationally successful bambuco and its related Andean genres. The individual fame of the
musicians who composed this new �Lira� is almost legendary in Colombia, although they are
virtually unknown beyond its borders. Jorge Añez (1952, 151) had the honour of participating in
this ensemble playing tiple and made observations which will be referred to in a later part of this
thesis. Two successful seasons of performances in the Teatro Colón and then in the Teatro
Municipal in 1912 helped to encourage the rapidly increasing interest in Colombia�s folk music. The
period coincided with the centenary of Colombia�s independence from Spain and the bandola, tiple
and guitar had become the favourite instruments of Bogotá society as also were the bambucos and
pasillos that were played on them (Añez 1952, 153). Among Morales Pino�s compositions of this
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period was the pivotal �Cuatro preguntas� with its hesitant syncopations and lugubrious text. This
ensemble recorded in Bogotá but again dissolved on the death of Morales Pino�s wife and his
subsequent return in 1917 to Guatemala (Restrepo 1987, 202). Recordings continue to be made,
and many Colombian artists begin extensive overseas tours throughout this decade (Restrepo 1987,
213-7), including an illustrious duo composed of Alejandro Wills and Alberto Escobar.

An earthquake in Guatemala City obliged Morales Pino to return once again to Bogotá (Añez 1952,
155). The tone of Añez�s description of this return and the subsequent reformation of La Lira
Colombiana makes it sound as if it was an unwilling final activity in the artist�s life, whereas
Restrepo (1987, 217) states that the Lira �opened fire� with the above mentioned duo of Wills and
Escobar as its official vocalists. However following tours within Colombia and a final short tour in
1923 which took the Lira as far as Peru, Morales Pino returned to Bogotá and, unable to recover
from the grief of the loss of his wife, dedicated his time to drawing in crayons. He was forced to sell
the many medals and awards which he had received from various governments for his musical work
(Añez 1952, 155) and died in �the most frightening poverty� (Restrepo 1987, 247) in Bogotá in
1926.

The 1920s remained an extremely successful decade for the bambuco. Estudiantinas provided the
music for theatre and for silent films (Restrepo 1987, 217). Victor Rosales sang the first bambuco to
be transmitted by radio, the event taking place in New York in 1926 (Restrepo 1987, 225). Noted as
a highlight of 1928 by Restrepo (1987, 228) was the premier of a bambuco �Ricaurte� composed by
Luis A. Calvo, who had participated in the 1912 �Lira Colombiana� as �cellist.

Born in 1882, Calvo moved to Bogotá in 1905 where he studied music. Diagnosis with leprosy in
1917 led to his internment in the leprosarium at Agua de Dios (Añez 1952, 199). Even though he
was cured he preferred to spend the rest of his life in the tranquillity of this institution, where he
died in 1945 (Salazar 1987, 26). In 1941 Calvo conducted the Orquesta Sinfónica de Colombia in a
performance of his orchestral fantasy �Escenas pintorescas de Colombia� (picturesque scenes of
Colombia) (Escobar 1963, 295).

At around this time the universal acceptance of the bambuco required its choreography, which was of
humble criollo origins, to be elevated to the social height of the patrician salons where it was now
being danced. José A. Sanmiguel, choreographer, together with Alberto Urdaneta, composer,
responded to this need by elaborating a new version of the bambuco in consultation with �varios
historiadores y por el señor Augusto Moncada, verdadera autoridad en la materia� (several
historians and by Mr. Augusto Moncada, a true authority on the subject) (Restrepo 1987, 242).

Wills and Escobar, acclaimed vocalists with Morales Pino�s final version of La lira colombiana,
represented Colombia at the Seville Exposition in 1929 as part of a quartet with Jerónimo Velasco
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and Francisco Cristancho11 and, even though one of the great estudiantinas, the Arpa Colombiana,
was still resident in New York at this time, the popularity of the bambuco was beginning to wane
(Restrepo 1987, 257).

Contemporary period (1930 onwards)

A challenge to the bambuco�s position by new foreign genres

Due to the lack of a local recording industry opportunities for Colombian musicians to record had
to be sought in the United States and with the rising popularity of jazz and the Argentinian tango
these were becoming difficult to procure. The recording industry itself was facing great difficulties
because of the competition of the radio, which, although its transmissions were based on recorded
music, did not stimulate sales of recordings, as occurs today, because relatively few homes possessed
record players and those that existed had an inferior sound quality to that of the radio (Restrepo
1987, 276). This situation led to a greatly diminished range of opportunities for artists who had risen
to fame with the bambuco. By 1934, when he died, the noted vocalist Alberto Escobar had seen the
necessity of finding alternative employment to singing - that of an hotel administrator (Restrepo
1987, 259). In Bogotá Emilio Murillo, however, was still able to become, as the decade progressed,
the defender of national music and champion of the bambuco (Restrepo 1987, 258 and 277). In the
second half of the decade of the 1930s a relatively unsophisticated style of music, now called guasca,
began to become popular. Within this genre bambucos based on very simple themes and aimed at
having a wide and easy appeal were included which began to give the bambuco the image of being
somewhat arrabalera (coarse or lowbred) (Restrepo 1987, 276). Some dedicated artists still developed
the art of the bambuco but they were very few. Restrepo (1987, 279-80) describes the situation of
Emilio Murillo, Jerónimo Velasco and their fellow bambuqueros in Bogotá as �martyrs� fighting a
�valiant battle� against the environment and the general situation of criollo music in Colombia as �on
the brink of total collapse.�

In an interesting observation on the musical situation at the end of the 1930s Restrepo (1987, 281)
notes that:

visitan compañías de revistas
mexicanas, como la de Tanco Lorca,
por ejemplo, y nos deslumbran con los
colores atractivos de los trajes de
charro, pero además un tipo de
canción, alegre, fácil, pegajosa, sin los
problemas de interpretación y de baile

Companies of Mexican revues visit us,
like that of Tanco Lorca, for example,
and they dazzle us with the attractive
colours of their charro suits, but also they
sing a type of song which is cheerful,
undemanding and catchy, without the
problems of interpretation and dancing

                                                
11 Añez cites Wills, Escobar, Velasco and Emilio Murillo as the musicians present on this tour (Añez 1952,

90), while according to Salazar (1987, 36) the quartet consisted of Wills, Escobar, Murillo and
Cristancho.
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que fueron creándose en torno al
bambuco, por culpa, según parece, de lo
que impuso, con la mejor buena fe del
mundo, con cariño y emoción pero
erróneamente, Pedro Morales Pino,
como eso de escribirlo en tres por
cuatro y hacer un lío de los mil
demonios con su ritmo.

that were being created around the
bambuco, the fault being, it would seem, of
elements imposed, with the best good
faith in the world, with love and emotion
but erroneously, by Pedro Morales Pino,
such as that of writing it in kkkk and creating
a dumbfounding confusion with its
rhythm.

Therefore Restrepo is inferring that the same attributes that contributed to elevating the bambuco to
its once high status also caused it to go beyond the tastes and comprehension of the general public
and therefore brought about its downfall.

Tango orchestras and Cuban son and guaracha bands began to tour through Colombia, together with
the musical genre which was gaining more popularity than any other in the 1930s and 1940s, the
bolero, developed in Cuba but with influence from the Mexican son, which its turn had been
influenced by the bambucos taken to Mexico by Pelón and Marín in 1908 and in 1910 by Wills and
Escobar (Restrepo 1987, 282-4). Alejo Carpentier, the Cuban author, similarly assigns influence
from the bambuco to the bolero, describing the bolero as �estrechamente ligado al bambuco
colombiano� (closely linked to the Colombian bambuco) (cited in Restrepo 1987, 287).

The rôle of radio and cinema

Añez (1987, 259-66) also bemoaned the state of national music in the 1930s and 40s but saw the
radio as assuming a twofold rôle. Even though from 1933 to 1938 representation of criollo music was
minimal there was at least some presence which gave the national genres some exposure. The
arrival of the Spanish musician and composer, José María Tena, as artistic director of one of the
important radio stations, the �Emisora Nueva Granada,� provided a crucial turning point as he
realised the musical wealth that existed in the Colombian folk repertoire and he himself began to
collect scores, study them, orchestrate them and to promote them with great success (Añez 1952,
267). The fruition of this endeavour led other radio stations to emulate Tena�s initiative, which in
turn led to a reawakening of interest in bambucos and related genres (Añez 1952, 267), using
orchestras directed by Francisco Cristancho and Jerónimo Velasquez among others. Francisco
Cristancho, composer of the bambuco �Bochica� and who played first bandola in Morales Pino�s Lira
Colombiana, with which, according to Salazar (1987, 36), he toured Spain,12 had remained in Spain
where he studied at the Real Academia de Música and played trumpet in the Banda Nacional de
España until his return to Colombia in 1936 (Salazar 1987, 36).

                                                
12 No other author makes reference to this tour. Cristancho may have played in the Lira and toured Spain

as separate activities.
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With the 1940s the first sound films were filmed and shown in Colombia. Although the musical
content of the first of these, titled �Sinfonía de Bogotá,� is unknown, Emilio Murillo was the musical
director of the second, �Allá en el trapiche,� in which he played at the piano his bambucos �El
guatecano� and �El trapiche� alongside representatives of the popular tropical13 rhythms of porro,
conga, boleros and the like, while Francisco Cristancho was musical director of the third film which
also included bambucos (Restrepo 1987, 295). The gradual development of the cinematic industry
together with the radio created a need in Bogotá and Medellín for the parallel development of a
recording industry which finally began to occur in the 1940s. Restrepo (1987, 303) observes that the
first recordings, consisting of tropical music by artists like Lucho Bermudez together with pasillos
and bambucos, took place in Medellín, although soon studios were opened in Bogotá, Manizales and
on the Atlantic Coast.

The effect of Caribbean music and jazz

While Colombia�s Central Andean music had been in relative recession during the 1930s, costeño
artists had begun to appear interpreting music from their own regions as well as from the interior.
Among these were Sarita Herrera who made over 250 records for R.C.A. Victor of New York
(Salazar 1987, 67) and Angel María Camacho y Cano, responsible for the first orchestrations of
tropical rhythms, recorded with Rafael Hernandez�s orchestra (Restrepo 1987, 274). The emergence
of tropical music and jazz began to influence the bambuco to some degree. The effects of this
influence could be heard when it began to reappear in recordings in the 1940s. The bambuco�s new
manifestation was the bambuco fiestero which appeared together with the rumba criolla launched
principally by Emilio Sierra and Milciades Garavito in Bogotá (Restrepo 1987, 302) and is described
by Restrepo as:

. . . hibrídos en donde hay
remembranzas de Cuba, de la costa, de
todo lo que después iba a inundarnos.

. . . hybrids where there are
memories of Cuba, of the coast, of
all that which later will flood us.

By the incipient flood, Restrepo meant that the tropical rhythms were about to completely
dominate the world of popular music in Colombia at the expense of �the bambuco and its brothers�
(Restrepo 1987, 303). As this inundation was gaining momentum in the 1940s competitions were
held in Antioquia to promote the composition of bambucos and pasillos for vocal duos. Restrepo
(1987, 305) notes that the musician who, in his opinion, made the most significant musical
contribution to the event and had most to offer for a possible revival of the bambuco, Luis Carlos
González, did not win and therefore an opportunity was lost to see another rise in the bambuco�s
fortunes. Gonzales� contribution of which Restrepo (1987, 305) writes was that of presenting songs
with:

                                                
13 Of Caribbean origin or influence.
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. . . llamativas metáforas, con ritmo
agradable, que reconquistaba el seis
por ocho del cual nunca debió salir
el bambuco. Y entusiasmó el
publico con ellas, plantando un
nuevo estilo y una nueva manera de
decir las cosas con aires
bambuqueros.

. . . attractive metaphors, with a pleasant
rhythm that reconquered the uuuu from
which the bambuco should never have
digressed. And he delighted the public
with them, imposing a new style and a
new way of saying things with
bambuquero airs.

Gonzalez later became a highly respected composer of bambucos, described by Salazar (1987, 60) as
�the bambuco�s great poet� and being awarded the �Star of Antioquia� in 1976 as the nation�s finest
bambuquero. Restrepo�s comment on the uuuu rhythmic configuration will be addressed in the following
chapter. A Medellín based musical journal Micro published in its September 1943 (No. 53) edition a
questionnaire concerning aspects of the bambuco�s form, structure and techniques for its notation to
which only one musician replied and then almost a year later (Restrepo 1987, 49 and 56). Restrepo
saw the lack of response to this investigation as the loss of an opportunity to perhaps introduce
some new conventions in the notation and interpretation of the bambuco (Restrepo 1987, 303).

The composers/bandleaders who had launched the rumba criolla in the early 1940s had, by the end
of the decade, turned to the porro, a genre from the Atlantic Coast related to the cúmbia (Afro-
Colombian dance genre in hhhh), which had become the most fashionable rhythm in Bogotá (Restrepo
1987, 312). What probably kept the bambuco alive was the continuous formation of new vocal duos
which were able to remain abreast of the times by balancing their repertoire between boleros and
Colombian criollo genres. Restrepo (1987, 311-2) cites �Espinosa y Bedoya� and �Fortich y Valentín�
as duos which were acquiring fame towards the end of the 1940s although the duo which made the
strongest rally on behalf of Colombia�s Andean genres was �Garzón y Collazos,� formed in 1938 but
which began to achieve commercial success with the recording of a guabina �El pescador� (Salazar
1987, 147). Such was the success of this recording that retailers obliged purchasers to buy another
two unidentified recordings along with it at the same time (Restrepo 1987, 316).14 The emerging
popularity and commercial strength of music from the Atlantic Coast helped to reinforce the
establishment of Colombia�s recording industry which in turn permitted the inclusion of Andean
music within a stable industry. The development of a national recording industry was further
assisted by a ban imposed by the Colombian government on the importation of recordings
requiring the production of local versions of tangos and boleros (Restrepo 1987, 325).

Restrepo(1987, 316) attributes a resurrection of the central Andean repertoire to the association
between the vocal duo �Garzón y Collazos� and a particular Medellín based record producer,
Antonio Botero Pelaéz, who liked the bambuco and therefore wished to promote it and its traditions
                                                
14 This is similar to a practice of butchers when the present author lived in Colombia whereby to purchase

a kilo of good quality meat one had to buy two kilos of bone or poor quality meat.
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alongside the costeño genres that were rapidly gaining popularity. In the shadow of the success of
these musicians new duos appeared in the early 1950s and the inspiration in Medellín of new
estudiantina ensembles, led by Edmundo Arias, Luis Uribe Bueno and others. Competition from
Bogotá was asserted by the estudiantina, the �Nocturnal Colombiano�, of pianist Oriol Rangel,
resident musician at Radio Santa Fé from 1948 to 1977 (Restrepo 1987, 327). �Garzón y Collazos�
even launched one of Colombia�s most noted composers of bambucos, pasillos and related genres,
José A. Morales Lopez, author of over 500 songs and instrumental pieces (Salazar 1987, 83).

The bambuco regains ground: festivals and new ensembles

One of the finest instrumental ensembles dedicated to the interpretation of the central Andean
repertoire, the �Trio Morales Pino� was formed in 1952 and had its debut at the famous Manizales
Fair in 1955 (Restrepo 1987, 333).

Fig. 3-22 Members of the �Trio Morales Pino� together with the tiplist David Puerta (rear, centre) and
bandolist Fernando Rengife Léon (front right) (Puerta 1987, 31).

Salazar (1987, 159) describes this trio as �the most perfect of the instrumental ensembles ever
formed in Colombia,� and Puerta (1987, 30) credits their 30 years of supremacy, more than 20 long
play recordings and many tours outside of Colombia as reason why they should be considered
�exemplary in their medium.� Restrepo (1987, 333) characterises the Trio as one which
�revolutionised the interpretation of Colombian instrumental music and came to occupy a
preferential position in the Colombian discography, which no other ensemble has been able to
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attain.� Critical comment of this nature typifies the reverence which with this ensemble is held in
Colombia. In fact, it was hearing their recordings on an early morning radio programme in
Colombia that initially led the author of this thesis to become interested in Colombia�s Andean
genres. Distinguishing features of their style of composition, arrangements and interpretation are
the technical perfection and poetic phrasing of the bandolista, the introduction of contrapuntal
melodic lines in the accompaniments of the tiple and the guitar and the extremely well coordinated
ensemble playing - manifested both in immaculate bright rhythmic playing and finely attuned
rubatos. There are a number of ensembles recorded in the 1980s which were released on the
cassette recordings which accompanied Puerta (1987) and which show not only influence from this
ensemble but have built upon its work. In 1955 the �Trio Morales Pino� also had the honour of
representing Colombian national culture, together with the vocal/comedy duo �Los Tolimenses�, for
the first time on Colombian television.

The 1960s saw a rebirth of enthusiasm for Colombian Andean music in which the bambuco
participated only as a representative alongside the pasillo, the guabina, the torbellino and other genres of
the Andean repertoire. Jaime Llano Gonzalez, from Titiribí, Antioquia, assured a place in
Colombian music for one of the vogue instruments of the 1960s, the Hammond electriconic organ.
Restrepo (1987, 338) relates how the introduction of this instrument to the milieu of Colombian
national music did not occur without controversy but Llano Gonzales� musical knowledge and
dedication as well as his collaboration with the composer José A. Morales were fundamental to the
progress of Andean music, including the bambuco, in this period. These factors achieved him
universal acceptance in all musical spheres so that his instrument, the Hammond organ, was
accepted and added the attraction of a novelty to the traditional sounds of Colombian music.

In 1960 the bambuco achieved the recognition of the institution of its own national festival: the
�Festival del Bambuco� based in Neiva, Huila. The signature song of the festival, �El Sanjuanero,�
composed by Anselmo Durán in 1934 (Salazar 1987, 75) or 1938 (Restrepo 1987, 345) belongs to
the genre of bambucos fiesteros of which the band conductor of its first performance, Emilio Sierra,
was an exponent (Restrepo 1987, 345). Artists who supported and disseminated the bambuco in the
1960s were principally vocal duos, of whom the most accomplished, the �Hermanos Martínez�,
worked and recorded with Jaime Llanos Gonzalez achieving considerable commercial success
(Restrepo 1987, 340). Among other successful bambuquero vocal duos of the 1960s were �Espinosa y
Bedoya�, �Dueto Viejo Tolima� and the �Hermanos Escamilla� (Restrepo 1987, 341). A 1960s
experiment which appears to have left very little evidence of its existence was a fusion between the
Brazilian bossa nova and the bambuco. Restrepo (1987, 342) notes that recordings of this fusion were
made by a celebrated Colombian vocalist Leonor González Mina of compositions by León
Cardona, who arranged string orchestra accompaniments for the �Trio Morales Pino� for an L.P.
recording (Trio Morales Pino, n.d.).
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�Message Bambucos�

A prevalent musical occurrence of the 1960s was that of the �message� or �protest� song, often
associated within Latin American culture with the nueva canción (new song) movement. This genre
does not appear to have directly influenced the sphere of the bambuco, probably because part of its
approach includes a less traditional attitude to song form and structure. As the bambuco structure is
quite specific, if it is excessively altered it may no longer possess all the requisite elements which
identify a bambuco and therefore it simply will no longer be a bambuco. However the song which most
believe to be the first song of social comment in Colombia, �Ayer me echaron del pueblo�
(Yesterday They Threw Me Out of Town) by José A. Morales, winner of the first prize at the
Villavicencio song contest in 1964, was in fact a bambuco (Restrepo 1987, 342). Its theme was the
defence of the rights of the poor against the unofficial coalition of the rich and powerful in
Colombia.

AYER ME ECHARON DEL PUEBLO
Bambuco Fiestero
Letra y música de José A. Morales

Ayer me echaron del pueblo porque me negué
a jirmar
la sentencia que el alcaide a yo me hubo de
implantar;
Porque tuve con mi mano al patrón que
castigar,
Cuando quiso a mi jamilia, quiso a mi jamilia
llegámela a irrespetar.

Porque uno es probe y carece de jincas como
el patrón,
tan creyendo que por eso también nos falta el
honor;
Entonces hay que enseñarles que en
cuestiones del amor
Toiticos somos iguales y tenemos corazón.

Ayer me echaron del pueblo mañana yo he de
golver
Porque ahí dejé el rancho, mis hijos y mi
mujer.
Y Diosito que es tan güeno me tendrá que
perdonar,
Por lo que hice y lo que haga en defensa de mi
hogar.

YESTERDAY THEY THREW ME OUT OF
THE TOWN
Bambuco Fiestero
Text and music by José A. Morales

Yesterday they threw me out of the town
because I refused to sign
the sentence that the mayor had to impose on
me;
Because I laid my hand on the landowner to
punish him,
When he wanted to treat my family without
respect.

Because one is poor and lacks the properties of
the land-owner,
so it is believed that for that reason we also lack
honour;
Then it is necessary to teach them that in
questions of the love
we all are same and we have heart.

Yesterday they tossed me of the town but
tomorrow I must return
Because there I left my shack, my children and
my wife.
And God that is so good will have to forgive me,
For what I did and what I may do in defense of
my home.

To give more of an air of rustic sincerity in this song many verbal forms are in a rural vernacular.
Some examples of these are:
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alcaide alcalde: mayor
Diosito diminutive of Dios: God
golver volver: return
güeno bueno: good
jamilia familia: family
jincas fincas: farms
jirmar firmar: to sign
probe pobre: poor
toiticos  toditicos - double diminutive of todos: all
Table 3-2 Rural vernacular used in the bambuco �Ayer me echaron del pueblo.�

Another �message bambuco,� �A quien engañas abuelo� (Whom Are You Deceiving Grandfather?)
makes the point that career politicians build their careers on the fomentation of division, and
therefore are a source of conflict to people at the lower end of the social scale. This was particularly
felt by many after the experience of what was called El Terror, a protracted undeclared party driven
civil war which divided rural Colombia during the 1950s. This bambuco is more passive in its
sentiments and therefore is comparable in this aspect to the resigned attitude frequently found in
bambucos written on romantic themes.

A QUIEN ENGAÑAS ABUELO

Bambuco
Composición de Arnulfo Briceño

A quién engañas abuelo yo sé que tú
estás llorando
Ende que taita y que mama arriba
tan descansando.
Nunca me dijiste cómo, tan poco
me has dicho cuándo,
Pero en el cerro hay dos cruces que
te lo están recordando.

Bajó la cabeza el viejo y acariciando
al muchacho
Dice, tienes razón hijo, el odio todo
ha cambiado;
Los piones se fueron lejos y el surco
está abandonado
A mí ya me faltan fuerzas, me pesa
tanto el arado
Y tú eres tan sólo un niño pa�sacar
arriba el rancho.

Me dice Chucho el arriero el que
vive en los cañales,
Que a unos los matan por godos, a
otros por liberales.

WHOM ARE YOU DECEIVING
GRANDFATHER
Bambuco
Composition by Arnulfo Briceño

Whom are you deceiving grandfather I know
that you are crying
The fact is that daddy and that mummy are
resting up there.
You never told me how, nor have you told
me when,
But on the hill there are two crosses that
remind you of it.

The old man lowered his head and caressing
the boy
He says, you are right son, hatred has
changed everything;
The farm-workers went far away and the
furrows lie abandoned.
Now I lack strength, the plough weighs on
me so heavily
And you are only a child to carry on with the
ranch.

Chucho the muleteer, the one that lives by
the weirs, tells me
That some are killed for being Goths
(conservatives), and others for being liberals.
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Pero eso qué importa abuelo,
entonces qué es lo que vale;
Mis taitas eran tan buenos a nadie le
hicieron males
Sólo una cosa compriendo que ante
Dios somos iguales.

Aparecen en elecciones unos que
llaman caudillos,
Que andan prometiendo escuelas y
puentes donde no hay rio
Y al alma del campesino llega el
color partidizo.
Entonces aprende a odiar hasta a
quien fue su buen vecino,
Todo por esos malditos politiqueros
de oficio.
Ahora te comprendo abuelo, por
Dios no sigas llorando.

But what does it matter grandfather, then
what it is worthwhile;
My parents were so good; they did no harm
to anybody.
Only one thing do I understand: that before
God we are all equal.

In elections there appear those that are called
leaders,
Who go around promising schools and
bridges where there are no rivers
And the party colours reach the peasant's
soul.
Then he learns how to hate who was until
then his good neighbour,
All because of those damned career
politicians.
Now I understand you grandfather, for
heaven's sake don't continue crying.

Restrepo (1987, 343) reports that the famous duo �Garzón y Collazos� refused to sing this song as
they felt it was �. . . offensive to politicians, whom they respected and to whom they were grateful.�

In the town of Ginebra, Valle, a festival of �vernacular music� with accent on �old music� was
inaugurated in 1974 which became an annual event and was later given the name Festival Moño
Nuñez, in honour of one of the legendary figures of music in the Valle del Cauca region (Restrepo
1987, 349-353). The �Trio Morales Pino� recorded his gavota �María� which has been released on
BUDA CD 92538-2. Salazar (1987, 88) appears to suggest that the festival acquired Nuñez�s name
in 1984 when its tenth anniversary coincided with his 87th birthday and notes that composers vie
for a prized trophy which developed from the prize given at the inauguration of the festival for the
person could sing the oldest song (Restrepo 1987, 352). Restrepo (350-354) relates how as this
festival acquired strength it became a meeting place for artists dedicated to the conservation,
promotion and innovation of Colombian Andean music and an appropriate venue for the
launching of many new artists, composers and songs. Several of the recordings used on the cassettes
which accompany Puerta (1987) were recorded in 1981 at this important festival, including a
bambuco titled �La llamita�(the flame) referred to by Restrepo (1987, 352) as a bambuco antologíco
(anthological bambuco), and which departs quite markedly from traditionally structured bambucos.

Recent developments

The 1970s and 80s have seen a new appreciation of Colombian Andean music, including the
bambuco, as a representative of Colombia�s distinctive autochthonous musical culture. Alongside the
Festival Mono Nuñez Restrepo (1987, 355-6) notes other festivals that have also appeared including
the Festival de Interpretes de la Canción in Buga, Valle, and Antioquia canta a Colombia in
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Medellín as well as local programmes dedicated to the foment of national genres such as the
Tertulia Folklórica of the �El Colombiano� newspaper in Medellín. Innovative experiments have
been initiated by various ensembles following quite diverse musical paths. Traditional bambucos
arranged using complex polyphonic voicings have been recorded by the Quinteto Dalmar, an a
capella vocal ensemble led by the Madrid based composer Alvaro Dalmar (Philips [Colombia] CD
532780-2). The band Los Ayer�s created controversy when they began to perform bambucos and
pasillos with the standard rock band line-up of electric guitars, bass guitar and drum kit (Salazar 1987,
141). The bandolista and arranger Fernando León together with Vicente Niño organised a �large
Colombian orchestra� to revive and extend the symphonic Andean repertoire as exemplified by
Calvo�s suite �Estampas Colombianas� (Restrepo 1987, 365). Andean music as it is more generally
known in the genres characteristic of Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia became increasingly popular in the
1970s and 80s leading to the formation in Colombia of ensembles playing this repertoire and
consequentially investigating the relationship between chirimía music from the south of Colombia
and that of the rest of the Andean region. These ensembles include �Chimizapagua� (formed in
1977), �Los Amerindios� (1971), �Incayaki� (1980), �Grupo Tradición� (1979), �Genesis� (1972) and
�Calahuaz� (1981) (Salazar 1987 140-163). Of these ensembles �Los Amerindios� and �Genesis� have
attempted to create a modern Colombian Andean style and repertoire based on Andean traditions.
In the field of contemporary art music the composer Blas Emilio Artehortúa has composed a
bambuco within his �Suite Popular Colombiano� inspired by de Falla�s �Siete Canciones Populares�
which itself includes a canción which could be considered to be a stylised bambuco. Furthermore in
1997 the Colombian Cultural Institute �Colcultura� instituted a competition for musical
arrangements in instrumental, choral and symphonic categories in which the symphonic work was
to be a kirpa or Caucan bambuco.

The fact that the bambuco was chosen for this competition shows that in Colombia the need is felt to
continue to stimulate innovation in the national musical treasure that is the bambuco. Its fame as a
fashionable genre will probably never be recovered without a rediscovery of Colombian traditional
values and a desire to express these. Its status as a national icon probably safeguards the degree of
respect given to it but at the same time does not guarantee that any enthusiasm need necessarily be
felt for it by the general population: it is generally regarded as a kind of quaint museum piece
reserved for special occasions and to be then put away again afterwards. Still it would appear from
the amount that continues to be written about the bambuco and by the fact that it continues to be
performed that in certain musical quarters its uniquely Colombian combination of boisterous
rhythmic complexity and sad sentimentality continue to be appreciated by a dedicated few who still
compose and arrange bambucos for performance in artificially recreated folkloric contexts or as
contemporary concert pieces. In the following chapters an attempt will be made to analyse the
bambuco and to understand its elemental composition, its origins and the factors that constitute its
uniqueness.



C h a p t e r  F o u r

BAMBUCO - ENSEMBLE COMPOSITION AND MUSICAL ANALYSIS

Ensembles

When discussion occurs concerning the composition of ensembles in Latin American music,
often a degree of controversy arises with respect to whether certain instruments or ways of
playing them are acceptable for a musical performance to be traditional and/or characteristic and
then whether this is in fact important. The present author has found in his own ensembles that
using the common European transverse flute to play Colombian Andean Music has been
considered non-traditional by some observers who would expect to see a quena (cane flute used in
Southern Andean music) in this context, whereas in Colombia, unlike in other Andean cultures,
the transverse flute is in fact the more characteristic instrument for Central Andean music. The
basic Colombian string trio consisting of bandola, tiple and guitar may be expanded into an
estudiantina by increasing the numbers of each of these three instruments to form sections and by
adding a plucked violoncello or a double bass. Alternatively an estudiantina may include bandola,
tiple, guitar, double-bass and violin, trumpet, clarinet, flute or any of a broad selection of similar
European melody instruments. Puerta (1987, 24) describes this last conformation, which may be
also described as a conjunto colombiano (Colombian ensemble) (Puerta 1987, 35), as an ensemble
which is

. . . ecléctica, sin duda, pero auténtica,
no sólo por los componentes, que son
parte fundamental de nuestra historia
musical, sino por sus ejecutorias, tanto
en la canción como en las piezas
instrumentales.

. . . eclectic, undoubtedly, but authentic,
not only because of its components,
which form a fundamental part of our
musical history, but also because of the
context of its performances, just as
much in songs as in instrumental pieces.

It will be recalled that the execution of a bambuco by Lübeck and Cohn on violin and piano was
criticised as using inappropriate instrumentation, (see Chapter Three) however, Emilio Murillo is
depicted as a giant of Colombian music playing on the piano (see Chapter Three). It would
appear that the musical ability and stylistic awareness of the musician takes precedence over the
�authenticity� of the instrumentation. This view is supported by the way in which Jaime Llano
Gonzalez� introduction of the electronic organ to the Andean environment was accepted because
of the musical contribution he was able to make to the repertoire using this instrument as his
means (see Chapter Three). In addition Ulloa (1994, 2) suggests that even the Colombian string
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trio, completely identified with the bambuco by the late nineteenth century, was not always its
chosen medium. Thus it can be observed that the relationship between the bambuco and its
chosen ensembles is in continuous evolution. However it must be admitted that there are certain
instrumental combinations that are more frequently associated with the bambuco than others. The
ensembles that result from these instrumental combinations, the estudiantina and string trio, the
chirimía and the wind band, will be discussed in this chapter.

The Colombian string trio

As has been stated previously in this thesis, the fundamental Colombian Andean string trio is

composed of the bandola, the tiple, and the guitar as heard in the bambuco �Flor de romero�(Audio

Example 9).

The Bandola

The bandola is a chordophone of the lute family composed of a hollow body or soundbox, a neck
and a headstock and a fretted fingerboard. Its strings are in six double and triple courses, secured
at the base of the body by a tailpiece, and its execution is by means of a plectrum. The body is of
ovaloid shape with a flat sound board which has a bridge and a tailpiece and a mouth which is
often decorated with a rosette. The neck is short and wide, terminating in the headstock that
supports sixteen mechanical pegs or machine heads (early models used tuning pegs) which
correspond to the total of strings that the bandola uses, subdivided in the following manner: two
triple courses of steel strings of thickness which varies in relation to the pitch of the string,
another two triple courses of wound strings and two double courses of wound strings that permit
it a range in pitch from f# to e''''.

Fig. 4-1 Tuning of the six courses of strings of the bandola.

The bandola possessed by the author is a hand made model fabricated by Roosevelt Torres S. of

Cali, Colombia using a maple soundboard and rosewood sides and back. The original

soundboard proved too weak for the pressure exerted on it by the sixteen strings, so the

instrument needed to be rebuilt by a Brisbane luthier, Brian Morris, who built a new soundboard
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from spruce and installed an electrical pick-up underneath the bridge to facilitate its use in

situations where amplification may be required.

Fig. 4-2 Colombian bandola in the possession of the present author.

The bandola is a direct descendant of the Spanish bandurria, described by Varela (1987, 123) as
one of the most popular instruments in Spain. As the mandurria, this instrument is referred to
by Juan Ruiz (Arcipreste de Hita), in his Libro de buen amor (Book of good love) (1389)
(Varela 1987, 124), and as the bandurria in Juan Bermudo�s El libro llamado Declaración de
instrumentos musicales published in Osuna in 1555 (Gill 1984, 604). Gill (1984, 604)
summarises Bermudo�s notes on the bandurria común (common bandurria), describing it as a
three-string plucked instrument of the rebec type, tuned in fifths, a fifth and a fourth, or a
fourth and a fifth. Bermudo apparently specifies that this last is �the oldest tuning and the
most commonly used today [in 1555]� and adds that while some instruments had no frets,
others had up to six or seven. Gill further cites an inventory of instruments from the Royal
Palace of Madrid (1602) which lists two four-course bandurrias and a reference in the
Diccionario de autoridades (Madrid, 1726) which describes the bandurria as similar to a small
rebec with three strings and made in the manner of the bandola or lute. This would imply that
at that time the bandola was recognised as a distinct instrument and the fact that the bandurria is
described in terms of the bandola rather than vice-versa could further imply that the bandola was
the better known instrument.

Bermudo (cited in Varela 1987, 126) informs that there existed bandurrias with and without frets,
and that from �Indias� (presumably the West Indies), there had appeared bandurrias with five
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strings as opposed to the instruments with four strings known in Spain. Varela (1987, 124) also
provides a list of synonyms for bandurria in diverse European languages which serves to link this
instrument with a broad range of European and Near Eastern string instruments:

Fig. 4-3 Spanish bandurrias: 1.: Early model from the Musical Instrument Museum in Brussels and  2.: Modern
instrument from the conservatorium museum, Brussels (Varela, 1987, 127).

Spanish Baldosa, Bandola, Bandolín, Bandurria, Mandolina
española, Mandurria, Valdosa, Vandola.

French Mandole, Mandoline, Mandoline espagnole,
Mandore, Pandore.

Italian Bandurria, Mandola, Mandora, Pandora, Piccola
chitarra.

Portuguese Bandola, Bandolin, Bandurra, Mandora.
German B a n d o 1 i n e, Bandürichen, M a n d o e r,

Mandoline, Mandürichen, Pandora.
English Bandore, Bandurria, Mondolin, Mandoline,

Pandore.
Table 4-1 Terms used to describe instruments related to the bandurria.

In this context Varela (1987, 124) refers to the Assyrian pandura the Ukrainian bandora and the

American banjo along with many other instruments in order to demonstrate the wide diffusion of

plucked string instruments that bear names similar to that of the bandurria.

Even though it is not known at exactly what stage or how the bandurria or bandola may have first

been introduced into Colombia it is not difficult to imagine that an instrument of such wide

diffusion within Spain would have appeared early in the colonial period, particularly since

Bermudo (cited in Varela 1987, 126) stated in 1549 that bandurrias were already returning from

the Indies in modified forms.
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The function of the bandola within the string trio is melodic, playing single note melody lines with

occasional two, three or, very rarely, four note chords. Single notes are played using alternating

downward and upward strokes of the plectrum, with a tremolo effect being applied to sustain

long notes. Effects used in performance include the use of harmonics, playing very close to the

bridge to produce a brittle tone, and damping the string with the heel of the right hand to obtain

a muffled tone.

Owing to its small size, the consequential easy access to a broad range of notes and quick

response of the notes and the strong timbre due to the triple courses of strings, the bandola readily

lends itself to the rôle of a virtuosic solo instrument. The instrumental piece �Bandolita� by Luis

Uribe Bueno, a pasillo, recorded by the Trio Espiritu Colombiano (Cassette �Bandolita�

accompanying Puerta 1987) is probably the only work actually written as a solo concert piece for

the bandola, but many other pieces explore its potential in an ensemble context such as the

arrangement of �Ricaurte� by Luis A. Calvo, a bambuco, recorded by the Trio Pierrot (Cassette

�Esta es mi tierra� accompanying Puerta 1987) (Audio Example 9).

Fig. 4-4 Excerpt of the bandola part of the bambuco �Ricaurte� by Luis A. Calvo as recorded by the Trio Pierrot
(Cassette �Esta es mi tierra� accompanying Puerta 1987) (Transcription by J. Varney).

The Tiple

The tiple is chordophone of the lute family composed of a hollow body or soundbox, a fretted
fingerboard, a neck and a headstock. Its general appearance is that of small guitar with triple
courses of strings which are secured to the soundboard by means of holes drilled through the
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bridge. Execution is generally by strumming using rasgueado techniques (see below) or by finger
style plucking of the strings. In relatively rare cases it may also be played using a plectrum. The
tiple has twelve strings distributed in four triple courses, with the particularity that the second,
third and quarter courses have a principal central wound string, combined with two of steel on
either side of it tuned an octave above it.

Fig. 4-5 The tuning of the strings of the tiple.

Fig. 4-6 Colombian tiple in the present author�s possession.

The tiple is notated an octave above the pitch of the central (lower octave) strings:
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Fig. 4-7 The notation of the open strings of the tiple.

The first occurrence of the term tiple in Spain as a chordophone was in 1754 in the title of a

method for various instruments by Pablo Minguet y Irold and then again in 1764, in another

method by Andrés de Sotos (Puerta Zuluaga 1988, 81). Puerta (1988, 86) also deduces that the

instrument in a painting by Lorenzo Baldiserra Tiépolo dating from 1770 is also a tiple but it is

not clear how he distinguishes it from a guitar of five courses. In Nueva Granada first

documented references to the tiple begin in 1746 where, along with guitars and flutes, they

accompanied festivities related to the coronation of the King Fernando VI of Borbón (Puerta

Zuluaga 1988, 90). Puerta (1988, 113) cites a detailed description by Caicedo Rojas of the tiple

which dates from 1849 and which refers to the tiple�s presence during the civil wars of 1840 in the

Santander regions:

Hecho toscamente de madera de pino,
sin pulimento ni barniz, no excede en su
mayor longitud de cincuenta
centímetros. El mástil o cuello ocupa,
por lo regular, más de la mitad de esa
extensión, y en él se hallan incrustados
los trastes de metal o de hueso, cuyo
número varía mucho; pero no siendo de
uso sino los dos o tres más cercanos a la
ceja, en los demás poco se curan los
fabricantes de colocarlos a distancias
convenientes y según las reglas de la
guitarra. Por lo regular llevan cuatro
cuerdas de las que se fabrican en el país;
algunos suelen tener encordado doble,
pero es más común el sencillo. Estas
cuatro cuerdas, tan altas o agudas como
lo permite la extensión del instrumento,
están templadas como las cuatro
primeras de la guitarra: mi, si, sol, re;
pero siendo demasiado débil esta

Made roughly wooden of pine, with
neither polish nor varnish, it doesn't
exceed fifty centimetres at its longest.
The neck occupies, as a rule, more
than half of that length, and in it are
embedded frets of metal or bone
whose number varies a lot; as the only
ones used are the two or three nearest
to the nut, in the other ones the
makers take little care in placing them
at convenient distances and according
to the rules of the guitar. As a rule
they use four strings of those that are
manufactured in the country; some
usually have double strings, but those
which have only single strings are
more common. These four strings are
as high or sharp as the length of the
instrument allows, they are tuned like
the first four strings of the guitar: E,
B, G, D; but as this last one is too
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última, por lo delgado de la cuerda, para
que pueda distinguirse con claridad su
sonido, se requinta ordinariamente,
agregándole otra cuerda unísona con
ella y en octava aguda. Suele templarse
de alguna otra manera, pero esta es la
más común y usada.

weak, due the thinness of the string,
so that its sound can be distinguished
with clarity, normally it is doubled,
adding to it another in unison and an
octave higher. It is often tuned in
some other way, but this is the one
most commonly used.

From this it may be concluded that the tiple was seen in the rôle of an accompanying instrument,
playing only chords using the lower frets, that the custom of doubling its strings and adding
another an octave higher began with the lowest string, that it was as highly pitched as the size of
the instrument would allow and that the tiple of this period was far smaller than the modern
instrument.

Puerta (1988, 117-121) sees the origins of the tiple in the importation of the Spanish vihuela from
the earliest stages of the Spanish conquest. The vihuela, both the instrument and its name, had
disappeared in Spain by the middle of the seventeenth century whereas the name survived in
Colombia until the beginning of the present century (Puerta 1988, 118). Puerta deduces from the
inspection of lists of instruments, referred to in different contexts and which never include
vihuelas and guitars at the same time, that the vihuela and the guitar were the same instrument.
The use of one term or the other depended on whether the author was from the colony (criollo),
or from Spain (peninsular) (Puerta 1988, 119). In the eighteenth century there began to occur
divergences between the guitar with five courses and the guitar with four courses, which was
smaller and began to be distinguished as guitarillo (small guitar) or discante (high voice). As the
guitar with six courses began to appear in Colombia in the eighteenth century it was designated
guitar, the five ordered instrument retained the title of vihuela as well that of guitar and the smaller
four ordered discante began to be called tiple (high voice) as the former term fell into disuse (Puerta
Zuluaga1988, 120). Puerta (1988, 120) indicates that in Popayán in 1746 distinction is made
between the tiple and the guitar.
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Fig. 4-8 Tiple from the nineteenth century (Puerta 1987, 33)

The general rôle of the tiple within the string trio is that of providing both harmonic and rhythmic

accompaniment. The harmonic facet of this accompaniment consists of four note strummed

chords which fill the middle range between the low register of the guitar and the high register of

the bandola. Its rhythmic facet concerns the laying of cyclic patterns which complement those of

the guitar to establish the overall rhythmic accompaniment of the genre being played.

Fig. 4-9 The first four bars of �Agáchate El Sombrerito� as they would be accompanied by tiple and
guitar (Arrangement by J. Varney).

The accented semi-quaver chords in the tiple part of this arrangement represent a technique

which is quite common in Spanish and Latin-American fretted string playing called rasgueado.

This generally involves a rapid movement of the right hand across the strings producing a

percussive accent. On nylon-stringed instruments such as the guitar, the Colombo-Venezuelan

cuatro and the Bolivian charango, this movement blocks the strings so that the rasgueado creates a
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harsh, incisive accent. When a metal-stringed instrument like the tiple is used the right hand

often brushes quickly across the strings grazing them with the fingernails. The result is a bright

metallic sound which creates an accent through drawing attention to itself in a subtle way.

Both of these techniques are used in the bambucos according to the mood of the particular song.

The rasgueado is generally not notated in tiple parts in Colombian scores of bambucos. In the

collection of scores Las melodías más bellas de la zona andina de Colombia (The most

beautiful melodies of the Andean Zone of Colombia) (Léon 1984) for bandola, tiple and guitar,

the tiple parts are notated in the following way:

Fig. 4-10 Convention used by Fernando León Rengifo for the notation of tiple parts in bambucos.

The executing musician is expected to know where and how the rasgueado occurs. According to
notation conventions used for Spanish music the tiple part could be notated as in Fig. 4-11. where
the notations:

denote standard and rasgueado strums from lower to higher string respectively.

This direction of strum stroke is described as �down� because of the direction of the physical
movement of the player�s arm.

Fig. 4-11 How the rasgueado can be notated in a tiple part for a bambuco. Down and up refer to the
physical direction of the movement of the hand in executing the stroke.

If the rhythmic cycle of the tiple is taken as beginning on the downward rasgueado, its heaviest
accent, a single rhythmic cell could be represented by the notation in Fig. 4-12.

Fig. 4-12 A single rhythmic cell for the tiple in a bambuco.
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The parts of the tiple�s rhythmic cycle which are considered to carry accents are the rasgueados. The

downward rasgueado is stronger than the upward as the former is executed using all the fingers

while the latter uses mainly the thumb. In the same way the downward strumming stroke is

stronger than the upward. Therefore the dynamics of the cycle as notated in Fig. 4-11 could be

represented as in Fig. 4-13.

Fig. 4-13 Dynamic effect of tiple rhythmic cycle in a bambuco.

The degree of similarity or contrast between the guitar and tiple parts in Colombian Andean
music depends on the genre being played.

Fig. 4-14 The rhythmic patterns played by the tiple and the guitar in the vals.

Fig. 4-15 The rhythmic patterns played by the tiple and the guitar in the pasillo. Bar 1 and 2 depict
alternative guitar patterns.
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Fig. 4-16 The rhythmic patterns played by the tiple and the guitar in the bambuco.

In the Santander region the tiple is traditionally played with a plectrum as a solo instrument

accompanied by another tiple and/or a guitar. Certain tiplistas, such as José Luis Martinez Vesga

(Laserlight Digital CD 15 354), have gone a step further by taking the tiple out of its folkloric

context and using it as a solo instrument in its own right, accompanied by non-traditional

instruments, such as drum-kit, electric bass and electronic organ. Martinez Vesga plays melodies

in a single note style using a plectrum selecting a repertoire which includes Colombian traditional

music and internationally known popular pieces such as �Zorba the Greek� and �Spanish Eyes,�

demonstrating the versatility and virtuosity of which the tiple is capable.

In addition pieces have been written and arranged for tiple solo using it as a chordal instrument in

a manner similar to that of the classical guitar. The arrangement of �Tiplecito de mi vida� (Little

tiple of my life) seen in Fig. 4-17 is an example of such an adaptation.
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Fig. 4-17 �Tiplecito de mi vida�: originally written for voice and piano: as transposed and arranged for
solo tiple on highest stave (Puerta 1988, 154-156).
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An example of modern writing for the tiple in folkloric style can be seen in the following example,
an unaccompanied instrumental introduction to the song �La llamita� (The Little Flame) as played
by the song�s composer Gustavo Adolfo Rengifo, winner of the tiple soloist�s prize in 1980 at the
Festival Mono Nuñez in Ginebra, Valle (Audio Example 10).

Fig. 4-18 Instrumental introduction to the song �La llamita� (Cassette accompanying Puerta 1987)
(Transcription by J. Varney)
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The Guitar

The guitar as used in Colombian Andean music is the standard European single-ordered six
string instrument, generally with nylon strings. Generally finger style technique is adopted playing
bass lines on the lower strings and three note chords on the upper strings:

Fig. 4-19 Different patterns used by the guitar in accompanying bambucos. The first is by far the most commonly used.
The second can be found in the item �El Paisa� on BUDA CD 92538-2 and the third in �El Sotareño� on

PLAYASOUND PS 65043 (Transcriptions by J. Varney)

The dynamic effect of the first and most common of these patterns can be seen in Fig. 4-20.

Fig. 4-20 Dynamic effect of guitar�s rhythmic cycle.

Short solo passages for the guitar may be included, alternating with the exclusively chordal
sections, which add a polyphonic aspect to the arrangements:
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Fig. 4-21 Guitar accompaniment to �Flor de Romero� which includes single note passages together with
chordal passages (Transcription by J. Varney).

Its rôle as the anchor instrument in the string trio, leaving the melodic material chiefly to the

bandola and the more aggressive rhythmic part to the tiple, reflects the guitar�s relatively slow

development in Colombia. Its study as a classical instrument has been minimal until recent

decades, possibly because Colombia�s many Conservatoria of music are based on Italian models

where the guitar has for a long time struggled to be even recognised as a legitimate musical

instrument. However recent growing interest in this instrument has led to a rapid rise in its

playing standard, leading guitarists in string trios to demand a more challenging rôle than that

which has been their lot in the past. Writing for the guitar in Andean music as a solo instrument

can be observed in the following excerpt from the bambuco �El paisa� as played by the piece�s

author, Virgilio Rojas (Audio Example 11).
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Fig. 4-22 Excerpt from �El paisa,� a composition for guitar duo by Virgilio Rojas (BUDA CD
92538-2) (Transcription by J. Varney).

The rôle of the guitar in such a context is similar to that of the bandola, however the tempos must

be slower to achieve a similar degree of expression as the notes on the guitar speak less quickly.

Auxiliary instruments

Within the context of an estudiantina, almost any melody instrument can be added to the basic

Colombian string trio. The estudiantina with which the author of this thesis played in Colombia,

�Mi terruño,� included violin, flute, clarinet, two tiples, guitar, double bass and percussion. The part

played by a melody instrument is identical to that of the bandola. Additional instrument are used

to provide differences in timbre and to permit polyphonic writing within the arrangement.

In early estudiantinas, a plucked �cello was used to reinforce the bass lines played by the guitar but
in present times a double bass is a more popular choice for this purpose. Generally the double
bass part for a bambuco is very simple:

Fig. 4-23 How a double bass reinforces the guitar part in a typical bambuco accompaniment.
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In the introduction to the song �Tierra caliente� (Hot land) the double bass takes on a more
ornamental rôle, providing melodic interest behind the opening chords of the requinto, a smaller
guitar tuned a perfect fourth higher than the standard guitar, preceding a melodic introduction
played on the requinto during which the bass takes a rhythmic/harmonic rôle similar to that of the
guitar. In this way the requinto and bass substitute for tiple and guitar:

Fig. 4-24 Instrumental introduction to the song �Tierra caliente� from a recording by Los Tolimenses (Los Tolimenses
n.d.) (x = rasgueado strum) (Transcribed by J. Varney)

�Tierra caliente� is a sanjuanero, a type of bambuco (Abadia Morales 1983, 176), and is also known as

a rajaleña, which probably means �wood-cutter� in the same sense as one would refer to a very

lively dance tune as a �rug-cutter�.

Percussion

Colombian Central Andean music as played by the string trio and the estudiantina ensemble very
rarely includes percussion instruments. A performance of �Tierra caliente,� referred to above,
being specifically dance music, may include a tambora (or bombo: a double-headed frame drum)
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playing a figure which would reinforce accents created by the bass notes and the requinto�s
rasgueado accents in the following way.

Fig. 4-25 How the tambora would reinforce the rhythmic structure created by the requinto and the
double bass in the sanjuanero �Tierra caliente.�.

Vocal soloist or duo

Vocalists who perform bambucos are generally accompanied by tiple and guitar, sometimes

played by the vocalists themselves and sometimes not. For this reason vocal executions of

bambucos are an extension of the estudiantina ensemble, where the rôle of melodic soloist is

taken by the vocalist(s). The first commercial bambuco songs appear to have emerged in the

1880�s. The original repertoire of the first �Lira Colombiana� ensemble consisted of instrumental

music as no vocalists travelled with the ensemble, but its later incarnations the vocal duo of Wills

and Escobar were featured. The first �Estudiantina Murillo� formed at the beginning of the

current century included a vocal duo as soloists (Restrepo 1987, 191) and it was in this form that

the bambuco was introduced to Mexico and to the recording industry (Restrepo 1987, 192). The

accompanied male vocal duo became the preferred medium for bambucos throughout the early

part of the twentieth century but is not universally approved of by all.

Respecto de los duetos: ϒanatema!
Los nuestros son duros, angulosos,
producen a ratos la impresión de que
cantan como por sacar tarea. Y ello
cuando no caen en el amaneramiento
y la �lindosidad�. Todo esto le quita
altura al bambuco, . . . (Davidson
1970, 120-1)

Regarding the duets: a curse! Ours are
hard, angular, they produce the impression
at times that they sing as if they are
carrying out an arduous task. And this
when they don't fall into affectation and
�cuteness�. All this removes dignity from
the bambuco, . . .
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In the following excerpt from the bambuco �Cuatro preguntas� the style of harmonisation in
continuous parallel thirds is evident (Audio Example 3):

Fig. 4-26 Excerpt from the bambuco �Cuatro preguntas� illustrating the writing style for male
vocal duo (Transcription by J. Varney).

The use of parallel thirds in vocal performance appears to overrule the written score, such that
where in the original score parallel sixths are alternated with the thirds in bars 17, 18, and 22
(bottom notes of triads), the vocalists continue in thirds exclusively.

Male vocalists will sing bambucos as soloists among the rest of their repertoire, but generally only
duos are considered bambuco ensembles. Female vocalists are accepted as soloists, but there has
not existed a female bambuquera duo of any note.

The chirimía ensemble

When bambucos are played in the western and southern Andean areas the preferred ensemble is
often the chirimía (List 1980, 577) (Audio Example 12). An ensemble of this name is generally
more specifically associated with the Pacific Coast (Pardo Tovar, 1961) however this does not
prevent its occurrence in the Andean region as well. On the Pacific Coast the ensemble is
generally quite large and includes clarinets, as well as brass and percussion instruments but the
Andean chirimía usually consists of two flutes, also referred to as chirimías but more correctly are
flautas de carrizo (cane flutes), and percussion instruments.
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Chirimía/flauta de carrizo

The term chirimía may be used to refer to a shawm which is still used in Central America and
which may have existed in Colombian ensembles but which by 1970 was found in only very few
localities in Antioquia, had recently fallen from use in Boyacá, and was conserved as a museum
piece in Cauca (Abadia Morales 1983, 248-9). In the Colombian Andes the principal melodic
instrument in the chirimía ensemble is the flauta de carrizo, described by Pardo Tovar (1961, 14) as:

. . . una flauta travesera, hecha con el
tallo seco de una caña de la región,
especie de bambú de parad muy fina y
fibrosa. Los ejemplares que adquirimos
en el Chocó tienen 64 centímetros de
largo por 2.9 de diámetro. La
embocadura se encuentra a 8.7
centímetros del extremo obturado.
Tiene, además, seis perforaciones
digitales: la más, próxima se encuentra a
24.3 centímetros de la embocadura.
Entre cada dos perforaciones media
una distancia de 4.5 centímetros,
aproximadamente, y entre la última
perforación y el extremo abierto del
instrumento, la sección del tubo mide
9.5 centímetros. La escala natural de
esta flauta de carrizo es la siguiente:

. . . a transverse flute, made from
the dry shaft of a cane of the
region, a species of bamboo with
very fine and fibrous walls. The
examples that we acquired in
Chocó are 64 cms. long by 2.9
cms. in diameter. The embouchure
is 8.7 cms. from the plugged end.
It has, also, six finger holes: the
closest is 24.3 cms. from the
mouthpiece. Between each two
perforations lies a distance of
approximately 4.5 cms. and
between the last perforation and
the open end of the instrument,
the section of the tube measures
9.5 cms. The natural scale of this
reed flute is the following one:

Fig. 4-27 The natural range of the flauta de carrizo, the principal melodic instrument in the Andean
chirimía ensemble.

Abadia Morales (1983, 249) notes that the flauta de carrizo is called chirimía in Cauca which appears
to have replaced the shawm as the instrument which is named chirimía. Schechter (1984a, 357)
explains how chirimías, although of widespread use in Mexico, are rarely made there and when
they need to be replaced by �flutes or some kind of trumpet� generally the substituting
instrument retains the name chirimía. It is probable that the same process occurred in Colombia.

The chirimía as a shawm is well known in many regions of Central America (Schechter 1984, 357)
and Spain (De Larrea 1984, 794). Its presence in a Catalonian festival is noted:

Entre las fiestas más destacadas The devils of the Correfocs are among
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están los diablos de los Correfocs,
jugando con el fuego y la gente. No
es un diablo que encarna al mal,
sino un diablo alegre y festivo, que
baila al son del timbal y la chirimía,
al tiempo que quema su material
pirotécnico (Catalunya 1998).

the most outstanding festivals, playing
with fire and people. It is not a devil
that embodies evil, but a cheerful and
festive devil that dances to the sound
of the kettledrum and the chirimía, at
the same time that they set off their
fireworks.

In Catalan cobla ensembles (wind bands), the chirimía participates in a tiple (high-pitched) or tenor

form and is called gralla (De Larrea 1984, 795). On the Balearic Island of Mallorca, a xeremia is

found which is a bagpipe, whereas on the nearby island of Ibiza, the xeremia is a double tubed

cane flute, described more specifically as a recant de xeremia of Egyptian origin (Garcia Matos n.d.,

9). This suggests that in Spain the term chirimía has acquired a connotation as a generic wind

instrument. In addition many Spanish organs have a chirimía stop (Organs n.d.). A Catalonian

internet source (Xeremia 1997) describes the etymological evolution of the term chirimía.

Antigament, a la cultura llatina, hi
havia un instrument fet de canya
dolça, o bé, �canyamel�. Aleshores, el
seu nom era �calamellum�. Era un
instrument de vent, un tub de canya
amb vuit forats sonors i dos més de
ressò. La paraula �calamellum�,
evolucionà en català com:
�caramella� que és el nom que avui
s'utilitza per anomenar aquest
instrument. La influència morisca al
País Valencià, i fins i tot a Castella,
va transformar el prefix �ca�
transformant-lo com: �cha� en
castellà i �xa� i més tard: �xe� a
València. La part final del mot
:��mella�, esdenvingué �mia� o �mie�.
Àdhuc, en francès la paraula
esdevingué � chalemie�.
Així doncs, avui tenim:
Català (del principat) caramella
Català (País Valencià) xeremia
Castellà chirimía
Francés chalemie
La dolçaina, confosa per quasi tots
amb la xeremia, és molt semblant . .
.(i) . . . te un origen semblant. Hem
de recordar allà de �calamellum�, es a

In ancient times, in the Latin
culture, there was an instrument
made of �sweet cane�, or �canyamel�.
In those times its name was
�calamellum1�. It was a wind
instrument, a cane tube with five
playing holes and two for resonance.
The word �calamellum� evolved into
Catalan as: �caramella� which is the
instrument which was once used for
this instrument. The Moorish
influence, initially in Valencia and
then in all of Castille, transformed
the prefix �ca� changing it into: �cha�
in Castilian, and �xa� and later: �xe� in
Valencia. The final part of the word
: ��mella�, became �mia� o �mie�.
Thus in French the word became
�chalemie�.
Therefore we have:
Catalan (Catalonia): caramella
Catalan (Valencia): xeremia
Castilian (Spanish): chirimía
French: chalemie
The dolçaina, confused by almost
everybody with the xeremia, is very
similar . . . (and) . . . has a similar
origin. Recalling �calamellum�, that

                                                
1 From �kalamos� Gr.: cane and �mellosus� Lat.: of honey.
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dir, �canyamel�, es a dir, �canya
dolça�, i d'ací �doncs: dolçaina.
Tots dos instruments han sigut els
predecessors de l'actual fagot.

is, �canyamel�, which means, �canya
dolça� (sweet cane), and from that:
dolçaina. Both instruments are
forerunners of the bassoon.

Abadia Morales (1983, 234) cites Fernández (1881) who wrote that chirimías were among the
instruments played by Amerindians. In Abadia�s opinion (1983, 235) he was referring to the
transverse flute with six finger holes, the flauta de carrizo, which is considered to be a pre-
Colombian instrument (Perdomo 1967, 24-25) and this, as has been stated, is in fact is the
principal melodic instrument in Colombian Andean chirimía ensembles.

Fig. 4-28 Member of Chocó-Emera tribe from Colombia�s Pacific Coast playing a flauta de carrizo
(Bermudez 1987, 112).

Since in Spain a variety of wind instruments is represented by the name chirimía or its equivalent,
some observers may have regarded the term as sufficient to describe any melodic wind
instrument in an ensemble and from this arose the misnomer. Pardo Tovar (1961, 14) relates how
even the cane flauta de carrizo is dying out, being replaced by a flute made from a copper tube. A
melody played by one of these copper instruments from the Chocó region has been transcribed
by Pardo Tovar:
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Fig. 4-29 Transcription of a melody played by a copper flauta de carrizo (Pardo Tovar 1961, 15).

A transcription of a bambuco played by a Caucan chirimía ensemble, made up of two cane flautas de
carrizo, a redoblante, a caja and a tambora (all drums) follows (Audio Example 12):
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Fig. 4-30 A bambuco as played by a Caucan chirimía ensemble �Chirimía de Rio Blanco�
(Colcultura 1985). The percussion instruments continue with the same ostinato patterns

(Transcription by J. Varney).

The two flutes are combined on the one staff because it is impossible from the recording to

distinguish between the two instruments. A rationalisation of the melody, that is a probable

reconstruction of the actual melody being played, omitting slips and correcting rhythmic

imperfections, follows. It is useful to have such a rationalised form of the melody for a piece like

�Brisas del Cauca� if one wished to compare it with melodies played by ensembles whose

repertoire begins with a written score, or to arrange the piece for a different ensemble. It is not a

substitute for a transcription of a performance as appears above (Fig. 4-30) but a complement to

it.
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Fig. 4-31 Rationalised version of the melody of �Brisas del Cauca.�

Percussion

The principal percussion instruments which accompany the flutes are redoblante and tambora

(drums) and often gapachos (maracas) and raspa (rasp) (List 1980, 577). The redoblante, a double-

headed frame drum also known as a caja, was originally a Spanish military snare drum (Schechter

1984c, 299) while the tambora, a larger double-headed frame drum, could either have its source in

indigenous pre-Columbian drums or the Spanish tambor or the Spanish/Portuguese bombo, whose

distant origins may be traced back to sixteenth century Turkey (List 1983, 52), as these were very

similar in appearance and rôle. Davidson (1970, 114) cites various early references in Castellanos,

writing in the sixteenth century, to tambores played by Amerindians and who described large

atambores taken from graves in Tolú, on Colombia�s Atlantic Coast in 1534, atambores which

accompanied conch shells (caracoles) and trumpets (bocines) in Cali in 1535. There is no doubt that

Colombian Amerindians possessed and played drums which were described by historians as

tambores.

Davidson (1970, 117) considers the terms tambora and bombo to be regional synonyms in

Colombia which describe a drum �which was left to us from when the first military band came to
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Colombia, � and that �to the beat of the tambora one danced our circular waltz, the pasillo, the

torbellino, and, above all, the bambuco.� The first tamboras were fabricated from hollowed out tree

trunks and were played making contrasting strokes on the skin and on the wood (Davidson 1970,

118 and 119). Davidson attributes the rise of the string trio as the preferred ensemble for the

performance of bambucos, as the reason for the bambuco�s downfall, because the refinement of the

trio required the suppression of the tambora, depriving the bambuco of an essential component: its

rhythm (Davidson 1970, 120). In his opinion the accompaniment of the bambuco should begin

with the tambora, then add the tiple, followed by the guache, alfandoque or chucho (shakers), carrasca or

guacharaca (scrapers), pandereta, a conuno (membranophones) and even a double bass. Then this

should be organised tastefully, �so that the noise doesn�t swallow up everything� and then the

rhythm section would be perfect (Davidson 1970, 121).

Fig. 4-32 A Colombian tambora from the Cauca region being played by Claudia Varney, daughter of
the author of this thesis.

Parallels can be observed between the Andean string trio�s accompaniment for the bambuco and
that of the chirimía ensemble.
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Fig. 4-33 Accompaniment patterns for the bambuco as played by the Colombian string trio and the
chirimía ensemble.

Three main elements make the bambuco�s accompaniment are evident in both ensembles:

A.  A bass note on the first and third beats of the bar - there may be one on the second as well
but the first and the third are the most important. These are played by the guitar in the trio
and by the tambora in the chirimía.

B.  A running movement in quavers throughout the bar. This results from the combined parts of
the guitar and the tiple in the trio and is played on the redoblante and the caja in the chirimía.

C.  An accented beat on the third and sixth quavers of the bar. In the string trio these accents are
provided by the rasgueado strokes on the tiple and in the chirimía they are marked by the shell
strokes on the tambora.

Banda de vientos

Combining, to a certain extent, the musical detail of the string trio with the rhythmic vitality of

the chirimía is the banda de vientos (wind band). This may occur as a military band, a professional

banda departamental funded by regional government, a conservatorium band or under many other

guises and of differing composition. Although no sources specifically identify this ensemble as

being essentially Andean in character, the present author has heard Andean repertoire played

more frequently by such bands than by any other medium and some composers of bambucos
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wrote specifically and successfully for this medium, including José Ignacio Camacho Toscano

and his son Florentino in Ibagué (Audio Example 13). Instruments used in these bands are

standard European symphonic band instruments, including flutes, oboes, clarinets, saxhorns,

brass instruments and percussion. Their origins in Colombia must have their roots in the

regimental military bands of the colonial and post-colonial periods, which began to introduce a

new style of military band music at the end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the

nineteenth together with instruction in the use of band instruments, which at this time included

clarinets and flutes, and how they could be combined with bowed string instruments (Bermúdez

1997, 2). The bands which began in this manner added valve cornets at the beginning of the

post-colonial era and began to achieve popularity between 1830 and 1840 playing marches and

the popular dance music of the United States and Europe (Bermúdez 1997, 3). However

Bermúdez describes the heritage of such military bands as �relativamente corta y desigual�

(relatively short-lived and irregular) and that the establishment of wind bands in northern

Colombia is attributable to zarzuela musicians from Spain, Cuba and Puerto Rico who visited this

region and began to teach band instruments (Bermúdez 1997, 3). Escobar (1963, 237) attributes

responsibility for the development of military bands in Bogotá to Manuel Conti, a fellow student

of Pietro Mascagni, who arrived in Bogotá in 1888 and established a music business which still

operates. The diffusion of wind bands at the beginning of the present century was such that their

presence was documented in:

. . . Santanderes, Valle del Cauca,
Bogotá y sus alrededores, Antioquia,
el Cauca, Nariño, etc. Sólo a manera
de ejemplo de la dispersión nacional
de las bandas a comienzos del siglo,
en 1908, la comitiva del presidente
Rafael Reyes en su viaje a la costa
atlántica desde Bogotá fue recibida
con música de banda en Tocaima,
Puerto Berrío, El Banco, Mompox
(dos bandas), Magangué, Cartagena,
Barranquilla y Santa Marta . . .
(Bermúdez 1997, 7).

Santanders, Cauca Valley, Bogotá
and its surroundings, Antioquia,
Cauca, Nariño, etc. As an example
of the national diffusion of the
bands at the beginning of the
century, in 1908, president Rafael
Reyes� cortege in its trip to the
Atlantic coast from Bogotá was
received with band music in
Tocaima, Puerto Berrío, El Banco,
Mompox (two bands), Magangué,
Cartagena, Barranquilla and Santa
Marta.
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Bermúdez (1997, 7) cites as one of the reasons for the growing popularity of the bands, as

opposed to the Andean estudiantina, was their ability to perform the North American dance music

which was becoming so fashionable in the early twentieth century and which was found

alongside light classics and even music by Wagner and Puccini within the broad repertoire of the

bands.

An arrangement for wind band of a bambuco includes the same elements as those for string trio or

chirimía. The accompaniment in kkkk to the syncopated melody includes the marking of beats 1 and

3 in the bar by the bass drum (bombo) and the tuba, a running quaver accompaniment provided by

the caja and accompanying wind instruments, while in some arrangements the cymbal supplies

the uuuu accents and in others it is left out completely (Morán 1990).

In the three ensembles dicussed here, the strongest accompanying rhythmic figures are those of
the kkkk bass notes and the uuuu accents, giving an overall rhythmic accompaniment based on the
following figure:

Fig. 4-34 The fundamental rhythmic pattern of the bambuco accompaniment

The bambuco as a dance

This topic would merit a separate study of its own. As was observed in chapter three, the bambuco

had, by the end of the nineteenth century, become accepted as concert music in a European

manner and in the process probably lost some contact with its dance roots. After the launching

of the �bambuco de salón� (see chapter three) an attempt was made to establish a formal set of steps

the definition of which would, supposedly, revive the bambuco�s traditional choreography. This

was carried out by Jacinto Jaramillo, whose description of this system of steps is cited in Restrepo

(1987, 34) (the present author has placed in bold type the defining points of the pattern).

Al iniciarse el baile (bambuco) el
hombre y la mujer se hallan frente

When beginning the dance
(bambuco) the man and the woman
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a frente: con los primeros
compases de la música el hombre
se pone en movimiento
dirigiéndose a la mujer en pasos de
rutina . . . (invitación). La mujer
sale a danzar en pasos de rutina y se
mueven ambos por la pista del baile;
en seguida, luego de haberse situado
en los puntos de salida inician el baile
cruzándose y describiendo en la
planimetría (trayecto), la figura de un
ocho (los ochos) por dos o tres
veces. Luego giran los dos
bailarines con los brazos puestos
en jarras, tocándose los codos,
primero sobre la derecha y luego
sobre la izquierda (codos) varias
veces y siempre en paso de rutina.
En seguida colocados en los sitios
de partida se mueven
simultáneamente en saltos laterales,
acercándose hasta pasar frente a
frente y continuar hasta los puntos
de salida, opuestos ahora. Estos
pasos se verifican saltando sobre
un pie y colocando en seguida el
otro pie tras el primero
apoyándolo en la puntura (sic)
detrás del talón del otro pie y
retrocediendo en paso igual a la
posición opuesta. Al segundo
encuentro (cruce) él se inclina en
ademán de besarla y ella esquiva
el beso amagando un golpe con
la palma de la mano (laterales).
Después huye ella por la pista en
paso de rutina saltado y picado,
con los brazos en alto, tratando de
pisarle el ruedo de la falda que ella
recoge a cada salto al volver el
rostro (perseguida).

are situated face to face: with the
first bars of the music the man
moves towards the woman in
routine steps . . . (invitation). The
woman begins to dance in routine
steps and both move the dance
floor; soon after, when they have
returned to the point where the
dance began, they begin the dance
crossing and describing a figure
eight (figure eights) across the
dance area two or three times.
Then the two dancers rotate with
their arms like the handles of a jar,
touching their elbows, first on the
right one and then on the left,
(elbows) several times and always
in routine step. Soon after
returning to their initial positions
they move simultaneously in
lateral jumps, coming closer until
they pass face to face and
continue until they return again to
their initial positions, but
changing places. These steps are
confirmed jumping on one foot
and immediately placing the other
foot behind the first one it,
reposing on the toe behind the
heel of the other foot and going
back in similar step to the
opposite position. On the second
encounter (the crossing) he leans
in gesture as if to kiss her and she
avoids the kiss feinting a blow with
the palm of her hand (lateral).
Then he chases her around the
dance floor in routine steps jumping
and diving, with  arms raised, while
trying to step on the hem of the
skirt that she gathers up on each
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Luego, retrocediendo él de
espaldas y en paso de rutina,
mientras ella le persigue en paso
igual, él va burlándola haciendo
girar el pañuelo y ella sigue los
movimientos de giro circular en la
dirección que le señala el pañuelo.
(pañuelo). En seguida se arrodilla
en el centro de la pista y ella asida
del extremo del pañuelo gira en
torno suyo (arrodillada). Después
del giro de ella, él se levanta
tomándola con un brazo por la
cintura, ciñéndola y marchan así en
pasos de rutina, saliendo de la
escena (salida).

jump turning her face (pursuit).

Then, he goes backwards in routine
steps, while she pursues him in the
same step, he teases her twirling the
handkerchief and she follows the
movements in a circle in the
direction that the handkerchief
indicates. (handkerchief). Soon after
he kneels down in the centre of the
dance floor and she, seizing the end
of the handkerchief, moves around
him (kneeling). After her circling, he
rises holding her with the arm
around the waist, bringing her closer
and they leave the scene in this
manner in routine steps. (exit).

This description of steps appears in a more concise and rationalised way in 1955 (cited in
Restrepo 1955, 560)

I Invitación Invitation
II Los ochos Figure eights
III Los codos Elbows
IV Coqueteos Flirtations
V La persguida Pursuit
VI El pañuelo Handerchief
VII La arrodillada Kneeling
VIII El abrazo The hug

This description of the bambuco�s steps became a definitive recipe, accepted by Koorn (1977, 131-

6) and Perdomo Escobar (1963, 271-2) among others, and on which the bambuco dancing

competition associated with the Bambuco Beauty Pageant is based, held annually in Neiva, Huila.

In comparison, in Davidson (1970a, 310) are found many descriptions of performances of

bambucos including the following by Juan N. Nieto which took place in 1861 in Valle del Cauca:2

Suenan los arpegios del arpa,
entonan los cantores el verso de
costumbre, empiezan los preludios

The arpeggios of the harp sound,
the singers intone their habitual
verses, the preludes of the bustling

                                                
2 It is not completely clear if this description is part of a fictional work or not. It appears in �Eugenia i sus

dos amantes� in El Aura 2/8 p. 62 published in Popayán in 1871.
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del bullicioso bambuco, óyese un
¡huy! agudo y prolongado que sale a
un tiempo de todas las gargantas, y
entonces uno de los circunstantes,
el más resuelto o el más listo, se
lanza rápido hacia el lugar en que
se hallan las mujeres y doblando
una rodilla delante de la moza que
más le agrada, le toma la mano y la
invita a bailar.

Con la Cabeza un poco inclinada
hacia el hombro derecho, los ojos
bajos, la mano derecha en la cintura
y asida y levemente levantada la
falda del vestido con la mano
izquierda, la muchacha sin perder
un momento el compás de la
música, da vueltas en diferentes
sentidos en torno de la sala; en
tanto que el hombre, con la punta
de la ruana echada sobre el hombro
derecho, corriendo unas veces
rápidamente detrás de su pareja, y
otras saliéndole al encuentro, hace
más piruetas que un maromero, y
lanza de vez en cuando alegres y
agudos gritos, arrancados por el
entusiasmo, que no dejan de
asustar un poco a su tímida
compañera.

Concluida la mano de bambuco, la
moza hace una airosa venia a su
compañero y se dirige a su asiento,
en tanto que él, escudriñando sus
bolsillos, va a consignar su medio
real en manos del arpista, que es el
director de la música.

bambuco begin, One hears a sharp
and lingering �huy!� that leaves all
the throats at the same time, and
then one of the bystanders, the
most resolved or the most alert,
rushes quickly toward the place
where the women are and, bending
a knee before the girl that he most
likes, he takes her by the hand and
invites her to dance.

With her head a bowed little
toward her right shoulder, her eyes
lowered, her right hand on her
waist and her skirt held and slightly
lifted with the left hand, the girl,
without losing for a moment the
pulse of the music, makes turns in
different directions around the
room; meanwhile the man, with the
tip of his ruana tossed over his right
shoulder, sometimes running
quickly after his partner, and at
others coming to meet her, makes
more twirls than a acrobat, and
screams cheerfully and sharply
from time to time, inspired by his
enthusiasm, continuously scaring
his shy partner a little.

Concluded the bambuco
performance, the girl takes polite
leave of her partner and returns to
her seat, while he, examining his
pockets, will consign half a real into
the hands of the harpist who is the
musical director.
(Davidson 1970a, 310)
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It is clear that this performance has few of the stages of the accepted bambuco choreography. In
fact Davidson (1970a, 122) does not give complete acceptance of Jaramillo�s formula, stating that

1) La figura de los codos no la
hemos visto descrita en ninguna otra
parte.
2) Lo mismo sucede con el golpe al
amago del beso.
3) Idéntica observación sobre los
brazos en alto en la figura donde el
varón persigue a la mujer.
4) El abrazo final tampoco figura en
nuestros apuntes

1) the figure of the elbows has not
been described anywhere else.
2) the same thing occurs with the
feinted blow on the attempted kiss.
3) an identical observation may be
made on the raised arms in the
figure where the man pursues the
woman.
4) nor does the final hug figure in
our notes.

In fact Jaramillo (cited in Davidson 1970a, 121) himself admits to having altered some aspects of
the dance, justifying himself on the following grounds:

Ya muchas son las figuras en el
bambuco hoy abandonadas como
"El arrastrada del ala", figura de
difícil ejecución y según parece, de
origen antioqueño o santandereano;
él gira alrededor y ella queda. al
centro. También se acostumbraba en
el instante de la arrodillada "la copla"
o "relación". "El escobillado,"
común a todos los departamentos,
que tiene el valor de ser una
exhibición de agilidad por parte del
hombre, también bastante difícil por
lo cual no se anota.

Already many figures of the bambuco
today have been abandoned like "The
dragging of the wing", a figure difficult
to perform and, it seems, originally
from Antioquia or Santander; he
rotates around while she remains in
the centre. Also, at the moment of the
kneeling, "the union" or "relationship"
was customary. "The sweeping,"
common to all departments, that is
appreciated as an exhibition of agility
on the part of the man, is also quite
difficult for which reason it is not
included .

Consultation with Colombian bambuco choreographer, Cesar Arias, would suggest this formula

has become a barrier between the contemporary understanding of the bambuco as a dance and its

traditional evolution. For this reason a separate study would be necessary, probably with

extensive field work, to retrace its original context. In any case the �eight steps� are generally

accepted as the model for dancing the bambuco today.
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Bambuco texts

The basis for the overwhelming majority of bambuco texts is the octosyllabic quatrain with the

final accent on the second last syllable (known as acento tdnico in Spanish). The only variation to

this syllabic structure is when the line has only seven syllables caused by an accent on the final

syllable (acento agudo). This quatrain formed the basis of the Spanish romance, a song genre

extremely popular throughout Spain and therefore throughout its dominions. More will be said

concerning the comparison between the Spanish romance and bambuco texts in Chapter Six,

however the octosyllabic/heptasyllabic and rhyming structures can be observed in the following

excerpt from the bambuco �Ayer me echaron del pueblo� (Salazar 1987, 267). Accented syllables in

the text are marked in bold and cases where vowels from different words elide together to form

one syllable are underlined.

Ayer me echaron del pueblo/porque me negué a jirmar
la sentencia que el alcaide/.a yo me hubo de implantar;
Porque tuve con mi mano/al patrón que castigar,
Cuando quiso a mi jamilia/llegámela a irrespetar.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
A yer me e cha ron  del pueb  lo por que me  ne gué a jir mar
la sen ten cia que el  al cai de  a yo me hu  bo de imp lan tar;
Por que tu ve con mi man o al pat rón que cas ti gar,
Cuan do qui so a mi ja mi lia lle gá  me  la a i rres pe tar.

Table 4-2 Syllable structure of the bambuco �Ayer me echaron del pueblo.�

Yesterday they threw me out of town because I refused to sign
the sentence that the mayor had to impose on me;
Because I laid my hand on the landowner to punish him,
When he wanted to insult my family.                    (Translation: J. Varney)

Discrepancies which may exist between the accented syllables in the different lines are resolved

when the text is set to music by simply placing accented notes on unaccented syllables where

necessary. The accented syllables in the musical setting of this text are shown as bold and

underlined (2) in the top line of the above table.
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Rhythm and accent structures in bambuco melodies.

It may be possible to define an archetypal rhythmic structure for bambuco melodies through the
analysis and comparison of melodic phrases which occur in a selection of bambucos. First vocal
and then instrumental bambucos will be investigated.

Vocal bambucos.

The rhtyhmic structure of melodic phrases from ten bambucos from the turn of the century will

be analysed. The first of these is �Agáchate El Sombrerito.�  The remaining nine are taken from

Añez (1951), and are the first nine which appear in the book. The reason for their choice is that

Añez is a conservative author and none of these songs is unusual or apparently distinguished and

so can be used to show general tendencies within standard bambucos.

The ten are �Agáchate El Sombrero,� �Asómate A La Ventana,� �El Enterrador,� �El muro,�
�El Palomo,� �El Vaquero,� �Rumores Inciertos,� �Van Cantando Por La Sierra,� �Los Colores
Del Cielo� and �Si Yo Hubiera Comprendido.� The melody lines of these are presented and the
different phrase types are shown as they appear for the first time. By phrase type is meant the
rhythmic configuration of the melodic phrase with relationship to the number of syllables of the
corresponding text and the number of bars which the phrase occupies. For example  the first
occurrence of a two bar phrase which corresponds to an eight syllable line of text is:

Fig. 4-35 The rhythmic structure of this phrases is referred to as 2-8-i.

The second occurrence of a two bar phrase which corresponds to an eight syllable line of text is:

Fig. 4-36 The rhythmic structure of this phrases is referred to as 2-8-ii.

The different kinds of bar type are listed as they appear in the songs.
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Examples

Fig. 4-37�Agáchate el sombrerito�: melody (50 canciones n.d., 4)

Fig. 4-38�Agáchate el sombrerito�: phrase types.
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Fig. 4-39 �Asómate a la ventana�: melody (Añez 1951, 72)

Fig. 4-40 �Asómate a la ventana�: phrase types.
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Fig. 4-41 �El enterrador�: melody (Añez 1951, 66)

Fig. 4-42 �El enterrador�: phrase types.
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Fig. 4-43 �El muro�: melody (Añez 1951, 34)

Fig. 4-44 �El muro�: phrase types.
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Fig. 4-45 �El palomo�: melody (Añez 1951, 121)

Fig. 4-46 �El palomo�: phrase types.
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Fig. 4-47 �El vaquero�: melody (Añez 1951, 87)

Fig. 4-48 �El vaquero�: phrase types.
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Fig. 4-49 �Los colores de los cielos�: melody (Añez 1951, 81)

Fig. 4-50 �Los colores de los cielos�: phrase types.
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Fig. 4-51 �Rumores inciertos�: melody (Añez 1951, 76)

Fig. 4-52 �Rumores inciertos�: phrase types.
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Fig. 4-53 �Si yo hubiera comprendido�: melody (Añez 1951, 86)

Fig. 4-54 �Si yo hubiera comprendido�: phrase types.
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Fig. 4-55 �Van cantando por la sierra�: melody (Añez 1951, 73)

Fig. 4-56 �Van cantando por la sierra�: phrase types.
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Then the resultant phrases are grouped together according to the number of bars each phrase
occupies.
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There follows a table that shows which phrase types occur in each song and how many times
each appears.
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Song 2-5-i 2-5-ii 2-6-i 2-7-i 2-7-ii 2-7-iii 2-8-i 2-8-ii 2-8-iii 2-9-i 3-7-i 3-8-i 3-8-ii 3-8-iii 3-8-iv

Agáchate El Sombrero 2 4

Asómate A La Ventana 2

El Enterrador 3 1 1 6

El muro 14 6

El Palomo 1 1 1

El Vaquero 3 8 1

Rumores Inciertos 1 6 1 1 6 1

Van Cantando Por La Sierra 2 3 1

Los Colores Del Cielo 1 1 1 5

Si Yo Hubiera Comprendido 1 4 2 2

Totals 14 6 2 3 2 1 26 15 1 1 2 1 1 14 4

Table 4-3 Vocal bambucos: 2-bar and 3-bar phrase types.
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Song 3-8-v 3-8-vi 3-9-i 3-10-i 3-10-ii 4-14-i 4-16-i 4-16-ii 4-16-iii 4-16-iv 4-16-v 6-24-i 6-24-ii 7-24-i

Agáchate El Sombrero 1 2

Asómate A La Ventana 3

El Enterrador 1

El muro 1 1

El Palomo 1 1

El Vaquero 1 1 1

Rumores Inciertos

Van Cantando Por La Sierra 1

Los Colores Del Cielo 1 1 1

Si Yo Hubiera Comprendido 1 1

Totals 2 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 3 1 1

Table 4-4 Vocal bambucos: 3-bar to 7-bar phrase types.
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Even such a small cross section immediately shows that the bar type which predominates is
that described as 2-8-i, which occurs 26 times and in all te songs except for one. The next
most common is 2-8-ii which is found 15 times. The next most frequently found are 2-5-i (14
times), 3-8-iii (14 times) and 2-5-ii (6 times). However 2-5-i and 2-5-ii only occur in one song
�El muro� which contains only pentasyllabic verse. 3-8-ii appears in three songs of the ten and
so lacks the wide diffusion of 2-8-i. In addition it can be shown that 4-16-i, 4-16-ii and 4-16-iii
are based on 2-8-i as the first and final bars are the same as those of 2-8-i and the middle two
bars become distorted through the process of uniting two 2-bar phrases to form a 4-bar
phrase. How this occurs will be shown later in this chapter.

Fig. 4-57 The union of two 2-bar phrases to form a 4-bar phrase

Similarly 4-16-iv and 4-16-v are variations on 2-8-ii. In the same way 6-24-i is the product of
linking three 2-8-i phrases and 6-24-ii that of linking three 2-8-ii phrases. Further discussion
will follow concerning the rhythmic basis of the 2-8-i type of phrase structure. At this stage it
is sufficient to conclude that the most common bar structure for the melodic rhythm of a
vocal bambuco  is that of the 2-8-i phrase type.

Fig. 4-58 Phrase type 2-8-i.

If one totals the phrase types based on 8 syllables (including 16 and 24 syllables) and divides
this total by the total number of phrase types, one finds that 86% are based on 8 syllable
phrases. When the line of song text is of only 7 syllables, the ending is different:
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Fig. 4-59 Excerpt from �El enterrador� showing differences in the rhythmic structure of the phrase
endings for 8 (above) and 7 (below) syllables.

This accent structure further specifies the 2-8-i phrase type as exemplified by bambuco
examples as:

Fig. 4-60 2-8-i phrase type displaying accent structure of phrase ending.

The different ways in which 2-bar phrases combine can be observed in the bambuco �Agáchate
el sombrerito,� the first two 2-bar phrases of which conform to the model shown in Fig. 4-61
:

Fig. 4-61 The first two 2-bar phrases of �Agáchate El Sombrerito.�

The accents which placed over the note heads correspond to the accented syllables of the

text, which are also the accented notes of the melody3. The accents in brackets occur through

the interruption of the phrase. The continuation of the phrase after this interruption has the

effect of a new rhythmic event which creates another accent. The combination of these

accents creates a resultant pattern of melodic accents which distinguishes the bambuco from

all other Latin American music and is found in dozens of sung bambucos based on 2-bar

phrases. The ubiquitousness of this figure will be demonstrated later in this chapter together

                                                
    3 This is not necessarily always the case. In music of the Andean region south of Colombia it is often

the unaccented final syllables of the text which correspond to the accented notes of the melody.
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with many of the variations of it which occur. The rhythmic configuration of notes in the first

bar of the 2-bar phrase can vary within an octosyllabic context, but the second bar is almost

always the same. The only exception is when the final syllable is accented, when the second

bar is composed of a crotchet followed by a minim or by a quaver followed by a quaver tied

to a minim.

Bars 9 to 12 of the same song show how the rhythmic configuration can be varied when a 4-
bar phrase occurs:

Fig. 4-62 The 4-bar phrase from bars 9 to 12 of the melody of �Agáchate El Sombrerito.�

To understand the modifications of the basic 2-bar phrase that have taken place to produce

this 4-bar phrase it is necessary to reconstruct the latter as two 2-bar phrases.

Fig. 4-63 Bars 9 to 12 of the melody of �Agachate El Sombrerito� as two 2-bar phrases.

As can be seen the three notes corresponding to the syllables �dí lo que� anticipate their

normal placing by three quaver beats and the note corresponding to the syllable �quie-�

anticipates by two quaver beats. The consequence of this is that these notes now coincide

with the accented beats of the instrumental accompaniment:

Fig. 4-64 How the modification of note placement in the formation of the 4-bar phrase leads to re-alignment of the
shifted notes to coincide with the accents in the accompaniment.
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Other new accents have been introduced:

1. The first note of the third bar of the 4-bar phrase is accented through
interruption. The ear expects the note to last longer and when it doesn�t the
attention of the listener is drawn to that note just as to the following one. This
kind of accent did not appear in the 2-bar phrase because the syllable before the
interruption of the phrase already corresponded to an accented syllable in the
text.

2. The anticipated notes already leave an aural impression through the fact of their
anticipation.

 These combine with the accents already stated:

3. An accented syllable of the text falls on the highest note.

4. The anticipated notes now coincidence with the rhythmic accents of the
accompaniment.

[In this particular song the modified notes have additional significance with respect to
accentuation:

• They rise to and culminate in the highest note of the melody up to this point.

• The text up to this point states the instruction the author is giving to the loved
one: �Lower your hat, look at me, with a glance say what . .� On the accented
high note comes the reason for everything: �. . you would like to tell me.�

• The harmony changes on this note to the only diminished chord in the song.

The result is the unequivocal focal point of the song in melody, rhythmic accent, text and
harmony.]

Instrumental bambucos

The rhythmic elements in the accompaniment of the instrumental bambuco are identical with

those of the sung variety. The first apparent difference in phrasing between the two lies in the

fact that the instrumental melodies are no longer tied to phrases of specific numbers of

syllables and so longer phrases and more varied rhythmic configurations are possible in the

melody. This can be observed in the bambuco: �El republicano�:
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Fig. 4-65 The melody from the bambuco �El Republicano� divided into sections: A, B and C and into phrases
within those sections: A1, B2, etc (50 canciones n.d., 24).
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Examples can be shown of how the instrumental melodies demonstrate a more flexible
treatment of the  rhythmic material on which the bambuco�s melodies are based.

Fig. 4-66 Phrase A1 from �The Republican� - a single eighteen beat phrase.

This phrase can be compared with the first four-bar phrase found in �Agáchate El
Sombrerito:�

Fig. 4-67 The first four-bar phrase found in �Agáchate El Sombrerito.�

The melodic rhythm of the two phrases is identical except for the fact that the instrumental
version inserts some notes where there are rests in the non-syncopated bars the vocal
example. This occurs on the first quaver of the first bar of the phrase and the second quaver
of the third bar. The four phrases of the first section (A1 to A4) have exactly the same
rhythmic structure. However there is a small difference in phrasing between the vocal and the
instrumental examples. In the vocal example there is a rearticulation on the fifth quaver of the
second bar corresponding to the beginning of the second line of text which divides the
phrase at this point. The phrase division in the instrumental model occurs after the second
quaver of the second bar where the phrase is interrupted after this accented quaver:

Fig. 4-68 The difference in phrase division between the instrumental and vocal bambuco styles.

The phrase B1 of �El republicano� is also very similar in structure to the first four bar phrase

structure found in �Agáchate El Sombrero,� (4-16-i), except that all the quaver beats in the

non-syncopated  bars are now occupied by notes, while the syncopated bars maintain the
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characteristic  eq  q.  pattern, even if now it appears as  eq  eee because of the addition of

two quavers which have been shifted forward from the following bar.

Fig. 4-69 Phrase B1 from �El republicano.�

The phrase division in this case also occurs after the crotchet (eq  �eee) rather than after
the fourth beat  (eq e �ee) as in the vocal example.

In the section dealing with the vocal bambuco style it was shown how two two-bar phrases can
combine to form a four-bar phrase (4-16-i). Phrase B2 introduces a new configuration of this
four-bar phrase, in which the third bar of the four-bar phrase thus formed now provides the
rhythmic base for the first bar of B2.

Fig. 4-70 The third bar of the 4-bar phrase (4-16-i) becomes the basis of the first bar of a new 4-bar
phrase configuration

It could be described as an anticipatory  imitation as the rhythmic material we expect to hear
in the third bar now appears in the first. The imitation is reinforced by the fact that the third
and fourth bars are almost a sequence of the first and second.

The phrase B3 is rhythmically identical to B1 and the phrase B4 is rhythmically identical to
A4. The rhythmic structure of the phrase C1 consists of a reordering of the rhythmic
material of A1. The rhythmic structure of the first and third bar of A1 become the base of
the third and first bars of C1.
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Fig. 4-71 The first and third bars of a 4-bar phrase exchange rhythmic structures.

The phrase C2 presents rhythmic material that is quite unusual for a bambuco. Whereas
generally the configuration of the 2-bar phrase of a bambuco could be seen as a kkkk bar followed
by a uuuu bar, the third and fourth bars of this phrase suggest a uuuu followed by a kkkk.

Fig. 4-72 Time signatures suggested by rhythmic grouping of notes in the phrase C2 of �El Republicano.�

The phrase C3 is rhythmically identical to C1 and C4 is rhythmically the same as the final
phrases of sections A and B, A4 and B4.

As in the case of the vocal bambuco a comparative analysis will now be carried out of a
selection of instrumental bambucos. Those to be studied are �Almirante,� �Bachué,� �Bochica,�
�El fusagasugueño,� �El republicano,� �Fiesta en la montaña,� �Palo negro,� �Pa� que me miró,�
�San Pedro en el Espinal,� and  �Vivan las fiestas.� These have been chosen from two volumes
of traditional songs and instrumental pieces titled Colombia en 50 canciones para piano y voz
Vol. 1 & 2 (Colombia in 50 songs for voice and piano Vols. 1 and 2) which comprise a
selection of bambucos along with pasillos, guabinas, cúmbias, porros and many other rhythms, on
the basis of being well known and therefore belonging to the standard Colombian Andean
repertoire. The only exception to this is the piece �¿Pa� que me miró?� (Why did you look at
me?) which is described as a �concert bambuco,� written as a piece for solo piano, but still
considered to be a bambuco in traditional style.
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Examples

Fig. 4-73 �Almirante�: melody (50 canciones2 n.d., 5)
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Fig. 4-74 �Almirante�: phrase types
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Fig. 4-75 �Bachué�: melody (Rico Salazar 1984, 27)
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Fig. 4-76 �Bachué�: phrase types
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Fig. 4-77 �Bochica�: melody (50 canciones n.d., 56)
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Fig. 4-78 �Bochica�: phrase types
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Fig. 4-79 �El fusaguseño�: melody (Rico Salazar 1984, 14-15)
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Fig. 4-80 �El fusaguseño�: phrase types
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Fig. 4-81 �Fiesta en la montaña�: melody (50 canciones2 n.d., 52)
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Fig. 4-82 �Fiesta en la montaña�: phrase types
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Fig. 4-83 �Palo negro�: melody (50 canciones n.d., 44)
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Fig. 4-84 �Palo negro�: phrase types
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Fig. 4-85 �Pa� que me miró?�: melody (50 canciones2 n.d., 96)
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Fig. 4-86 �Pa� que me miró?�: phrase types
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Fig. 4-87 �San Pedro en el Espinal�: melody (50 canciones n.d., 50)
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Fig. 4-88 �San Pedro en el Espinal�: phrase types
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Fig. 4-89 �Vivan las fiestas�: melody (50 canciones n.d., 54)
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Fig. 4-90 �Vivan las fiestas�: phrase types
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Piece 1-1-i 1-2-i 1-2-ii 1-3-i 2-3-i 2-4-i 2-4-ii 2-4-iii 2-5-iii 2-5-iv 2-5-v 2-6-i 2-6-iii 2-6-iv 2-6-v 2-7-iv
Almirante 1 1 1 1 2
Bachué 1 8
Bochica 8 13
El fusagasugueño 1 2
El republicano 1
Fiesta en la montaña 2 4 3
Palo negro 2 1
Pa� que me miró 1 2 2
San Pedro en el Espinal 2 2
Vivan las fiestas 1 9 2
Total 1 4 1 11 8 4 3 1 1 2 24 1 7 1 2

Table 4-5 Instrumental bambucos: 1 to 2-bar phrase types

Piece 2-7-v 2-7-vi 2-8-i 2-8-ii 2-8-iv 2-8-v 2-8-vi 2-8-vii 2-9-i 2-9-ii 2-9-iii 2-10-i 2-11-i 3-7-ii 3-8-vii 3-8-ix 3-9-ii
Almirante
Bachué 8
Bochica 1 7 2
El fusagasugueño 2
El republicano 1
Fiesta en la montaña 2
Palo negro 1 3 2
Pa� que me miró
San Pedro en el Espinal 2 2 2 3
Vivan las fiestas 1 3 4 1
Total 1 3 3 8 1 2 4 1 7 2 1 3 2 2 2 3 2

Table 4-6 Instrumental bambucos: 2 to 3-bar phrase types
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Piece 4-6-i 4-8-i 4-9-i 4-9-ii 4-9-iii 4-9-iv 4-9-v 4-10-i 4-10-ii 4-10-iii 4-11-iv 4-11-i 4-11-ii 4-12-i 4-12-ii 4-13-i
Almirante 2 1 1 2 3
Bachué
Bochica 1
El fusagasugueño 2
El republicano
Fiesta en la montaña
Palo negro 3 1
Pa� que me miró 2 1 1 1 1
San Pedro en el Espinal 1
Vivan las fiestas 1
Total 3 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 3

Table 4-7 Instrumental bambucos: 4-bar phrase types

Piece 4-13-ii 4-13-iii 4-14-ii 4-14-iii 4-14-iv 4-15-i 4-15-ii 4-16-i 4-16-vi 4-16-vii 4-16-viii 4-16-ix 4-16-x 4-17-i 4-17-ii 4-17-iii
Piece 1
Almirante 1
Bachué 2
Bochica 4
El fusagasugueño 2
El republicano 2 2
Fiesta en la montaña 1 1 1 1
Palo negro
Pa� que me miró 1 1
San Pedro en el Espinal
Vivan las fiestas 1 1 2
Total 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2

Table 4-8 Instrumental bambucos: 4-bar phrase types
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Piece 4-18-i 4-19-i 4-19-ii 4-19-iii 4-20-i 4-20-ii 4-20-iii 4-20-iv 4-21-i 5-18-i 6-23-i 7-21-i 8-30-i 8-32-i 8-33-i 9-36-i
Piece
Almirante 1
Bachué 1
Bochica 1 1 2 1
El fusagasugueño
El republicano 3 3 2
Fiesta en la montaña 3 3 1
Palo negro 1
Pa� que me miró
San Pedro en el Espinal 2 2 2
Vivan las fiestas 1
Total 3 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1

Table 4-9 Instrumental bambucos: 4 to 9-bar phrase types
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Perusal of the table immediately demonstrates the immensely greater number of phrase types

found in the instrumental bambucos in comparison with the vocal examples. The ten sung

bambucos which were chosen contained only 28 different phrase types but study of the ten

instrumental pieces revealed 83 varieties. The only phrase types which occurred in more than

one piece were the following:

1-2-i:

2-3-i:

2-6-i:

2-6-iv:

12-8-i:
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and 5-18-i:

Phrase type 2-3-i can be related to the accents in the accompaniment of the tiple while 2-6-i

closely follows the rhythmic figure played by the guitar, finalising on the principal accent of

the tiple. 2-6-iv and 2-8-i very similar, the latter adding two additional quavers. Even though

the number of bar phrase types seems very large many of these differ because of the inclusion

or exclusion of a single note. With very few exceptions the phrases end in, or end in a similar

way to, either of the standard vocal ending models: eq  q. (corresponding to lines of text

which have an accent on the penultimate syllable) or q h   (a slight variation on the ending

shown in the section on vocal phrases for texts with an accent on the final syllable. In the

vocal examples used the ending is often , eq.  g). Many of the four bar phrases and those still

longer can be seen to be the result of joining together two (or more) 2-bar phrases. The four

bar phrases that 'have joined in this way have a rest on the third quaver of the second bar,

which corresponds to the second quaver beat of the crotchet in the eq  q.  pattern.

Fig. 4-91 4-bar phrase which results from tbe joining of two 2-bar phrases.

No particular phrase dominates in the instrumental bambucos in the same way as 2-8-i and 2-8-

ii do in the vocal examples, however it may be possible to generalise about elements found in

these phrases. Two and four bar phrases clearly predominate, the former constituting 56% of

the sample and the latter 25% of the total number of phrases found in the combined vocal

and instrumental examples. In addition many of the three and five bar phrases can be seen to

be extensions of two and four bar phrases respectively. It has already been. shown how four

bar phrases are formed by joining together two 2-bar phrases, and the same applies for six

and eight bar phrases, therefore 2-bar phrases can be taken as the basic phrase cell for a
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bambuco. Concerning the way phrases terminate, that is the rhythmic structure of the second

of this 2-bar cell, 55% of all phrases end in the eq  q. pattern - if one excludes phrases of four

notes or less which are rhythmic interjections rather than melodic phrases this percentage

rises to 65%. The first bar of the two bar phrase is extremely variable and could be generically

written as:

Fig. 4-92 A possible representation of the rhythmic structure of a generic 2-bar melodic phrase fir the
bambuco.

However a measurement of the frequency of occurrence of notes in the first bar of the 2-bar

phrase in the selection of examples shows the following:

Quaver beat in first
bar of the 2- bar
phrase

Percentage of phrases in
which the beat is occupied
by a note.

1 45
2 35
3 61
4 48
5 68
6 84

Table 4-10 Occurrence of notes on quaver beats of first bar of bambuco's characteristic 2-bar phrase

This, taking into account the coincidence of accented syllables in texts of vocal bambucos and
the perceived accents in instrumental bambucos, suggests a generic 2-bar phrase of the
following form:

Fig. 4-93 a possible representation of the rhythmic structure of a generic 2-bar melodic phrase for the bambuco,
where black notes represent a highly likely occurrence and red notes a less likely occurrence.

This suggests that it will be more likely, in the case of a 2-bar 8 note phrase, to find, for
example, a phrase of the form of Fig. 4-92  than that of Fig. 4-93:
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Fig. 4-92 Probable 2-bar, eight note bambuco phrase

Fig. 4-93 Improbabk 2-bar, eight note bambuco phrase

In fact the former of these examples occurs 23 times in the 20 examples and is represented in
both the vocal and instrumental styles, while the latter does not occur at all.

Harmonic structure

The analysis of the harmonic structure of a selection of bambucos is carried out by dividing the
pieces into sections (A, B and C - usually 16 bar repeated segments which are strongly marked
by key changes, final perfect cadences and differences in melodic material), identifying the
keys of these sections and assigning chords where there are apparent changes of harmony in
the accompaniments to the melody
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Title Bass notes/ Form Key and main chord structure
where chords
change

A B C

El Almirante: 1-3/ 2 A-B-C G maj:
I-V7-I-I7-IV-V7-I

G min/C min/G min:
I-V7-/V7-I-/V7-I

G maj/A min/G maj:
I-II-V-V7-I-/V7-I-/I-V7-I

Bachué 1-3/ 2 A-B-C E min:
I-I7(dom7)-IV-V7-I

G maj/E min:
IV-V-I-/IV-V-I-IV-I-IV-V-I

E maj/A maj/E maj:
I-II7-V7-I-/V7-I-IV-I/V7-I

Bochica 1-3/ 2 A-B-C-A D min/F maj/D min:
V7-I-II7-I-V7-I-/V7-I-/II7-VI-
V7-I

D min/A maj/D min:
V7-I-II7-/VI-V7-I/I-VI-V7-I

D maj:
I-V7-I-IV-V7-I

El fusaguseño 1-3/ 2 A-B-C-A-
B-C

D min/F maj/D min:
V7-I6-/IV-I-V9-I/II7-V7-I-V7

F maj/D min/G min/F maj/D min:
V7-I-/V7-I-/V7-I-/V7-I/V7-I

Bb maj/F maj/ Bb maj/F
maj/Cmaj/F maj/ Bb maj/F maj:
V7-I-/ V7-I-/ V7-I-/V7-I-II-V7-I-
/V7-/V7-I-/V7-I-/V7-I

El republicano 1-3/ 2 A-B-C-A-
B-C

G maj/C maj/G maj:
I-V7-I-/V7-I/V7-I

G maj:
I-V7-I-IV-I-V7-I

C maj/Gmaj:
I-VI-II-V-II7-V7-I-V7-I-VI-V-
/VI7-V7-I

Fiesta en la
montaña

1-3/ 1 or 2 A-B-C-A-B-
C-A-Coda

A min/D min/A min:
I-V-I-/V7-I/I-V-I

C maj/A min:
V7-I/V7-I

A maj/D maj/A maj:
I-V7-I/V7-I/I-V7-I

Palo Negro 1-3/ 2 A-B-C Bb maj:
I-III7-II7-V7-I-VII7-II-III-V-I

Bb min/D min/ Bb min/ Eb min/ Bb min:
I-/V7-I-/I-V7-I-III-V7-II7-V7-I/V7-I-/I-V7-I:

Bb maj:
I6-V7-I

Pa' que me
miró

1-3/ 1 or 2 Intro-A-B-
C-A-B-C-
Coda

D maj/B min/D maj:
I-VII7-I-/I-V7-I/IV-VII7-I-II-
VII7-V7-III9-I

D maj:
II-V7-I-VII7-III-IV-VII7-I-III-V7-I

Bb maj/D maj/ Bb maj/D maj/A
maj/D maj:
V7-I-/I-IV-/V7-/I-/V7-/V7-I

San Pedro en el
Espinal

1-3/ 1 or 2 A-B-C-A-
B-C-A

G min/C min/G min:
V7-I/V7-I/I-V7-I

G min/C min/G min:
V7-I/V7-I/V7-I-IV-I-V7-I

Bb maj/C min/G min/ Bb maj/C min/
Bb maj:
IV-V7-I/V7-I/V7-I/II-V7-I/VII7-I/I-V7-I

Vivan las fiestas 1-3/ 1 or 2 A-B-C D min/G min/Dmin:
I-V7-I-I7/V7-I/II-V7-I

D min/F maj/D min:
V7-I/V7-I/IV-V7-I/V7-I

D maj:
I-VI-I-III7-VI7-I-VI7-II-V7-I-IV-
IV(min)-I-V7-I

Table 4 11 Harmonic structure of ten instrumental bambucos
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If the key of the �A� section is taken as the basic key of the piece, the keys of �B� and �C�
sections are either related keys (dominant and subdominant of the initial key or its relative
minor or major and its dominant and subdominant) or the distinct major or minor of the tonic
of the original key. The harmonies chosen infrequently vary from dominant seventh to tonic
interspersed with a few subdominant and supertonic chords. Harmonic variety is provided by
numerous passing modulations to related keys within each section. Of notable interest is the
fact that almost all chord changes occur on the second beat of the kkkk bar..

Fig. 4-94 Excerpt from �Palo Negro� showing how the chords change on the second beat of the bar (50
Canciones n.d., 54).

As these chord changes coincide with the strongest beat, the downward rasgueado, of the tiple's
rhythmic cycle they reinforce this cycle to the point where it provides a rhythmic point of
reference in uuuu beginning on the second beat of the bar which rivals that in kkkk created by the bass
Line accents on the first and third beats. The resultant rhythmic ambiguity will be of particular
significance when the notation of the bambuco is discussed later in this chapter. However now it
is possible to suggest a basic archetypal rhythmic structure for the bambuco which takes into
account the two accompanying rhythms and the melodic rhythm. Using the example of the
string trio, these three rhythms are performed by the guitar, the tiple and the bandola in the
following way:
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Fig. 4-95 Archetypal rhythmic structure for the bambuco as played by the Colombian string trio,
which shows how, in the same twelve quaver period, there occur a single bandola rhythmic cycle, four

tiple cycles and two guitar cycles.

And similarly for the chirimía ensemble:

Fig. 4-96 Archetypal rhythmic structure for the bambuco as played by the chirimía ensemble,

Notation of the bambuco

Rhythmic ambiguity created by the reinforcing of the tiple�s rhythmic pattern by the harmonic
structure of the bambuco suggests that there might be alternative ways of notating its time
signature than that used up till now in this thesis. If the tiple and the harmonic base are taken as
defining the rhythmic pattern then a uuuu metre might be suggested, in which case the relationship
between the rhythmic rôle of the string trio instruments would be as follows:
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Fig. 4-97 Alternative uuuu notation for the basic rhythmic structures of the bambuco�s melody and
rhythmic accompaniment.

There may exist the possibility of a compromise notation which takes its first accent from the
downward rasgueado of the tiple but still conserves the kkkk of the traditional notation:

Fig. 4-98 Alternative shifted kkkk notation for the basic rhythmic structures of the bambuco�s melody
and rhythmic accompaniment.

Choosing between these three possibilities has been the source of considerable dispute
between writers on the bambuco, leading Restrepo (1987, 43) to refer to it as �The Most Delicate
Problem.�

Notation of bambucos appears to have had its beginning with Manuel Párraga�s composition of
1859 which adopted a time signature of mmmm (Restrepo 1987, 44). Juan Osorio�s defined kkkk as the
correct choice in his �Diccionario de música� which was published in 1867 (Restrepo 1987, 44).
Morales Pino adopted this convention and it was accepted by all composers of bambucos. It
would appear that the first time that the convention was publicly challenged was when a
questionnaire was published in the journal Micro (n.53, 1943) in Medellín. This questionnaire
was centred on the bambuco �Cuatro Preguntas� and asked various questions concerning the
relationship between the notation of the song in kkkk, the placing of notes in the bars and the
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correspondence between accented syllables in the text and accented notes in the bar. An aim of
the questionnaire appears to be that of indicating a contradiction between the kkkk notation and
the accentuation in the song, leading to the conclusion that uuuu would be a more appropriate
notation.

Fig. 4-99 The melody of �Cuatro Preguntas� (Transcription by J.Varney).

The only respondent to the questionnaire was Jesús Bermúdez Silva (noted Colombian
composer 1894-1969) who agreed with the idea that some bars could be written in uuuu �together
with uneven bars� (Restrepo 1987, 58). In 1961 Andrés Pardo Tovar and Jesús Pinzón Urrea
published their study of �Rítmica y melódica del folclor chocoano� (Rhythmic and melodic
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elements of the folklore of Chocó) in which they included an appendix titled �El bambuco y los
aires típicos del Chocó� (The bambuco and folk melodies from Chocó). In this appendix they
declare their support for the use of  the uuuu time signature for the bambuco. Their support is based
on the study of the melodies of two bambucos, �Cuatro preguntas� and �El trapiche,� together
with the comparison of melodic elements of the bambuco, based on these two examples, and
folk genres from the Chocó region, exemplified by the aguabajo and the  jota chocoana.

Fig. 4-100 The aguabajo �Allá viene una canoa� (Pardo Tovar 1961, 36)

From the first phrase of the aguabajo �Allá viene una canoa� and similarly from the jota �la
prisionera� Pardo Tovar and Pinzón Urrea derive similar melodic phrases:

Fig. 4-101 Rhythmic patterns found in the melodies of an aguabajo and a jota (Pardo Tovar 1961, 51).

These phrases can be compared with the notation in uuuu of the archetypal bambuco phrase shown
in Fig. 4-97 revealing a marked similarity with the characteristic bambuco melodic rhythm. Pardo
and Pinzón then analyse the melodies of �Cuatro preguntas� and �El trapiche� with respect to
the accents of the texts:
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Fig. 4-102 Comparison of accented syllable in the text of the first two line of �Cuatro preguntas� with
their placing within the accent structure of the kkkk time signature.

It can be seen that with the kkkk notation none of the text accents fall on strong beats of the bar.
This is compared with the same excerpt from the melody rewritten in uuuu:

Fig. 4-103 Comparison of accented syllable in the text of the first two line of �Cuatro preguntas� with
their placing within the accent structure of the uuuu time signature.

Now it can be seen how at least some accented syllables of the text fall on accented beats of
the uuuu bar. Similarities between the melodic structure of the aguabajo, jota and bambuco, are then
referred to by the authors proposing that if the first two are generally accepted as being in uuuu
then so should the third.

Furthermore tambora patterns are compared between the aguabajo, jota and bambuco:

Fig. 4-104 Comparison between tambora patterns for aguabajo, jota and bambuco (Pardo Tovar
1961, 63).
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These patterns show further similarities which justify the consideration that the bambuco should
be notated in uuuu like the Chocoan rhythms as do the cymbal and redoblante (snare drum) patterns
which are very similar to those of the tiple in the bambuco (see above).

Fig. 4-105 Cymbal and snare drum patterns for the aguabajo and jota (Pardo Tovar 1961, 12).

Pardo  and Pinzón (1961, 64) also reproduce the result of a study by Daniel Zamudio which
attempts to justify a variable metre solution for the bambuco based on �Cuatro Preguntas� which
is shown here:

Fig. 4-106 Notation of �Cuatro preguntas� as proposed by Daniel Zamudio (Pardo Tovar 1961, 64)
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Adopting a notation of this nature carries the consequence of completely disassociating the
melody from its accompaniment, but moreover to achieve this notation Zamudio has distorted
the note values excessively as comparison with Fig. 4-99 above will show. A variable metred
notation which respects the main accents of the song but does not distort the note values is the
following, elaborated by the author of this thesis:

Fig. 4-107 Variable metred notation of �Cuatro preguntas.�

At this point one is inclined to ask what is the special significance of �Cuatro preguntas� which
has justified so much attention by followers of the uuuu convention. It is also referred to by Uribe
Bueno (in Restrepo 1987, 62) and List (Behague 1980, 578) in their representations of its
notation.
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The study of bambuco bar patterns carried out in this chapter showed that an overwhelming
majority of bambuco bar patterns are based on two bar patterns. The section of �Cuatro
preguntas� generally used to demonstrate its leaning towards a uuuu notation is based on three bar
patterns in which there dominates a rhythmic device which is relatively rare in bambuco
melodies, but common as a rhythmic figure in accompaniments:

Fig. 4-108 Rhythmic figure found in bambuco accompaniments.

Within the first two lines of the song this figure appears three times:

Fig. 4-109 First two lines of �Cuatro preguntas� showing rhythmic figure from Fig. 4-108 with a
different note head. (  w ).

When the same two lines are notated in uuuu they give an immediate appearance of a piece in uuuu
with some syncopated notes:

Fig. 4-110 Rhythmic structure of above passage notated in uuuu.

However this is not an ideal solution even in this particular case as there remain notes which
correspond to accented syllables in the text on weak beats of the bar (accented notes in Fig. 4-
110). Moreover the figures which are represented in this excerpt are not a good representation
of the rhythmic structure of bambucos in general.

Uribe Bueno�s support for notation of the bambuco in uuuu is based on the difficulties he faced
attempting to record bambucos in Mexico using his own scores notated in kkkk (Restrepo 1987, 51).
In his experience as a musical director of Sonolux, one of Colombia�s most important
recording companies, as a composer of Colombian Andean music and as a flautist/saxophonist
in many important Colombian ensembles he had been a defender of the kkkk notation but
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changed his opinion. The reasons for this are included as a section in a chapter in Restrepo
1987, 62-83).

Uribe observes how the bambuco followed the tradition set by the pasillo, torbellino, guabina and
other Colombian Andean genres which were all notated in kkkk. He states that while this may
have been appropriate for these genres its adoption for the bambuco has created the following
defects:
1. Notation in kkkk caused a �desynchronization� of the melodic, harmonic and rhythmic

structure through �the addition of an extra beat.� What he probably means by this is that
the bambuco commences a beat before where it should. If one considers the melody of
�Cuatro preguntas� in Fig. 4-99 Uribe considers that the song begins on the first note with
the text �Nie-� whereas in the transcription the music begins on the first beat of the bar and
the song one beat later. He states that this creates an imbalance on the part of the executing
musician and therefore inhibits his expression.

2. Arrangers and composers are �traumatised� by this method of notation which stifles their
inspiration and so puts them at a disadvantage with respect to contributing new ideas to the
bambuco.

3. Natural accents in the text are repressed by the preceding beat in the bar. He cites the
bambuco �Chatica linda� in which the text which should be accentuated:

Vén pa-CÁ, más pa-LLÁ, Te que-RRÉ, Co-ra-ZÓN
(kkkk eeh \ eeh\ eeh\ eeh [ )

     becomes:
Vén PA-cá, más PA-llá, Te QUE-rré, Co-Ra-zón

4.  Notation in kkkk cuts the bar in half by placing the changes of harmony in the middle of the
bar, which creates �a sensation of rhythmic insecurity.�

5.  Conductors performing a bambuco from a score are faced with reading a score in triple time
while listening to a performance in duple time.

6.  The bambuco in kkkk cannot be analysed properly because of the inconsistencies in its notation.
The author of this thesis agrees with most of Uribe Bueno�s observations but some are
incorrect. For example the accentuation of the excerpt from �Chatica linda� does not become:

Vén PA-cá, más PA-llá, Te QUE-rré, Co-RA-zón
but:

VÉN pa-cá, MÁS pa-llá, TE que-rré, CO-ra-zón
where the upper case bold syllables are strong accents and the lower case bold are weaker
accents. Furthermore a performer aware of the accents in the text would make the following
accentuations:
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Vén pa-CÁ, más pa-LLÁ, Te que-RRÉ, Co-ra-ZÓN
As before, concerning the choice of �Cuatro preguntas� for the considerations of Pardo Tovar
(and others), the rhythmic figure chosen by Uribe Bueno (kkkk eeh \ eeh\ eeh\ eeh [ ) is
somewhat rare in bambucos, so the choice of song is not good if one wishes to arrive at a
meaningful general conclusion. If one considers a vocal bambuco that includes a large
proportion of standard phrases as seen in the study of characteristic figures carried out earlier
in this chapter, the results may be more relevant.

Such a vocal bambuco is �El Vaquero.� Observing the first sixteen bars notated in kkkk it can be seen
that very few (two only) accented syllables (accented notes with bold text) fall on the strong
beat of the bar:

Fig. 4-111 First sixteen bars of �El vaquero� notated in kkkk.

When the same excerpt is notated in uuuu one notes that a clear two bar phrase structure emerges
wherein an accented syllable almost always falls on the first beat of the bar (seven cases) and is
followed by another accented syllable on the first syncopated note in the phrase, the final
quaver note of the first bar (eight cases). Other accents fall on the fifth quaver beat of the
second bar (two cases), the third quaver beat (1 case) and the fourth quaver beat (1 case).
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Fig. 4-112 First sixteen bars of �El vaquero� notated in uuuu.

Although this would appear to solve some problems from the point of view of the melody, the
harmonic structure and the tiple accompaniment, the guitar accompaniment now becomes
dubious, as at no time does it coincide with a uuuu configuration:

Fig. 4-113 Alternative uuuunotation or the bambuco.

The grouping of two quavers, the first of which is occasionally accented, at the end of the each
second bar in �El vaquero,� may suggest that a kkkk notation shifted one beat forward might be an
appropriate notation:
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Fig. 4-114 First sixteen bars of �El vaquero� notated in kkkk, but shifted forward by one crotchet beat.

There do exist some published bambucos that have been notated in this manner. Two examples
are �Las Brisas del Pamplonita� (50 Canciones n.d., 74) published in 1894 and �El Sotareño�
(Lubin Mazuera 1957, 22). Rafael Leal in his book which notates Colombian folk rhythms for
the drum kit appeared to accept this shifted kkkk convention in a conversation with the author
thus thesis in Brisbane in March 1998, but on returning to Colombia wrote stating that he had
been mistaken and that he was using the conventional kkkk notation (Leal 1998). Dancers mark
the first beat of their dance on the first downward rasgueado of the tiple and count their steps in
duple time so support the uuuu notation (Arias 1997). Lubin Mazuera (1957) suggested the use of
alternating bars of kkkk and uuuu. In a set of bambucos recorded in MIDI form downloaded recently by
the author of this thesis from the Colombian Universidad Javeriana all the examples were
recorded in the standard conventional kkkk form with the bass notes on the first and third beats,
including �Las Brisas del Pamplonita� (which was composed using the shifted kkkk form) so it
would appear support for the traditional notation is becoming stronger in some circles, while it
is challenged in others.

Perhaps it must be accepted that the bambuco is polyrhythmic and there is no single time
signature that can satisfy the needs of all instrumental parts and that so a musician needs to
develop aural familiarity with the bambuco to be able to read it fluently. Definitely there exists a
sensation when reading a bambuco in the standard traditional kkkk notation that what one is hearing
differs from what one is reading. This author finds it easier to transcribe bambucos using the
shifted kkkk initially then re-write them in the conventional kkkk notation and has found that very
accomplished classical musicians have had difficulty placing the beats in the bar of bambucos
with either of the kkkk notations even after considerable contact with the music. It is worth noting
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that also skilled Latin American exponents of Andean music from Peru and Bolivia can
experience difficulty finding the beats in bambucos. Some aspects of the time signature may have
a cultural association so this topic will be readdressed after the cultural origins of the bambuco
have been investigated.



C h a p t e r  F i v e

RELATIONSHIP WITH AMERINDIAN INFLUENCE

Identification of Amerindian influence

The position generally taken with respect to the influence of Amerindian music in Colombian
genres is that so little has remained of their musical culture which can be specifically identified as
Amerindian it is almost impossible to measure (Restrepo 1987, Añez 1952). Another view is that
Amerindian music was so simple that it could not have influenced the complex genres that have
developed in Colombia (Davidson 1970a, 172-3). This chapter does not pretend to be able to
change these perceptions in a specific sense but rather to demonstrate the depth of Amerindian
culture which existed at the time of the Spanish conquest and colonisation, the degree to which
music formed an integral part of this culture, how this culture has maintained its presence in
contemporary Colombia, and therefore what connections may exist between aspects of the
bambuco and indigenous culture.

History of Amerindian presence and culture in Colombia
Early migrations

Sources would appear to support the idea that Colombia�s indigenous population originated
from the general migration to the American continent by Mongoloid peoples who came from
Asia around 30,000 BC (América 1987, 77). Bushnell considers the Pacific Coast to be the first
settled area (1993, 2), while the isthmus of Panama is also named in this context (Colombia
1985, 353). Davis states that the first evidence of human presence in Colombia dates from
10,540 BC in what corresponds to present day Cundinamarca ( 1993, 1). Of interest is the fact
that the next archaeological finding following this one was that of skeletal remains, those of El
Tequendama (Tequendama man) at Soacha, Cundinamarca, dating from 7500 BC. This site is
mentioned in legends which relate to a deluge event in Colombia�s history wherein the
Tequendama falls were created by the Chibcha god Bochica to permit the dispersal of water
from a flood (Davis 1993, 134). This would give this site significance as one associated with a
rebirth of local culture. According to Davis human presence  next appears on Colombia�s
Atlantic Coast dating from 3350 BC.

The Chibcha

The first documented civilisation in Colombia developed in the Cundinamarca area and
corresponded to the Chibcha culture (Davis 1993, 2). The Chibcha were a language group
whose branch in this region is more specifically identified as Muisca (Labbé 1986, 153 and Davis
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1993, 133). Evidence of the distribution of the Chibcha as a language group is found from areas
to the south of Colombia to Panama and the Sierra Nevada in the very north. The specific
settlement of Chibchas in the area has been dated from 545 BC (Davis 1993, 1 and Labbé 1986,
153). Evidence of the existence of Muisca culture in widely separated sites throughout the
central highlands, which the Muiscas dominated at the time of the Spanish conquest of these
territories, has been demonstrated by carbon dating (Colombia 1985, 354). They appear to have
traded for cotton, tobacco and coca leaves from the surrounding lowlands, gold from the Cauca
River Valley tributaries and conch shells from the Atlantic Coast. While the Muisca culture
existed for a considerable period of time and had a wide geographical expansion, very little
physical evidence remains of their culture. The proof of their mercantile power exists in the
enormous deposits of salt, copper and emeralds found within their central territories (Labbé
1986, 153) which approximately correspond to the present day departamentos of Cundinamarca
and Boyacá. Their economy was based on the production of corn, potatoes, and beans and their
agricultural methods included terracing and systems for irrigation and drainage. Their trading
system was complex with fixed markets at various sites every eight days. Their non-agricultural
produce included goldwork, salt mining, pottery and emeralds (Davis 1993, 134). Cotton textiles
(particularly their much prized mantas) were also used as a trading staple for exchange (Davis
1993, 134). Chibchas society was based on sedentary village confederations ruled in the south by
a regional king called the Zipa at Muequetá (close to Fontibón in Fig 5-1) and in the north by
another called the Zaque ruling from Tunja (Davis 1993, 133). A third faction also existed which
followed the religious leader, the Iraca, who was based at Sogamoso, one of the main
ceremonial centres along with  Facatativá and Lake Guatavita.

These three factions appear to have been in conflict at the time of the arrival of the Spanish.
The European invasion arrived in three independent armies (who previously had no knowledge
of each other) which converged on the highlands almost simultaneously in 1539 (Labbé 1986,
154). Even though the Muisca appear to have been the most widespread and longest lasting of
Colombia�s pre-Columbian Amerindian cultures, they were not necessarily the most highly
developed in terms of social structure and permanent architecture. To the Taironas, also of the
Chibcha language group, who were established on the lower slopes of the Sierra Nevada de
Santa Marta on Colombia�s Atlantic Coast is attributed the achievement of a true urban
civilisation (Bushnell 1993, 3). Following their conquest by the Spanish in the early sixteenth
century they were largely forgotten until a city was discovered in the 1970s, called Ciudad
Perdida (Lost City), which revealed the Tairona�s use of stone slab roads and bridges, terracing
of mountains for agriculture and the construction of level platforms for buildings (Bushnell
1993, 5).
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Fig. 5-1 Approximate correspondence in present day Colombia of Muisca/Chibcha culture showing
the three complementary but rival centres of government (Encarta �96 World Atlas).

Fig. 5-2 Approximate present day correspondence of Tairona culture (Encarta �96 World Atlas).

Alongside these two principal cultures, there existed other cultural groups in other parts of
Colombia. The Calima zone, which corresponds to a part of the modern upper Cauca region
was successively occupied by the Llama, Yocoto and Sonso cultural phases over a period which
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could be dated from 300 B. C. to the time of the Spanish conquest (Labbé 1986, 45). To the
north of the Calima Zone lies the middle Cauca region, which was occupied by a number of
tribal groups which included the Quimbayas, Quindos, Carrapas, Irras, Quinchias and
Ansermas. Collectively this area is described as the Quimbaya (Labbé 1986, 83). Although it is
difficult to associate these tribes with particular language or culture groups, evidence relates
some of their social practices, such as embalming of the dead, to Chibcha groups such as the
Muisca (Labbé 1986, 83)

Fig. 5-3 Approximate correspondence in present day Colombia of Calima and Quimbaya cultures.

The Caribs

Against this background of indigenous Amerindian development within Colombia there also
existed the Carib language group, a rapacious people originally from the eastern seaboard of
South America who invaded, conquered, displaced and/or absorbed all the peoples they
encountered as they moved north along the coastline and into the Caribbean Sea, which they
conquered, pursuing the less aggressive Arawak-speaking tribes from island to island (Labbé
1986, 83). From the Caribbean the Caribs began to invade Colombia in or later than 1000 AD
and spent the next few hundred years conquering and occupying the parts of inland Colombia
they were able to access by water including the Cauca and Magdalena valleys (Labbé 1986, 84).
This process of invasion and consequential acculturation with the conquered tribes was still
taking place in the 1500s when the Spanish arrived (Davis 1993, 116).
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First contacts with European colonists

Colombia�s Atlantic Coast  was sailed and explored on various occasions as part of the general
Spanish exploration of the New World, and the first successful colonisation took place in 1510
at Santa María de la Antigua in Darién on the Isthmus of Panama. From here the first inland
exploration of Colombia was undertaken by Balboa in 1512, who came within sight of the
Andes (Fernández-Armesto 1991, 52). After the city of Santa Marta was founded in 1526,
reports began to arrive of a legendary �El Dorado� based in the highlands of inland Colombia
(Fernández-Armesto 1991, 126). These reports appear to have been associated with a Muisca
ceremony at Lake Guatavita and at times referred to a city of gold and at others to a man who
was covered in gold. Expeditions were authorised and set out independently from Santa Marta
(Jiménez de Quesada), Maracaibo in Venezuela (Federmann) and Quito (Belalcázar) and arrived
independently in 1538 (Bushnell and Davis) or 1539 (Labbé and Fernández-Armesto) at the
heartland of the Muisca civilisation on the site known as Bacatá, destroying this civilisation and
founding what was to become the central capital of Colombia, renaming it Santa Fé de Bogotá.
The remains of local Chibcha culture became restricted to the surrounding mountains where
they remain to this day (Labbé 1986, 154). After the general Spanish conquest of New Granada,
as Colombia was then called, social progress was slow. Although Amerindians were not
enslaved as such by the Spanish in Colombia, groups were entrusted under the encomienda
system to individual Spaniards who were given the responsibility of educating the Amerindians
materially and spiritually in return for the payment of tribute in the form of goods or service
(Bushnell 1993, 13). Even though tribute in the form of labour was prohibited and eventually
the encomienda system itself was terminated by the Spanish Crown, some Spanish still retained
power over groups of Amerindians. The Amerindian population itself was decimated in the
next two centuries through the process of conquest, subsequent repression and illness (Bushnell
1993, 14). Intermarriage between Spanish and their descendants with Amerindians gave rise to a
mestizo culture which assimilated the remaining Amerindian population itself. Remaining
numbers of Muisca were sufficient to ensure their continuing existence as a social group but
insufficient for them to retain their cultural identity except for relatively isolated mountain
communities. By the end of the seventeenth century even the Muisca language had disappeared
except for a few expressions. Amerindian communities were unable to retain a separate cultural
identity and were forced to the bottom of a sharply stratified social order. Only the fact that the
Muisca had been a populous civilisation ensured that an Amerindian population continued to
exist at all in this region (Bushnell 1993, 15).

In the central highland area the Amerindians became involved in agricultural production in their

own communities which held land in common, or as workers on the lands occupied by the

Spanish and their descendants along with poor whites and mestizos. Small craft industries

developed alongside the agricultural production particularly in Bogotá which grew as an

administrative centre (Bushnell 1993, 15).
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First accounts of indigenous music

Initial reports by the Spanish on their arrival in what was then New Granada (present day

Colombia) gave the impression of the existence of a great deal of musical activity. Jiménez de

Quesada, accredited with the discovery of New Granada, observed (presumably with reference

to the 1540s and 50s when he was present in the Central Highlands) that �these are people who

lose themselves singing and dancing in their way, and these are their pleasures� (cited in

Davidson 1970a, 148). He further noted how music formed an integral part of their

preparations for war wherein the warriors would �sing night and day in the fields at the door of

their temples for a month� before setting out to war (Davidson 1970a, 148). According to Fray

Esteban de Asensio singing was frequently associated with drunkenness (Davidson 1970a, 148).

Juan de Castellanos, who arrived in Bogotá in about 1561, gave more detailed information
concerning the music and dances of the Muiscas:Bogotá

En Bogotá. . . fue recibido de los suyos
con bailes, regocijos y canciones en que
representaban sus victorias

(Davidson 1970a, 149).

In Bogotá. . . (warriors returning
from war) were  received by their
people with dancing, rejoicing and
songs in which their victories were
represented.

Juan de Castellanos relates how the Muiscas would:

danzan y bailan, cantan juntamente
cantares o canciones, donde tienen sus
medidas y ciertas consonancias que
corresponden a los villancicos,
compuestos a su modo, donde cuentan
los sucesos presentes y pasados, ya de
vacecias, ya de cosas graves, adonde
vituperan o engrandecen honor o
deshonor de quienes se trata. En cosas
graves van a compasete; usan de
proporción en las alegres. El modo de
cantar es algo frío y del mismo jaez
todos sus bailes; mas van en el compás
tan regulados, que no discrepan un tan
solo comma en todos sus visajes y
meneos.

(Davidson 1970a, 149 -150)

dance and sing, singing together in
phrases and using harmonies which
resembled lullabies, composed in their
own fashion and in which past and
present occurrences are described,
concerning both light and serious
subjects at times, in which they vilify or
exalt and honour or discredit those to
whom they refer. Their serious songs
are in free time while their lively ones
use a more measured structure. Their
way of singing seems somewhat cold
and the same can be said of their
dances; furthermore their timing is so
controlled that they do not deviate
even an iota in all their facial
expressions and bodily movements.

Perfectly coordinated work songs and dances were also used to assist in carrying out of arduous
tasks and songs were used to celebrate the praises of dead chiefs as well as to celebrate their
traditional festivities (cited in Davidson 1970a, 149-50). The author Gustavo Santos (cited in
Davidson 1970a, 153) summarised the characteristics of Amerindian indigenous music:
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1. Imitation, used to influence others by representing that which the performer wished to
obtain

2. Realism, reflected in the great importance placed in the meaning of the texts of the songs.
3. Aesthetic neglect, as performances were not intended for an audience, but for an invisible
being from whom favours are wished to be obtained.

The social context of Amerindian music

The great importance of this social aspect of music is also noted by Olsen (1980, 367-376) who

describes its generalised use throughout Latin America in ceremonial medicine, social

interaction within the tribe and communication with the spirit world. This extremely close

connection between music and the tribal social fabric was probably the main reason for the

decline of music as the indigenous social structure was replaced by that of the colonial and post-

colonial criollo rule. In the  final years of the colonial period Francisco Antonio de Ulloa in his

essay �Ensayo sobre el influxo del clima en la educacion física y moral del hombre del Nuevo

Reyno de Granada� (Essay on the influence of climate on the physical and moral education of

man in the New Reign of Granada) (cited in Davidson 1970a, 154) observed that:

que llegue a un pueblo de indios se
creerá en la mitad de un desierto
por el silencio melancólico que se
difunde por todas partes. El viajero
no escucha el más leve sonido de
un instrumento de música. . . los
indígenas primitivos fueron
tambien tétricos. Su música y sus
prácticas religiosas, eran
mélancólicos, tristes y siempre
revestidos con el aparato luctuoso
de la muerte.

Anyone who arrives in an Amerindian
village will believe himself to be in the
middle of a desert because of the
melancholic silence which
predominates on all sides. The traveller
will not hear even the slightest sound
of a musical instrument. . . the
primitive aborigines were also
unfeeling. Their music and their
religious practices were melancholic,
sad and always covered in the
lugubrious shroud of death.

This is scarcely surprising as they lived under enemy occupation and had been deprived of their
lands, their social structure and most of their means of cultural expression.

Indigenous musical instruments

Olsen (1980, 377) states that �Judging from their numbers, musical instruments were

extremely important in the ancient civilisations of north-western and western South

America, from as far north as the Sinu and Tairona cultures of present northern Colombia

to the great middle coastal and Andean cultures of Manabi, Moche, Chancay, Nazca, Ica,

and Tiahuanacu in present Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia.� Many of these instruments were

destroyed because of the immense religious and social importance they held for the

Amerindians. A report from the seventeenth century related how a Jesuit missionary had
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personally destroyed 4023 drums and flutes in Peruvian villages, and in 1614 a penalty was

decreed of three hundred lashes in the public square for those native Americans in the

Bishopric of Lima who were found possessing such �pagan� objects (Slonimsky 1946, 47).

Amerindian flutes in Colombia

Many reports from the time of the colonisation associate the Amerindian culture with

flutes as well as percussion instruments. Lucas Fernández de Piedrahita (cited in Abadía

1983, 234-5) reported in 1660 that the Chibchas used chirimías and fotutos, although he

has been accused of excessive use of his imagination ( Ternaux Compans cited in Davidson

1970a, 153). Many of his commentaries appear to have be copied from Juan de Castellanos

(published in 1886, but written in 1561). De Castellanos, who appears to have been the

source for various publications on indigenous music at the time of early colonisation, such

as Fernández de Piedrahita and Fray Simón, refers to the use by the Amerindians of

caramillos (archaic term for chirimía) and �rustic� cicutas and zampoñas. It would appear that

the caramillo or chirimía referred to by de Castellanos was the flauta de carrizo, a transverse

cane flute with six finger holes used in the present day Caucan chirimía ensemble (Abadía

1983, 235). The instrument described as a zampoña was a type of pan-flute which came to

be called capador, castuera or castrapuercos in Colombia, these terms describing the profession

of the castrator of pigs who chose this musical instrument to announce his visits to the

villages. These have been found in archaeological digs in various sites around the central

Andean region of Colombia, such as Santander in the north, Cundinamarca in the centre

and Nariño in the south (Davidson 1970a, 93).

There also existed (and still exist) many varieties of vertical flutes which were played in pairs.

The most common is referred to on the Atlantic Coast as gaita, which translates into English

as �bagpipe� but the instrument does not resembles that of its translation. The gaita is made

from a dried hollow cactus called cardon upon the extremity of which is placed a ball of beeswax

combined with charcoal. Into this �head� is placed a tube taken from a duck feather which serves

as a mouth piece (see Fig. 5-4) The gaita is played in pairs where the larger one with five finger

holes plays most of the melody and is referred to as hembra (female), while the smaller,

which has only one finger hole and plays simple accompaniments, is called macho (male). The

indigenous names for these flutes are suarras or supé (formerly tolos) among the Cuna tribe of

Darien, and kúisis among the Kogi of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. In the opinion of

Abadía (1983, 234 -5) these were the fotutos described by Fernández de Piedrahita as the wax

head of these instruments is also called fotuto.
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Fig. 5-4 Ika flutes showing the construction technique for the mouthpiece of the gaita (List  1983, 69).

Some authors have classified the flauta de millo, a transverse clarinet played in traditional cúmbia
ensembles, as being of indigenous origin. Abadía Morales describes it as an  exact copy of a flute
called massi from the Colombian Guajira region (1983, 250-51), but List has positively identified
this instrument as being of Black African origin. The instrument and its playing technique are
very similar to those of the bobiyel of the Fulani and the bounkam of the Bissa, both tribes of
Upper Volta (List 1983, 53-65). The Guajiras may have adapted the massi from the African
instrument.

Amerindian drums in Colombia

De Castellanos (cited in Davidson 1970c, 114) described how a governor of Cartagena removed
�very big atambores (drums) and cascabels (bells)� in 1534 from tombs in the area of Tolú and how
atambores, concave sea-shells and trumpets could be heard in 1535 in Cali. Fernández de Oviedo
(cited in Davidson 1970c, 115) described the different types of atambor use and construction:

en los areytos e cantares usan los
mesmos atambores que dije, de palos
huecos. . . e también otros que hacen
encorados de cueros de venado e de
otros animales; e hacenlos sobre cajas de
madera de un pedaco o tronco cóncavo
de un árbol, tan gordo e tan grandes
como lo quieren. E hacen unos
pórtatiles, que los pueden llevar un
hombre como un tamborino o atambor,
e otros tan grandes que son menester
cinco o seys hombres a llevar de una
parte a otra:. . . en aquestos tales tiénen
colgados en la casa del tiba o saco, allí
los tañen de una de dos maneras. Ò en

in gatherings and when singing (the Indians)
use the same atambores that I spoke of, made
from hollow trees. . . and also others make
the leatherwork from deerskin and skins of
other animals; and they make them from one
piece wooden boxes or from the hollowed
out trunk of a tree, as wide and as long as
they want them. And they make some
portable ones that can be carried by one man
like a tamborino (small drum) or atambor, and
others which are so big that they need five or
six men to carry one from one place to
another:. . in these cases they are hung in an
important house of the village, where they
play them in one of two ways. Either in the
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los areytos e fiestas e borracheras que
hacen, o cuando el cacique quiere por su
mano matar algún principal, tañen
primero aquel grande atambor para que
se junten todos los del pueblo a ver su
justicia, e sirven como de campana de
consejo.

gatherings and parties and drinking binges
they hold, or when the cacique wants to kill
some important person by his own hand,
they play that big atambor first so that all the
townspeople come together to see his justice
carried out, and in this case the atambor serves
as a warning bell.

Other sources (Cassani writing in 1661, and Fray Juan de Santa Gertrudis in 1756, both cited in
Davidson 1970c, 115-6) describe how the atambores made from tree trunks are hollowed out by
burning and then how both ends are covered with skins. De Santa Gertrudis and Juan Ribero
(writing in 1766) also relate how the atambores could be heard from a distance of various leagues
(Davidson 1970c, 116). These drums were used to accompany flutes and voices. Davidson
(1970c, 116) suggests that these atambores were not used in the central high plains as no source
mentions them in relation to these regions.

Other instruments used by the Amerindians were smaller pieces of hand percussion such as
rattles like the chuli-chuli (made of animals� toenails -usually goat or pig - tied together), shakers
like the chucho (a made from a hollow bamboo tube partially filled with small seeds and with the
ends blocked) and scrapers like the guacharaca (or raspa) (a made from bamboo or a thin palm
stalk which has notches cut in its side and is scraped with a stick or a fork like object called a
trinche).

The manifestation of indigenous music

The comparative study of Amerindian music with respect to European and African influences
has been approached in different ways by various authors. Lubin Mazuera (1973, 20), in his
study of its origins, took the bambuco to be of Amerindian origin simply because Dr. Francisco
Diago, the composer of the famous bambuco �El Sotareño,� stated that this composition used
Amerindian melodies and rhythms �in all their purity and veracity.� The ingenuousness of this
attitude can be seen in the observation of the eminent Colombian composer and folklorist
Daniel Zamudio (writing in 1938, cited in Davidson 1970a, 170) on the effect of the radio on
indigenous musicians.

indios se congregaban. . . para celebrar
una fiesta anual. Traían sus instrumentos
primitivos, y tambores y venían
ejecutando sus melodías autóctonos. A
pesar de algún esfuerzo no fue posible
que uno de los indios diera facilidad para
trasladar al pentagrama una de sus
melodías; no quiso repitirla. Y sucedió
que en la puerta de la tienda principal
funcionó por primera vez un receptor de
radio, que a todo volumen, ametrallaba

The Indians gathered. . . to celebrate an
annual festivity. They brought their
primitive instruments and drums and
came performing their autochthonous
melodies. In spite of some effort it was
not possible to transcribe a melody of one
of the Indians; he didn�t want to repeat
any. And it happened that in the door of
the main store a radio receiver was
operating for the first time which, at
maximum volume, bombarded the
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los indios con rumbas, porros y
sones.quedaron encantados. . . y por la
noche ya imitaban con sus instrumentos
la  �nueva música�.

Indians with rumbas, porros and sones.(the
Indians) were captivated. . . and by
nightfall they were already imitating the
�new music� with their instruments. �

It was this speed with which the Amerindians learned whatever music that was presented to
them that has made so difficult the task of identifying the Amerindian music that has
contributed to the musical products of Latin American culture. Stevenson (1968b, 154) relates
how European music was adopted and mastered by Aztec Indians in Nueva España (Mexico)
immediately following the arrival of the Spanish. At Cuzco, the capital of the Inca empire,
European music had by the eighteenth century replaced indigenous genres in all kinds of public
festivity (Stevenson 1968b, 299). Many aspects of Hispanic music traditions became deeply
embedded in the �indigenous� music of Latin America, some in a more direct manner than
others (Griffiths 1998).

List�s study

List (1991, 50-58) took an analytical approach when he sought to establish the existence of
Amerindian content in music from Colombia�s Atlantic Coast in a study of the gaita ensemble.
This study investigated Amerindian music on the mountain of the Sierra Nevada de Santa
Marta. Firstly it analysed the music at heights on the mountain where the inhabitants did not
speak Spanish and were isolated from mestizo (European with Amerindian) and zambo
(Black African with Amerindian) communities. Here the music was played solely on gaitas (see
above) and a maraca. Next List investigated the music of a village where mestizos lived with, but
apart from, people of Black African origin, where Spanish was spoken, and the same ensemble
played. The music was found to have European traits, such as a tonic to dominant harmonic
base, in addition to display similarities with the music played in the more isolated village. Then a
village on the coast where all racial groups were represented and integrated was studied. Here
the gaita ensemble was accompanied by percussion instruments of proven African background
and played a similar repertoire to that of the Palenque area (inhabited almost exclusively by
Afro-Colombians) but using the gaitas as melody instruments and playing in a fashion that could
still be related to their original Amerindian style. Therefore it could be concluded that the gaita
ensemble played music which was of Amerindian origin and had been influenced by European
and Black African elements. Therefore the presence of remnants of Amerindian music might be
surmised but without sufficient evidence to identify its specific traits.

The Guambianos

Bermúdez Silva and Abadía (1970) carried out a study �Aires musicales de los indios guambiano
del Cauca (Colombia)� [Musical Airs of the Guambiano Indians of the Cauca Region
(Colombia)] specifically on music of the Guambiano Amerindian tribe who reside in the locality
called Silvia in the Western chain of the Andes to the North East of Popayán. The oral tradition
of the Guambianos themselves relates that they originally came from an area further north but
were pursued by the Pijaos, a fierce tribe of the Carib group who were invading Colombia from
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the Caribbean Sea. The authors propose anthropological evidence which suggests that the
Guambianos were of Inca origin and had migrated a long way north into Colombia and then
were cut off from returning to the South by the Pijaos (Bermúdez Silva 1970, 8). In any case for
the purposes of this thesis their proximity to the site of the origins of the bambuco gives great
importance to information from a study of their music. Specific reference to the music itself
occupies only four and a half of the study�s 29 pages, the rest being concerned with the social
and cultural context of the people and their music. It is reported that music and dances are
almost exclusively of ceremonial and ritual origin. In the Guambiano language terms do not
exist for �to sing� or �to dance� or �music.� When they require these expressions they modify
Spanish words to their own grammar. �Cantar� (to sing) becomes �cantanrab,� �bailar� (to dance)
becomes �pailab� while their term �mósica� derives from the Spanish �música� but means �musical
art of the �civilised� (urbanised?) people� (Bermúdez Silva 1970, 20). Their typical instrumental
ensemble is very similar to the Andean chirimía ensemble, consisting of two loos (transverse
flutes: flautas de carrizo [reed flutes] or flautas de caña [cane flutes] with six finger holes), three
cuchimbalés (small drums) and a nubalé (large drum) (Bermúdez Silva 1970, 21). The instruments
of the ensemble observed by the authors showed unequivocal signs of acculturation: one of the
smaller drums was replaced by an enamelled iron pot with a cowhide skin, one of the cuchimbalés
had a piece of tin covering the part of the rim which is struck and a piece of string stretched
underneath to act as a snare (Bermúdez Silva 1970, 23). A similar degree of acculturation is
observed in the Guambiano�s dress (Bermúdez Silva 1970, 10-15). The music itself played by the
ensemble was, in the opinion of the authors, relatable to Inca sources, being markedly different
from music from the interior of Colombia. It was described as being of notable originality and
possessing some affinity with genres such as huainos, sanjuanitos and yaravís from the Southern
regions of Latin America (Bermúdez Silva 1970, 24). Over a �pedal� established by the
percussion ostinato, the melodies of the flutes �imitate the songs of birds and other rhythms of
the jungle that are present at different times of the day and night� (Bermúdez Silva 1970, 25).

Fig. 5-5 Melodic motives used in the accompaniment of Guambiano dances (Bermúdez Silva 1970, 26).
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Fig. 5-6 Melodic motives used in the accompaniment of Guambiano dances (Bermúdez Silva 1970, 26-27).

Amerindian Rhythm
Even though Bermúdez Silva and Abadía wished these examples to be considered as indigenous
music, it is probably naïve to suppose that while acculturation has taken place in dress and the
construction of the instruments, that it would not have taken place in the music. The nubalé
ostinato and the accompanying figure on the cuchimbalé suggest a military march with the steps
marked on the nubalé  and a drum roll similar to that of a snare drum on the cuchimbalé. This is
quite feasible considering that Spanish and then Colombian military and municipal bands would
have been the most likely source of European musical influence in these region. Bermúdez
(1970, 27) notes that the leaps of sixths shown in Fig. 5-6 are characteristic of bird calls from the
region. rhythm indigenous musician from the Aymara tribe of Bolivia informed the author of
this thesis that the indigenous music of Amerindians of the Andes south of the Colombian
border did not use cyclic rhythms as such but used percussion instruments and beats of their
feet to mark certain accents within the melodies and songs they performed (Ayma 1996). The
rhythm called chacarera which is universally identified with southern Andean music is most
probably of African origin by way of the Spanish Canary Islands. The reason for this is that
frame drum techniques which involve playing on the rim and the skin are reputedly only found
traditionally in Africa. On the Canary Islands, simple rim/skin rhythmic combinations are found
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(Garcia Matos 1978a) and accompanied by castanets which are called chácaras on the Canary
Islands (possibly giving origin to the term chacarera for a rhythm which is played with castanets).

General traits
Olsen�s broader review of Amerindian music attempts to generalise certain traits that can be
associated with it. Some of these traits referred to in his article that can be related to Colombian
contexts are:

1. close association between music, symbols of nature and healing processes,
2. much melodic playing has adopted pentatonic tuning during the process of transculturation
with European and African cultures (although there is considerable evidence for the existence
of the use of modes [Olsen 1980, 367] and microtonal music in pre-Columbian times
[Stevenson 1968b, 247]1),
3. melodies tend to be monophonic,
4. rhythms vary greatly according to the use of the music. Songs may be in free time while
accompaniments to dances, which are usually performed in groups, are usually measured and
accompanied by percussion instruments.

Possible Amerindian influence on the bambuco

One cannot find a Colombian indigenous Amerindian musical genre that shares a sufficient
number of clearly identifiable traits with the bambuco to be able to state that a relationship
between them can be easily perceived. This has caused authors like Davidson (1970), Restrepo
(1987) and Añez (1952) to discard any possibility that such a relationship might exist. However
it may be possible to find factors which demonstrate some degree of influence or affinity. When
bambucos from different regions of Colombia are studied differences can be heard and this may,
as in the case of List�s study of the gaita (1991, 50-58), permit different degrees of cultural
influence to be perceived. The earliest bambucos referred to are those from the Nariño area at the
southern tip of Colombia, which achieved fame when they were played at the battle of
Ayacucho in 1924. These were �La guaneña� and �El miranchurito,� and were played by
musicians among prisoners taken from those who participated in a Royalist uprising in Pasto,
Nariño at the southern tip of Colombia (Mazuera 1972, 22). These pieces are notably different
from bambucos from the central area of the Colombian Andean region. The main differences lie
in their simpler rhythmic structure, their scale structure and their harmonic base.

In their rhythmic structure they share little of the rhythmic ambiguity of the bambucos from the
central Andes. While there may remain some doubt as to whether a central Andean bambuco
should be notated so that the bass notes fall on beats 1 and 3 or 2 and 3, these Caucan bambucos
                                                
1 Stevenson cites and appears to support the opinion of the Peruvian Mariano Béjar Pacheco that

pentatonic tuning in Andean music was rare in pre-colonial Peru and represents decadence in post-
conquest Andean music. Ayma (1999) agrees with this adding that the Incas were, above all,
warriors with little interest in culture and under their domination in the Andean regions arts were in
decline at the time of the European conquest
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are played with the bass accents on beats 2 and 3 with a similar rhythmic feel to the rhythm
referred to as chacarera of the Andean regions to the south of Colombia. In this respect they can
be more closely identified with this Andean repertoire which has stronger indigenous
associations than the Colombian central Andean repertoire. The reason for this is that Andean
nations like Peru, Ecuador and Bolivia possess criollo musical genres which are associated with
the urban criollo and mestizo population as well as their Andean genres which are associated with
the rural mestizo and indigenous population. Even though these Andean genres cannot be
considered to be �pure� Amerindian music, they have sufficient affinity with the indigenous
population to be identifiable with them. In Colombia the indigenous populations were not large
enough to retain a separate cultural identity and so their musical culture was largely overpowered
by urban criollo and mestizo influence. Apart from the music of some remote and isolated
indigenous communities Amerindian music has remained only as an early influence on the
urban genres.

The harmonic basis of these bambucos (�La guaneña� and �El miranchurito�) is centred on the
harmonisation of pentatonic melodies using I-III-V7-I cycles without modulations, like the
general Andean repertoire (to the south of Colombia), whereas bambucos from the central region
tend to be diatonic and even chromatic, and are harmonised using V7-I changes with frequent
modulations.

Harmonisation of the pentatonic scale in South American Andean music.

Much contemporary South American Andean music is based on the pentatonic scale; in the
case of �La guaneña� for example the scale uses the following notes, where the tonal base is the
note A:

A-C-D-E-G-A

When a phrase is based on the notes A-C-E it is usually harmonised by an A minor chord; by C
major when based on C-E-G, and by E7 when  based on E-D, in spite of any conflict which
may exist between the G of the scale and the G# of the E7 chord.

Fig. 5-7 The note combinations which are associated with accompanying chords in the pentatonic scale:
1. A minor;  2. C major;  3. E seventh.

For example, observing the first phrase of �La guaneña� it can be seen how this harmonisation
takes place.
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Fig. 5-8 The first phrase of �La guaneña� showing how the harmonisation relates to the altering tonal
base of the pentatonic scale.

The influence of nature - El miranchurito

Olsen notes how the use of animals as a source of inspiration in Amerindian music is very
common, especially that of birds. �The special power attributed to birds in native South
American mythology is often carried over into the music. The bird is one of the most important
magical animals because it can traverse two worlds, heaven and earth� (Olsen 1980, 368). �El
miranchurito� is a song which compares the movement and expression of a girl to the
miranchurito, presumably a bird from the southern Colombian Andes2:

Fig.5-9 Transcription of the bambuco �El miranchurito� (Mazuera 1973, 25)

                                                
2 The author has not been able to obtain confirmation that the miranchurito is a bird and suspects

that it may be a spirit which lives in the trees. Ayma (1999) informed that the theme of birds is
common in Bolivian Aymara and Quechua songs but that these are spirits which manifest
themselves as birds
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Si dentro del alma
la imagen tuya se me ha metido,
Es que la gente
Mi cholitica llaman olvido.
Mirá que te estoy queriendo,
Si tú no me das un beso
Cada que me da la gana,
Mirá que te estoy queriendo,
Si cuando tú bailas, si cuando tú ries
Parece que canta
El Miranchurito
en el eucalipto (Mazuera 1973, 25).

If your image has
found its way into my soul,
It�s what people,
My cholitica 3, call oblivion.
Watch out that I love you,
And if you don�t give me a kiss
whenever I take the whim.
Watch out that I love you,
And when you dance, and when you laugh
It seems that
the miranchurito
sings in the gum-tree.

An alternative text supplied by Jorge Rico, a Colombian musician based in Brisbane, follows:

dentro del alma la imagen tuya se me
ha metido,
Andá cholitica mía, no seas tan
desamorad
Mia.á que te mando un beso cada
que me da la gana.
Y cuando tu bailas, y cuando tu ries
Parece que canta el miranchurito en
el eucalipto
Parece que ríe, parece que llora,
Parece que canta El Miranchurito en
el eucalipto.

If your image has found its way into my soul,
Go on, my cholitica*, don�t be so loveless.
Watch how I send you a kiss whenever I take
the whim.
And when you dance, and when you laugh
It seems that the miranchurito sings in the gum-
tree.
It seems that he laughs, it seems that he cries,
It seems that the miranchurito sings in the gum-
tree.

Apart from the use of the bird theme in this song, there are other suggestions of Amerindian

influence. One is the use of the major sixth in the melody which recalls the use of this interval in

the Guambiano melodies where, it will be remembered, the major sixth was equated with bird

calls from the region. Another is the specific reference to the Cholo* tribe. The significance of

this reference may be reduced somewhat by the fact that in South American vernacular, due to

the fact that most colonists were male and almost all women were Amerindians, Black Africans,

mestizas or mulatas, terms like �india�, �morena� and the like became virtual synonyms for girls. Then

there is the superfluous emphasis of the second person singular personal pronoun in �tu bailas�

and �tu ries.� In standard Spanish it would be sufficient to say �Y cuando bailas, y cuando ries.�

This suggests the Spanish spoken by speakers of Amerindian origin, who tend to add

superfluous pronouns in this way, although this could also be merely a device used to make up

the required number of syllables in the line. These factors combined with the musical affinity

with Central and Southern Andean music would tend to classify �El miranchurito� as the most
                                                
3 .Double diminutive of chola (chola → cholita → cholitica), reference to a girl from the Cholo tribe

general to much of the Pacific Coast of South America.
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Amerindian of bambucos even if it could not be considered as indigenous Amerindian music.

Since �La guaneña� is harmonically, rhythmically, geographically and historically linked to �El

miranchurito,� it would merit the same classification.

El sotareño - an �Amerindian� bambuco

A later bambuco from the Cauca region, �El Sotareño,� claimed by its composer Dr. Francisco

Diago to be based on indigenous themes and rhythms, reveals some traits comparable to these

songs (Audio Example 14).
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Fig. 5-10 Melody of �El sotareño� a bambuco from the Cauca region of Colombia, with
accompanying guitar chords, from Playasound CD PS 65043 (Transcription by J. Varney)

Fig. 5-11 Excerpt from �El sotareño� showing guitar accompaniment. (Transcription by J. Varney)

The chords played by the accompanying guitar in the first two sections are based on the I-
III-V7 accompaniment of the pentatonic scale (See discussion concerning the
harmonisation of the pentatonic scale on page 219). In addition the harmonies, as defined
by the bass notes, anticipate the implied harmony of the melody as can be seen in Fig. 5-11.
The song modulates in these sections but only within the tonal base dictated by the
pentatonic scale, that is to say that it begins in D minor and shifts to F major in the second
section. The third section modulates to D major, which is a quite European device. In this
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manner a degree of relativity can be observed between Amerindian and European
influence in bambucos. This enables a suggestion to be made that where there is less
European influence, there must be more Amerindian and therefore confirm that there is
Amerindian influence in the bambuco. However it is a far more difficult task to specifically
identify elements of Amerindian influence, although it may be possible to associate some
secondary characteristics of Amerindian music with Colombian Andean music and the bambuco.

The medicinal power of music - Las brisas del Pamplonita

Olsen (1980, 373) states how among the Warao Indians of Venezuela during a healing
ceremony, the shaman may name certain things in song that are symbolised by the symptoms.
�If the patient, for example, has a high fever, the shaman names the sun as the intrusive essence;
if he has the chills, the coldness of the Orinoco River is named.� In the bambuco �Brisas del
Pamplonita,� written in 1892 by Roberto Irwin and Elías Soto from Cucutá, a town which lies
on the border with Venezuela, a comparable reference is made to the healing and
communicative powers of the breezes which blow around the Pamplonita River.

¡Ay! ¡Ay! ¡Ay! Si las ondas del río
remediaran las penas del corazón,
te contarían, luz de mi vida,
los amargos pesares de mi pasión.
Y si al correr de tus ondas
ves que su pecho se agita,
dila que a mi amor lo alientan
las brisas del Pamplonita.

(Añez 1952, 328)

Ay! Ay! Ay! If the river�s waves
might heal the heart�s sorrow,
they would tell you, light of my life,
the bitter anguish of my passion.
And if as your waves run
you see that her breast is roused,
tell her that my love is enlivened by
the breezes of the Pamplonita.

In this case not only is the coldness of the protagonist�s heart enlivened by the river which is, as
in the case of the shamanistic reference, also cold but the power of the river is invoked to waken
the heart of the object of the song. Olsen (1980, 373) also comments how among the Warao,
�when the shaman has successfully named the illness-causing essence through song, the inflicted
part of the victim's body vibrates.� The same reaction is expected by the song�s protagonist: that
the girl�s heart world become �agitated� or roused.

The magical power of music

A similar secondary characteristic, also mentioned by Olsen (1980, 376) concerns magical
love songs, very common throughout indigenous South America, through which women are
bewitched to love a man. �In the Warao version a man sings and names all the parts of a
woman from her feet to the hair on her head, creating in her uncontrollable sexual desires for
the singer.� There is a well known Colombian Andean vals (waltz) by Pedro Morales Pino called
�Los Lunares� (the moles or, in more romantic language as befits the songs context, the beauty
spots) (Añez 1952, 60) which, although the theme is not carried to the extreme of the Warao
model, draws attention to the three beauty spots of a young woman named Soledad who was
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the proprietor of a restaurant which members of Morales Pino�s �Lira Colombiana�
frequented. During a performance of this waltz in the presence of its dedicatee Climaco Soto
Borda, a poet and journalist improvised, according to Añez (1952, 60), two octosyllabic
quatrains in further dedication to the young lady:

tres lunares son
las tres piedras del fogón
donde calentar quisiera,
vida mía, la olla fría
de mi amante corazón.

Morena de mis cantares,
luz de mis noches polares,
quien fuera Morales Pino
para hallarte en mi camino
y tocarte. . . los lunares.

(Añez 1952, 60-61)

These three beauty spots are
the three stones of the brazier
where I would warm,
my life, the cold pot
of my loving heart.

Girl of my songs,
light of my polar nights,
that I could be Morales Pino
to chance upon you
and to play you. . . �Los lunares.�
(or, through a play on words,�and to
touch your. . . beauty spots�).

Amerindian Dance

An indigenous dance from San Juan en Calderas near Tierradentro in the Huila department is
described by Segundo Bernal Villa (writing in 1953 - cited in Davidson 1970a, 163-4) which is
described by the author as �reminding him very much of the Colombian bambuco:�

baila por parejas mixtas, sueltas o
amarradas. Por lo general los
bailadores adquieren un cierto aire
de gravedad y concentración. . . La
mujer mantiene siempre la cabeza
agachada con su mirada dirigida al
suelo, atenta a las notas musicales
que parece interpretarlas con su
movimiento. Un pie adelante
seguido de un traspies; alternan
luego; rápidamente corta el camino
al parejo; da media vuelta. Los
brazos los inmoviliza en el
abdomen.hombre, en cambio, lleva
la frente levantada, los brazos
inmóviles sobre los muslos, su
rostro refleja alegría.

It is danced by mixed couples,
separated or together. In general the
dancers acquire a certain air of
gravity and concentration. . . The
woman always stoops her head
looking towards the floor, alert to
the musical notes which she seems
to play with her movement. One
foot steps ahead followed by a skip;
then the other; quickly she blocks
the path of her partner; she gives a
half turn. The arms are immobilised
by the abdomen. The man, on the
other hand, lifts his forehead, his
arms lie immobile on his thighs, his
face expresses happiness.

Further descriptions of Colombian indigenous dances from the Andean region portray similar
elements: subdued movements within a restricted space and almost expressionless dancers. The
present author has seen similar steps danced by primary school children in the Conservatorium
where he worked in Ibagué to the music of �La guaneña� as a depiction of indigenous music and
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dance. The author of this thesis believes that the choice of primary school children to perform
this dance reflects the innocence which is attributed to the Amerindian culture and dancing.

Supernatural content

Olsen cites Warao lullabies whose supernatural content seems to have had the aim of educating
the child with an awareness of the dangers of wild animals and hostile spirits. The content of the
texts carry the theme of �go to sleep child, or else . . . ,� and the consequences of the child's
crying may include the attraction of dangerous mythical animals (Olsen 1975, 29). This type of
lullaby is also found in Colombian Andean culture. The Colombian wife of the author of this
thesis lullabied our first child with a song that threatened the child with the idea that �El Coco�
(the devil) would come for him if he didn�t go to sleep. Spanish lullabies tend to promise
rewards for the child, like the song itself, a sweet or simply the continued presence of the
mother at his side, if he goes to sleep (Garcia Matos 1978, 47, 48, 55 and 59).

Cultural context

If one further considers the cultural context of Colombian Andean music, one finds an

environment closely linked to mestizo handicrafts, customs and dress which include indigenous

techniques and themes (Aguirre 1987). An example is barniz de Pasto (Pasto Varnish). This is

derived from the resin of the mopa (or wax) tree from Putumayo. It is well-known as a handicraft

technique used in the past by the Amerindians, who chewed the resin in order to soften it

before use in the water-proofing and decoration of objects. Today the resin or wax is softened

and melted by immersing it and kneading it in hot water, tints are added, it is stretched into

sheets and it is applied onto surfaces for decorative effects (varnishes, tables, benches, plates,

cigar cases, jewel boxes, etc. ) (Aguirre 1987, 21). The inference from this is that music which is

cultivated within an environment which includes Amerindian influence will probably be subject

to, an therefore include, this influence.

Reference to the use of music in association with the drinking of chicha, an alcoholic beverage

made from fermented maize, to a point of mass and extreme drunkenness, is common in many

sources from the time of the Spanish colonisation, for example Ocampo (1970), 135 (citing Fray

Pedro Simón), 138 (citing Lucas Fernández de Piedrahita) and 140 (citing Fray Pedro Simón)).

In the Festival del Folclor in Ibagué held to coincide with the Festivities of St. John (24 June)

and St. Peter (30 June)4, the consumption of local aguardiente (from agua = water and ardiente =

burning) is so copious that sales by the regional government�s monopoly liquor company are

reputed to finance the education budget for the second semester of the year.

                                                
4 (which combine in the Spanish Christian syncretism of the pagan European summer solstice

festivities)
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Ocampo (1970, 133-153) in a study of the music of the Chibchas (Muiscas) of the high plains of

Cundinamarca and Boyacá concludes that:

Si los ritmos y aires musicales de
Boyacá no son esencialmente
chibchas, por la aculturación chibcha
sufrida a partir del siglo XVI, el
espíritu de las canciones y las
modalidades de las danzas reflejan la
influencia indígena. El campesino
descendiente de los chibchas y el
mestizo que canta en las romerías, en
las labranzas y en el rancho; el que
interpreta las coplas en Monguí,
Güicán, Tenza y demás ciudades; el
típico de los mercados y fiestas
patronales, lleva en su sangre, en sus
cantos y en sus danzas el espíritu
triste que legó en sus actitudes, su
antecesor el pueblo Chibcha.

If the rhythms and musical airs of
Boyacá are not essentially Chibcha, due
to the acculturation suffered by the
Chibcha starting from the sixteenth
century, the spirit of the songs and the
modalities of the dances reflect
indigenous influence. The peasants who
are descendants of the Chibcha and the
mestizos who sing on pilgrimages, on
farms and at home; they that interpret
refrains in Monguí, Güicán, Tenza and
other cities; typical of markets and local
festivities, carry in their blood, in their
songs and in their dances the sad spirit
that their predecessor, the Chibcha
people bequeathed in their
temperament.

The author of this thesis is of the opinion that a stronger case than this has been given in this
chapter for links between Colombian indigenous musical and cultural sources and the bambuco,
but a final appraisal will be made after Spanish/European and African influences have been
reviewed in the following chapters
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RELATIONSHIP WITH SPANISH AND EUROPEAN INFLUENCES

As almost all of Central and South America, as well as much of the Caribbean, was colonised by
the Spanish and the Portuguese it is generally assumed that the principal European contribution
to the culture of the new colonies would have come from these countries. Most culture in the
colonies was disseminated from the regional capital cities, and these were subject to the
influence of the genres which had become fashionable in the cities of Europe. These vogue
urban genres exerted an important influence on the urban music of the colonies alongside urban
adaptations of regional folk genres from the colonising countries (Aretz 1984, 528). The
principal European influence on the Brazilian chôro  was the Bohemian polka, the Colombian
pasillo was an adaptation of the Viennese waltz, the influence of Austrian polkas can be heard in
Mexican corridos and the Cuban habanera developed as a variant of the Spanish contradanza
combined with Black African influences. In a study which endeavoured to identify Spanish
influence in children�s songs from Colombia�s Atlantic Coast, List (1973, 82) concluded that the
melodies displayed characteristics which were more comparable with English and French
sources than with Spanish, although there were undeniable links in the songs� texts. Aretz (1984,
505) shares this opinion in that there exist areas of Latin America which are �virtually devoid�
of Latin influence.

However the exclusive use of Spanish in song texts and the overwhelming predominance of
musical instruments and ensembles of apparent Spanish origin in bambucos require that particular
attention be given to Spanish music as a possible source of influence on the bambuco. The first
occasion in which any relationship was suggested between the bambuco and Spain was in an
article titled �El tiple� in the journal El Museo published in Bogotá in March 1849 (cited in
Davidson 1970a, 208-209):

Nuestros bailes son una degeneración
de los bailes de la Península. Para
nosotros es evidente que nuestras
danzas populares no son sino una
parodia medio salvaje de aquellas.
Comparemos nuestro bambuco, nuestro
torbellino, nuestra caña con el
fandango, los boleros, la jota aragonesa
y otros y hallamos muchos puntos de
semejanza entre ellos: Elegantes y
poéticos éstos, groseros y prosaicos
aquellos; pero hermanos legítimos y
descendientes de un común tronco
(Davidson 1970a, 208-209).

Our dances are a degeneration of
the dances of the Peninsula. For us
it is evident that our popular
dances are not but a half wild
parody of those. Compare our
bambuco, our torbellino, our caña with
the fandango, the boleros, the jota
Aragonesa and others and we find
many points of likeness between
them: Elegant and poetic the latter,
rude and prosaic the former; but
legitimate siblings and descendants
from a common source.
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This disparaging view of the criollo dances may well have been justified at this time but it must be
remembered that this was at a relatively early stage in the bambuco�s development and that
Colombia�s independence, bringing with it a need for the country to look inwardly on itself for
its cultural development, had only been achieved some twenty years before. Until this time the
bambuco had been referred to in Colombia as an emblem of national culture alone, without any
reference having made to its possible origins. As noted in Chapter 3, Jorge Isaacs attributed
African roots to the bambuco in his novel María in 1867 (Restrepo 1987, 136). In 1874, in his epic
poem �El bambuco,� Rafael Pombo ascribed for the first time tricultural roots to the bambuco:

ha difundido aquel aire
indiana melancolía
con la africana ardentía
y el guapo andaluz donaire
(cited in Restrepo 1987, 159)

because that air has diffused
Indian melancholy
with African ardour
and elegant Andalusian charm

These affirmations probably initiated the intense debates concerning the bambuco�s origins which
were to take place in the following decades. Before considering the contribution which Spain
may have made to the bambuco, it is appropriate to review in very general terms the make-up of
Spanish cultural influence in a national perspective.

Fig. 6-1 Regional Map of Spain (Garcia Matos, 1975, 40)
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Sources of Spain�s Cultural Heritage

The complexity of Spain�s cultural heritage is due to factors similar to those which have

contributed to the development of Colombia�s musical patrimony. Its cultural history dates

to prehistoric times where the earliest inhabitants may have included the Basques, whose

presence in the peninsular has been dated to the late Palaeolithic period (Katz 1974, 65).

The Iberians appear to have arrived in the Neolithic period from Africa, and to have

combined with the Celts who invaded from Western Europe to form the Celtiberians,

occupying North Eastern Spain. Phoenician, Jewish, Greek settlements followed between

the eleventh and sixth centuries B. C. The conquest of Spain in the third century by the

Carthaginians from North Africa lasted only until the Roman invasion which began with

the destruction of the Carthaginians�s Spanish Empire in the Second Punic War (218-201

B. C. ) and was complete by the first century AD. Christianity developed within Roman

Iberia which lasted until the Germanic invasions in the fifth century AD. In the eighth

century the Moslem conquest of most of the peninsula took place and lasted for eight

centuries.

The development of the cultures which were introduced into Spain by this succession of

settlers and conquerors was partly determined by factors related to the country�s

topography. The Iberian peninsula is the second largest land mass in Europe after Russia

and is the second most mountainous European region after Switzerland. Mountain chains

separate Spain from France and Portugal and form barriers along its Mediterranean and

Atlantic coasts. Internal mountain chains and river systems have impeded communication

between the different regions of Spain resulting in the evolution and conservation of

distinct regional identities which manifest themselves in different manners including

dialects and musical genres. The more peripheral northern regions, Asturias, Galicia, the

Basque provinces and Catalonia have maintained separatist stances and identify their

dialects as distinct languages. The collection of Spanish folk music included on the 20 LP

set Magna antología del folklore musical de España (Ultimate Anthology of Spain�s Musical

Folklore) compiled by Garcia Matos (1978) includes some 300 distinct genres divided into

39 regional classifications and 16 generic groupings. Considering that very little Iberian

tradition can be easily identified in Latin American music in general, the task of identifying

Spanish traits in the bambuco becomes particularly difficult. Although most migration to

Colombia appears to have been from Extremadura and the southern regions including

Andalusia (List 1974, 54) there was considerable mixing of immigrants from the other parts
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of Spain which would have resulted in the combining of musical elements from the various

regions.

Spanish musical sources and the bambuco

Authors who have previously attempted to indicate a relationship between the bambuco and

Spanish sources include Añez (1952), Davidson (1970) and Restrepo (1987). Añez (1952,

35) limits himself to expressing the opinion that Spanish immigrants taught their popular

coplas (refrains) and romances (ballads) to the indigenous population and also brought four

string guitars which developed into tiples. The Amerindians then combined these elements

with their own melodies and rhythms and through this fusion the bambuco was born. Añez

(1952, 42), perhaps in unconscious contradiction of his earlier stance, cites Conrado del

Campo, Professor of Harmony, Counterpoint and Composition at the Royal Madrid

Conservatorium who expresses the following view of the bambuco:

Los bambucos, especialmente por
sus inesperadas sorpresas de ritmo y
sus cadencias, llenas de añoranza y
leve melancolía, son para nosotros
realmente originales y atraentes en
verdad.

The bambucos, especially because
of their unexpected rhythmic
surprises and their phrasing, full
of nostalgia and subtle
melancholy, are for us really
original and truly attractive.

The significance of this statement lies in the fact that it implies that del Campo perceived

no direct relationship between the bambuco and Spanish musical genres.

Davidson (1970a, 209-212) cites various subjective opinions by noted Colombian authors

which relate the bambuco and other Colombian popular and traditional genres to Spanish

sources without specifying these sources. Among these are Gustavo Santos (writing in

1916, cited in Davidson 1970a, 209), who ascribes the development of the combination of

melancholic melodies and phrasing with strong rhythmic elements typical of genres like the

bambuco to the homesickness of Spanish immigrants which affected their previously

exuberant melodies and rhythms and made them melancholic. Santos concludes with:

Originalidad viene de origin, y el
nuestro como pueblo civilizado es
español. . . en música nos dejaron
tanto los chibchas como en
literatura. Lo poco que hoy tenemos
es música de origen español, pero
mal adaptada.

Originality comes from origin, and our
origin as a civilised people is Spanish. .
. the Chibchas left us as much in
music as they did in literature. The
little music that we have today is of
Spanish origin, that has become
muddled.
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Similarly Guillermo Uribe Holguin (writing in 1923, cited in Davidson 1970a, 211), a highly
revered figure in Colombian criollo society, revealed his ignorance of the nature of Amerindian
music when he discarded the possibility that it might have contributed to the formation of
Colombian music by stating:

tradición musical debemos buscarla
en la madre patria. Allí está  el
tesoro que nos pertenece por
herencia y que hay quienes se
esfuerzan en buscarlo en el caos
indígena.

our musical tradition should be
sought in the mother country
(Spain). There lies the treasure of our
inheritance while still there are those
who struggle to find it in the chaos
of indigenous culture.

Davidson appears to accept these opinions as he then goes on to identify possible relationships
between the bambuco and the following specific Spanish genres. It must be noted at this point
that at times Davidson shows a certain bias in his comparisons. For example, when he discusses
the relationship between the aguabajo, jota chocoana and the bambuco with respect to the study on
the subject by Pardo Tovar (1961) he states:

del aguabajo, por no conocer su
coreografía, nos abstenemos de
opinar, pero sobre la jota chocoana,
y según puede verse en nuestro
estudio sobre este aire, sí existen
notables similitudes, pues la
coreografía de la jota es en muchos
casos la misma del bambuco pero
más sensual, más tropicalizada

(Davidson 1970a, 64).

Regarding the aguabajo, not knowing
its choreography, we abstain from
casting an opinion, but on the jota
chocoana, and as can be seen in our
study on this air, remarkable
similarities exist, because the
choreography of the jota is in many
cases the same as that of the bambuco
but more sensual, more tropicalised.

Davidson appears to be concluding that as there are only general similarities between the jota
chocoana and the bambuco, then they are not related, and therefore that there is no point in further
investigating the possible relationship suggested by Pardo Tovar (1961). The potentially
important relationship that could exist between these genres is therefore ignored and not further
explored in the rest of his study of the bambuco. Later (1970a, 65) he discusses the rumba chocoana,
reproducing a poem which describes its choreography.

copiado la anterior poesía porque la
coreografía de esta rumba chocoana,
de negros, es simplemente la del
bambuco.

We have copied the previous poetry
because the choreography of this
rumba chocoana, of Black (African)
culture, is simply that of the bambuco.

Since the choreography of the rumba chocoana is the same as that of the bambuco, he seems to
conclude that it is a mere copy and therefore not worthy of further consideration. This
suggests a flaw in Davidson�s approach to comparisons of the bambuco with other forms or
genres. If the genre with which he is comparing the bambuco is in some way dissimilar, he
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discounts any relationship; and if it is too similar he also discounts it. His somewhat arbitrary
judgements appear to be based on the direction in which he wishes to propel the discussion at
any point. However the accuracy of his representation of source references to the bambuco is
excellent and this alone would make his study invaluable. Before comparing individual Spanish
genres with the bambuco some general features of Spanish folk music will be considered and
compared with aspects of Colombian Andean music and the bambuco.

Melody

 (1984, 792) notes different classes of melodic structure in Spanish music. There are rising and
falling melodies which suggest plainsong derivations, as well as descending melodies with
accents on the fourth degree regarded as being of Roman origin by Garcia Matos (cited in
Cunningham 1984, 792). However Cunningham considers that �the most important class of
modal songs comprises those which end on E� and gives examples showing the last four notes
of the modal scale:

Fig. 6-2 Spanish E mode (Cunningham 1984, 792)

This first modal structure is generally attributed to Arabic influence, is found in Andalusia and as
far away as Catalonia but is not found at all in Colombian Andean music.

More common in Spain is the following E mode which permits the use of a major or minor
third.

Fig. 6-3 Spanish E mode using minor and major thirds (G or G#) (Cunningham 1984, 792).

This often manifests itself in a melodic passage which features a terraced descent, of which
Cunningham reproduces the following example:

Fig. 6-4 Example of Spanish melodic passage with terraced descent based on E mode (Cunningham,
1984, 792)

This melodic device can be found in the instrumental introductions to some bambucos:
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Fig. 6-5 Excerpt from introduction to the bambuco �Cuatro preguntas� showing terraced descent
(bars 5-8) on notes of Spanish E mode (50 canciones, n.d. 80).

Fig. 6-6 Excerpt from introduction to the bambuco �Antioqueñita� showing terraced descent (bars
2-6) on notes of Spanish E mode (Transcription by J. Varney).

In the first example, �Cuatro Preguntas,� the accented fourth, A, of the Spanish mode has
become the tonic, and so the modal phrase now descends to the dominant (E). Whereas in the
second case, �Antioqueñita,� A is now the dominant (in D minor) and the descending phrase
finishes on the supertonic (E which carries across the bar line from bars 5 to 6). As a
consequence of the new harmonic context, the harmonisation of the descending phrase now
differs from that of the Spanish model given by Cunningham (1984, 792):

Fig. 6-7 Different harmonisations of Spanish E mode (A-G-F-E) melodic form.

Cunningham further notes that in most of central Spain the melodies generally lose their modal
inclination and become firmly major or minor in tonality, while in some cases alternation
between major and minor tonality may occur in the same song, differentiating for example
between the stanza and the refrain. Reference to the table of chord structure of instrumental
bambucos (see chapter 4) will show that this sort of harmonic transition is extremely common in
the bambuco and can be observed in the score of �El Sotareño� in the previous chapter (see Fig. 5-
11). The use of grace notes and extended melismas which are quite common in Spanish music
are almost completely absent in Colombian music in general and in the bambuco in particular.
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Metre and Rhythm

Among measured Spanish songs and dances duple and triple metres are usual but the sphere of
dance music is predominantly in triple metre as is the case in Colombian Andean music.
Cunningham (1984, 793) indicates how within the triple metre structure two kinds of hemiola
are found. The first is based on an alternation between bars of kkkk and uuuu:

Fig. 6-8 Hemiola figure commonly found in Spanish music.

Its occurrence can be seen in the following example from Extremadura:

Fig. 6-9 Excerpt from a ballada from Extremadura (Gil García, cited in Cunningham 1984, 793)

Figures similar to this can be found in Colombian Andean music, but they are more likely in
pasillos than in bambucos, and then, the q eeq , seen Fig. 6-10 in bar 2, is taken as a kkkk figure
opposed to a more definite uuuu marked by the rhythmic configuration q eq e :

Fig. 6-10 Excerpt from the pasillo �Cachipay� (Transcribed by J. Varney)

Other types of hemiola that can be related to this are found in the Colombian Andes such as the
following:

Fig. 6-11 Hemiola figure found in Colombian Andean music

This .is used extensively in the traditional bambuco �Palo Negro�
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Fig. 6-12 Excerpt from the bambuco �Palo Negro� (Anon n. d. 44)

Another comparable type of hemiola is the following which Chase (1958, 226) notes as being
common in Andalusia:

Fig. 6-13 Hemiola figure common in Southern Spain.

This figure can be observed in the following excerpt from a seguiriya gitana:

Fig. 6-14 Excerpt from seguiriya gitana (Martínez Torner, cited in Chase 1958, 226)

However this figure is equated by Chase with the zarabanda which itself came from Latin
America and has African roots, so it is more likely to have been a �reverse� influence than one
from Europe. This figure is relatively rare in bambucos but is found in �Vivan las fiestas� and can
be observed in the third bar of the following excerpt from �El republicano�:

Fig. 6-15 Excerpt from the bambuco �El republicano� (Anon. n. d. , 25)

Another kind of kkkk:uuuu hemiola is found beginning on the second beat of the bar in the
juxtaposition of the tiple�s chordal pattern against the guitar�s accompanying pattern in the
archetypal bambuco rhythmic pattern:
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Fig. 6-16 Archetypal rhythmic structure for the bambuco as played by the Colombian string trio.

Yet another class of Spanish hemiola noted by Cunningham (1984, 793) is that created by the
insertion of a jjjj bar into a phrase in kkkk:

Fig. 6-17 Additional hemiola figure found commonly in Spanish music.

This is observed in a jota from Navarra:

Fig. 6-18 Excerpt from a jota from Navarra (Transcribed by J. Varney)

This kind of hemiola is found in bambucos but with a further degree of syncopation, as can be
observed in this bambuco from Ibagué :

Fig. 6-19 Excerpt from the bambuco �El natagaimuno� (Transcribed by J. Varney) (From LP
recording Camacho Toscano 1975)(Audio Example 13)

Textural Features

Spanish folk songs are generally monodic, whether they use instrumental accompaniment

or not. When sung by a group, female voices tend to sing in unison, whereas male voices
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move between unison and passages harmonised in octaves with some sections in thirds.

Cunningham (1984, 793) notes that an exception to this is found in religious music from

the north of Spain which is often sung in parallel thirds. Colombian Andean music also

tends to be sung principally by a solo voice, male or female, even though it will be recalled

that there was a long period when the male vocal duo appears to have been the preferred

medium for the performance of bambucos. This appears to have been a fashion rather than

an integral characteristic of the  bambuco and its source may well have been that of religious

musical instruction.

Comparison between Spanish music and the bambuco in the areas of melody, metre and

harmony shows that there are numerous points in common between the two, however it

appears that the Spanish source elements, if present, have been subject to diverse

influences, built upon and varied, particularly with respect to harmony and rhythmic

syncopation. This development is taken to the point that the Colombian genre bears very

little apparent resemblance to its Spanish sources in other than general terms.

Links between the bambuco and Spanish musical instruments

The instruments of the string trio

As has been stated in Chapter Four, the bandola�s origins can be traced to the Spanish

bandurria, which can be found in ensembles in most regions of Spain. In Old Castille, it is used

to accompany rondas (which in this region are serenades) together with the laúd (a large

bandurria), guitars and small percussion instruments such as a triangle and a botija (an

earthenware jug which is blown as a rhythm instrument) (Garcia Matos n. d. b, 3-4). Genres

which constitute the repertoire of the ronda may include romance, canción jotesca, seguidillas and jota.

At Christmas the ronda navideña is heard which is aimed at asking for alms. The bandurria is also

found on the Canary Islands together with laúdes, guitars, a timple and a pandereta (tambourine) in

an ensemble which accompanies folias, the most characteristic song of these islands (Garcia

Matos n. d. b, 4-5).
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Fig. 6-20 Ronda de mozos from Aragon (Garcia Matos 1975, 26)

These ensembles and the bandurria�s rôle in them can be directly related to the Colombian

estudiantina and the bandola in instrumentation, repertoire and social function.

When more than one bandola (in Colombia) or bandurria (in Spain) is used, the instruments play

in parallel thirds over a chordal/rhythmic accompaniment. The only significant difference in

instrumentation between the Spanish ronda and the Colombian estudiantina is the presence of the

tiple in the latter, but as this was an instrument which developed independently in Colombia

from Spanish origins it still supports the connection between the two. In the ronda, the laúd,

which developed in Spain but not in Colombia, can be found in its place.
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Fig. 6-21 Andean String Ensemble (List 1980, 576)

Other instrumental ensembles found in Spain include those of flute and drum, which have a

similar instrumental and social position as the Caucan chirimías, even though instrumental

techniques and repertoire differ from those used in Colombia. Large wind ensembles like the

Catalonian coblas correspond to the Colombian banda de vientos. Writing on the cobla, Cunningham

(1984, 793) notes that its repertoire �betrays its nineteenth century origins in more complex

harmony, including frequent chromatic passages.� The same can be said of the repertoire of the

banda de vientos, reinforcing the general correspondence that exists between Spanish and

Colombian ensemble types. The only Spanish ensembles not found in Colombia are those

which include gaitas or bagpipes. Gaitas in Colombia are cane flutes of exclusively indigenous

origin. Perhaps the tropical climate did not lend itself to the conservation of animals� viscera for

long periods of time, and perhaps the greater economic value placed on animal life in Colombia

also impeded the construction of these instruments.
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The relationship between specific Spanish genres and the bambuco

The jota

Davidson (1970a, 212) considers specifically the relationship between the bambuco and the jota
aragonesa, but as many different regional varieties of the jota exist in Spain it will be worthwhile to
consider these as well. Garcia-Matos (1978, 23) notes:

La jota se muestra como una de
las especies folklóricas más
briosas, fuertes y representativas
de la música popular hispana, y
más que obra o invención de un
solo hombre sería producto de
la evolución secular del pueblo.

The jota is seen to be one of the most
energetic, strong and representative
folkloric genres of the Hispanic popular
music, and more than being the work or
invention of any single man it would be
a product of the evolution of the people
over the centuries.

Garcia-Matos (1978, 23) further notes how the jota is found in almost all of the regions of Spain,
even if under different names and with different manners of interpretation. The mateixa of the
Balearic islands is equated by Garcia-Matos with the jota, but with a softer and more lilting
rhythm. Varieties found in Asturias include the fandango asturiano, xiringüelo, jota vaqueira and jota de
Pajares. A great variety of jotas are also found in Extremadura, Murcia and Andalucía where
Garcia-Matos emphasises how the compiler of the recordings of the �Magna Antología�, Garcia
Matos (1978), completely equated the Andalusian gypsy alegrías with the jota, apart from some
aspects of rhythm and inflection.

The origins of the jota are uncertain. Ribera (cited in Garcia-Matos 1978, 22) ascribes its
etymological origin to the Arabic term xatha (dance, pronounced like the Spanish �jota�), while
other authors (Garcia-Matos 1978, 23 cites A. Capmany) believe that the name has its origin in
the Archaic Spanish term sota or sotar, which was used from the fourteenth century to describe
any type of dance which included leaps and jumps. The first specific association in Spain
between the word jota and dance was not until 1761 when it appeared in the play �La Junta de
los Payos� (The Meeting of the Churls) (Garcia-Matos 1978, 22).Matos (1978, 23) summarises
the structure of the jota as:

• consisting of seven four bar musical phrases;
• generally in major key, rarely in minor;
• in the instrumental introduction and the verse only tonic and dominant chords are used;
• each verse is a generally a quatrain (abab rhyme), but can be a redondilla (abba rhyme).

Jiménez de Aragón (cited in Davidson, 1970a, 322) further clarifies that if the lines of the
quatrain can be defined ABCD then the structure of the jota strophe is:
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 (Introduction): B
Copla (refrain): ABCD
Vuelta (reprise): DA

Table 6-1 Structure of the standard jota strophe

Davidson (1970a, 323) cites the Enciclopedia Salvat de la Música which adds the following

point to its description of the jota:

en compás ternario, de movimiento
vivo y acentuado con energía. Cuando
es cantada, las coplas de que consta
son de movimiento más lento, con
preludios e interludios instrumentales
(generalmente con guitarras y
bandurrias en movimiento vivo)

in triple time, with lively rhythm
and energetic accents. When it is
sung, its refrains are of a slower
rhythm, with instrumental
preludes and interludes
(generally with guitars and
bandurrias in lively rhythm)

It is possible to observe various points in common between the jota and the bambuco. Most
evidently there is the fact that both genres are in triple time and are played by very similar
ensembles. Both can be a song or an instrumental piece and a dance and both are extremely
widely distributed in their respective countries. As instrumental pieces, both are played at a faster
tempo than as vocal pieces. Vocal examples of the bambuco often include instrumental preludes
and interludes which use different thematic material from the vocal part, however, unlike the
jota, the vocal sections are played at the same tempo as the instrumental ones. As songs, both are
based on octosyllabic quatrains, but the bambuco does not share the complex seven line strophe
of the jota. The jota is generally accompanied by the ronda string ensemble but can also be played
by a flute and drum ensemble, just as the bambuco is usually associated with some form of
estudiantina, but can be played by a chirimía ensemble. Whereas the jota is principally in major key,
the bambuco can be found in either, though the sad nature of most vocal bambucos tends to
dispose them towards minor keys. The harmonic basis of the jota, that of tonic and dominant,
would appear to distinguish it notably from many bambucos in which the melodies can be quite
chromatic, however even within this melodic chromaticism the bambuco tends to modulate
rapidly but keeps principally to tonic and dominant within the modulations.

Davidson (1970a, 209) cites N. Garay, who wrote in 1848 concerning bambucos:

hallo que es común a todos la
síncopa española de las jotas y los
aires andaluces, si bien en algunos
más marcadas que en estás.

I find the syncopation of Spanish
jotas and Andalusian airs common to
all, even if they are more marked in
some than in these.

If one considers the following instrumental introduction to a jota from Navarra, some similarities
can be found with the bambuco�s characteristic syncopations:
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Fig. 6-22 Bandurria melody from introduction to a jota from Navarra (Transcribed by J. Varney)
(LP recording Garcia Matos, M. 1978a)(Audio Example 15).

The manner in which the melody begins with three repeated notes on the second beat of the
bar creates a syncopation which also occurs in bambucos:

Fig. 6-23 Excerpt from the bambuco �Cuatro preguntas� showing how a melodic pattern begins on
the second beat of the bar as in some Spanish jotas (50 canciones, n.d. 80).

As has been indicated in chapter 4, the bambuco syncopation is more marked by the placing of a
uuuu hemiola on this three note figure which begins on the second beat of the bar.

Where the Colombian estudiantina ensemble uses bandola, tiple and guitar the Spanish ronda
ensemble uses bandurria and guitars. The guitar�s accompanying pattern for the jota is shown in
the two following examples. The first is by far the most common but the second is also found.

Fig. 6-24 Patterns played the guitar for accompanying the jota.

This can be compared with the most common characteristic guitar pattern for the bambuco:

Fig. 6-25 Characteristic guitar pattern for accompanying the bambuco.
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The placing of the bass notes is similar, but the chordal accompaniment of the bambuco is more

complex, through the ostinato off beat quaver pattern.

In addition, in the jota one guitar may take on the role of playing only bass notes while another

plays supplementary bass note and chords:

Fig. 6-26 Excerpt from guitar accompaniment to jota from Navarra.

In this way the two guitars fulfil roles somewhat similar to those of the guitar and tiple in

Colombian Andean ensembles.

That there are similarities between the Spanish jota  and the bambuco is undeniable. As is the case
in general comparison between Spanish music and Colombian Andean music, the bambuco is for
the most part rhythmically more complex than the jota, but there are similarities of context,
rhythmic structure, instrumentation and text. The main similarity in text is that both the bambuco
and the jota are based on octosyllabic quatrains. There are probably no specific jota texts that
have appeared as bambucos but this is neither important nor surprising. Jota texts refer to subjects
close to the situation of performance as do bambuco texts and therefore it can be expected that
with time they would have been completely replaced in Colombia by local themes and topics.

It will be recalled that the first mention of the jota in Spain as a dance was in 1761 (Garcia-Matos

1978, 22) and its first reported appearance in Colombia was in 1804 (Davidson 1970c, 324).

From the beginning to the middle of the nineteenth century it achieved a wide distribution

throughout central Colombia and it even became the subject of a popular rhyme:

la jota y más a la jota
a la jota y con dolor
carita del mismo cielo
yo fuera tu confesor
de penitencia te diera
que me pusieras amor

(Perdomo 1962, 364)

To the jota and more to the jota
to the jota and in pain
the face of heaven itself
if I was your confessor
for penance I would give you
that you lay love upon me

Eventually the jota reached Colombia�s Pacific Coast together with other nineteenth century
salon pieces like the mazurka, polka and pasillo, and there it became the jota chocoana (Bermúdez
1987c). This Colombian jota, together with the aguabajo, was the subject of a study by Pardo
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Tovar (1961) and Pinzón Urrea titled �Rítmica e melodica del folclor chocoano� in which the
authors note similarities between the aguabajo and the jota and between both of them and the
bambuco and conclude that:

a)  El bambuco es una derivación del
aguabajo y de la jota; o
b)  Tanto el bambuco como el
aguabajo y la jota son derivaciones de
una fuente ritmica común,
posiblemente un aire de danza muy
antigua, ya desaparecido.

(Pardo Tovar 1961, 63)

a)  The bambuco is a derivation of the
aguabajo and of the jota; or
b)  The bambuco together with the
aguabajo and the jota are derivations
of a common rhythmic source,
possibly a very old dance form,
which has already disappeared.

This conclusion is based on analysis of the rhythmic structure of the jota chocoana, the aguabajo
and the bambuco. The eminent Colombian musician and author of bambucos, Luis Uribe Bueno
(cited in Restrepo 1987, 82) favours the former of these, believing that the currulao and its related
forms from the Pacific Coast preceded the bambuco. Ulloa (1994, 10) supports the  second,
namely that the aguabajo, the jota chocoana and the currulao developed from the bambuco viejo, as did
the bambuco itself, as the existence of the bambuco is reported before any references to the
Chocoan dances occurs. The author of this thesis reserves his judgement until later in this study.
The melody of the jota chosen by Pardo Tovar and Pinzón Urrea to illustrate their study is the
following:

Fig. 6-27 The melody of the  jota chocoana �Prisionera� (Pardo Tovar 1961, 44).
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The predominant rhythmic figure in this melody is the following, shown with the

accompaniment played on the tambora:

Fig. 6-28 Two bar phrase from the jota chocoana �Prisionera�.

It can immediately be seen that this figure conforms completely with the archetypal bambuco

rhythmic structure as demonstrated in chapter 4:

Fig. 6-29 Archetypal rhythmic structure of the bambuco notated in uuuu.

There is a slight difference in the tambora pattern from that of the bambuco but despite this they
remain compatible, as the principal bass accents are the same. Therefore a definite link can be
observed between the jota chocoana and the bambuco, even though the jota chocoana appears to be as
different from the Spanish jota as the bambuco. It might be said that the jota came to Colombia
and in the Chocó region was subject to influences which made it develop in such a way that its
twentieth century manifestation closely resembles the bambuco.

Concerning Pardo Tovar�s conclusion with respect to the relationship which may exist between
the aguabajo, the jota chocoana and the bambuco, it will be recalled that Davidson (See page 235)
admitted to similarities between the jota chocoana and the bambuco though not admitting that this
implied that the former had influenced the latter.

Colombian dancer and choreographer Cesar Arias (1998) also confirms similarities between the

choreography of the jota chocoana and the bambuco in that both consist of a structure of eight steps

of movements, even though details within those movements may differ.(1970, 210) rejects the

idea that the bambuco may have evolved from the Spanish jota because of essential differences
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which exist between the choreography of the jota and the bambuco. It must be recalled that

Davidson is comparing the twentieth century choreography of the jota with the twentieth

century choreography of the bambuco. As the first reported specific identification of the jota as a

dance did not occur until 1761, its first reported appearance in Colombia was in 1804 and the

bambuco was first specifically identified in 1819, the modern development of both dances

must have occurred since a time when contact or association between them may first have

been possible. If one considers this and takes into account the many associative elements

between the two, it is quite reasonable to argue that elements which participated in the

formation of the jota also contributed to the development of the bambuco in Colombia. The

similarity between the jota chocoana and the bambuco suggests that similar influences acted

upon both the jota and the bambuco. The result of this is that the jota as it developed in

Colombia resembles the bambuco in some important ways. The bambuco itself bears

similarities to the contemporary Spanish jota and so could be considered to be a point of

contact between the jota chocoana and the Spanish jota.

The Basque zortzico

Daniel Zamudio suggested in 1936 (cited in Davidson 1970a, 213-214) that the basque

zortzico may have been a musical source of the bambuco but his suggestion is based on

supposition and without firm evidence. Davidson (1970a, 215) dismisses the idea on the

grounds of conflicting choreography with little discussion but there are some interesting

similarities:

-The zortzico is in qqqq and in Venezuela, bambucos are found in this time signature.

-Livermore (1972, 151) noted that the Basque language has had an effect on Basque music

in imposing a system of one note per syllable in songs. A contrasting feature between

Spanish songs and bambucos (as well as all Colombian Andean music) is that the melismas

which are common in Spanish songs are completely absent in bambuco where the rule of

one syllable per note applies.

-In the following zortzico rhythmic pattern, one can imagine the archetypal bambuco pattern

altered to fit a qqqq rhythm:
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Fig. 6-30 Two bar excerpt from zortzico phrase (Chase 1959, 234).

Fig. 6-31 The same excerpt rewritten in kkkk.

 Music from the Canary Islands

Opinion suggesting a possible relation between the bambuco and music from the Canary

Islands had its source in Conrado del Campo, Professor of Harmony and Counterpoint

and Composition at the Real Conservatorio de Música y Declamación de Madrid, cited in

Añez (1952, 42). Writing on the bambuco, he noted that Colombian songs were commonly

sung in two voices which, in Spain, is a practice employed among folk singers only in the

Canary Islands and the province of Extremadura.

Another similarity which can be found between musical practices on the Canary Islands

and the Colombian Andes is the inclusion in the Canarian string ensembles of the timple,

which, like the tiple in the estudiantina, uses rasgueado techniques. The particular techniques

applied to the two instruments are not very similar as the timple uses continuous tremolo

effects combined with quick attacks on the strings which recall techniques employed on the

Portuguese cavaquinho and the Venezuelan (and Colombian) cuatro, whereas the tiple uses

isolated rasgueados alternating with standard strums. The Canarian isa corresponds to the jota

of the mainland and features the bandurria as a melody instrument, while the guitar plays

chords and bass notes and the timple accompanies with rasgueado chords in an instrumental

context which closely resembles that of the Colombian estudiantina.

On the Canary Islands, one also finds, as in Extremadura, tambora playing techniques which

combine hitting the drum on the rim and on the skin as is found in much of Latin America.

When the tambora is used in this manner it is common to find castanets as well which are

called chácaras on the Islands, which may be a source for the term �chacarera� which is given

to the most commonly used rim and skin rhythm in South America, and whose main
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pattern also forms the rhythmic basis of the tambora rhythm when it is used to accompany

bambucos.

Music from Andalusia - the tirana

Davidson (1970a, 217-220) considers possible connections between music and dances from
Andalusia and the bambuco without being able to provide any firm relationship beyond allusions
by some authors to the idea that there may be some similarities or points of contact with forms
like the Spanish bolero and the fandango. He completely discounts the possibility of any association
with flamenco or Moorish sources.

The form to which he does attribute a strong affinity with the bambuco is the little known tirana.

His evidence is based on an excerpt from Soriano Fuertes� Historia de la música española

(published in 1855). Davidson cites:

se bailaba en las provincias de
Andalucia la tirana, al mismo tiempo
se cantaba también con coplas de a
cuatro versos asonantes de ocho
sílabas. Este baile tenía un aire
demarcado haciendo las mujeres un
gracioso juego con el delantal, y los
hombres con el sombrero o pañuelo,
parecidos todos estos movimientos a
los que usaban en sus bailes las
antiguas gaditanas.

the tirana used to be danced in the
counties of Andalusia, it was also sung
at the same time with strophes of four
assonant verses of eight syllables. This
dance had a distinctive quality with the
women playing in a graceful fashion
with their apron, and the men with their
hat or handkerchief, all these
movements being similar to those
which the traditional inhabitants of
Cadiz used to use.

Hamilton (1937, 67) relates how the tirana first began to appear in tonadillas1 as a danza cantada
(dance with singing) before 1780 and how between 1780 and 1790 it �had a vogue amounting
to a furore.� Hamilton supports Davidson�s source noting that within the tonadilla it had a
definite verse form of four octosyllabic lines and adds more information about its choreography,
stating that the tirana was:

 . . usually in uuuu time, syncopated and faster than the seguidilla, and was danced by
two persons, with a clear and distinctive rhythm, characterised by different
motions to the one side or the other of the body, �the woman raising and
waving her apron, the man flourishing his hat or handkerchief.�

Hamilton further notes how the tirana had become licentious, was forbidden at evening parties
(saraos), but that its songs and music survived long into the nineteenth century.

The reasons by which Davidson (1987, 221) comes to choose the tirana as the source of the
bambuco�s origin are the following:

                                                
1 Described later in this chapter.
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1. Both are songs and dances;
2. In the tirana the women use their apron in dance movements and in the bambuco they use
their skirts;
3. In both the tirana and the bambuco the men include movements of a handkerchief;
4. In both the dancers move their bodies, arms and legs to the movement of the music;
5. Both the bambuco and the tirana are syncopated; and
6. The tirana was written in mmmm or uuuu, and the first published bambucos were in mmmm.

An important point made by Soriano Fuertes cited by Davidson (1970a, 222) is that the

choreography of the tirana recalled dances in the old style from Cadiz. Hamilton (1937, 61)

noted that Cadiz was �one of the open doors whence entered the New World melodies.�

Fig. 6-32 The port city of Cadiz on Spain�s Atlantic Coast (Encarta �96 World Atlas)

Through some fairly spurious arguments, Davidson (1987, 223) tries to give the impression that

the tirana was one of the musical forms that travelled from Spain to the New World in the early

years of the Colony from 1600 onwards, whereas as Hamilton points out, it was first mentioned

in Spain in the context of tonadillas  in the late eighteenth century. As stated above, the tirana is

almost completely unknown in or outside Spain. Fortunately Hamilton (1937, 64-65) includes

her own arrangement for piano of the score of a tirana which was the finale from the tonadilla

�Los Embusteros�:
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Fig. 6-33 Score of the tirana from the tonadilla �Los Embusteros� of 1786 (Hamilton 1937, 64-65).

Various syncopated figures are found in this piece. They include standard Spanish hemiolas
(bars 2-3, etc. ), phrases beginning on the second beat of the bar (bars 1 and 5, etc. ) as well as
accents on the second beat of the bar (bars 2, 3, 4 etc. ) and syncopated hemiolas (bar 7-8 and
15-16, etc. ). Particularly noteworthy is the rhythmic figure e e.  x  that appears in bars 23, 27,
31 and 47. Hamilton (1937, 55) observed that this rhythmic figure first appeared in a tononé, a
�negro dance and song,� by Pedro Villa, was �doubtless of Creole origin� and was considered a
prototype of the �hybrid Spanish dances� like the tangos, habaneras which were to appear later.
This indicates that the tirana itself had already incorporated Creole influences by 1786. The
rhythmic figure of the tononé also corresponds to the treble accents in the tambora pattern used to
accompany the bambuco:

Fig. 6-34 Tambora pattern from the bambuco, rewritten in mmmm.

Hamilton (1937, 62) provides further transcriptions of excerpts from some tiranas where similar

syncopations can be observed to those of the tirana from �Los embusteros�. In particular the

tononé syncopation is quite evident in the third of these:
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Fig. 6-35 Excerpts from some tiranas from eighteenth century Spain (Hamilton 1937, 62)

The tononé pattern as it occurs in the third of these excerpts can be clearly observed in the

following phrase from the bambuco �Palo Negro�:

Fig. 6-36 Excerpt from the bambuco �Palo negro� (Anon. n. d. 44)

Similarities between the tirana and the bambuco may well be due to the fact that they were both

influenced by the same mixtures of Spanish, African and Amerindian influences though one
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would expect that the tirana, having developed in Spain, would have more Spanish character

than Latin American. Davidson appears to place importance on the fact that both the tirana and

the bambuco make use of handkerchiefs in their choreography but a Swedish authority on

Spanish folk dances, Anne-Karin Ståhle, communicated to this author that the use of

handkerchiefs was common in very early Spanish dances and that any Latin American folk

dance can claim Spanish roots, just as many Spanish dances claim Caribbean roots (Ståhle 1998).

Davidson is unable to find any specific reference to the tirana in Colombia though he reports its
documentation in Argentina, Chile, Peru and Brazil (Davidson 1970a, 222). In any case it is
reasonable to assume that it would have migrated to Colombia with Spanish tonadillas, of which
it appears to have composed an integral part.

The tonadilla

Tonadillas were short one-act musical dramatisations which first appeared in Madrid in about
1750 (Hamilton 1937, 47). From their original rôle as interval entertainment during more serious
dramatic  works they came to assume an importance of their own within Spanish light art music.
The works were specifically composed rather than being pot-pourris and their basic form
consisted of an introduction, coplas (refrains) and a finale. The finale was generally a seguidilla,
a tirana or a polaca and the overall structure was capable of infinite variations (Hamilton
1937, 49). The most important virtue of the tonadilla was that it enabled he conservation
and propagation of many Spanish folk genres, even if in a rather stylised form, composers
using �every folk song and peasant dance they could lay their hands on� (Hamilton 1937,
59). National dances, regional folk genres, gipsy dances and songs, Moorish songs and
imported Creole music and dance from the Spanish colonies all had their place in the
tonadilla. In a tonadilla called �La gitanilla,� the gipsy of the title �shows how to dance the
cumbé from Guinea, a dance which abounded on the stage at this epoch� (Hamilton 1937,
61).

Tonadillas were documented in Colombia from 1793 and through the early nineteenth
century though they were described as �something completely new� in Medellín in 1838
(Davidson 1987c, 217). From the middle towards the end of the nineteenth century they
seem to have entered into decline and to have almost completely disappeared by the end of
the century.

Tonadillas as they were presented in Colombia were defined by Juan C. Osorio in his
Diccionario de música (passage cited in Davidson 1970a, 216) as:

españolas que se cantan sin bailarse y
que vienen a ser pequeñas
composiciones para teatro.

Spanish compositions that are sung
without being danced and which come
to be small compositions for theatre.
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As such Davidson (1970a, 216) sees them as the precursors of many Colombian regional
musical forms which include a theatrical aspect such as:

bambucos �versiados� . . . (que)
parecen hijos de las tonadillas
españolas, en las cuales la
improvisación, el canto de la copla y el
duelo lírico eran como los de aquestas
comarcas descubiertas, pobladas y
�musicalizadas� por españoles.

 �lyricised� bambucos. . . (that) seem to be
children of the Spanish tonadillas, in
which the improvisation, the singing of
the refrain and the lyrical duels were like
those of certain districts which were
discovered, populated and �musicalised�
by the Spanish.

The Colombian bambuco �Palo negro� could be considered a criollo version of the Spanish tirana,
as it displays characteristics typical of Afro-Hispanic music as exemplified by the tirana. These
include the use of decorative chromaticisms:

Fig. 6-37 Decorative chromaticisms found in the bambuco �Palo Negro� (50 canciones n.d.,44)

the rhythmic structure referred to as the tononé figure:

Fig. 6-38 The tononé figure in the bambuco �Palo Negro� (50 canciones n.d.,44)

and the incorporation of relatively artificial hemiola effects:
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Fig. 6-39 Hemiola based section of the bambuco �Palo negro� (50 canciones n.d.,44), showing the
piece as notated (upper two lines) and as interpreted (lower two lines).

If the tirana was introduced to Colombia through the tonadillas, so certainly was the seguidilla of
which Hamilton provides an example:

Fig. 6-40Arrangement for piano of a seguidilla from the tonadilla �El deseo de la Pupillo,� from
1781 by the noted composer of tonadillas Blas de Laserna (Hamilton 1937, 62)

Notable in this piece is the eeq . e in bar 6 which matches the bambuco tambora pattern and can
be seen to be derived from the tononé pattern. Also the left hand accompaniment in bars 5, 7 and
8 is the same pattern as that devised for the left hand accompaniment of bambucos by Pedro
Morales Pino. Morales Pino�s system for the notation of the bambuco for the piano was most
probably influenced by the piano accompaniment of the Spanish seguidilla which would have
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been brought to Colombia in piano reductions of tonadilla and zarzuela scores. These would have
been quite common in Colombia in the nineteenth century.

Uno de los medios más efectivos para la
dispersión y popularización de este
repertorio. . . en nuestro medio, fueron los
arreglos para piano y voz, para instru-
mentos melódicos y acompañamiento de
piano o piano solo que circulaban
profusamente en ediciones accesibles al
público y cuya presencia entre nosotros
está documentada por las colecciones
empastadas de este tipo de partituras que
hoy en día es frecuente encontrar en los
almacenes de antigüedades.

(Bermúdez n.d., 1)

One of the most effective means for
the dispersion and popularisation of
this repertoire. . . in our
environment, were arrangements for
piano and voice, for melodic
instruments and piano
accompaniment or piano alone, that
circulated profusely in editions
accessible to the public and whose
presence among us is documented
by the bound collections of this type
of scores that are frequently found
today in antique shops.

The cumbé

The cumbé (as cumbee) was referred to as �chants from Guinea� by Stevenson (1976, 236), who

observed examples in the Codice Saldívar No. 4, an anthology of compositions for the five-

course baroque guitar. The composer of the anthology, Santiago de Murcia, was a fifth

generation (at least) Spanish musician and appears to have moved to Mexico in the 1720s

(Russell 1995a, 131), where the collection was first published and later discovered, quite by

accident, by the Mexican historian Gabriel Saldívar y Silva. The collection, including the cumbés,

was transcribed for the first time by Russell (1995b) and published in facsimile and modern

notated formats. Russell describes (1995a, 69) the cumbé as being of "African influence" and

among the "vibrant and exciting musical creations of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries."

Gallego (1992, 17) refers to cumbé as an early predecessor, from Spanish Guinea, of the

Colombian cúmbia.

Census figures for 1570-80 indicate that in Mexico, where the cumbé was first documented, there

were 14,711 Spaniards, 18,569 negros and 1500 mulatos (cited in Russell 1995a, 70). According to

Russell (1995a, 70), gurumbé, paracumbé, chuchumbé, and guineo were all synonyms for cumbé, so,

while relatively few historical sources directly refer to cumbés, the more frequent references to the

guineo can be applied to it. Cumbé as a term appears to have gained popularity in the late

seventeenth and eighteenth century and the dance was frequently included in Mexican theatrical

productions under one or other of its synonyms (Russell 1995a, 72). It subsequently became

extremely popular in Spain. The preferred accompaniment for the guineo, which was a song and

a dance, was the guitar (Russell 1995a, 71). Murcia�s original score for a cumbé, in eighteenth

century tablature for the guitar, can be observed in facsimile in Fig. 6-41.
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Fig. 6-41 Facsimile of part of folio 43 from Codice Sadívar No. 4. Reproduced in Russell (1995b, 47)

The first six bars from the same passage can be seen in modern notated format in Fig. 6-42:

Fig. 6-42 Modern notated version of part of folio 43 from Codice Sadívar No. 4. Russell (1995b, Ex. 22)

In relation to the bambuco, the most conspicuous aspect of the rhythmic figure played in the
cumbé by the guitar is that it very closely matches the rhythmic cell of the tiple in the bambuco (see
chapter 4) which, if notated in the same manner, would appear:
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Fig. 6-43 Rhythmic cell of tiple in the bambuco notated in the manner of Russell�s notation of the
cumbé.

Just as important is the assertion by Russell (1995, 76-77) that the use of golpes in this manuscript,
where the guitarist is expected to strike the guitar, is �the first known example of such an effect
to be notated in the history of guitar music.� Gradante (1994, 381) suggests that the rasgueado
used by the tiple in Colombian Andean music, which he terms golpe apagado, �may be interpreted
as a mestizo attempt to incorporate the percussive, rhythmic energy of the newly encountered
African drumming styles into the otherwise predominantly Iberian musical tradition of early
colonial Colombia.� Also in chapter three of this thesis it can be observed how the rhythmic
rôle of the tiple and the guitar in the Colombian string trio�s interpretation of the bambuco is
undertaken by percussion instruments in the chirimía ensemble. Russell�s notation of the Murcia
cumbé confirms this and not only demonstrates how widespread this practice was, but shows that
practice was an Afro-American innovation which was then exported to Spain. Chronologically,
the compilation of Murcia�s dances would have taken place at about the same time as the tiple
was first mentioned in Spain, in Minguet y Irold�s method of 1754 (see chapter three) in which
material by Murcia is used and his authorship acknowledged. This innovation was taking place
at an appropriate time to be able to contribute to the musical elements which were soon to be
identified in the Colombian bambuco. Rather than suggest that the cumbé was a direct influence on
the development of the bambuco, which it may well have been, it would be reasonable to propose
that the Afro-American material found in the cumbé exemplifies the kind of musical material that
was developing in the Latin American environment when the bambuco was evolving.2

Of further interest is an excerpt from a Spanish play, Baile del paracumbé, which  featured a song
and dance segment of a comic nature sung by a character called �Gracioso� (amusing):

¿Pues qué? ¿No me conocéis?

El paracumbé de Angola,
ciudadano de Guiné
casado con la Amorosa
que escogí yo por mujer.
Si queréis saber quién soy
en este baile atended,

Well then? Don�t you know me?

The paracumbé of Angola,
citizen of Guinea
married to the amorosa 3
whom I chose as my wife.
If you want to know who I am
participate in this dance,

                                                
2 The description of the musical nature of cumbés, guineos, etc. which Russell�s research (1995, 76) has

been able to reconstruct - based on tonic and dominant harmonies, in triple time using hemiolas
and, as a rule, using phrase repetitions - together with the rather lewd texts which often
accompanied cumbés and guineos, suggests a close association with the Colombian rajaleña, an Andean
relative of the bambuco.

3 Another dance of the period.
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y compañad mi romance
en estilo portugués.

(Cotarelo, Colección de
entremeses, ccxx. Cited in

Russell 1995a, 222)

and accompany my romance 4
in the Portuguese manner.

There then follows a chorus which begins in Portuguese, phonetically transliterated into
Spanish: �Os ollos de miña dama: ¡le, le, le!� (�Spanish�) = �Os olhos de minha dama�
(Portuguese) = �The eyes of my lady.�

The paracumbé identifies itself, in this case, as a dance from the Portuguese colony of Angola
which came by way of Guinea (probably Spanish Equatorial Guinea -ceded from Portugal to
Spain in 1777). This reinforces the idea, proposed in chapter six of this thesis, that much Black
African influence came from Portuguese colonies bringing African musical material that already
carried Portuguese influence.

Possible Spanish influence in bambuco texts

As was stated in Chapter Three, the most common text form for bambucos is the four verse
octosyllabic strophe. This formed the basis for the ancient Spanish romance text, which
provides the text for the great majority of Spanish folk songs, as can be observed in the
transcriptions of texts found in the �Magna Antología del Folklore Musical de España�
(Garcia Matos 1975, 41-90).

Etzion (1988, 4) defines the identity of the Spanish romance as:
1.  Consisting of uniform sixteen-syllable verses, consisting of two octosyllabic hemistiches.
Even numbered octosyllabic lines carry assonant rhyme, while odd lines remain unrhymed.
Texts tend to be divided into octosyllabic quatrains.
2.  The majority of romances consist of four musical phrases, corresponding to four octosyllabic
lines.
3.  Romances consistently employ duple or quadruple metre.
4.  Most romances appear to have been performed at a moderate tempo.
5.  An anapaestic figure is prominent in the initial phrase and often in subsequent phrases of
collections of romance songs (cancioneros), but less common in instrumental renditions. Note
repetition is common and may point to the narrative origins of the romance.
If each of these points is compared with bambuco texts and musical phrasing, the following is
apparent:

1.  Although the basic bambuco phrase is a two-bar eight-note phrase, corresponding to the
predominantly octosyllabic character of bambuco texts, there is a clear tendency for four bar
phrases to be formed, therefore supporting a sixteen-syllable verse. Salazar (1987, 257-339)

                                                                                                                                              
4 Referring to the octosyllabic/heptasyllabic basis of the song text.
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notates bambuco texts as sixteen-syllable lines. The rhyming structure of many bambucos follows
the pattern of the romance model, but not all. If we define the romance rhyming structure
as
abcb, in bambucos we may also find abab (Adoro niña tus ojos), abcb (Agüita que vas
corriendo), abcdebfd (Al caer la tarde), abacdcdfggf (Alma) and many other forms (Salazar
1975, 257-339).
2.  Bambuco musical phrases tend to follow a sixteen bar structure, therefore of four sixteen-
syllable lines rather than the four octosyllabic lines of the romance.
3.  Bambucos are always in triple metre if one considers them to be notated in kkkk or are always in
duple metre if they are notated in uuuu.
4.  Vocal bambucos tend to have moderate tempi ( MM qqqq ~140) while the instrumental ones are
appreciably faster ( MM q ~210).
5.  Of the vocal bambucos studied in Chapter Four, some could be considered to contain phrases
with anapaestic accents: �El enterrador�, �El vaquero�, �Los colores de los cielos�, �Si yo hubiera
comprendido�, etc. just as in many instrumental bambucos. The figure eeh  is found in many
bambucos from as early as �La guaneña.�

Even though bambucos do not strictly follow the parameters of the romance there are enough

points in common to suggest a relationship between them.

The relationship between the bambuco and Spanish influences

There can be no doubt that there is significant Spanish influence in the bambuco.
However this author sent detailed descriptions of the choreography of the bambuco to
Anne-Karin Ståhle, who has been conducting specialised study into Spanish folk dances
for the last twenty-five years, and who replied that �There is nothing recognisable, in
your description, of anything especially indicative of Spanish roots� (Ståhle 1998).
Explaining how the Spanish influence came to be effected is somewhat difficult as the
bambuco shows affinities with aspects of many different forms, without demonstrating a
specific relationship with any single genre. The archetypal bambuco syncopation does not
occur in any Spanish genre, but secondary rhythmic figures can be found in some
Spanish rhythms. The most probable explanation is that Spanish musical material from
various sources was gradually imported into Colombia during and after the colonial
period. At the same time as genres using this musical material formed in Colombia so
did others form in Spain combining the same material with distinct influences. As new
Spanish genres were appearing (tirana, jota, seguidilla, etc.), new diverse genres were
being established in Colombia (bambuco, torbellino, guabina, etc.). At the same time many
Spanish genres undoubtedly received influence from the colonies and re-exported
them in a modified form. It is also probable that the tonadilla had a substantial
influence on Colombian music as it arrived at the time when the emerging national
music was building on musical material that was accessible to it. The tonadillas provided
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a broad range of developed and polished material that was necessarily compatible with the
elements of Spanish and Afro-Hispanic music that had already contributed to the formation of
the bambuco and other Colombian genres.

Possible links with Portuguese influence

When the author of this thesis was carrying out a previous study on the Portuguese cavaquinho
it was necessary to listen to much Portuguese music, from rural folk music to urban fados. His
wife, Marina Varney, observed that it was easier for her as an Andean Colombian to identify
with the Portuguese music than with Spanish folk music and noted in particular the similarity in
sound between the Portuguese viola da arame and the Colombian tiple. Proof for the tiple�s
association with Spanish origins is largely circumstantial and there is no contemporary Spanish
instrument which sounds similar to it. Koorn (1976, 88), in a comparative study of Colombian
Andean genres, describes the distinguishing mood of the bambuco in the following way:is the
feeling of a sentimental memory, or a lost love. The remembrance of a lovely woman, of
passions hidden within the depths of the heart and never spoken, of nostalgia.concludes that the
most appropriate term to describe this sentiment is the Portuguese word saudade, finding no
suitable expression in Spanish. If there exists a Portuguese influence on the bambuco, how could
it have occurred, considering that the Portuguese were not a colonial power in Colombia?will be
recalled that the Portuguese were the principal carriers of Black African slaves from Africa to
the New World. The regions in Africa which are most likely to have been sources for influence
on the bambuco were Bambouk (Mali) and Angola, where the localities of Bambuca and Cauca
are found together. Both were Portuguese colonies, so it is an acceptable proposition that there
could have been cultural interchange between these colonies over a long period of time. musical
genre which contributed to the development of the Portuguese fado was the lundum, an Afro-
Lusitanian form of Angolan origin (Gallop 1933, 205). In Peru, among the Afro-Peruvian
community an important genre is the landó, which could easily be a hispanisation of lundum.
The landó shares the rhythmic structure of the bambuco�s melody, classified in this thesis as the
archetypal bambuco phrase, and is the only genre in the South American continent known to do
so by the author of this thesis. However the figure which appears in the melody of the bambuco
occurs in the chordal accompaniment of the landó played by the guitar:

Fig. 6-44 Guitar pattern based on a similar rhythmic configuration to the archetypal  bambuco phrase
(transcribed by J. Varney from song �María Landó,� by Susana Baca [Luaka Bop CD 9362-45878-2]).

It is uncertain how the bambuco originally appeared in Colombia�s Cauca region. All that is
known is that by the beginning of the nineteenth century it was firmly entrenched in, and
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identified with, the Caucan culture. It will be recalled that the Cauca region was initially
discovered and colonised by the Spanish from Peru and Ecuador by Belalcázar. Carlos Vega
(1967) proposed that a tonal/rhythmic foundation described or defined by him as
�pseudolydian-minor� emanated from Peru and reached as far north as Colombia:

Fig. 6-45 The distribution in South America of Vega�s �pseudolydian-minor� tonal/rhythmic grouping.

A possible distribution route from Peru as proposed by Vega could have followed the Inca
routes of communication as it is generally the Inca dominated regions which came under the
sphere of influence of the �pseudolydian-minor� tonal/rhythmic grouping. These routes then
would have been extended by those established by the Spanish colonial communications.

Fig. 6-46 Rhythmic elements and phrases associated by Vega with the �pseudolydian-minor� tonal base.

The rhythmic figures associated by Vega with the �pseudolydian-minor� tonal base are
compatible with the bambuco even though they do not define its rhythmic basis.
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Fig. 6-47 The tonal basis of Vega�s pseudolydian-minor tonal/rhythmic grouping (225)

With its movement between the minor and relative major this tonal base can be seen as a
chromatic extension of the major/minor movement of the Andean pentatonic scale and its
harmonisation (see chapter 5).5 Chromatic movement similar to that shown in Fig. 6-47 can be
found in bambucos, as exemplified by �San Pedro en el Espinal.�

Fig. 6-48 Excerpt from San Pedro en el Espinal showing chromaticism similar to that of Vega�s
�pseudolydian-minor� rhythmic/tonal group.

Although not necessarily attempting to attribute Portuguese origins to the bambuco, these
observations demonstrate how elements which include Afro-Lusitanian influences could have
reached Colombia and participated in the formation of the bambuco.

                                                
5 A possible reason for the Vega�s name of �pseudolydian-minor� can perhaps be seen in Fig. 6-47

where the whole tone scale movement at the beginning may suggest lydian mode and the raised
sixth and seventh which fall on descending suggest minor mode.



C h a p t e r  S e v e n

RELATIONSHIP WITH AFRICAN INFLUENCE

The Issue

If the notation of the bambuco has been described as the �most delicate problem� (Restrepo
1987, 43), this is probably with reference to the musicians who are required to compose,
arrange, transcribe and read it. However among writers who are more concerned with the
history, social rôle and cultural aspects of the bambuco, certainly the most controversial issue has
been that of the degree to which Black African culture has participated in the evolution and
development of the genre.

Whereas musicological research such as that of Pardo Tovar (1961) and musical analysis of a
technical nature (Uribe Bueno, contributing to Restrepo 1987) has had a relatively open
disposition towards the principle of relationships existing between the bambuco and Colombian
music of evident Black African origin1, many of the principal authors who have written about
the bambuco in more general terms (Añez 1952, Koorn 1977, Davidson 1970 and Restrepo 1987)
adopted positions which admitted no connection whatsoever between the two. As Koorn
principally reproduced Añez�s arguments, Davidson summarised and expanded upon these and
Restrepo largely summarised Davidson�s arguments, it will be sufficient to chiefly consider the
opposition to the idea of Black African influence from Davidson�s point of view. Before
discussing this evidence it will be opportune to briefly establish the historical background to the
Black African presence in Colombia.

History of Black African presence and culture in Colombia

According to Davis (1993, 49), the first importation of Black African slaves took place at
the very beginning of the Spanish conquest as the conquistadors and colonial officials
brought black slaves for their personal use with the permission of the Spanish Crown.
The principal motivation for the traffic in slaves was the enormous earnings to be
reaped from such a trade - estimated at around 4000% profit. The existence and extent
of this trade meant that the slavers ships could then be used as a basis for, and to give
financial stability to, all classes of trading (Davidson 1970a, 174-5).

                                                
1 Both authors relate the bambuco to Black culture genres from Colombia�s Pacific Coast.
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Davis (1993, 49-50) distinguishes three specific periods which correspond to stages in the
importation of Black slaves to Colombia.

i. The slave trade was loosely regulated through licences granted to individuals.
ii. The asientos, a system of subcontracting which delegated the provision of slaves to

competing commercial companies, took charge of the importation of slaves. The
supervision of the asientos system was enforced by the Spanish Crown.

iii. onwards. In this period the slave trade became unrestricted.
iv. The abolition of slavery in Colombia began in 1812 with its prohibition in Cartagena, but

this did not become effective on a national scale until 1852.
Davidson�s research (1970a, 175-6) has shown that as early as 1500 the slave trade was in
progress and that between 1503 and 1511 a small number of slaves were sent to America. It
would appear that initially the slaves were used as personal servants, then as military conscripts
to fight against the Amerindians and later to work in mines (Davidson 1970a, 175-178). An
estimate suggests that 100,000 slaves were imported into Colombia under the licence system
between 1510 and 1595 (Davis 1993, 49). German, French, Portuguese, Dutch and English
companies participated in the asiento system which was dominated by the Portuguese (Davis
1993, 49). During this second period, Cartagena became a depot for distribution of slaves to
other parts of the Caribbean. Davis (1993, 49) estimates that over 450,000 slaves were
authorised during this period, of whom 130,000 to 180,000 were probably processed through
Cartagena and of whom about 54,000 were left in Colombia by the end of the eighteenth
century. This does not take into account any illegal smuggling of slaves which is likely to have
been significant. The regions which principally employed the slaves were the Atlantic and
Caribbean Coasts and the Cauca Valley. Slaves were disembarked principally in Cartagena and
Santa Marta (Atlantic Coast) for the Caribbean region and Buenaventura (Pacific Coast) for the
Cauca region, although some slaves seem to have been brought overland from Cartagena to the
Cauca region  (Davidson 1970a, 175-6). Davidson (1970a, 176-178) cites places in Africa from
where slaves were brought together with the approximate time of their appearance (where
available):

• From Portuguese colonies in West Africa:

• Angola in 1603.

• Guinea (which corresponds to present day Senegal and Gambia) in about 1605.

• Cape Verde Islands around the same period.

From other places, or tribal groups, in Africa listed in alphabetical order:

• the nation of Anchicos.

• Arará (who came from Dahomey in 1609).

• Arda (island).
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• Bambara (from upper Senegal).

• Bran, in 1604.

• Carabalíes o Caravalíes (who came from the Calabar Coast).

• Cetre.

• Congo (in 1603).

• Chamba (from the north of the Ashanti, on the Gold Coast).

• Ethiopia.

• Guagui (from Niger).

• Loanda, around 1605.

• Locumí or Lucumí (who were Yorubas from Nigeria, in 1609).

• Machaguas (in 1609)

• Mandingas (from French Sudan).

• Minas (from Fanti territory close to Dahomey. This surname is found in Colombia in
1743).

• Mondongo (from Congo, at the head of the Lisala river).

• Monguiolos.

• Sasinga (in 1609).

• Santo Tomé (island).

• Viafara, (or Biafra). The surname Biáfara is found in the Robles area in the Valle region.

• Zape (bolanco cast, around 1605).

Davidson concludes his summary of slave movement in Colombia citing an unspecified source
that:

El más grande número de negros se
encuentra en las provincias marítimas.
Aquellas de Antioquia, Magdalena,
Cauca, Guayaquil y del Chocó,
encierran muchos.

The biggest number of blacks is in
the maritime provinces. Those of
Antioquia, Magdalena, Cauca,
Guayaquil and Chocó contain
many.

As the slave trade was one of New Granada�s major economic activities, second only to the
mining industry which was the main activity for which the slaves were imported, the slave
population of the colony was a product of the general trade itself and so represented all the
major African slave regions. In the Pacific West and Cauca areas, Africans were used to work
mines from the very beginning of their establishment. Bermúdez (1987a, 113) indicates that, at
least in this region, the Africans were given �humane treatment� including days of rest on
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Sundays and religious holidays. Religious instruction was given through the encomienda system
and later through missionary activities, based on the cabildos, the internal tribal cells of the
Africans. The cabildos, which gave African tribal groups a certain degree of cultural freedom,
have continued to the present day. The tribal names of descendants of Africans who live in the
Cauca and Pacific West areas which have persisted to the present day as surnames, and which
include Arará, Lucumí, Carabalí among others, indicate West African origins, Guinea in
particular (Bermúdez 1987a, 114).

Triana (n.d., 305) notes how the African slave communities in Colombia were intentionally
separated, mixed and sent to different areas of the colony to avoid the formation of strong
cabildos that could rival colonial authority in local areas. A consequence of this action was that
musical elements from widely separated regions in Africa combined in specific areas of
concentrated African population in Colombia. For example a research paper by the present
author showed how, based on information from List (1983), musical instruments from diverse
regions of Africa were combined in Colombian cúmbia ensembles of the Atlantic Coastal region
(Varney 1994, 5). This can be observed in the following map.

Fig. 7-1 Diverse places of origin in Africa of some instruments used in ensembles associated with the
Colombian cúmbia (Varney 1994, 5)

For this reason, when investigating possible African roots for the bambuco a pan-African
approach may be valid, at the same time as seeking links with specific regions or tribal groups.
Nketia (1979, 12) notes that African music can be examined from two perspectives: 1) that of
aspects shared on a continental or regional basis, or by societies which are geographically
separated, but which share cultural elements, and 2) that of specialisations which musically
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distinguish ethnic groups. Such an approach is also supported by Jones (1959) and Arom (1991).
Consequently, as in the comparison between Spanish sources and the bambuco, elements of
African music will be sought which may have participated in and contributed to the evolution of
the bambuco, rather than seeking a specific African genre which may have emerged intact in
Colombia. From an African viewpoint, Nketia notes that: �the term �African music� refers to
any music - whether it is made by the Yoruba in Nigeria or a religious cult group in Bahia, Cuba
or Jamaica . . . - which utilises African sound sources, structural principles and procedures
common to traditional African societies� (1979, 12).

Clave

Before considering the overall question of specific relationships between elements of African
music and the bambuco, the concept of clave should be introduced. Nketia (1979,14) describes
bell or wood block patterns, along with drumming rhythms, sonority patterns and call and
response traditions as constituents of structure which identify the African idiom within its
stylistic continuity and creativity. These may be seen as among the means by which the African
idiom may be recognised in Afro-American music. Such African bell and wood block patterns
are described in the Latin American musical context as clave (literally �key� as in door key but
also carrying the meaning of the key to a code; �Morse code� is clave Morse). Clave is also the
name for one of a pair of woodblocks used to mark such rhythmic patterns.

Fig. 7-2 Pair of cylindrical woodblocks described as claves.

Clave patterns establish the rhythmic basis of many Latin American musical forms and so need
to be understood in this context. The clave pattern on which a piece of music is based
determines the phrasing of the melody while the accompanying rhythmic accompaniment is
usually a cyclic pattern based on a standard 2, 3 or 4 beat bar. The clave pattern is usually
present in the accompaniment played, as in the case of salsa music, on a pair of claves, although
at times the pattern may be incorporated into the rhythmic figures played by one or more of the
instruments in the accompanying ensemble. The implications of clave phrasing in salsa music
are well analysed by Washburne (1998, 160-185).
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Afro-Latin syncretic rhythms based on African bell-patterns and their appearance and
modification in Latin-American musical styles

The aim of this section is to discuss and clarify the rôle of clave patterns in Latin American
music to then apply these principles to the bambuco which has never before been considered as a
clave based genre as it is composed and performed without any reference to clave or bell
patterns of any description. In fact no evidence exists, prior to this thesis, for any reference ever
having been made to such patterns with respect to the bambuco by any author or musician
involved in Colombian Andean music. It will demonstrate the hypothesis of this author that
Afro-Latin syncretic rhythms based on African bell-patterns and related rhythmic patterns are
incorporated into the melodic rhythms of styles which may appear to be of Euro-American
origin, such as the saraband and the habanera, even though such rhythmic characteristics are not
necessarily present in their accompaniments. It will also consider the elasticity of these bell
patterns, showing how, in the case of the Cuban habanera and rumba, a bell-pattern in triple time
became the basis of a rhythm in duple time. As the concept of clave and its relationship to bell
patterns is virtually unknown beyond the environment of musicians involved in the
performance of salsa dance music, its importance is considerably underestimated so it is
necessary to devote a section of this chapter to it. Its relevance to the bambuco lies in the fact
that, according to the hypothesis of this author, these African bell-patterns may be relevant to
the rhythmic structure of the melody in archetypal bambucos. This view will be reinforced if it can
be shown that there are other examples of such an occurrence in styles of music which shared
similar sources of African influence.

The conservation of Black African culture in the Spanish colonies of Latin America was
facilitated by the existence of an institution called the cabildo. Cabildos were established under an
ancient Spanish law dating from Roman times which established the bases on which Castilian
municipal government evolved in the Middle Ages (Pérez 1991: 101). An extension of this
principle permitted religious institutions and, by extension, foreign cultures living in Spain to
form their own organisations for the purpose of administering mutual aid and assistance within
their communities (Vuylesteke n.d.: 15). Religious orders were permitted to set up their own
cabildos (Cabildo 1985, 245) as did Black African communities living in Spain (Vuylesteke n.d.:
15). When Black Africans were transported to the New World by the Spanish, they were, under
the terms of the same traditions, able to set up cabildos there according to the traditions of their
cultures of origin in Africa. Within these cultural associations, they were able to maintain the
musical traditions of their different tribes of origin (Vuylesteke n.d.: 15).

The Afro-American musical traditions which can most easily be associated with African
origins are those which have maintained the use of clave or bell patterns. Many African
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rhythms are based on fixed rhythmic patterns set by a bell like instrument. In general this
instrument will repeat an ostinato which may be accompanied by other instruments which play
complementary ostinati and others which elaborate distinct patterns related to the basic pattern
but composed of different time cells. One of these such patterns is that which Jones (1971, 3)
refers to as the �African Signature Tune.� He refers to it in this manner because of its
ubiquitousness within different African cultures.

Fig. 7-3 The African bell - pattern described by A. M. Jones (1971, 3) as the �African signature tune.�

Simha Arom (1991, 248) analyses these patterns with reference to music from the Central
African Republic, showing that some are built upon patterns based around sequences of two
and three beats. These sequences build up in a well-defined manner, following the formula

3+[(n+1) x 2]+3+[(n) x 2],

where n is an integer. The application of this formula gives, as examples, the following rhythmic
patterns, as they would be notated in standard European notation:

Fig. 7-4 8 beats: 3+2+3 (n=0)

As African rhythms are cyclic in nature the following configurations of three beat and two beat
notes are the rhythmic equivalents of that shown in Fig. 7-4:

Fig. 7-5 Alternative configurations of 8 beats: 3+2+3 (n=0) may also be 3+3+2 or 2+3+3.

Similarly different equivalent examples of rhythmic cells based on other values for n exist:

Fig. 7-6 12 beats: 3+2+3+2+2 (n=1), shown here also as 2+2+3+2+3 and 2+3+2+2+3.
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Fig. 7-7 16 beats: 3+2+2+3+2+2+2 (n=2), and as 2+2+2+3+2+2+3

These patterns have a strong association with the cultural groups from which slaves were taken

to the American and Caribbean colonies, and can still be heard played in recordings from the

sub-Sahara area of West Africa (Ladzekpo 1969). Among many African tribal groups, such

patterns are played on pairs of joined iron bells.

Fig. 7-8 Pair of joined iron bells used to play bell patterns in Africa.

As music based on these patterns came into contact with European cultures, new syncretic

musical forms developed in different periods and in distinct manners. There exist examples of

such forms which have retained sufficiently strong relationships with these original patterns for

links to be established between them. Three of these are the saraband, the habanera and the

Cuban rumba.

Saraband

Hudson (1984: 406) states that the first documented reference to the saraband was by

Fernando Guzmán Mejía in 1539 in Panama (also Stevenson 1968b: 310). Early

references underline its lascivious character. Diego Durán refers to its existence prior

to 1579 and to its being the epitome of lewdness (Stevenson 1968b: 228) while Rosas

de Oquendo describes it in 1598 as the invention of the devil to seduce even stone

statues to acts of vice (Stevenson 1968b, 228). For these reasons it was banned in

Spain in 1583. It is documented in France as the �mad saraband� in 1605 and as a

dance inspired by American savages in 1613 (Stevenson 1968b, 229-230). Described in

England as the �bawdy Saraband� in 1625 it was even banned in distant Goa in 1606

(Stevenson 1968b, 229-230). Under the terms of its ban in Spain, the severity of which
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implies that it was extremely popular at this time, singing or reciting the saraband was

punishable with two hundred lashes, with an additional six years in the galleys for men

and exile from the kingdom for women (Sachs 1963: 367). However it achieved great

popularity in that country as a baile (popular dance) which it retained until being superseded in

the early seventeenth century by the chacona. During the baroque period it was incorporated in

Europe into the suite form. The earliest written representation of the saraband is a tablature by

Girolamo Montesardo , published in 1606, which demonstrates a clear defined alternation of uuuu

and kkkk bars (See Fig. 7-9).

Fig. 7-9 The first published Saraband, by Girolamo Montesardo (Hudson 1984, 489-490)

Even though the rhythmic composition varied within kkkk tempo, at some stage it became
formalised into the following rhythmic scheme:

Fig. 7-10 A popular configuration of the basic rhythm of the saraband.

This rhythmic pattern is exemplified in sarabands by Muffat, Lully and Purcell. At this point one
might ask if this evolution in the notation of the saraband represents a stylistic development or
does it indicate a gradual increase in comprehension of the true nature of the form?

That the saraband arrived in Europe from America is well documented (Hudson 1984, 406-7;
Stevenson 1968b, 228-30), but does it have more distant roots?

An appearance of the term �sarabanda� which is independent of the above description is that
associated with the Cuban Palo Monte cult. This particular cult originates from the Congo area
of Africa, which corresponds to present day Zaïre, Angola and the Republic of Congo. In Cuba,
as in many American cultures, the combination of European religious concepts with those of
the slaves brought from Africa led to the formation of syncretic religious groups in which
European images and names were given to African deities. In Cuba this is referred to as santería,
a word which is based on the root word santo (holy), and could be approximately described as
meaning �holy-ish stuff.� The Palo Monte cult is one which exists beside the santería cult and is
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more concerned with curses, mischief-making and what could be called black magic (Alvarez
1996). In this cult Sarabanda means �the power of God� and is also referred to as �Siete Rayos�
(seven lightning bolts) (Alvarez 1996). In this context of syncretism with Christian beliefs,
Sarabanda is identified with St Peter and is invoked together with other African deities including
Luleno (St Lazarus) and Nsasi (St Barbara) while cult musicians play music which is based on a
�bell pattern with drums� configuration characteristic of many styles of West African music. The
principal rhythmic elements of this music are shown in Fig. 7-11.

Fig. 7-11 Principal rhythmic elements of music used to invoke Sarabanda in a Cuban Palo Monte
ceremony.

Even though the basic rhythmic structure of the European saraband has many forms and
varieties, the format used by Lully, Moffat and others as described above is compatible with this
African-based Palo Monte rhythm (see Fig. 7-12).

Fig. 7-12 Rhythmic patterns associated with the Palo Monte �Sarabanda� and the baroque
saraband.

In Fig. 7-12 the top two lines show the bell pattern and principal drum pattern of the Palo

Monte Sarabanda rhythm respectively. The third line shows their resultant rhythm and the

fourth a formalised rhythmic structure of many Baroque sarabands. This rhythmic figure also

appeared as an Afro-Hispanic rhythm described by Hamilton (1937, 55) as the tononé rhythm

(see chapter 6).

How much of a relationship can be established between the saraband and Black-African roots?

As has been stated, its Latin-American origins are widely accepted (Hudson 1984, 489;
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Stevenson 1968b, 226; Sachs 1937, 367). Its rhythmic roots would thus be presumed to

potentially be some combination of European, African and Amerindian source material.

Black Africans lived in Spain from long before the conquest of the New World and travelled

with Cortéz to New Spain (Ortiz 1952, 239-240). By 1553 there were more people of Black

African origin than Spanish in Mexico. Curt Sachs, implied not only Latin American origins for

the saraband but Negroid influence as well by including it in a discussion on the acceptance of

Afro-American dances such as the tango and the cake-walk by European society (1937,444). As

stated, the dance was banned in Spain in 1583 as obscene. Many African dances were so

considered by Europeans, particularly those associated with religious rites. For example the fôfa,

a dance introduced to Lisbon in the late eighteenth century, is described as: � . . . a dance so

lascivious that decency blushes at witnessing it . . .(Dezoteux, Voyage en Portugal cited in

Gallop 1933, 204)�

Edoardo Vidossich (1975, 17-18) explains how the reiterated rhythms of the music which
accompanies these rites produce a state in which:

. . . the vision becomes hallucinatory due to the extraordinary exaltation of the
imagination and the memory, and the cerebral activity becomes inhibited. The
Western mentality generally rejects such manifestations considering them
barbarous and immodest.

Even though it cannot be expected that the dances brought back to Spain were reproductions

of these religious rites, it is reasonable to expect that they would be imitations of some

movements or stylistic aspects, which were still sufficient to shock. As the Amerindians� were

generally reserved in comparison with European standards (see chapter 5), and the Europeans

could not be expected to be so dismayed by something which came from their own culture, it

may be concluded that the shocking element in this dance came from the remaining potentially

contributive culture, the African. The fact that most of the chanting involved in the Palo Monte

ceremonies is in African dialect further demonstrates that the rites have changed little in 400 or

500 years and so the rhythmic elements currently used are those which have always

accompanied them. This leads to the deduction that most probable explanation for the

existence of compatibilities between the European saraband�s rhythmic structure and the Palo

Monte rhythms are because they are indeed related.

The etymology of the word Saraband as Sarabanda (St. Peter in the Palo Monte ceremony) adds

further weight to this argument. Sachs was at a loss to explain the etymology of the Spanish
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word zarabanda (1937, 367). He notes that there is a Guatemalan flute which bears this name

and suggests this as a possible origin, noting that many dances have taken the name of an

accompanying instrument, but never has an instrument taken the name of a dance (1937, 369).

This is not strictly true, as one finds conga drums and kroncong guitars. The word zarabanda is

quite common as a musical term in Guatemala. Zarabanda was the name of a now extinct

Guatemalan ensemble which played repertoire similar to that played by Colombian string trio of

bandola, tiple and guitar (O�Brien 1984, 570). This repertoire has now been taken over by

marimba ensembles (Orellana, 1995). In the Spanish language the term has retained some of its

early bawdy links, being used in 1936 to describe drunken dance parties in Guatemala (Bunzell,

1952: 85) and as referring to loud, confused or bothersome noise in Spain (Zarabanda 1985:

1499). These meanings would conform with the Spanish perception of African tribal rites.

Although there is no direct description of the steps of the saraband, Sachs cites a statement by

Giambattista Marino in 1623, which defines the saraband and the chacona as fundamentally being

the same. A nineteenth century four beat dance step known as pas de chacon describes the rapid

crossing of the feet finishing with a high kick and a full turn of the body. Such steps are found

nowhere in European or Amerindian folk-dances, while very similar movements to these can

still be seen in dancing in contemporary Africa, as in Benoit Lamy�s film from Zaïre,  La vie est

belle (1987) and in dances of confirmed African origin, as exemplified by the Brazilian samba.

In summary it may be stated that:

• The African origins of the Palo Monte cult music dedicated to Sarabanda

• The similarities between the rhythms of this music and that of a widely accepted form of the

European Saraband,

• The attributed connection between the European Saraband and tri-cultural Latin-American

music

• The fact that two bar rhythmic figures similar to those shown in Fig. 7-12 are common in

rhythms of African origin but virtually non-existent in European folk rhythms (The Bohemian

furiant is an exception) and

• The etymology of the word �saraband�

provide evidence in support of the recognition of the Saraband as an example of an African bell

or clave rhythm appearing in a melodic context.
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There are many sarabands which do not conform to the rhythmic pattern shown Fig. 7-11 and

Fig. 7-12 but this fact can easily be attributed to the superficiality of many of those who

attempted to imitate or reproduce this musical form. Even in the contemporary musical

environment, accurate and respectful representations of Latin American music are very rare.

One example of this is that the Spanish rumba is really a version of the Cuban son (rather than

the Cuban rumba), in which the two bar rhythmic cycle of the latter is reduced to a one bar cycle

in the former.

The Habanera

Habanera means a dance from La Habana (Havana, Cuba). Slonimsky cites its appearance in

Havana in about 1825 as a derivative of the Spanish contradanza and danza (1945, 56). As such its

original name was danza habanera, which became abbreviated to habanera. As the abolition of

slavery in the Spanish colonies had not then taken place, it might be expected that the degree to

which Afro-American music could have established its identity would have been limited to its

ability to influence European forms. The habanera is a polyrhythmic fusion of two distinct

rhythms. The first is what Cubans call a seis por ocho, (uuuu) which refers not so much to a time

signature as to a specific secular Afro-Cuban rhythm of which the basic bell pattern is generally

as follows:

Fig. 7-13 Cuban Afro seis por ocho bell pattern.

or

Fig. 7-14 Alternative pattern for afro seis por ocho.

This rhythm coincides exactly with Jones� �African signature tune.�

The second is the European contra-dance rhythm:

Fig. 7-15 The rhythmic basis of the European contra-dance.

The resultant combination can be seen in Fig. 7-16.
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Fig. 7-16 The combination of rhythms that make up the rhythmic structure of the danza habanera.

Most European habaneras reduce the uuuu part of the rhythm to a simpler structure:

Fig. 7-17 The habanera rhythm as simplified by composers such as Saint Saëns and Bizet.

As the habanera is no longer played as a folk style, there remain few examples which actually
represent the full uuuu:hhhh polyrhythm. One which comes close to doing this is the Tango by Albeniz
(Fig. 7-18), in which the composer emulates the syncopation of the seis por ocho in bar 5 by
placing two grace notes in the middle of the bar which delay the fifth note of the seis por ocho
pattern.

Fig. 7-18 The opening bars of Albeniz�s �Tango.�
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Fig. 7-19 The fifth bar of Albeniz�s �Tango� re-written as a seis por ocho pattern.

The classification of the habanera as a seis por ocho rhythm is common knowledge to Cuban
musicians (Herrera 1994, Alvarez 1995), but this is almost incomprehensible to a non-Cuban, as
the triplet part of the rhythm is regarded as a stylisation over the basic hhhh pattern, which is heard
as the definitive rhythm. However to the Cuban musician, the uuuu melodic rhythm and its
polyrhythmic association with the hhhh bass line together constitute the form�s identity. The
Venezuelan musician Huáscar Barradas (1993, 9) expresses the opinion that the Colombian
bambuco is derived from the Cuban habanera. If one accepts the habanera as being in hhhh this
would appear very strange (as the bambuco is in kkkk ). However the combination of the Cuban seis
por ocho with a kkkk accompaniment is completely compatible with the bambuco�s rhythmic
composition; it can be observed in Fig. 7-20 how the rhythmic structure of the bambuco
characteristic melodic phrase coincides with that of the seis por ocho clave pattern and how the
bass notes of the guitar establish a k k k k rhythmic accompaniment:

Fig. 7-20 The theoretical combination of a Cuban uuuu rhythm with a kkkk accompaniment (upper two
staves) compared with the basic bambuco rhythmic structure (lower two staves).

In the Cuban habanera the uuuu part is represented exclusively in the melody in examples such as
the one by Albeniz. With time, the triplet of the first part of the bar, under the influence of the hhhh
bass line, became binarised creating a xexee pattern, while the application of an African
pattern e. e. e (Arom 1991, 248), similar to the habanera�s e.  xee, led the bass line to drop
its strong beat on the second beat of the bar, becoming e. e. e (Fig. 7-21), which is called a
trecillo (triplet) in Cuba.
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Fig. 7-21 Alterations of the basic patterns of the habanera.

A supplementary rhythm then formed through the sub-division of the trecillo figure into what is
called the quintillo (quintuplet) (Fig. 7-22).

Fig. 7-22 The rhythmic figure described in Cuban music as quintillo.

These resultant rhythmic patterns (Fig. 7-22 and Fig. 7-22) formed the basis of the danzón, the
prototype of many subsequent Cuban popular dance forms. As the habanera is a style which is
often played without rhythmic accompaniment, it is another example of how a rhythmic pattern
became represented in the melody of a song or dance form.

There are many other examples of this occurrence. In one of the most famous Latin American
songs, �Garôta de Ipanema,� a bossa nova with minimal percussive accompaniment, the melody
imitates the playing of the a-gogô bells in a samba percussion ensemble:

Fig. 7-23 Excerpt from �Garôta de Ipanema� by A. C. Jobim (Aebersold 1984, 1).

Many songs in the blues, rhythm and blues and rock and roll area of Afro-American music and
its derivatives feature melodic elements which have clearly been moulded by an African clave
pattern which is not present in the percussive accompaniment.
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Fig. 7-24 Some songs related to blues, rhythm and blues and rock and roll which feature melodic elements
that have clearly been moulded by an African clave pattern which does not feature in the accompaniment.

Rumba

The Cuban rumba represents a very different manner in which an African clave pattern was

transformed. When the liberation of slaves occurred in Cuba in 1886, the ex-slaves moved to

the outskirts of the cities and began to create their own urban communities. Many manuals on

Afro-Cuban rhythmic styles see a later combining of the uuuu bell-pattern based rhythms with

urban hhhh rhythms such as those of the contradanza and the habanera as the source for new clave

patterns such as the son and the rumba. In these new rhythms the bell pattern ostinato is played

on wooden claves. However whereas in the case of the development of the habanera a single
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uuuu cycle corresponded to a single hhhh cycle (see Fig. 7-16), in this second rhythmic transformation

the uuuu cycle corresponds to two hhhh cycles.

Fig. 7-25 The combination of the uuuu clave pattern with two hhhh bars.

This could be attributed to the acceleration of the hhhh rhythms with respect to the traditional
African bell patterns between when the habanera and the rumba were formed. Mauleón (1993,
51-2) attributes the fusion of these rhythms to a gradual process in which the beats of the uuuu
pattern become transformed into a duple time under the influence of the hhhh timing. Malabe
(1990, 19), instead, suggests that the rumba style involves the combination of hearing the uuuu
rhythm in the claves while the main body of the rhythm is in hhhh, but with a leaning towards uuuu. If
the former is the case one would expect to find rhythmic patterns in which the clave beats lie
between uuuu and hhhh, whereas if the latter is an accurate description the clave in rumba would be
measurable as a uuuu rhythm.

Cuban rumba is divided into three distinct forms: yambú, guaguancó and columbia. Traditionally
none of these are notated but are passed on aurally from musician to musician. Their basic
rhythmic differences consist in that the yambú is considered a oooo rhythm, the guaguancó a oooo with uuuu
overtones and the columbia a uuuu.

By recording clave patterns and using a wave file editing program which displays the visual
representation of a sound�s wave pattern, one can plot the note events in the visual
representation of the sound as a function of time. Accurately measuring the exact occurrence of
each note and manually placing the notes on a staff according to this occurrence in time enables
one to analyse and compare clave patterns spatially (see Fig. 7-26). Clearly the note values need
to be adjusted so that the clave patterns are measured over the same period. This shows that in
columbia the placing of the clave rhythm beats is between uuuu and oooo and in guaguancó and yambú the
placing is very close to, though not aligned exactly with, oooo. This would appear to support the
model proposed by Mauleón (see above).
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Fig. 7-26 Diagram showing how the different types of rumba rhythm form a link between the afro
seis por ocho in triple time and the contemporary oooo rumba. Numbers in brackets represent

decimal fractions of the time value of a crotchet beat.

Fig. 7-26 shows the spatial representation of note values in different variants on the rumba
rhythm. It begins showing a 182  bar divided first into four even beats (4 x q. ) and then six even
beats (6 x q ). The four q. are equivalent to the four q beats of the oooo bar of the last line. The
numbers shown in brackets beneath the notes on all the staves represent the value of those
notes in decimal fractions of the four beats of the oooo bar. The third line shows the Cuban afro seis
por ocho in the configuration which corresponds to the rumba clave in a theoretical metronomic
representation, showing its note values relative to the standard oooo bar. The fourth line shows the
spatial note placement and note values from an actual recording of rumba columbia which, it will
be recalled, is considered by Cubans to be a uuuu rhythm. The fifth line takes note values from a
live recording of a rumba guaguancó which is considered to be a oooo rhythm with uuuu overtones. The
sixth line represents a recording of a rumba yambú, a oooo rhythm. The spatial representation of the
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notes of these three rumba rhythms show a gradual alteration in alignment from 1
8
2  to oooo as one

moves from columbia to guaguancó to yambú. This suggests two things:

(1)  that the rumba has gradually evolved from a uuuu to a oooo rhythm2;
(2)  that the bell or clave patterns are sufficiently flexible to be able to adjust to different
rhythmic meters.

What has been shown in this section is that it is arguable that the African bell patterns have not
only survived in Cuban santería music, but also in different forms of secular popular music. In
the secular music they persisted either as clave patterns, as in the different varieties of rumba, or
as rhythmic patterns in the melody, as in the case of the saraband and the habanera. In addition
it has been shown that these patterns are capable of being transformed rhythmically while
maintaining their distinctive character.3

The relevance to bambuco of these ideas is that the Black Africans who came to Cuba, such as
the Lucumí, Ararâ and Carabalí (Vuylesteke n.d.: 15), came from the same tribes as those who
came to the Pacific Coast of Colombia (Bermúdez 1987a, 114), which is a source area of
influence for bambuco. It is therefore reasonable to expect that clave patterns similar to those
found in Cuban music will be found in some styles of Colombian music, either as a clear
rhythmic presence or hidden within the melodic structures.

In fact if one considers the archetypal bambuco melodic rhythmic structure:

Fig. 7-27 Archetypal 2-bar phrase for bambucos (See chapter 4).

It is clear that it coincides with one of the rhythmic configurations of the 12-beat (n=1) version
of Arom�s (1991, 248) general rhythmic pattern:

                                                
2 This becomes more interesting when one considers that the rumba clave itself exists as an African

bell pattern (See later in this chapter).
3 A third important point raised by the rhythmic comparisons made between the types of rumba is that

of the notation of rhythms in the context of folkloric styles. The use of standard Western classical
notation is inadequate because it implies the use of metric note values and therefore it gives an
inaccurate picture of the real values. The rhythms are perfectly regular and integrate with the other
instruments in the ensemble but the note values create irregular divisions within the system of beats
which do not correspond to the usual crotchets and quavers, and yet these are generally the means
used to notate these rhythms. Seeing that most music is based on rhythms which originated from
folk music the idea that any music should be played metronomically is an over-simplification of its
musical context and therefore a cheapening of musical values in general.
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Fig. 7-28 A 12-beat (n=1) version of Arom�s (1991, 248) general rhythmic pattern.

And with Jones� African signature tune:

Fig. 7-29 The African bell - pattern described by A. M. Jones (1971, 3) as the African �Signature-
tune.�

The perception in Colombia of the possible existence of a relationship between

African music and the bambuco

The sources for this section rely almost exclusively on those provided by Harry Davidson (1971)

as he gives the most complete and reliable selection available of relevant historical sources,

however, while his arguments are discussed, very little use is made of them as the conclusions

drawn by the author of this thesis are generally opposed to those of Davidson.

Opinions in favour of the idea of African origins

1) The first specific association between the bambuco and African musical and cultural sources
occurred in a novel, previously mentioned in this thesis, María by Jorge Isaacs, published in
1867 in Bogotá. Until this time there does not have appear to have been any reference at all to
the bambuco�s origins. The exact reference occurs on page 181:

Siendo el �bambuco� una música que
en nada se asemeja a la de los
aborigenes americanos, ni a los aires
españoles, no hay ligereza en
asegurar que fue traída de Africa por
los primeros esclavos que los
conquistadores importaron al Cauca,
tanto más que el nombre que hoy
tiene parece no ser otro que el de
�Bambuk�, levemente alterado

(Cited in Davidson 1970a, 181-2).

Being the bambuco a music that in no
way resembles that of the American
aborigines, nor to Spanish airs, there
is no frivolity in assuring that it was
brought from Africa by the first
slaves that the conquerors brought
to the Cauca region, so much so that
the name that today it carries seems
to be none other than that of
�Bambuk�, slightly altered

It will be recalled from chapter 4 that Bambuk or Bambouk was a tribal nation of French Sudan

and is now a  region of western Mali close to the border with Senegal. The term means: �Land

of back-carriers,� in the Mande language being derived from the words bãmbu: �back-carrier�

and ko: �country� (Room 1994, 25). This suggests that the inhabitants of this region carried
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things on their backs rather than follow the more usual African custom of carrying things on the

head.

The suggestion by Isaacs led to declarations by many other Colombian authors in support of
this idea. Some upheld it with further evidence while others merely repeated it.

2) José Maria Vergara y Vergara writing in 1876 in his Historia de la literatura en Nueva
Granada reiterated Isaacs� opinion adding:

entre nosotros no existe como popular
una sola danza española: lo que baila
nuestro pueblo es bambuco y bundes de
origen africano

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 182).

Among our people not a single
Spanish dance enjoys any popularity:
Bambucos and bundes of African origin
are what our people dance.

Vergara y Vergara refers to Isaacs as a poet and does not refer to the novel María so it would
appear that his agreement with Isaacs� opinion was not merely based on having read of it in the
novel.

3) Rufino José Cuervo in his Apuntaciones criticas merely cites Isaacs� novel and so does not
add any strength to the argument. He states:

el autor de María supuso que a
Bambuk región africana, debe su
nombre el bambuco, nuestro aire y baile
popular por excelencia.

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 182)

María�s author supposed that the
bambuco, our air and popular dance
par excellence, owes its name to the
African region of Bambuk.

4) A Doctor Saffray notes in page 91 of his Viaje a la Nueva Granada (published in Vol. XXIV
of Le Tour du Monde in Paris, 1869) that in Cartagena:

No se conoce más que un baile que es
el bambuco. Mezcla de tradiciones
coreográficas del indio chibcha y del
negro congo.

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 182)

Only one dance is known which is
the bambuco. A mixture of
choreographic traditions of Chibcha
Indians and of Congolese Africans.

It is not clear if Saffray recognised this cultural combination in the bambuco, if he presumed it, or
if it was common hearsay of the period. Although it places him in agreement with Isaacs on the
question of African origin, he differs in that he associates it with the Congo rather than Mali.

5)  Juan C. Osorio wrote in his  Breves apuntamientos para la historia de la música en Colombia
(Vol. III of Repertorio Colombiano, no. 15, Bogotá, September 1879), page 164, that:

El bambuco fue importado al
Cauca por los esclavos africanos
oriundos de Bambuk.
(cited in Davidson 1970a, 182)

The bambuco was imported to
the Cauca region by African
slaves originally from Bambuk.
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Osorio appears only to be repeating Isaacs� opinion and so, like Cuervo, adds no weight to the
argument.

6) Luciano Rivera Garrido wrote in Algo sobre el Valle del Cauca (Something about Valle del
Cauca) (Buga 1886, 25):

En cuanto a danzas, el pueblo
caucano no ha inventado nada que
merezca la pena de mencionarse,
porque el bambuco no le pertenece.

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 182)

As for dances, the people of Cauca
have not invented anything that is
worth mentioning, because the
bambuco doesn�t belong to them.

This apparently presumes that the bambuco came from Africa, as Davidson (1970a, 182) states
that Rivera Garrido accepted Vergara�s hypothesis which was taken from Isaacs and, like
Cuervo and Osorio does not provide new evidence to reinforce this point of view.

7) The next statement in favour of the African origin of the bambuco came �some years later�
(Davidson 1970a, 182) in another novel by Tomás Carrasquilla titled La marquesa de Yolombó
The novel is placed in the middle of the eighteenth century and on page 24 states:

Doña Bárbara guardando la
distancia con mucha discreción se
divierte con los negros bozales y les
busca palique... En cuanto a los
cantores y guachistas, los llama a
cada atardecer; los escucha con
franco deleite y hasta les acompaña
esos aires tristes, hondos y
aflorantes, de los cuales se ha
derivado el bambuco.

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 183)

Doña4 Barbara while keeping her
distance with a lot of discretion has a
good time with the black bozales5 and
seeks conversation among them. As for
the singers and percussionists, she calls
them each evening; she listens to them
with frank delight and even
accompanies them in those sad, deep
and florid airs, from which the bambuco
has been derived.

Like Isaacs� comments this is an interesting observation which probably relates to life in the
plantations in the Cauca valley.

8) In an article in El Nuevo Tiempo published in Bogotá on the 11th of January 1906, titled �La

música nacional� Guillermo Uribe Holguín, writing about the bambuco states:

Bien probable que tanto el
nombre como la música y aun la
misma danza, fueran traídos de
Africa, tanto más que nuestro
bambuco es proveniente del

It is very probable that the name
just as the music and even the
dance itself were brought from
Africa, so much more so since our
bambuco comes from the Cauca

                                                
4 A fairly arbitrary and artificial term of respect for people (Don for men) who hold some place of

respect in society.
5 Bozales: a term used to apply to black slaves who had been recently brought from Africa, to

distinguish them from those who had been born on the plantations. The expression also means
�muzzle� or �bit� and may have some meaning relating to how the Black Africans were bound
when brought from Africa
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Cauca, donde la raza negra es
abundante

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 183).

region, where the black race is
abundant.

Like the other authors Uribe presents only a subjective opinion on the matter without any real

evidence to support it.

9) Antonio José Restrepo in his Cancionero (page 33, no date given) also, according to

Davidson (1970a, 183), supports Isaacs stating that:

El bambuco es calentano. . . de la
raza morena que nos lo trajo de
Africa

 (cited in Davidson 1970a, 183).

The bambuco is calentano. . . of the
brown race that brought it to us
from Africa.

Calentano here means �from the hot lands� which usually relates to the Tolima and Huila areas of

Colombia which lie between the Central and Eastern Cordilleras of the Andes whereas the

Cauca area, with which the origins of the bambuco are usually associated, lies between the

Western and Central Cordilleras, so this presents yet another diverse opinion without evidence

to support it.

10) Similarly Pedro M. Ibáñez Vol. 1 of his Crónicas de Bogotá (1913, page 241), reiterating

Isaacs� opinion wrote:

La música del bambuco, de
origen africano, traído por los
esclavos del Bambuk a nuestras
costas, llegó a Santafé en los
tiempos de la colonización

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 183).

The music of the bambuco, of
African origin, brought by the
slaves of Bambuk to our coasts,
arrived in Santafé [Bogotá] during
the time of the colonisation

11) Davidson (1970a, 183-186) then brings to our notice an author, Enrique Naranjo Martínez,

who had dedicated himself to the study of the origins of the bambuco since 1930 and published

his findings in diverse journals and periodicals between 1934 and 1939. Part of his
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 investigation was based on the description by a North American explorer who described a

dance he saw in Egyptian Sudan and which he described in the following manner:

El baile de esos negros del Sudán,
que describe Mr. Merian C. Cooper,
es exactamente el bambuco. Lo baila la
mujer huyendo de su pareja; baila
dentro del círculo de los
espectadores, las manos en la cadera,
ora avanzando, ora haciendo quites
al hombre que baila con ella.
(cited in Davidson 1970a, 184)

The dance of the black Africans of
Sudan that Mr Merian C. Cooper
describes is exactly the same as the
bambuco. The woman dances fleeing
from her partner; she dances inside a
circle formed by the spectators, her
hands on her hips, now advancing,
then rejecting the man who dances
with her.

Apparently Cooper later modified his opinion classifying the described dance as a �precursor�
of the bambuco, and considering it possible that there was another dance from West Africa that
became mixed with the dance he had described and which took the name of bambuco, meaning
the dance of the people of Bambuk. He did not exclude the possibility that the bambuco might
then have taken on influences from Amerindian and Spanish music. Naranjo cites illustrations
in Cooper�s work which showed Africans from Egyptian Sudan of very similar appearance to
those who live in the Valle del Cauca region, adding that the sword fighting techniques of the
Black Africans of the Valle del Cauca region are notably similar to those of the African
inhabitants of the regions close to the Red Sea. Therefore Naranjo concludes that the bambuco
had its origins among the Black Africans who came from Egyptian Sudan and therefore from
the opposite side of Africa to that suggested by Isaacs. It will be recalled that in Ethiopia which
lies close to the area described by Cooper, and also Naranjo, there is a locality called Bambuco
(see chapter 3) so perhaps his opinion, though too weakly documented to consider as a strong
hypothesis, could be possible.

12) Davidson (1970a, 187) cites an anonymous article titled �Asteriscos� which appeared in the
periodical Diario del Pacífico (year XII, no. 2200, published in Cali on the 21st of December
1938). The article, relating the bambuco to the Mandingo tribe (native to the African countries of
Senegal, The Gambia and Guinea-Bissau), stated that

El bambuco es originario del Senegal
(porque) un caballero caleño nos
asegura que las esclavas de su
bisabuela, oriundas de Senegal,
bailaban el bambuco como su baile
nativo. Y esto ya constituye plena
prueba en favor de nuestra tesis.

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 187)

The bambuco is originally from
Senegal (because) a gentleman from
Cali assures us that his great-
grandmother�s slaves, originally from
Senegal, danced the bambuco as a
their native dance. And this already
constitutes a full proof in favour of
our thesis.

This point is of particular importance because the then nation of Bambouk, Isaacs� supposed
source for the bambuco, was also inhabited by members of the Mandingo tribe (Lippincott 1880,
166). In addition, Bambouk was a possession in the fifteenth century of the Portuguese who
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were the principal providers of slaves to the New World (Lippincott 1880, 166). Consequently a
feasible link exists which strengthens Isaacs� view.

13) The next opinion on the question does not appear until 1952, when Antonio María
Peñaloza states that, �having dedicated 11 years to the study of the bambuco,� he is in a position
to affirm that �the rhythm of the bambuco is originally African� (cited in Davidson 1970a, 187)
and that:

Los ritmos de currulao, fandango,
merengue, puya y otros ritmos de las
costas del Pacífico y el Atlántico de
igual número de corcheas por compás,
son, potencialmente, bambucos menos
cultos (desde el punto de vista
melódico armónico europeo) que el
bambuco que se desarrolló en Bogotá y
algunos centros importantes del
interior del país

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 187)

The rhythms of currulao, fandango,
merengue, puya and other rhythms of the
Pacific and the Atlantic coasts of the
same number of quavers per compass
(six), are, potentially, bambucos which are
less developed (from the point of view
of European melody and harmony)
than the bambuco that evolved in Bogotá
and other important centres of the
interior of the country.

According to Davidson (1970a, 187-8), Peñaloza�s opinions were published in various editions
of the Colombian national periodical El Espectador, notably in numbers 13,359 (3rd March
1952), 13,368 (14th March 1952) and 14,490 (11 December 1955) in which Peñaloza further
declared his opinion that the bambuco was brought to Colombia by the Bantu culture and entered
through the Pacific Coast where it combined with the Amerindian culture. The Bantu, originally
based in Central Africa, split into two major linguistic branches early in their history: the Eastern
and Western Bantu. The Eastern Bantu migrated through present-day Zimbabwe and
Mozambique, down to South Africa. The Western Bantu moved into what is now Angola,
Namibia, and northwestern Botswana (Bantu 1996). Davidson does not specifically include the
Bantu among tribes who were imported to Colombia, though many may have been included
among those brought from Angola. The opinion of Peñaloza is of great importance because he
was himself a musician and composer who studied the form of notating the bambuco,  among
other rhythms, and who carried out investigations concerning Colombian folk music in �every
corner of our country which he personally visited� (Salazar 1987, 94). He supported the
principle that the bambuco should be notated in uuuu (Salazar 1987, 94). Though Peñaloza�s musical
opinion is to be respected, some doubt may perhaps be cast on his ethnological investigation as
the relationship he proposes between the bambuco and the Bantu, though not to be necessarily
dismissed, is supported by no other author.

It can be observed that the arguments in favour of an African link to the bambuco suffer from a
lack of evidence and objective documentation, which make them relatively easy to rebuff or
discount.
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Later contributions to the debate include studies concerning the music of Colombia�s Pacific
Coast carried out separately by Pardo Tovar (1964) and Uribe Bueno (included in Restrepo
1987), which were considered in chapter four in discussion concerning the notation of the
bambuco. The music of this region is generally acknowledged as subject to significant Black
African influence, and association of the bambuco with this culture implies that it also was a
product of this African influence. However no direct connection between any specific African
source and the bambuco is made

Perhaps the most supportable link between the bambuco and Africa was the original one made by
Isaacs. The regions around the once existent nation of Bambouk have a tradition of griot or jali
(Joob n.d.) or jalou (Stone 1998) singers and music, where jali or jalou is the Mandinka term, and
griot the French equivalent. Joob (n.d.) notes how these musicians form a separate caste of bards
in Manding society, which linguistically is composed of Maninka, spoken in Western Mali and
Eastern Guinea, Bambara spoken in Central Mali and partially in Eastern Mauritania, and
Mandinka in Southern Senegal, the Gambia and Guinea-Bissau. Although they may be used
interchangeably, each of these languages defines a musical style with different lyrics and
preferences for certain instruments. Maninka is the most classical linguistic/music style whose
traditional instrument is the ngoni lute along with the doundoun drums (Joob n.d.). The ngoni (in
Bambara or hoddu in Fulani, related to, or also known as: konting, khalam, kurang, diassare, bappe,
ndere, kuntigi, nkoni, tidinit, [Sadie 1984]) is a 1- to 5-stringed lute which is believed by Joob (n.d.)
to have originated in what he describes as �ancient Egypt� and which can be dated in Mali to
1353, when, as the nkoni, it was described by an Arab traveller, Ibn Ba 〉 a (�Konting� 1984, 459).

Fig. 7-30 Griot  or  Jali musician with lute (Joob n.d.)

Other instruments used by the Jali musicians are the kora, a 25- to 32-stringed harp, by far the
most popular instrument today, and a marimba, called balafon in Maninka, which usually has 18
to 21 keys cut from rosewood suspended on a bamboo frame.

Joob (n.d.) suggests that the ngoni reappeared in the West Indies as the banjo. Linguistically the
banjo, which was first cited as the banza in Martinique in 1678 (Desalles 1847:III, 297, cited in
Epstein 1975, 359) has been identified with the Kimbundu mbanza (Dalby, cited in Epstein
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1975, 371). The Kimbundu are one of the principal tribes of Angola, an ex-Portuguese colony
and so source of many slaves taken to the Americas. The banjo conserves the g''-b''-d'' tuning on
its upper three strings which is shared by descendants of the Portuguese cavaquinho, such as the
Hawaiian �ukulele, the Brazilian cavaquinho and the Colombo-Venezuelan cuatro and is found only
on these instruments. For this reason it is more possible that the banjo descended from the
mbanza, which itself may have been influenced by or have developed from the cavaquinho. These
instruments also all share the playing technique of strumming broadly and quickly across all the
strings at once as well as the use of tremolo strum techniques.

Fig. 7-31 Colombian marimba from the Pacific Coast which uses the same suspension system as the
Maninka balafon.

The fact that wooden marimbas are the traditional melody instruments characteristic of
Colombia�s Pacific Coast, and that �Bámbara Negra� (referring to the language and tribe of Mali)
is found as a dance song in that region strongly suggest that some cultural link exists between
Mali and the Pacific Coast. The jali or griot tradition in which a vocalist accompanies himself on
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a lute seems to relate easily to the bambuco tradition in which a vocal soloist accompanies himself
on a tiple or guitar.

Davidson (1970a, 288-292) describes the demise of wind and percussion bands as the preferred
ensemble for playing bambucos, and how this rôle was gradually accorded to the string ensembles.
It would appear that in the post-colonial period towards the middle of the nineteenth century, as
society became more urbanised, it came to require a more elegant entertainment. The first
reference to this tendency appeared in the periodical La Gaceta Mercantil (16:1848) published in
Santa Marta:

In Bogotá, solamente la música no
correspondía a la sociedad, que era
selecta, y con buena sociedad no
está bien el ruido de la tambora en
un salón. La tambora solo está bien
en la música militar. . .  En los
salones no se usa este instrumento.
. . espero que tal instrumento irá
cayendo en desuso en los bailes

 (cited in Davidson 1970a, 288).

In Bogotá, only the music did not
correspond to the society which was
exclusive, and in fine society the noise
of the tambora in a living room is not
suitable. The tambora is only suitable for
military music. . .  In the living rooms
this instrument is not appropriate. . . I
hope such an instrument will fall into
disuse for dances

.This was, according to Davidson (1970a, 288-292), symptomatic of a campaign carried out

during the last half of the nineteenth century to replace the wind bands with string ensembles.

However he does not point to a period when the string ensembles began to appear. Rather it

would seem that the string ensembles had always been an alternative to the wind bands which

began to be used less commonly, and that from the very time of its emergence the bambuco had

been played on string instruments. The earliest known painting of a bambuco being danced shows

string instruments (Puerta 1987, 22). If the original performers of bambucos were Mandinkas

from Bambouk they would have played them on string instruments and/or marimbas and both

of these traditions have continued in the source areas of the bambuco. However the string

instruments, which would have been more acceptable to criollo society, moved inland. The

bambuco played on string instruments took on the influences which adapted it into the modern

bambuco while the marimbas remained on the Pacific Coast playing what came to called bambucos

viejos (old bambucos).

Opinions against the idea of African origins

1) Davidson (1970a, 188) begins the rebuttal case by citing Enrique Otero D�Costa, describing

him as �one of the most erudite, agreeable and concientious historians that have honoured

Colombia.� In March 1927 Otero began his opposition to the thesis of the African bambuco in

his �Apuntes sobre demosofía colombianos, II - Cantares�, in the periodical Santafé de Bogotá

(9/51, 102) writing that �the bambuco is not an African air but very Colombian� (cited in
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Davidson 1970a, 188). What implies that Otero has taken a basically racist stance is the fact that

he perceives that if something is African it couldn�t be Colombian, implying that Africa has not

contributed to Colombian culture.

In a later publication Montañas de Santander (Mountains of Santander) (p.170) he expresses his

opinion against that �already accepted. . . axiom that [the bambuco] is African� (cited in Davidson

1970a, 188), which suggested that until this time the thesis of the African bambuco had held

significant influence.

No puede serlo por la sencilla razón
de que él no es popular entre los
conglomerados negros de nuestro
país, y siendo esto así como lo es, sería
un contrasentido admitir que esa
música fuera importada a Colombia
por los elementos étnicos que,
precisamente, son los que menos la
usan, por no decir que la desconocen;
en cambio el bambuco críase silvestre
en el Tolima, en Santander y en otras
regiones en donde predomina el
elemento mestizo y aun el indio puro,
con ausencia casi absoluta del
elemento africano.

It cannot be for the simple reason
that it is not popular among the
black communities of our country,
and being this as it is, it would be
an absurdity to admit that that
music was imported into Colombia
by the ethnic elements that, in fact,
least use it, without suggesting that
they ignore it; on the other hand
the bambuco is endemic in Tolima,
in Santander and in other regions
where the mestizo element
predominates and even the pure
Indian, with almost absolute
absence of the African element.

The suggestion that the Afro-Colombians do not and have never made use of the bambuco is

later refuted by Davidson (1970a, 288- ) who associates the bambuco with Afro-Colombians, but

then suggests that they learnt it from the Spanish.

The fact that at Otero�s time of writing the performance of the bambuco as music or dance was

primarily the prerogative of the criollo and mestizo community can be easily explained by the fact

that the Afro-Colombians had already left the bambuco behind and had gone on to newer forms

like the currulao, the porro and the Afro-Cuban sones that were beginning to spread around the

world as the �rhumba.�

Otero continues:

La música popular negra de
nuestras costas, como la cumbia,
el currulao, bunde, etc.,
distínguese generalmente por sus
alaridos, por su tono selvático, sus
arranques de enfurecido dolor.
En cambio, el bambuco es todo
dulcemente, dejo suave y
cadencioso, reflejo de un espíritu

The popular black music of our
coasts, like the cúmbia, the currulao,
the bunde, etc., can generally be
distinguished for its cries, for its
savage tone, its outbursts of
infuriated pain. On the other hand,
the bambuco is completely sweet, soft
and rhythmic, the reflection of the
meek and humble, resigned, docile
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manso y humilde, resignado, dócil
cual es el pueblo que desciende
del indio o lleva su sangre.

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 188)

spirit of the people who descend
from the Amerindian or who carries
his blood.

Otero appears to assume that all music of Black African origin is of �a savage tone� ignores

the immense range a variety of African musical genres and styles of interpretation.

Furthermore it is a commonly observable occurrence that when percussion based rhythm of

African origin of an extroverted character becomes accepted by and adopted by urban

Western society it becomes transformed. It usually develops in melody and harmony at the cost

of some of its rhythmic characteristics. It is almost incomprehensible that the Saraband evolved

from a form whose performance was so extroverted that it was punishable by exile or a beating

into the refined elegance of the suite movement of the Baroque era. Even the bunde, included by

Otero as late as 1927 among what he describes as �music of savage tone� (see above), became

the regional anthem of Tolima in the form of a most delicate and harmonious piece: the �Bunde

Tolimense.� Therefore the idea that the �sweet, soft and rhythmic� bambuco could have evolved

from more percussive and extroverted African genres is quite feasible. Otero then attempts to

associate the same �sweet, soft and rhythmic� bambuco with a presumably �weak and humble,

resigned, docile spirit of the Amerindian.� He forgets or ignores examples to the contrary

characterised by the thirteen year war (from 1605 to 1618) waged by the Spanish colonial

government against the Pijao tribe in the Tolima area (Davis 1993, 9 & 396). His arguments are

poor and emotionally based in a similar way to those which attempted to prove that the banjo

had been invented by white settlers in the U.S.A. (Epstein 1975, 359).

2) Another enemy of the hypothesis of the African origin of the bambuco cited by Davidson

(1970a, 189) is the noted musician Daniel Zamudio who wrote in Folklore musical de Colombia

(p. 21):

El ritmo, casi único elemento de la
música de los negros venidos a
América, era cosa elemental y
primitiva en ella. Más tarde, gracias
a la entonces incipiente síncopa, se
desarrolló y tomó cuerpo
principalmente en Cuba (rumba,
conga, etc.) y en Estados Unidos
(two-step, fox trot, schimmy) y sus
derivados. La feliz acogida que ha
tenido en cabarets y salones

Almost the only element of the
African music to come to America
was the rhythm, which was
elementary and primitive in itself.
Later, thanks to syncopation which
was beginning to gain popularity, it
developed and took form mainly in
Cuba (rumba, conga, etc.) and in the
United States (two-step, fox trot,
shimmy) and their derivatives. The
good reception that it has had in
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sociales se debe a la potencia
dinámica de la síncopa.

(Cited in Davidson  1970a, 189)

cabarets and social dances is due to
the dynamic power of the
syncopation

Davidson (1970a, 189) comments that Zamudio�s affirmation is true and asks �What do these

[African] rhythms have to do with that of the bambuco?� thus making the absurd suggestion that

rather than African rhythms being syncopated rhythms themselves, they acquired syncopation

and thereby became popular. Thus Davidson tacitly agrees with the then widely held (in

Colombia, at least) misbelief that African rhythms existed only in a simple duple form. Zamudio

goes on to express disbelief that the Africans could have brought also the major and minor

scales which make up the melodic structure of the bambuco taking the view that if the Black

Africans did not bring all of the bambuco then they did not bring any of it.

3) Another author opposed to the theory of African origins of the bambuco is Lubín E. Mazuera
writing in Orígenes históricos del bambuco y músicos vallecaucanos (1972). Mazuera also assumes
that Black African rhythms, taking those of the Atlantic Coast as his example, were only in
simple duple time. He concludes that America received nothing of significance from the African
continent (Mazuera 1972, 21).

The authors who make the assumption that rhythms practised by Afro-Colombians are
exclusively in simple duple time ignore the currulao, the aguabajo, the puya, the bullerengue, the
merengue vallenato among the well known rhythms and many more among the less known, and
also ignore the fact that these rhythms have their roots in traditional African music in which
compound triple rhythms predominated. Study of Afro-Cuban santería rhythms (Cornelius,
1991) shows that by far the majority of these are in triple time. In the Latin American musical
environment there has been a gradual transition from triple to duple metres which has been
researched by Rolando Pérez Fernández (1986). The simple duple cúmbia was originally
mentioned as a cumbee in kkkk rhythm in Mexico (Stevenson 1976, 236) and in contemporary times,
the merengue from the Dominican Republic has evolved from a kkkk to a hhhh rhythm. In the section on
claves earlier in this chapter, it was shown how the Cuban oooo rumba has developed from a uuuu
rhythm. Accordingly the notion that Black Africans did not bring triple rhythms to the New
World is a very poor argument based on ignorance at best and prejudice at worst.

4) In an article published in the periodical Espectador Dominical (6 November 1960, 2) titled
�Tertulia sobre el bambuco� (Discussion Concerning the Bambuco) José Ignacio Perdomo Escobar,
author of Historia de la Música en Colombia, mentions that:

de que nuestro bambuco no tiene
origen negro... Yo hallo su origen
más antiguo en la revolución de los
Comuneros. Parece que la primera
cantadora de bambuco fue Manuela

our bambuco doesn�t have black
origin... I find its oldest source in
the revolution of the Comuneros. It
seems that the first singer of
bambucos was Manuela Beltrán
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Beltrán, que era bundelera. who was a bundelera 6.

Like many of the authors, both for and against the Afro-bambuco thesis, Perdomo offers no
evidence and even includes a contradiction. According to Otero, writing long after the period of
the revolution of the Comuneros,7 the bunde was still considered Black African music, whereas
Perdomo describes bundes, as sung by Manuela Beltrán, as not being related to �black origin.�

5) In the same discussion (see above), Jorge Lalinde declared his opinion that the African origin
that had been attributed to the bambuco should be discarded. He offers no reason or justification
for this opinion.

Popularity of the bambuco among Afro-Colombians

Davidson (1970a, 192) refutes the idea that the bambuco had never been popular among Afro-
Colombians:

. . . no es cierto, como dicen
algunos de los autores que se
oponen a la hipótesis del origen
africano del bambuco, que éste �no es
popular entre los conglomerados
negros de nuestro país�. No lo será
en la actualidad, pero es evidente
que en el siglo XIX bailaban
bambuco desde los negros de
Cartagena hasta los de El Bordo en
Nariño, y desde los de Maiquetía en
Venezuela hasta los de Barbacoas
en el Pacífico, o sea que se danzaba
a todo lo largo y a todo lo ancho
del territorio patrio.

. . . the idea proposed by some of the
authors who are opposed to the
hypothesis of the African origin of the
bambuco that it �is not popular among
the Black African community of our
country� is not true. It may not be at
the present time, but it is evident that
in the nineteenth century the bambuco
was danced from the Black Africans
of Cartagena to those of El Bordo in
Nariño, and from those of Maiquetía
in Venezuela to those of Barbacoas on
the Pacific Coast, which is to say that
was danced through the whole length
and breadth of our territory.

The first evidence which specifically associates the bambuco with Black Africans refers to the
town of Maiquetía in Venezuela, written by Richard Baché under the pseudonym of �An official
of the U. S. Army,� who described a dance recognised by Davidson (1970a, 193) as a bambuco
which was performed to the accompaniment of a harp. Isaac F. Holton in his book Nueva
Granada: Veinte meses en los Andes (1857, 53 - cited in Davidson 1970a, 193) describes how in

                                                
6 Singer of bundes.
7 The first insurrectional movement that opened the way to later rebellions in America was that of the

Comuneros. On 16 March 1781, a multitude gathered in El Socorro square, in Santander, to protest
against the new taxes decreed by the colonial authorities. With Juan Francisco Berbeo at the head of
the insurrection and the criollos Salvador Plata, Antonio Monsalve and Francisco Rosillo, 20,000
men decided to march on Santa Fé de Bogotá. However, a negotiating commission stopped the
movement in Zipaquirá where �The Capitulations of Zipaquirá� were signed, by means of which
Comuneros obtained the suppression and reduction of taxes, freedom of cultivation, free trade of
tobacco, improvement of roads and bridges, access of the Americans (people born in America, or
more precisely, Colombia) to the high administrative positions and the devolution of resguardos and
salt mines to the natives, among others. However the Spanish authorities annulled the capitulations
and executed the Comuneros (Translated from now extinct Colombian Internet site at
www.latinonet.com).
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the years 1852-54 Afro-Colombians danced the bambuco to the accompaniment of a tamborín
(small drum) and voices. Manuel Pombo describes a bambuco as it was danced in Purificación in
about 1852 in Obras inéditas (1914, 187 - cited in Davidson 1970a, 193). The dancers, described
by Pombo as a negro (Black African or descendant of Black Africans) and a mulata (descendant of
White Caucasian and Black African), were accompanied in this case by a pandereta (tambourine)
and an alfandoque (wooden shaker). Ricardo Carrasquilla, in a publication titled Fiestas en
Bogotá. Cuadros de costumbres (1858, 16 - cited in Davidson 1970a, 194) observes that Afro-
Colombians from the Cauca region were responsible for the dissemination of the bambuco
throughout Colombia, including Bogotá.

En un corro numeroso
Hai unos negros caucanos
Que al son de sabrosos tiples
El bambuco están cantando
Con las coplas que improvisan

In a numerous gathering
There some blacks from Cauca
Who, to the wonderful sound of tiples,
Are singing the bambuco
With improvised refrains.

Dr. Carlos Saffray in his article �Viaje a la Nueva Granada� in Le Tour du Monde Vol. 24 (1869,

91 - cited in Davidson 1973a, 194) describes the performance of a bambuco in a neighbourhood

in Cartagena inhabited by negros, mestizos and Amerindians in 1862:

El padre cantaba acompañándole del
tiple [y] la madre lo acompañaba,
marcando el compás, sobre el cuero
estirado que servía de puerta. Las
mujeres daban palmadas a compás.
Un instrumento. . . era el guache. Las
voces incultas y chillonas cantaban
naturalmente en tercera y en octava,
las viejas marcaban el compás con
energía, las guitarras hacían un
acompañamiento de bajo cantante,
dominado por los sonidos agudos
del tiple y el guache entre las manos
de un indio de pura raza, mezclaba a
todo esto su ruido estridente, del
cual apenas podría dar una idea un
tañedor tirolés de castañuelas.

The ensemble consisted of a main
vocalist, who accompanied himself on
the tiple, while his wife marked time on
�the piece of leather they used as a
door.� The women accompanied with
hand claps, and there was a guache
(cylindrical metal shaker) Raw high
pitched voices sang in thirds and
octaves, the old women marked time
with energy, while guitars provided a
low pitch accompaniment, which was
dominated by the high pitched sound
of the tiple and the guache in the hands
of a pure blood Indian, which mixed
all this together in a piercing noise,
which vaguely gave the impression of
a Tyrolean castanet player.

A clear association appears to exist between Afro-Colombians, voices and percussion and string

instruments. A drawing exists of a dance where an Afro-Colombian couple are dancing the

bambuco accompanied by guaches (or perhaps maracas), a tambora, a membrane drum (perhaps a

conuno) and various string instruments.
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Fig. 7-32 Original caption: The � bambuco bozal� or � bambuco viejo� of the Pacific Coast.
Drawing by Siruoy, sketch by M. André (Perdomo 1963, 336-337).

The caption of this drawing offers little information, and as credits are given to M. André for
the sketch and to Siruoy for the drawing, the artwork may have been elaborated on a rough
sketch provided by André. The title of �bambuco bozal�, equated in the caption with the bambuco
viejo, could imply that it was performed by slaves who had recently arrived from Africa, though it
could also mean �bambuco as danced in the style of Africans who have recently arrived from
Africa.� The drawing displays a remarkable similarity to the scene represented in the following
description by Ed André who wrote �La América Equinoxial (Colombia-Ecuador-Perú)� in Le
Tour du Monde Vol. 38 (1875-1876, 306).

The description of the performance on this occasion is as follows:

. . . una fiesta que tenía lugar en la casa
de un negro barbudo, Marco Antonio,
o sea, que se trata de una pura
celebración negra en la cual "La
orquesta... [consta de]... seis
ejecutantes, sentados al fondo del
local, sobre un banco de madera... el
tiple o pequeña guitarra solo, abultado
como la mitad de una sandía alargada
y haciendo el oficio del primer violín...
El maraco (sic) compuesto de dos
calabazas... llenas de granos negros de
la planta llamada achira... Dos
guitarras (vihuela segunda) de la
misma forma, pero cuatro veces más
grandes, sostienen el canto con un
acorde uniforme y reemplazan el
segundo violín y el violoncelo. El
tambor que corresponde a nuestra
gran caja, yace horizontalmente sobre

. . . a party that took place in the house
of a bearded negro, Marco Antonio,
that is to say that is of a purely black
festivity in which �The [musical]
ensemble. . . [consists of]... six
performers, seated at the back of the
venue, on a wooden bench... the tiple
or small solo guitar, swollen like half a
lengthened watermelon and taking the
rôle of the first violin. . . The maraco
(sic) made up of two gourds. . . full of
the black grains of the achira plant. . .
Two guitars (vihuela segunda) of the
same form, but four times bigger, they
sustain the singing with a uniform
chord and replace the second violin
and the cello. The drum that
corresponds to our gran caja (tambora),
lies horizontally on the floor; and is hit
strongly with a stick covered by skin.
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el suelo; se le golpea fuertemente con
un palo recubierto de piel. Finalmente,
el cuno hace a la vez del oficio de
tambor ordinario y de pandereta... se
le toca con los dedos, las uñas, los
puños, los codos y las rodillas.

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 197)

Finally, the cuno performs at the same
time the rôle of ordinary drum and of
tambourine. . . it is played with the
fingers, the fingernails, the fists, the
elbows and the knees.

There may exist some connection between the M. André of the sketch and the Ed André of the
description. The bambuco described is performed in El Bordo, Nariño, from where the higher
and medium valleys of Patía can be seen and which site was not apparently documented in
Colombian maps of the time (Davidson 1970a, 197).

Fig. 7-33 El Bordo and the valley of Patía, Nariño (Encarta �96 World Atlas).

André also gives an interesting fact:

que de este valle del Patía �se dice
que en los tiempos de los virreyes,
una cuadrilla de negros traídos como
esclavos de la Costa de Angola, se
refugiaron en un punto llamado El
Castigo... [desde donde] se les ve aun
dominar en toda la región.�

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 197)

he notes that �it is said of this valley of
Patía that in the times of the viceroys, a
gang of Black Africans brought as slaves
from the Coast of Angola took refuge in a
point called El Castigo (The Punishment)...
[from where] they are even now seen to
dominate the whole region.�
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The idea that the bambuco could be danced by, or have been brought by Angolan Africans is by
no means far-fetched as, it will be recalled from chapter 3, in Angola there are localities called
�Bambuca� and �Cauca.�

The first documented association between the bambuco and the marimba ocurred in Barbacoas
(See Fig. 7-33), described by Lázaro M. Girón in �La marimba� in Papel Periódico Ilustrado,
4/21. 1885, 306 - cited in Davidson 1970a, 197), where two Afro-Colombians played a marimba
to accompany a bambuco.

Rufino Gutiérrez, writing in �De Tumaco a Pasto� in Repertorio Colombiano, 15/4. (1897, 332 -
cited in Davidson 1970a, 198) states how in taverns and inns:

nunca faltan la marimba y los cununos
cuyas notas de melancolía inexplicable,
son acompañadas por cantos no
menos tristes. . . la música importada
desde el fondo del Africa por la raza
de los esclavos, acompañada por los
cantos de los desheredados
americanos.

The marimba and the cununos are never
absent, whose notes of inexplicable
melancholy are accompanied by songs
no less sad. . . the music imported
from the depths of Africa by the race
of the slaves, accompanied by the
songs of disinherited Americans (criollo
Spanish).

Concerning this association between Afro-Colombians and the bambuco, José María Vergara y
Vergara who lived in Popayán towards the middle of the nineteenth century, describes in his
Historia de la literatura en la Nueva Granada (1867, 511 - cited in Davidson 1970a, 196), how
Colomban popular songs can be divided into three groups:

1. Spanish refrains which have been adopted as their own by all three racial groups
2. Spanish refrains like those of the eastern plainsmen of principally Spanish origin
3. African ballads that have been adopted by the criollo Spanish and even more by the mestizos.

It is Vergara�s opinion that the Afro-Colombians received very little from their European
masters and that their music developed through their own musical gifts.

La raza negra aclimatada en su destierro
es eminentemente poeta, y sobre todo,
música y cantora sus voces son
maravillosas en elasticidad, expansión y
armonía. Un negro que toque una
marimba entre las selvas de las costas del
mar, tiene la seguridad de que las fieras y
las culebras le entonan escuchando
extáticas; el canto del trapiche, modulado
a media noche al son de las mazas que
chirrían, ha parado más de una vez el
azote del áspero señor

(cited in Davidson 1970a, 196).

The Black African adapted to his exile
is an eminent poet, musician and singer
- his voices is marvellous in elasticity,
range and harmony. A Black African
who plays a marimba among the forests
of the coasts, has the security that the
wild animals and the snakes listen to
him ecstatically; the song of the sugar
cane mill, vocalised at midnight to the
sound of the whirring beaters, has
stopped the whip of the brutal master
more than once.
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An article titled �El Bambuco� signed by Aben-Haret from San Martín and which appeared in El
Telegrama no. 2682, (1895) described a performance by a band composed of marimba, bomba,
two cununos and a guasá (shaker):

La música había ya empezado a tocar
el bambuco, no el adulterado y chillón
que se oye en los salones, sino el
verdadero, el inmortal bambuco ese
que solo se oye en nuestras playas
del Pacífico. El bambuco no es ni será
jamás patrimonio de la raza blanca;
él es y será propiedad exclusiva de la
raza negra... él no se toca en el piano
ni en las trompetas, [pues] para tocar
ese miserere inmortal... se necesita la
marimba.
(cited in Davidson 1970a, 198)

The music had already begun to play: the
bambuco, not the adulterated and shrill one
that one hears in music rooms, but the
true one, the immortal bambuco that is only
heard on our beaches of the Pacific Coast.
The bambuco is not nor will it ever be the
patrimony of the white race; it is and it
will be the exclusive property of the black
race... it isn�t played on the piano or on
the trumpets, [because] to play that
immortal miserere... the marimba is
needed.

The reaction of Davidson(1970a, 200) to these associations is to affirm that the Black Africans
must have learned the bambuco from the Spanish. In support of this idea he then cites many
references to African dances that are not similar to the bambuco. His comparisons are based on
the criollo ballroom bambucos and early descriptions of Black African dances. His final conclusion
(1970a, 207) is that the bambuco cold not have African roots because:

1. The choreography of the bambuco is completely European.
2. The rhythms of the African tribes are in duple time, while European dances are in triple
time.
3. The melody of the bambuco is �winged and graceful,� while purely black dances are
�monotonous and heavy.�

In reply to these conclusions it could be said that

1. Spanish dances received so much influence during the colonial and post colonial period that

while Spanish and Latin American dances are notably different, it is impossible to identify which

specific traits are Spanish and which are Latin American. Davidson�s acceptance of the tirana as

the principal source for the bambuco is inappropriate because it is based on a sketchy description

of a dance which no source has been able to cite in a Colombian context. Documentation

concerning the bambuco justifies a far stronger link with Africa than with Spain.

2. Davidson�s observation concerning African rhythms is based on a general ignorance of

African and Afro-American rhythms.

3. It could hardly be believed that a �monotonous and heavy� melody could charm the

animals of the forest and stop the slave driver�s whip (see above). Once again this opinion is

based on ignorance of African music and its American derivations. To suggest a relationship
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between the bambuco and African roots, it is necessary only to identify elements in the bambuco

which can be found in African music but do not exist in Spanish or Amerindian.

Association between rhythmic elements of the bambuco and African sources

For this purpose reference will be made to the bambuco archetypal phrase.

Fig. 7-34 Archetypal 2-bar phrase for bambucos (See chapter 4).

A phrase of this nature is found nowhere in Spanish music (see chapter 6), whereas, because of

its similarity to Jones� (1971, 3) African signature tune, it relates very closely to African music.

Fig. 7-35 The African bell - pattern described by A. M. Jones (1971, 3) as the African �Signature-
tune.�

The reason for naming this pattern in this way is its ubiquity in Africa and its typically African

form. Apart from being a bell pattern it can also be played by clapping hands or on drums, and

it is found widely in West, Central and East Africa (Jones 1971, 210).

Fig. 7-36 �Inversion� of Jones� African �Signature-tune� (Jones 1971, 210)

The pattern of Fig. 7-35 found in different regions of Africa in diverse forms. An Ewe dance
called Abuteni combines this basic bell pattern (Fig. 7-35) with a mmmm figure in the following way,
thus accentuating the duple time character of the pattern:
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Fig. 7-37 African �Signature-tune� in Ewe Abuteni dance (Jones 1971, 210).

It combines in double time in the Ewe Asafo dance, with a kkkk figure, thus accentuating its triple
time character:

Fig. 7-38 African �Signature-tune� in Ewe Asafo dance (Jones 1971, 210).

That the �Signature tune� pattern can appear in different forms can be observed in its

manifestation as the Ewe Gankogui pattern:

Fig. 7-39 Standard Ewe Gankogui pattern combined with �Signature-tune� in its �inverted� basic
form (Jones 1971, 211).
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It can be observed from these three examples that the basic �Signature-tune� bell pattern can

combine with triple or duple rhythmic figures and has a flexibility in the note density within the

pattern�s basic rhythmic structure. The fact that it can combine with other rhythmic material to

form composite patterns can be seen from the following example in which a variation on the

standard gankogui pattern (See Fig. 7-39) mixes with a clapping pattern to form a resultant

pattern which, when vocal syllables are added, is used by the Ewe as a reminder of the rhythm

(Jones 1971, 53-4):

Fig. 7-40 How a Gankogui pattern combines with a clapping figure to form a third distinct, but
related pattern (Jones 1971, 53).

The resultant pattern in Fig. 7-40 not only demonstrates the admixing of patterns, but also

displays an ambiguity in the notation of the patterns, because although, as Jones (1971, 54)

points out, the  Western ear will notate the pattern to coincide with the first beat of the claps

and the low note of the gankogui in the manner shown in the first two staves of Fig. 7-40, the

African ear, as seen from where the mnemonic syllables begin in the third staff pattern, clearly

hears the beginning of the pattern on a different beat. It will be recalled that an identical

situation exists with the perception of the cyclic structure of the bambuco resulting in the

ambiguity of its notation. In fact the notation as has been used Fig. 7-40 corresponds to the

conventional notation of the bambuco, in that the first beat played in the pattern is perceived to

be the first beat of the basic rhythmic cell :
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Fig. 7-41 Combination of gankogui patterns with conventional kkkk notation for the bambuco.

whereas a notation which takes its point of origin from the first beat of the resultant mnemonic

syllable pattern would correspond to the uuuu notation favoured by authors such as Uribe (1987)

and Pardo Tovar (1963), in that the first beat played is perceived as an upbeat to the basic

rhythmic cell:

Fig. 7-42 Shifted uuuu notation for the bambuco together with gankogui mnemonic pattern.

It could be suggested that the conventional notation of the bambuco corresponds to a �European�

perception of it while the shifted uuuu notation corresponds to an �African� perception.

In the following figure another variation on the gankogui pattern can be observed to accompany
various polyrhythmic figures simultaneously, as occurs to a lesser degree between the guitar and
the tiple in the bambuco (See chapter 4):
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Fig. 7-43 Excerpt from Nyayito Dance (Ghana) as notated by A. M. Jones (1959, 20).

The �Signature-tune� can be observed to share many traits with the bambuco archetypal figure.
First of all their intrinsic similarity can be seen by direct comparison:

Fig. 7-44 Direct comparison between bambuco basic pattern and African standard pattern.

That one is a melodic rhythmic structure and the bell pattern is an accompanying rhythmic does
not present any problem because earlier in this chapter it was demonstrated how African
rhythmic patterns frequently have manifested themselves as melodic rhythmic patterns in Afro-
European genres. These patterns also represents the common link found between the aguabajo,
the jota chocoana and the bambuco observed by Pardo Tovar and Urrea Pinzón (Pardo Tovar
1961). Secondly, both patterns can be accompanied by either uuuu and/or kkkk rhythms. Thirdly, both
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are able to appear with different note densities within the rhythmic structure. Fourthly, both are
ambiguous with respect to the possible manners of notation.

Comparison may also be made between these patterns and the resultant mnemonic pattern of
Fig. 7-40

Fig. 7-45 Comparison between bambuco basic pattern, African standard pattern and mnemonic
vocal pattern.

The similarity between the more probable (black) notes of the bambuco pattern (See chapter 4)
and the accents of the mnemonic pattern is quite striking.

The African pattern appears in diverse forms in different African cultures and with variable
rhythmic phrasing in accompanying figures.

Fig. 7-46Variations on basic pattern of African �Signature-tune� (from Jones 1959, 212-213). The
Yoruba pattern corresponds to the �basic pattern� and the Bemba and Lala to its �inversion.�

The commonness of this pattern and its variations mean that it would have been very easy for
one or various of its manifestations to have been taken to Colombia from Africa and to have
been the rhythmic basis for genres like the bambuco. In addition the flexibility demonstrated by
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the fact that many variations can be found on the basic pattern is consistent with the number of
variations that can be found on the basic bambuco structure. If one takes the African signature
tune as the rhythmic basis of the bambuco prevailing over the uuuu or kkkk bar system then this
rhythmic basis could be interpreted as a subdivided 182  bar:

1
8
2    = pppp q q +mmmm q. +iiii q +mmmm q.

If then the bambuco �El vaquero� studied in Chapter 4 were to be notated according to the basic
pattern of a 182  bar sub-divided in this manner [ 4+3 +

8
2+3]   the result would be the following:

Fig. 7-47 �El vaquero� notated according to a subdivided 182  time signature.

It is immediately evident that when compared with the conventional notation there now exists
an almost complete coincidence of accented syllables with accents in the rhythmic phrasing
implied by the notation.

Fig. 7-48 Excerpt from �El vaquero� in standard conventional notation.

This is quite remarkable considering that it would have been written in complete ignorance of
the existence of the bell pattern on which it is based, as Colombian musicians do not take such
clave or bell patterns into account except those who, in more recent decades, have become
interested in Cuban-based salsa music.

Arom also discusses this bell pattern but sees it as one result of a formula commonly used to
build rhythmic patterns: 3+[(n+1) x 2]+3+[(n) x 2], where n is an integer. This formula, as has
been seen earlier in this chapter, creates different rhythmic patterns which appear as the bases
for Latin American clave and rhythmic patterns. The simplest of these, where n=0, gives

q. q q.
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When one takes into account the cyclic nature of African rhythms this also generates the
following patterns:

q q. q. and q. q. q
Of these the last is the most common in Latin American music and is usually called the one bar
clave. It is common in calypso music, Spanish rumbas, Puerto Rican bomba and also provides the
rhythmic basis for the Cuban tumbao pattern.

The most commonly occurring pattern formed by making n=1 is

q q q. q q.
which represents the basis of the bambuco basic pattern as well as the Afro-Cuban 6x8. Assigning
a value of 2 to n results in yet another set of patterns of which the most common is:

q. q q q. q q q
which, when the two pairs of crotchets occurring immediately before the dotted crotchet are
united to form minims, corresponds to the Cuban rumba clave:

Fig. 7-49 One of the possible phrasings of the bell pattern formula when n=28.

The value for n of 3 gives the equivalent of a 280  or some combination of qqqq patterns which may
exist but are not well known.

A value of n=4 results, among others, in the configuration:

q q q q q q . q q q q q .
which, when phrased in the following manner (Fig. 7-50) could be considered compatible, based
on the coincidence of the dotted crotchets, with four bar phrase figures found in the bambuco
(Fig. 7-51):

Fig. 7-50 One of the many possible phrasings of the bell pattern formula when n=4.

                                                
8 It will be recalled that it was shown earlier in this chapter how a 6x8 bell pattern rhythm could have

evolved into the rumba clave. What effectively occurred was that an n=1 rhythm evolved into an
n=2.
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Fig. 7-51 Four bar phrase figures which are compatible with one of the n=4 variants of Arom�s
�rhythmic oddity� pattern formula (Arom 1991, 248).

In this way it can be observed that the bambuco�s melodic rhythmic patterns correspond to
African rhythmic formulae in both of its most common formats: that of two bar phrases and
that of four bar phrases.

List (1980, 12) notes further rhythmic similarities between African music and Colombian music
from the Atlantic Coastal region which have relevance to the bambuco. Referring to the concept
of conjunct and disjunct rhythms, List(1980, 13) presents the transcription of a danza de negro
titled �La rama del tamarindo� (Tamarind branch) as accompanied by a tambor mayor (membrane
drum), a guacharaca (scraper) and palmetas (beaters) (See Fig.. 7-52). List (1980, 12) notes that the
tambor mayor and the guacharaca play in conjunct cycles divided into two equal parts (of three
crotchet beats in this notation). Each of these parts can be divided into three or two
subdivisions. However the palmetas play a disjunct cycle of the same duration, as it begins and
ends exactly one crotchet beat later than the tambor mayor and guacharaca parts. The first two
palmeta bars can, like the others, be divided into two equal parts [ q. q. and q. q.], but then each of
these can be subdivided only into two more parts [ q. and q.], unlike the tambor mayor and
guacharaca which can be subdivided into three. List (1980, 12) observes that the combination of
these three cyclic patterns produces off-beat rhythmic accents through the disjunction of one of
the cycles (the palmetas) and the juxtaposition of two and three quaver notes. He describes this
�disjunct cyclic organisation� as �a characteristic of African music� (List 1980, 13).
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Fig. 7-52 Danza de negros �La rama de tamarindo� where the palmetas are denoted P, the tambor
mayor, T, and the guacharaca, G (List 1980, 13).

The bambuco displays an identical disjunct cyclic organisation, in both the wind and percussion
ensembles and the string ensembles:

Fig. 7-53 Rhythmic elements in the string and percussion accompaniments for the bambuco.

In the case of the string ensemble, the guitar cycle consists of cycles three crotchets long which
are divisible into three parts, marked by the bass notes:
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Fig. 7-54 Division of guitar�s rhythmic cycle into three parts.

and then into two further subdivisions, which correspond to a bass note and its corresponding
off beat chord:

Fig. 7-55 Division of the contents of a crotchet beat into two parts.

The tiple part, on the other hand begins one beat later, lasts the same duration of three crotchet
beats and is divisible into two parts marked by the accented rasgueado chords:

Fig. 7-56 Division of tiple�s rhythmic cycle into two parts.

and then into three subdivisions:

Fig. 7-57 Division of the contents of a dotted crotchet beat into three parts.

In comparison with the danza de negros example, the guitar bass notes (A) correspond to the
tambor mayor, the tiple�s accented rasgueados (C) correspond to the palmetas and the guitar�s off beat
chords (B) combine with the tiple strummed chords to produce an effect similar to that of the
guacharaca. Similarly in the percussion example (Fig. 7-53) The beats on the skin (A) match those
of the tambor mayor, while the beats on the rim (C) and the redoblante and caja parts (B) compare
with the rhythmic effect of the guacharaca. Therefore this disjunctive rhythmic structure can be
summarised by the basic tambora or bombo accompanying pattern of:

Fig. 7-58 The fundamental rhythmic pattern of the bambuco accompaniment.
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The same concept of disjunctive cyclic rhythms is described by Nketia (1975, 134) as �spacing�
for which he gives the following examples:

Fig. 7-59 Nketia�s examples of the principle of �spacing� (1975, 134).

Both of these examples display a kkkk pattern disjunct by a crotchet beat from a uuuu pattern (middle
and lower staves in first example and middle and upper staves in second) which, when
combined, give the bambuco accompaniment pattern seen in Fig. 7-58.

This same pattern is used by Arom (1991, 280) to illustrate interwoven polyrhythmics as it is
practised in Central Africa. It is used by the Aka pygmies in their mò.nzòlì dance:

Fig. 7-60 An example of strict irregular interweaving used in the Aka pygmies� mò.nzòlì dance (Arom
1991, 280) which is identical to that found in the bambuco tambora pattern shown in Fig. 7-58.

Additional rhythmic figures which partially interweave with such a rhythmic base can be found:
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Fig. 7-61 The same mò.nzòlì dance patterns with a third figure, the è.ndòmbà, which partially
interweaves with the lower two instruments (Arom 1991, 280).

Such a combination is consistent with rhythmic combinations found in the bambuco, as in
the following excerpt from �El natagaimuno� [corresponding elements are shown as (1), (2)
and (3)]:

Fig. 7-62 Partial interweaving of rhythmic elements in the Central African manner (Arom 1991,
280) as seen in the bambuco �El natagaimuno.�

The fundamental rhythmic patterns of bambuco melodies and accompaniments display

characteristics of African rhythmic organisation which do not exist in Spanish music, so the only

acceptable conclusion is that the rhythmic basis of the bambuco came from African roots.

Association with African sources of instruments used in bambuco ensembles

From its earliest associations with Colombia�s Black African community, the bambuco was

observed to be played on string instruments (bandola, tiple, guitar), tuned percussion (marimba),

non-tuned percussion (bombo, tambora, guache, conuno, etc.), and, on one occasion in Venezuela,

harp. The association with string instruments like the bandola, tiple, and guitar naturally prompts

suggests of links with Spanish culture. However it will be recalled that the bandurria, the bandola�s

forerunner was first documented in Juan Bermudo�s El libro llamado Declaración de

instrumentos musicales 1555 (Gill 1984, 604) but was earlier identified as the mandurria, in

Libro de buen amor (Book of good love) (1389) by Juan Ruiz (Arcipreste de Hita) (Varela

1987, 124). Earlier still, in 1353, 1- to 5- stringed lutes were described in Mali, a possible

source area for the bambuco, so the African use of such lutes probably predates their

Spanish use. It could be speculated even that the term �mandurria� comes from �Mande,� the

language group that inhabited the region around Bambouk. The Spanish bandurria�s history
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has already been noted in chapter 4 and there is no doubt that it was a predecessor of the

bandola. However its own development and origins still leave some avenues for

investigation. It will be recalled from chapter 3 that Diego Fallón was responsible for the

addition to the bandola of its fifth course of strings (see p. 80) while to Morales Pino is

given the credit of having added the sixth (see p. 90). The Spanish bandurria as it was

originally brought to Colombia then presumably had four courses. Since then it also has

evolved into an instrument of six courses although these are all double courses whereas

the bandola uses four triple courses. This may indicate a relationship with the Arabian �ud

which has six double courses of string and is tuned identically to the bandurria (and the

bandola). Even though the �ud may or may not have frets, Bermudo�s reference to the

bandurria (writing in 1555 and cited in Varela 1987, 126) referred to bandurrias without

frets. In Spain there exists an instrument called the laúd  which, even though its name

translates both as �lute� and as the Arabian �ud, is merely a large bandurria. This suggests

an ongoing relationship with the �ud, and therefore with North Africa. It is quite

reasonable to propose the string instruments used in Colombia came from Spain and

Africa independently and that African musicians came to Colombia playing their African

lutes and adapted themselves to the Spanish instruments. The tiple and the guitar do not,

apart from remote ancestry, appear to have any direct African influence.

The marimba, once played in the performance of bambucos, but now restricted to bambucos

viejos and currulaos, is also associated with the jali bards of West Africa as the Maninka

balafon.

The principal percussion instrument associated with the bambuco is the tambora or bombo.

In his discussion concerning the bombo used in the conjunto de cúmbia from Colombia�s

Atlantic Coast, List (1983, 43-53) compares African and European models of large

double-headed frame drums which may have contributed to the synthesis of the bombo as

it is used in Colombia. A Caucan tambora in the present author�s possession can be

compared with List�s (1983, 53) summary of the attributes of the African and Portuguese

drums. Comparison with the Portuguese bombo illustrated in List (1983, 48) reveals an

identical skin tightening system to that of the author�s Caucan tambora. List indicates

how the methods for tightening the skins of Portuguese bombos share some general

principles with those for African double-headed frame drums, and that those

similarities are observed in the bombos of Atlantic Coast, but the Caucan tightening

methods appear to be entirely of Portuguese origin. Iberian bombos, unlike African

drums, use counter hoops and sound holes as does the Caucan tambora. List observes
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how the Guambiano Indians in the Andean region of Tierradentro play drums using sticks

with no ball and strike the drum both on the shell and on the skin. He considers this to be an

African manner of using the drum as, to his knowledge, in Europe large drums are struck on the

skin but not on the shell. Garcia Matos� recordings of Spanish folk music (Garcia Matos (B)

n.d.), include a tango from the Canary Islands in which a song is accompanied by a flute and a

tambor  which is played on the skin and on the shell. This may well be due to influences which

returned from Latin America, especially since the tango first developed in Cuba. On the same

recordings, (Garcia Matos (B) n.d.), pieces from Extremadura also use shell and skin techniques

which may have come from nearby Portugal. A specifically West African trait is the use of a

hollowed out tree trunk as the basis for the shell and it will be recalled that this technique was

also used in Andean Colombia in the construction of tamboras and in 1961 was still used in

Colombia�s Chocó region (Pardo Tovar 1961, 10). Portuguese bombos use loops which are used

to apply tension to the longitudinal ropes, whereas African drums use lateral ropes which circle

the longitudinal ropes and thus apply tension. Colombian tamboras follow the former principle. It

can be observed then that the tambora is a hybrid of African and Iberian traits.

The cununo, though used today to accompany currulaos and bambucos viejos, is not used in
contemporary bambuco ensembles but is important as an instrument in the transition from the
African sources of the bambuco to the present.

Fig. 7-63 Cununo from Colombia�s Pacific Coast (Bermúdez 1987, 116)

Membrane drums are common on Colombia�s Atlantic Coast and their relationship to
African sources has been thoroughly investigated by List (1983). Their tuning mechanism,
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described by List (1983, 33) as �the wedge-girdle type of tension� is the same as that of the
cununo and List supports Izikowitz�s opinion (1935, 180) that Pre-Columbian Amerindians
had cylindrical drums but adopted the African tension technique.

Fig. 7-64 Cununo described by List (1983, 33) as Chocó Drum.

List (1983, 34) cites Von Hornbostel (1933, 287), Wieschoff (1933, 15 and 47) and others who
limit this wedge-girdle tension technique to West Africa and as far as the Central African
Republic and the Congo. Of particular interest are ndumu drums of the Bangombe pygmies of
the Central African Republic which display the same waisted appearance as the cununo in Fig. 7-
64 as well as sharing the wedge-girdle mechanism.

Fig. 7-65 Ndumu drums of the Bangombe Pygmies (List 1983, 35)
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Possible African influence as found in bambuco texts

List (1980, 7) cites a study by A. M. Jones (1964,7) which notes that African melodies tend not

to fall into repetitive patterns. The meter is produced by external rhythmic elements, while

another study by Bird (1972, 208) detected reiterated cycles of four pulses among songs of

hunting bards of the Bambara-Maninka people of West Africa. List (1980, 7) analyses a

children�s song �La viudita,� (the little widow) the text of which he believes to be of Spanish

origin, in which he perceives certain distinguishing features.

Fig. 7-66 A children�s song from Colombia�s Atlantic Coast (List 1980, 8)

These features include �elisions of syllables and individual phones and the coalescing of adjacent

vowels� (List 1980, 7). This occurs between bars 6 and 7 where �no en-/cuentro� becomes �no

/quentro.� He cites Jones� comment that such features are common in African song. List (1980,

7) also notes that in this example verbal accents (bold and underlined in this version of the

transcription) coincide with the musical pulse. He comments that this is common in Western

European folksong but, apart from occurring in simpler forms sung by Bambara-Maninka bards

is uncommon in African songs. In the following excerpt from �El vaquero� more examples of

elision can be seen in �-ca ar-�, �que u-� and �-na his-�.

Fig. 7-67 Excerpt from �El vaquero.�

Reference to the transcriptions of �El vaquero� (Fig. 7-47 and Fig. 7-48) shows that using the

standard notation there is a certain degree of coincidence between verbal accents and pulse

accents, and in the clave based notation, this coincidence occurs with greater frequency

although not on every verbal accent.

A second example given by List (1980, 9) is the bullerengue �Tres golpes� (Three beats).
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Fig. 7-68 Excerpt from the bullerengue �Tres golpes� (List 1980, 9)

This example displays a much freer approach to phrase structure, and the relationship between
pulse and verbal accent is less regular, in comparison with �La viudita� and �El vaquero.�
Truncation of syllables occurs, �tres golpes� becomes �tre golpe� (bars 1-2, 3-4, and 4-5) in this
performance, just as �nada más, estos� becomes �na� má, sto� (bars 2-3 and 5-6), �al tambolero�
becomes �a tambolero� (bars 6-7). Such truncations are a regional mannerism typical of the entire
Caribbean rim and islands. In Spanish texts one finds elision of adjacent vowels to occupy a
single beat (Garcia-Matos 1978b) but not their coalescing or truncation in this manner, so
possibly this also is an Africanism. The call and response pattern characteristic of African vocal
music as found in �Tre golpe� never occurs in the bambuco. The coincidence of accented syllables
with secondary accented beats and the appearance of non-accented syllables on accented beats
described by List (1980, 7) as another characteristic of African music occurs in �Tre golpe� more
than in �El vaquero.� It can be seen that the bambuco lies somewhere between the Spanish
accentual model and the African, demonstrating affinities with both. It complies with one of the
categories defined by Nketia (1979, 13) of musical expression where African roots can be
identified:

Musical expressions which create and develop their primary tonal materials along the lines of
Western music, but which utilise African rhythmic materials for the purpose of articulating their
basic beat or defining their basic rhythmic motion.

Nketia (1979, 13) in fact adds that �Some of the so-called national music of the Americas
belong to this category.� As the bambuco displays traits found both in European folksong and in
the Bambara-Maninka bardic songs and demonstrates a rhythmic structure clearly of African
origin, perhaps it could be related to the Bambara-Maninka model, which reinforces an
association with Isaacs� Bambouk theory.
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African content in the bambuco�s choreography

It will be recalled from chapter 6 that Davidson (1970a, 65) discusses and discards the possibility
of a relationship between the rumba chocoana and the bambuco �because the choreography of this
rumba chocoana, of Black (African) culture, is simply that of the bambuco.� Consideration of the
choreography of the bambuco described in chapter 4 enables one to observe some similarities
with the Cuban rumba. The Cuban rumba yambú is, like the bambuco, a pursuit dance where the
male pursues the female while they act out the rôles of rooster and hen respectively and where
they touch bodies in some way. The part of the bambuco where the dancers place their arms �like
the handles of a jug� and touch elbows could also be forming �wings� and touching wingtips.
Also the handkerchief featured in the bambuco and used by the male is called rab�e�gallo (rabo de
gallo) - rooster�s tail. It may be recalled that the �the sweeping,� a part of the bambuco
choreography abandoned by Jaramillo due to its difficulty, was a display of agility on the part of
the male dancer. The rumba columbia, a  variation of the Cuban rumba, is a display of male
dancing virtuosity. These points could suggest a connection between the choreography of the
Afro-Cuban rumba, the Colombian bambuco and the Colombian rumba chocoana, which is, by
Davidson�s own admission, identical to the bambuco and of Afro-Colombian culture.

Is there an identifiable primary African source for the bambuco?

As has been stated earlier in this chapter, even though it is to be expected that the musical
elements found in the bambuco came from diverse places, the most likely specific source for its
African origins is the nation of Bambouk, which corresponds to the westernmost region of
present day Mali. As the culture of Bambouk was principally Mandinka, and the Mandinka-
Bambara culture is presently found distributed through Mali (Mande: Bambara, Malinké and
Sarakole), Senegal (Mandingo) Gambia (Mandinka), Guinea (Malinka), Guinea-Bissau
(Mandinga) and Côte d�Ivoire (Mande: Malinke, Bambara and Diule), elements related to this
culture are now to be found distributed throughout Western Africa (Encarta �96 World Atlas).
Affinities between the bambuco and the Mandinka-Bambara bardic culture are many:

Both are based on the concept of a vocalist who sings narratives accompanied on a string
instrument, or an instrumental piece for a particular solo instrument with mixed or percussion
accompaniment.

Both use accompanying instruments in similar contexts: the Colombian bandola and tiple
correspond to the Bambara ngoni; the Colombian marimba, used in the prototype bambuco viejo,
corresponds to the Maninka balafon, and the bambuco has been associated in Venezuela and in
early presentations in Colombia, with the harp which would correspond to the Mandinka kora.

There are similarities in the relationship between the text accents and pulse accents between the
bambuco and the Mandinka-Bambara bardic melodic style.
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Among the music of Colombia�s Pacific Coast, associated with the bambuco viejo and other forms
closely related to the bambuco, there exists a piece or genre �bambara negra� which most probably
refers to Mali�s Bambara culture; it will be also recalled that the Bambara are noted by Davidson
among the tribal groups and localities which contributed to the New World slave trade.

In Fig. 2-2, which seems to be a relatively old map, one can observe in the top left corner a bay
called �Bahía de mandinga,� demonstrating that there is a specific association between the
Mandinga and sites accessible to Colombia�s Pacific Coast.

Countering Bambouk�s claim to being the exclusive source of the bambuco is that of Angola,
where in relatively close proximity, are found the localities of Bambuca and Cauca, so not only
the name of the bambuco but also that of the region (Cauca) where it began its development in
Colombia could have an association with Angola. A possible explanation for this is that both
Angola and Bambouk were Portuguese colonies so there would have been continuous
communication between the two, and the slaves brought to the New World from these colonies
would inevitably have been commingled. Subsequently the combined culture of the slaves from
these countries could have merged with musical elements from other African regions to provide
the source materials for the formation of the rhythmic bases of the bambuco in Colombia.



C h a p t e r  E i g h t

CONCLUSION

The bambuco as an example of tricultural music heritage

It has been demonstrated in the previous three chapters that the bambuco exhibits elements of

Amerindian, Spanish and Black African music. Of these, the contribution of the Black

African culture is the easiest to quantify, providing the basic rhythmic structure of the melody

and of the instrumental accompaniment as two distinct influences in the form of specific

rhythmic patterns:

1.

and:

2.

Each of these can be seen as separate influences which can be found in different regions of

Latin America: elements similar to the archetypal bambuco pattern can be found in Peruvian

landós and marineras, and the bambuco accompaniment pattern is present throughout the

Andean regions. However only in the bambuco are these particular patterns commonly found

together and played simultaneously.
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It has been shown that a continuous cultural exchange existed between Spain and the New

World colonies and it has been suggested that some apparent African influence may not

necessarily have come directly from Africa. The absorption of African and Afro-Caribbean

elements into Spanish music most probably resulted in the re-exportation of some of this

rhythmic material as Afro-Hispanic influence; musical material coming directly to the New

World, or returning to Spain, from Africa may have been subject to some Portuguese

influence, as most slaves came from or through Portuguese colonies.

Even though an archetypal bambuco has been identified in this paper based on its melodic

rhythm (see above), there are many bambucos which do not include this particular rhythmic

pattern. These can, instead, be identified by the accompanying rhythmic configuration which

includes, in the case of the string trio, the rhythmic patterns of the tiple and guitar or, in the

case of other ensembles, the tambora. The change of chord on the second beat is also an

identifying rhythmic trait when it occurs. As all of these rhythmic structures can be related to

African sources, the bambuco can always be associated with Black African origins. There is also

a probability of African influence in the instrumental context of the bambuco. It has been

shown that ensembles composed of string and percussion instruments were most probably

the preferred accompaniment for the bambuco in its formative period. Ensembles of this

nature are found in traditional music from Mali, a possible source for the bambuco, and such

combinations are common in other Afro-Latin music including the son montuno in Cuba and

the samba in Brazil.

Spanish influence manifests itself most identifiably in the language of the song texts and in

their form as a development of the traditional Spanish romance text format. Further sources of

influence in the performance of Colombian Andean music were the Spanish vocal and

instrumental ensembles. Examples of these ensembles include:

1. the ronda, for stringed instruments together with vocalists, which is very similar in

composition and function to the Colombian estudiantina;

2. the many types of flute and percussion ensemble which abound throughout Spain; and

3. wind bands similar to the Catalan cobla.

Furthermore the travelling orchestras which accompanied zarzuela troupes in the nineteenth

century had a profound influence on development of music in Colombia, including the

bambuco. The harmonic structure of the jota and its many related genres, the seguidilla and other

Spanish forms are based on a tonic/dominant foundation. This most probably formed the

harmonic basis of a Europeanised bambuco together with different harmonisations of

�terraced� melodic passages which developed from the Spanish descending �E-mode.� Morales
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Pino�s system for notation of the accompaniment for the bambuco was also most probably of

Spanish origin, derived from the piano accompaniment of the seguidilla.

Whether or not the bambuco�s melodic structure has been based principally on Spanish or

African sources would require a separate comparative study of Spanish, African and

Colombian melodic structures. However given the strong African influence on the basic

structure of the bambuco�s melodic rhythm, it is possible that its early melodic forms may have

been based on African models and that these were supplanted as European influence became

stronger in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

Amerindian cultural influence on the bambuco, though difficult to quantify, exerts itself most

probably as in the form of cultural context, subject matter in song texts and, to some extent,

in melodic elements as well as instrumental resources and techniques.

Many aspects of the bambuco are difficult to associate with any one cultural source alone. The

Amerindians, the Spanish and the Africans all appear to have used flute and percussion

instruments together. Indians in the Cauca area used flautas de carrizo, many Spanish regional

ensembles are composed of flutes with drums, and the pito used in Colombian costeño

ensembles was of African origin and was used in Mali, one of the more probable sources for

African influence on the bambuco. Spanish and African musical ensembles united string

instruments with percussion: the Spanish use bandurrias and guitars in diverse ensembles while

African jalou bards accompany themselves on various kinds of lutes. The bandurria must have

been a four course instrument on its arrival in Colombia due to the fact that Colombian

innovators added fifth and sixth courses to it as the bandola. The modern Spanish bandurria

possesses six courses which must have been added after its export to the New World

colonies. This may have been influenced by instruments returning from the colonies, or it

may have been influenced by the �ud of which six course examples began to appear in the late

nineteenth century (Poché 1984, 691). Although Poché (1984, 691) cites a tuning of C-E-A-d-

g-c', the author of this thesis has seen an �ud tuned in fourths, f#-b-e'-a'-d"-g", like the

bandurria and the bandola (Balastides 1995). The larger form of the bandurria, the laúd, takes its

name from the �ud, suggesting an ongoing influence on the bandurria from North Africa.

There also remains the possibility of an etymological relationship between the Mande culture

or the mbanza and the mandurria/bandurria.
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The varying degrees of influence on the bambuco of its contributive cultural

elements.
The degree of influence of cultural elements depends to some extent on location in

Colombia. Compositions from the Cauca and Nariño regions, where the indigenous

Amerindian presence is more significant, display more affinity with the music from the

southern Andean cultures, while bambucos from the central Colombian Andes, where the

mestizo and Spanish criollo cultures predominate, tend to favour Spanish influences. It was

shown how in the Caucan bambucos �El miranchurito,� �La guaneña� and �El sotareño,� some

fragments of Amerindian melodic elements can be identified. In particular, the melodies tend

to be pentatonic and there exists a strong cultural association with Amerindian cultural

sources. �El sotareño,� which appeared later than the other two examples, displays more

European influence in its modulatory scheme. In comparison, the bambuco �Palo negro� from

central Colombia could be considered a criollo version of the Spanish tirana, as it displays

characteristics typical of Afro-Hispanic music.

All bambucos have rhythmic patterns of African origin in their instrumental accompaniment

and the general rhythmic structure common to most bambuco melodies is also based on the

African bell pattern described by Jones as the African �signature tune,� while the texts of all

bambuco are in the Spanish language. Therefore it appears that the predominant influences are

African and Spanish, with varying degrees of Amerindian influence. It would seem that

greater Amerindian influence is, to some extent, at the cost of Spanish.

The bambuco as a regional or national genre

While the bambuco has been considered to be a national genre and bambucos from the different

regions of Colombia generally display similar musical characteristics, some characteristics vary

to some degree from region to region. For example, even though the string trio and the

estudiantina are found throughout Colombia, the chirimía ensemble is usually found only in the

Cauca region. It has already been noted how bambucos from the south of Colombia

demonstrate affinities with music from other Andean countries in South America. Similarly,

the bambuco �Las brisas del Pamplonita,� from the Santander region close to the border with

Venezuela, shares some characteristics with the tonada, a form from the llanos shared between

Colombia and Venezuela. These are the use of four distinct melodic motives in the space of a

relatively short song and syncopation of the form: e q  e q \ q  q  q  which differs from the

standard bambuco�s q  q  q \ e q  q ....  . In the Huila and Tolima regions the bambuco can be

danced to the sanjuanero which, it will recalled from Chapter Two, describes itself in one
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instance as a joropo, and therefore is associated with the Colombo-Venezuelan llanos. On the

Pacific Coast where the Afro-Colombian and Afro-Amerindian cultures predominate, the

innovations of the central Andean bambuco were not adopted and the bambuco viejo (or bambuco

bozal, meaning of directly African origin) continued to evolve independently.

Even though the bambuco is rarely listened to and even more rarely performed or danced on

the Atlantic Coast, it has influenced some costeño music. In Chapter Three it was noted that

some composers of Andean music turned to porros and cúmbias when these began to achieve

popularity. Some influence from the bambuco�s melodic structure found its way into some

popular cúmbias. For example in the following excerpt from the cúmbia �El alegre pescador�

similarities with the phrase structure of the bambuco can be observed.

Fig. 8-1 Excerpt from the cúmbia �El alegre pescador� (50 canciones, n.d., 16) and its basic
melodic rhythmic pattern.

This is evident if the same excerpt is hypothetically contracted to a kkkk time signature,

conserving the rhythm of the initial two quavers [* in Fig. 8-2] and the final syncopation

across the bar line [∗∗ Fig. 8-2], which are the strongest rhythmic effects. It can then be

observed to coincide with the shifted kkkk version of the archetypal bambuco phrase:

Fig. 8-2 The same excerpt from �El Alegre Pescador� contracted to a kkkk time signature. The notes
which are accented are those which correspond to the Afro 6x8 bell pattern, also known as Jones

�African signature tune.�
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Fig. 8-3 Shifted kkkk version of the archetypal bambuco phrase.

This contraction of �El alegre pescador� can also be seen to have the same rhythmic structure
as the corresponding eight bars of the bambuco �El vaquero�:

Fig. 8-4 The first eight bars of the bambuco �El vaquero�

Traditional folkloric cúmbias tend to have much freer melodies than commercial compositions

similar to �El alegre pescador� and so this system of syncopations and phrasing can be

attributed to influence from the Andean bambuco on the cúmbia. In addition, �El alegre

pescador� is harmonised using the I-III-V7-I chord sequence found in many Andean

compositions, including the noted bambucos �La guaneña� and �El miranchurito.�

Of further interest is the study of possible influence by the bambuco on accent patterns in the

cúmbia. If one considers the contracted (kkkk) version of �El alegre pescador,� one can identify

accented notes which result from comparison with the bambuco �El vaquero� and the bambuco

archetypal phrase (See Fig. 8-2). The identification of these accented notes and their

application to the o o o o version results in the following accent pattern:

Fig. 8-5 Resultant  kkkk bell pattern accents from the contracted version of �El alegre pescador� as
applied to o o o o version.

This would result in a clave pattern of the following form:
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Fig. 8-6 Cúmbia clave pattern from bambuco influenced cúmbia.

Which differs from the Afro-Cuban oooo    son clave pattern:

Fig. 8-7 Standard Afro-Cuban son clave pattern.

This would suggest that the binarisation of rhythmic elements found in the bambuco would

result in different patterns from those found in similar processes in Cuban music.

The current popularity of the bambuco and its acceptance by the community at large.

The perception of the bambuco as a nationally representative genre probably originated from

the time of the wars of independence in the early nineteenth century and, as it spread through

the Andean region, this status was reinforced by Colombia�s strongly centralised media which

emanated principally from Bogotá. In fact Abadía Morales (1970, 84) defines the bambuco as

follows:

El bambuco. Es la expresión musical
y coreográfica más importante y
representativa de nuestro folklore. Y
lo es, precisamente, porque su
dispersión abarca todos los
departamentos de la región andina
colombiana.

The bambuco. It is the most
important and representative musical
and choreographic expression in our
folklore. And this is so, in fact,
because its distribution embraces all
the departments of the Colombian
Andean region.

This would imply that the acceptance of the bambuco as the most important Andean genre

automatically meant it also had to be the most important national genre. The inhabitants of

Colombia�s non-Andean cultural divisions, as described in Chapter Two, would never accept

the substitution of their regional characteristic genres by a bambuco. However an Andean

Colombian would, in appropriate circumstances beyond Colombia�s borders, probably feel

that a cúmbia or a well known joropo represented his national culture just as well as a bambuco,

and in fact, Colombia is far better known throughout Latin America for the cúmbia than for

the bambuco. In summary, it can be said that as the central Andean area dominates culture and

communication in Colombia, and the bambuco is traditionally the most characteristic genre of

the Andean region, the bambuco must also be considered to be the country�s most

representative genre, even though some Colombians may dispute this.
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The bambuco�s Afro-Caucan origins were built upon as the genre acquired popularity

throughout the Andean region. Its recognition as a national emblem probably stemmed from

early use by military bands in contexts of patriotic importance such as the battle of Ayacucho

(see Chapter Three). This strengthened an identity, based on its musical content, as music

with military associations which was distinct from (and consequently opposed to) Spanish

culture (Miñana Blasco 1997). Its acceptance by urban patrician society required

modifications as that group changed its identity from that of the overthrowers of the ruling

group to that of the new ruling group itself. Nineteenth century Colombian criollo patrician

society now wished to be seen as the Latin American equivalent of European society with

which it identified itself and which it saw as a cultural model. The bambuco was chosen to

represent Colombia in this cultural comparison and to this end was subject to

Europeanisation. The recognition given to the bambuco by the visiting musicians Coenen and

Lübeck and the publication by Breitkopf and Härtel of Párraga�s �Bambuco� (see Chapter

Three) are examples of how this aspired to status was, to a degree, achieved.

This modification of the bambuco saw its introduction to the concert hall, an increase in

virtuosity, written scores, the inclusion of European classical repertoire accompanying

bambucos and other Colombian Andean forms in programmes, and  the wearing of European

concert dress for performances (Ochoa n.d.). In its musical development, this stage saw

Morales Pino adopt the left hand accompaniment patterns used in piano arrangements of

seguidillas in his piano scores for the bambuco, and poetic texts similar to those of Rafael

Pombo based on the Spanish romance form which replaced the less sophisticated coplas. This

progressive gentrification of the bambuco was paralleled by its alienation from its popular roots

and the polyethnic elements which constituted its traditional sources (Ochoa n.d.). The

consequences of this were many. It led to the development of a style of bambuco which went

beyond the tastes and comprehension of the general public. A national image projected

principally by white criollo society had no place for Black African or Amerindian

representation, so the recognition of the contribution of these cultural groups was vigorously

denied by authors who followed the line of Añez (1962), Davidson (1970) and more recently

Restrepo (1987).

Rather than the bambuco being �the soul of our people made into melody� (Samper, cited in

Restrepo 1987, 146), it had become a melody which expressed that part of the people�s soul

which was socially acceptable to those responsible for the moulding of the Colombian image

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. One reaction against this was the

development of simpler bambucos within the guasca repertoire (Restrepo 1987, 276) (see

Chapter Three). Another was the complete abandonment of the bambuco as a representative
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of popular culture by the general population and the progressive adoption of other musical

forms in its place. These included the tango and jazz in the 1920s and 30s, cúmbia and porro in

the 1940s and 50s, and rock and salsa in the 1960s and 70s. Similarly criollo society,

disillusioned by the fact that the bambuco never reached the European cultural heights

expected of it, gradually, during the mid-twentieth century, shifted their support instead to

Colombian interpretations of the standard repertoire of European classical music and

Colombian compositions in this style (Ochoa n.d.).

This does not mean that the bambuco remained without followers dedicated to its

conservation, promotion and propagation, but these were divided between those who wished

to conserve it in the form established in the �Golden Age,� and others who saw it as a

continuously evolving genre which should be open to innovation in composition,

interpretation and instrumentation. Ochoa (n.d.) reports conflict between the traditionalists

and innovators, of whom she identifies the former with the organisers of the �Mono Nuñez�

Festival in Ginebra, Valle. However the competition which forms part of this festival was

won in 1997 by a quintet of saxophones, showing a marked divergence from traditional

interpretations.

An aspect of the perception of the bambuco by contemporary Colombian musicians can be

observed from the following anecdote: when the author of this thesis had the opportunity of

meeting musicians from the extremely successful Colombian dance band (orquesta in Spanish),

�La Sonora Dinamita� he was interested in discussing aspects of dance band repertoire with

them, but they were curious to know if he was aware of Colombia�s Andean folk music, such

as the bambuco, which they clearly identified as Colombia�s �real� music and which they were

almost all involved in. The musicians with whom the author of this thesis played Andean

music in Colombia were principally conservatorium trained professionals who worked on this

repertoire because they saw it as artistically and culturally fulfilling. The ensemble was often

considered as one with something of a missionary rôle in conserving and promoting

Colombia�s unique musical heritage. This point of view was particularly held by the

Conservatorio del Tolima, where the ensemble was based and by El Banco de la Republica, a

national entity which organised art music concerts throughout the country. Performances

were generally to packed auditoria, churches, libraries and wherever the ensemble could be

placed to audiences who were delighted to see that Colombia�s cultural values were being

upheld. There was a similar ensemble based in Bogotá founded by an Italian flautist and

composed of musicians who played in the capital�s symphony orchestras but which played

less often because of the professional commitments of its members.
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The general perception of the bambuco and related genres by the Colombian community in

different places can be quite distinct. In Brisbane, where the author of this thesis resides, the

Colombian community do not see the performance of Colombian Andean music as a

professional activity and would not pay to attend a performance, whereas in Sydney, there is a

significant proportion of the community who perceive it not only as a valid professional

activity but also as a major cultural one. The author�s Brisbane based ensemble �Colombia

Linda� was last invited to perform for the Brisbane Colombian community in 1991, whereas

it has performed in Sydney in 1996, 1998 and 1999 on invitation of different cultural groups

within the Colombian community, including by the Colombian Consulate itself, and all of its

performances incorporated the participation of Sydney based dancers. There could be many

reasons for this, one of which is probably that in a larger community the minority who

champion the bambuco and other Colombian Andean music constitute a sufficient number to

be able to support each other in their defence of it. In a smaller community, however, this

minority simply disappears or aligns itself with other Latin American cultural groups, among

whom Colombia is more easily identified by commercial cúmbia and modern Colombian salsa,

whose exponents, such as Fruko, Joe Arroyo and more recently La Sonora Carruseles, are

among the most popular. In other words, the larger community can derive pride from saying

�This is our Colombian music which we Colombians are proud of,� whereas the smaller can

only pride itself in declaring �That music which we Latin-Americans enjoy together is from

my country and culture.�

In summary, it could be said that the bambuco, although no longer an object of mass appeal in

Colombia, is still loved by many for its musical qualities and respected by others for its past

status and its enduring distinction as a national emblem. This serves to assure its continued

existence and development, both conserving its traditional forms and introducing

innovations.

The implications of the research findings
The most important consequence of this study for its author has been the identification of

specific elements which associate the bambuco with Black African roots, partly through the

application of the hypothesis which demonstrates that African rhythmic patterns identified as

bell patterns and clave patterns may manifest themselves as melodic rhythmic patterns even

when these patterns do not occur in rhythmic accompaniments. The fact that the basis of this

African identity is a clave pattern provides information which will facilitate its interpretation

for musicians of a non-Colombian background, through giving an understanding of the

rhythmic structure of the bambuco�s melody. The most satisfactory notation for the bambuco is
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probably the clave based subdivision demonstrated in Chapter Seven over the traditional

basic kkkk rhythm. In general the disjunct uuuu rhythm will be played by a tiple player who needs a

certain degree of study to acquire facility with the basic rasgueado patterns. While acquiring this

ability, the tiplista will become accustomed to playing the patterns over a kkkk pulse. While

agreeing with many of the principles behind the carefully considered arguments which would

see the  bambuco notated in uuuu, this author believes that there has been a considerable Spanish

or Afro-Hispanic influence on the music, which has created a new genre which should be

notated in kkkk. This may appear a contradiction because of the associations identified in this

thesis of the bambuco with African bell patterns which are notated in uuuu and the many musical

forms based on these patterns including the currulao and the bambuco viejo. While it is true that

notating the bambuco in uuuu would simplify its rhythmic structure and make it easier for some to

interpret, this simplification would cause it to lose some of its distinguishing character,

because among the aspects that make the bambuco so interesting are the inherent rhythmic

conflicts which are heightened by having to synchronise the k k k k rhythm with the disjunct uuuu.

The continuing evolutionary relationship between Latin American music and its constituent

cultural elements is clearly complex and the continuous interchange which has occurred in

Latin America over the last half century, and prior to that through communication between

the Iberian cultures and Africa, makes it difficult to identify specific contributing traits in this

relationship. This thesis has contributed to the understanding of the processes involved in

this communication by relating African bell patterns to melodic structures in Latin American

music thus revealing African influence in genres where this influence has hitherto been less

evident.

The tricultural bambuco that resulted from an evolution which may have covered up to five

centuries is sufficiently different from its sources for Conrado del Campo, Professor of

Harmony, Counterpoint and Composition at the Royal Madrid Conservatorium (cited in

Añez 1952, 42) to have differentiated it from Spanish music stating:

Los bambucos, especialmente por sus
inesperadas sorpresas de ritmo y sus
cadencias, llenas de añoranza y leve
melancolía, son para nosotros
realmente originales y atraentes en
verdad.

The bambucos, especially because of
their unexpected rhythmic surprises
and their phrasing, full of nostalgia
and subtle melancholy, are for us
really original and truly attractive.

John Storm Roberts (1974, 43-4) noted that although the bambuco was supposed to have Black

African roots, this wasn�t evident in listening to it. A noted local Bolivian exponent of

Amerindian and Andean music, Miguel Ayma, whimsically observed to the author of this
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thesis on hearing the bambuco �El natagaimuno,� that it sounded like �The Beatles.� Clearly he

was stating that this was something quite different from what he was used to hearing as Latin

American music and something with which he didn�t easily identify. Thus the bambuco had

become a form which was difficult to identify with music from its component Amerindian,

Spanish and Black African cultures. This transformation of the component musical elements

to form a completely new and distinct musical result would, according to the terminologies

defined in Chapter One, see the bambuco as the synthesis of elements of Amerindian, Spanish

and Black African music.

It has been shown that there are notable similarities in the musical instruments, ensembles

and musical contexts commonly used in Black African, Spanish and Amerindian music: string

instruments together with percussion feature strongly in traditional African and Spanish

music and became a fundamental part of Amerindian inspired Andean music, and similarly

wind instruments with percussion accompaniment have traditionally been found in all three

musical sources. Diverse elements of these sources such as construction methods, rhythmic

patterns and instrumental techniques can be traced to the three participating sources. This

aspect, which enabled the instrumental elements to conceal each others� sources and caused,

for example, the possibly African contribution of string instruments to be automatically

construed as a European endowment, suggests a degree of syncretism in much the same way

as African religious elements were concealed behind Christian identities. Syncretism also

occurred in the way Black African rhythmic patterns became superficially concealed (but

remained identifiable) in apparently European melodic structures. A degree of compatibility

as discussed by Waterman (1952, 17) as a condition for syncretism probably existed between

Spanish and Black African music due to prior African and Arabic influence on Spanish music

and European and Arabic influence on Black African music.

Acculturation, referring to the action of one culture on another resulting in its modification,

of the Amerindians by the Spanish is certain to have occurred through the importation of

European musical education and fashions. Similarly the enormous rhythmic (and possibly

melodic) influence of Black African music on Amerindian music could be considered part of

an acculturative process.

The possible influence of Portuguese music on African music in the Portuguese colonies

from where most slaves were brought to the New World was discussed in Chapter Six

together with the subsequent influence of African music from the New World on the Spanish

which was then re-exported to the Americas as Afro-Hispanic music. The ongoing cultural

exchanges which took place between European, Afro-European, Afro-American and Euro-
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African influenced Amerindian music would have led to an environment of unrestrained

transculturation in which the bambuco evolved and developed into its modern forms.



APPENDIX 1

GLOSSARY
agôgo Brazilian double bell percussion instrument of African origin

aguabajo Colombian musical genre from the Pacific Coast in kkkk/uuuu time
developed by the zambo culture of this region

alabao Colombian musical genre from the Pacific Coast in kkkk/uuuu time
developed by the zambo culture of this region

alboradas Spanish song genre (dawn song)

alegrías Spanish genre common to Andalusia

alfandoque hollow wooden shaker filled with seeds

altiplano high plain

andino Andean( of the Andes)

Antioquia departamento (state) of Colombia

Ararâ river in North West Colombia

arrabalero of a wild or spirited nature

asiento system of contracts used for the importation of slaves from
Africa to the New World

Asturias region of Spain

atambor frame drum

Ayacucho locality in Peru

Bacatá Chibcha name for Santa Fé de Bogotá

bactris species of palm used to make some musical instruments on
Colombia�s Atlantic Coast

baile dance

baladas slow song (ballad)

balafon West African marimba

bámbara negra musical form from Colombia�s Pacific Coast

Bambara African tribe based in Mali

Bambouk region, once a nation, in the western area of Mali
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bambuco Colombian Andean musical genre in kkkk/uuuu time which exists as an
instrumental form, a song and a dance

bambuco fiestero more lively variant of bambuco, with greater Afro-Colombian
influence

Bambuk See �Bambouk�

bambuquero person who plays, sings or dances, or environment in which this
takes place

banda band

banda de vientos Standard urban concert band

bandola Colombian 16-stringed flat backed lute, evolved from the
Spanish bandurria

bandola llanera a common substitute for the harp in Colombia�s Eastern plains.
Played with a plectrum

bandolista person who plays the bandola

bandurria Spanish 12-stringed flat backed lute, related to the 'ud

banza progenitor of the banjo

barniz de Pasto decorative lacquer of Amerindian origin from southern
Colombia

Barranquilla city in Colombia

batá Afro-Cuban ceremonial two headed membrane drum

berejú musical genre typical to Colombia�s Pacific Coast

bobiyel African ideoglottic clarinet from Upper Volta, similar to
Colombian pito

Bochica Chibcha god

bocines trumpet made from conch shells

bomba Puerto Rican genre rhythmically based on oooo q e q e q rhythm

bombo frame drum of Portuguese origin

boom boom a bamboo tuba

botija earthen ware jug used as a percussion instrument for bass notes
in Cuba and Spain

bounkam African ideoglottic clarinet from Upper Volta, similar to
Colombian pito

Boyacá departamento of Colombia

boyacense of Boyacá
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bullerengue Afro-Colombian dance in compound duple time from the
Atlantic Coastal region

bunde dance song genre from Colombia�s Central Andean region of
Afro-Colombian origin

cabildo local council permitted to migrant and foreign communities
within Spanish society

cachaco lit.: green banana; used to describe Colombians from the interior
by those of the Atlantic Coast

caja snare drum

Caldas departamento of Colombia

calentano from the �hot lands� of Tolima and Huila

Cali Colombian city, capital of Valle del Cauca

Calima Chibcha culture which developed in area which corresponds to
modern Colombian Cauca region

caña Colombian mestizo dance song genre

cancionero Spanish song books

canción song

capachos a type of maracas

capador pan flute

Caquetá Colombian city

Carabalí African tribe commonly found in Latin America

cardon cactus used to make gaitas in Colombia

carrasca scraper

carrizo cane used to make flutes in the Cauca area of Colombia

Cartagena Colombian city on the Atlantic Coast

Cartago Colombian city in the Cauca region

Casanare Colombian town in the Eastern Plains

cascabels bells

castrapuercos pan flutes

castruera pan flutes
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Catalonia Spanish region

Cauca departamento of Colombia

Caucan of Cauca region

caucano of Cauca region

cavaquinho small Portuguese guitar-like instrument

chácaras term for castanets used on Canary Islands

chacarera rhythm of probable Afro-Hispanic origin common throughout
South America

chacona Spanish dance of Afro-Caribbean origin

chandé Afro-Colombian dance song genre from Atlantic Coastal region

charango small ten-stringed instrument used in Bolivian and Southern
Andean music.

Chibcha predominant Colombian pre-Columbian Amerindian tribe

Chinavita Colombian town

Chiquinquirá Colombian town

chirimía lit.: shawm. Also cane transverse flute in Colombia or ensemble
consisting of wind and percussion instruments

chocoano Chocoan, of Chocó

Chocó departamento of Colombia

chorinho diminutive of chôro

chôro Brazilian afro-Lusitanian musical genre

chucho cylindrical percussion instrument common in central Colombia

chuli-chuli percussion instrument made of pigs� or goats� toenails

cicuta probably a rudimentary Spanish reed flute

cobla Catalonian wind band

columbia very fast variant of Cuban rumba

Comuneros protagonists of pre-independence uprising in Colombia

conjunto ensemble
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contradanza Spanish version of �country dance.�

conuno single skin membrane drum found on Colombia�s Pacific Coast

copla popular refrains

copla or contrapunteo musical duels

Córdoba Colombian city

Correfocs Catalonian festival

corrido lit. run: fast rhythm from Colombia�s Eastern Plains

costeño from or of Colombia�s Atlantic coastal region

criollo creole, European born in New World

cuatro variant of cavaquinho

cuchimbalé frame drum used by Guambian tribe in Colombia

Cúcuta Colombian city on border with Venezuela

cultura negra culture of descendants of Black Africans on Colombia�s Pacific
Coast

cumbee rhythm of African origin referred to in Mexico

cumbé rhythm of African origin referred to in Spain

cúmbia Afro-Colombian dance song genre from Colombia�s Atlantic
Coast

Cundinamarca departamento of Colombia

cununo percussion instrument used on Colombia�s Pacific Coast

currulao Colombian musical genre from the Pacific Coast in kkkk/uuuu time
developed by the zambo culture of this region

danza Puerto Rican musical genre which evolved from the Spanish
contradanza

danza del garabato popular carnival rhythm coined by Antonio Maria Peñaloza I the
1940s

danzón Cuban musical genre which evolved from the Spanish
contradanza

departamento Colombia�s regions or states

diassare West African lute

discante high pitched instrument, probably an early term used describe
the tiple, by which term it was then replaced
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dolçaina harmonica

doundoun West African drum

El Espinal town in central Colombia

encomienda system under which groups of Amerindians were entrusted to
individual Spaniards who were given the responsibility of
educating them materially and spiritually in return for the
payment of tribute in the form of goods or service

estudiantina Colombian string ensemble featuring bandolas, tiples, guitars and
which may include a 'cello or a double bass

Extremadura Spanish region

Facatativá town in central Colombia

fado Afro-Portuguese song form

fandango Iberian dance song form.

Federmann German explorer who reached Bogotá in 1539 by crossing the
eastern chain of the Andes

flauta de carrizo cane flute used by Amerindian tribes and their descendants in
southern Colombia

fôfa genre of Afro-Brazilian origin

folias genre from Canary Islands

Fontibón Colombian town, now a suburb of Bogotá

fotuto type of reed flute

Fulani tribe from upper Volta

furiant Bohemian dance rhythm

gaita lit.: bagpipe. Used to describe Colombian Amerindian flute
made from cactus

gaitero one who plays the gaita

galerón Venezuelan dance form

Galicia Spanish region

gankogui African dance based on bell pattern rhythm

gapachos a type of maracas

gavota gavotte
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Ginebra town in the Colombian Valle del Cauca state

Girardot town in the Colombian Cundinamarca state

gitana gypsy

golpe strongly accented rhythm of Colombia�s Eastern Plains region

gota Venezuelan dance form and Portuguese version of jota

gralla type of tenor shawm found in Catalan cobla ensembles

Granada Spanish city

griot French term for Mandinka jali bards

gritos shouts

guabina Colombian musical genre in kkkk/uuuu characteristic of the central
Andean zone

guacharaca scraper

guache shaker

guaguancó variant of Afro-Cuban rumba

Guajira Colombian Amerindian tribe

guambiano Guambian, Andean Amerindian tribe

guaneña peasant girl from Southern Colombia, also woman who
accompanied soldiers during the war for independence from
Spain

guaracha variant of Cuban son

guasá cylindrical shaker

guasca unrefined Colombian musical expression influenced by Mexican
genres

Guatavita Colombian locality associated with the �El dorado� legend

guitarillo small guitar, equated with tiple or cuatro

hembra female

hoddu African Mandinka lute

Honda Colombian town

huaino Southern Andean genre
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Huila departamento of Colombia

Ibagué Colombian city, capital of Tolima state

Iberia roman name for peninsula which encompasses Spain and
Portugal

Inca Pre-Columbian Amerindian tribe dominant in central and
southern Andes

Iraca religious leader of the Muisca

isa variant of the jota from Canary Islands

jali Mandinka bard

jalou see �jali�

joropo Colombo-Venezuelan musical genre in kkkk/uuuu time characteristic of
the plains which these countries share.

jota Spanish dance song genre. also Colombian musical genre from
the Pacific Coast in kkkk/uuuu time developed by the zambo culture of
this region

jota aragonesa Spanish dance song genre as developed in the Aragon region

jotesca in the style of the jota

juga musical genre typical to Colombia�s Pacific Coast

khalam African Mandinka lute

konting African Mandinka lute

kora African Mandinka harp

kroncong Portuguese influenced Javanese genre

kúisis type of gaita

kuntigi African Mandinka lute

kurang African Mandinka lute

landó Afro-Peruvian musical genre

laúd lit.: lute. Also large version of bandurria

Leticia Colombian city

llamador small drum used in Colombian cúmbia ensemble

llanero pertaining to llanos
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llanos Colombia and Venezuela�s adjoining plains

Lucumí African tribe commonly found in Latin America

lundum Brazilian dance of African origin

Magangué locality in the Atlantic region of Colombia

Magdalena principal river in Colombia

mandore predecessor of  mandolin

mandurria predecessor of  bandurria

Manizales Colombian city

Maracaibo Venezuelan city

marímbula large keyed thumb piano derived from mbira.

marineras Peruvian criollo dance song form

massi transverse clarinet from Colombian Guajira region similar to pito

mateixa dance from Spain�s Balearic islands equated with the jota

mbanza probable predecessor of the banjo

mbira African thumb piano

Medellín Colombian city

mento dance song form common found in Jamaica and Anglo-
Caribbean areas

merengue dance song of French Caribbean origin

merengue vallenato Colombian musical genre from the Atlantic Coast hinterland
(Valledupar) in kkkk/uuuu time developed by the mulato culture of this
region

mestizo mixture between Amerindian and White Caucasian

Meta departamento of Colombia

millo millet, the stalk of which is used for the flauta de millo or pito

modinha a serenaders' song from Brazil

Mompox locality in the Atlantic region of Colombia

montañes from the mountains (Colombia)
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montuno from the mountains (Cuba)

mopa tree from Putumayo (Colombia) which provides wax for barniz
de Pasto

mozo lad

Muisca branch of Chibcha culture which inhabited the territory around
Bacatá

mulato mixture between Black African and White Caucasian

Nariño Colombian city

natagaimuno person from the town of Natagaima (Colombia)

navideño related to Christmas

ndere African Mandinka lute

negro related to Black African culture, or Black African

Neiva Colombian city

Neogranadine from New Granada

nevado mountain covered with permafrost

ngoni African Mandinka lute

nkoni African Mandinka lute

nubalé large drum of Guambians

nyayito African dance from Ghana

orquesta orchestra or full dance band

paisa related to people from the Antioquia departamento.

palenques refuges of fugitive slaves

palmeta pieces of wood used to simulate hand claps

palo stick, pole or tree

palo monte Black African cabildo based socio-religious group

Pamplonita river in North Eastern Colombia

pandereta tambourine
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pango musical genre typical to Colombia�s Pacific Coast

pas de chacon dance step used to dance to the chacona

pasaje similar to the golpe, but less strongly accented

paseo dance song form popular in vallenato music

pasillo Colombian musical genre in kkkk related to the Viennese waltz

Pasto city in Southern Colombia, capital of Nariño state

patacoré musical genre typical to Colombia�s Pacific Coast

Pijao Colombian Amerindian tribe, probably of Carib origin

pito ideoglottic clarinet used in Colombian cúmbia ensembles

polo Venezuelan dance form

ponque pound cake (Colombian anglicism)

Popayán Colombian city, capital of Cauca state

porro dance song form played by cúmbia ensembles

Putumayo Colombian town

puya dance song form played by cúmbia ensembles

quena vertical cane flute of which the mouth piece is formed between
the instrument and the lower lip of the musician

Quimbaya branch of Chibcha culture which inhabited the territory around
Cauca valley

Quindío departamento of Colombia

quintillo Cuban rhythmic figure: oooo q eq eq
rajaleña �rug-cutter�

Ráquira town in Cundinamarca state of Colombia

rasgueado see rasgueo

rasgueo Spanish guitar playing technique in which the hands strike the
strings giving a percussive effect

rasgueo apagado a variant of the standard guitar rasgueo, in which the right hand
blocks the resonance of the strings after accentuating the strum
with a percussive attack of the fingernails

raspa scaper
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redoblante snare drum

redondilla strophe similar to romance but which rhymes: a-b-b-a

requinto a small guitar or smaller version of the tiple

Risaralda departamento of Colombia

ritmo rhythmic structure

romance recitation to instrumental accompaniment

ronda Spanish traditional vocal and instrumental ensemble

sanjuanero Colombian musical genre in kkkk/uuuu characteristic of the central
Andean zone, particularly the states of Tolima and Huila

sanjuanito Ecuadorian musical genre

Santa Marta Colombian city

santafereño related to Santa Fé de Bogotá

Santander state of Colombia

santería Black African cabildo based socio-religious-cultural group

santo priest-exponent of santería

sarabanda saraband

sarabanda syncretism of St. Thomas in Cuban syncretic palo monte
ceremonies

sarao serenade

saudade yearning for the unattainable and enjoying this state

seguidillas Spanish dance form

seguiriya Spanish gypsy dance form

seibó side-board (Colombian anglicism)

seis rhythm structure of six quavers per bar common to the llanos
region of Colombia and Venezuela with many variants

seis por derecho variant of seis

seis por ocho variant of seis

sikus type of bolivian pan flute
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silleteros Medellín�s traditional parade of carriers of chairs richly decorated
with flowers

Sinu river which flows into Atlantic Ocean through the city of
Cartagena

Sogamoso Colombian town

son generally a piece of music but specifically an Afro-Cuban
musical genre

Sopó Colombian town, now a suburb of Bogotá

suarras instrument similar to gaitas

Sucre departamento of Colombia

surdo Brazilian bass drum

Tairona branch of Chibcha culture which inhabited the territory around
sierra Nevada de Santa Marta

Talaigua locality of Colombia�s Atlantic Coastal region

tambor or tambora drum

tamborino small drum

tejo see turmeque

timple small 5-string instrument comparable to Portuguese cavaquinho

tiple Colombian 12-stringed flat backed guitar-like instrument,
probably evolved from early Spanish guitars

tiple any small or high pitched instrument

tiplista player of the tiple

tirana Spanish dance genre from Andalusia with Afro-Caribbean
influence

Titiribí town in the region of Antioquia

Tocaima locality of Colombia�s Atlantic Coastal region

Tolima departamento of Colombia

tolimense person from Tolima

tolos type of gaita

Tolú town on Colombia�s Atlantic Coast

tonada song
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tonadilla Short Spanish scenic presentation based around a few songs and
dances

tononé Afro-Hispanic rhythmic figure

torbellino Colombian musical genre in kkkk/uuuu characteristic of the central
Andean zone, particularly the departamentos of Boyacá,
Cundinamarca and Santander

trecillo Cuban rhythmic figure: oooo q. q. q
trinche scraper used to play Colombian guacharaca

Tumaco Colombian town

tumbao bass line and rhythmic figure characteristic of Afro-Cuban salsa
music

Tunja Colombian town

turmequé Colombian popular game

�ud Arabian lute

Valle del Cauca departamento of Colombia

Valledupar Colombian city

vallenato music and culture from Valledupar

vals Venezuelan musical genre in kkkk related to the Viennese waltz

jota vaqueira Asturian variant of jota

vihuela Spanish predecessor of the guitar

Villavicencio City in Colombia�s eastern plains

viola de arame Portuguese guitar-like instrument

vueltas regional dance of Antiquia equated by some with the bambuco

xeremia a bagpipe on the Balearic Island of Mallorca, but a double tubed
cane flute on the island of Ibiza

xiringüelo Asturian variant of jota

yambú variant of Cuban rumba

yaraví Southern Andean musical genre

Yucatán City in Mexico well known for its tradition of bambucos

zambo mixture between Amerindian and Black African
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zampoña Spanish general term which describes South American pan flutes

Zaque one of two royal leaders of the Muisca

zarabanda Guatemalan ensemble similar to Colombian string trio

Zipa one of two royal leaders of the Muisca

zortziko Spanish dance form from Basque region



AUDIOVISUAL MATERIAL

List of audio examples

Number Genre Artist
1.  �El toche� porro corrido Gaiteros de San Jacinto (Colcultura 1985)
2.  �La casa de la

compañia�
currulao Grupo Santa Barbara de Coteje

(Colcultura 1985)
3.  �Cuatro Preguntas� by bambuco Obdulio y Julian (Various Artists, 1984)
4.  �seis por derecho� seis por derecho Jaime Castro, Hernando Herrera and Hugo

Devia (Colcultura 1985)
5.  Jurecana Bitene Ramon Jierecudo and children (Colcultura

1985)
6.  �La guaneña� bambuco anon. (Playasound CD PS 65060).
7.  �La guaneña� bambuco Colombia Linda (Audio Cassette CL1)
8.  �Por un beso de tu

boca�
bambuco Anon. (Playasound CD PS 65043)

9.  �Flor de Romero� bambuco Trio Morales Pino (BUDA CD 92538-2)
10.  �La llamita� bambuco Gustavo Adolfo Rengifo(Cassette �Esta es

mi tierra� accompanying Puerta 1987)
11.  �El paisa� bambuco Virgilio Rojas (BUDA CD 92538-2)
12.  �Brisas del Cauca� bambuco Chirimía de Rio Blanco (Colcultura 1985)
13.  �El Natagaimuno� bambuco Banda Sinfónica Departamental del

Tolima
14.  �El sotareño� bambuco Anon. (Playasound CD PS 65043)
15.  �Jota 1� jota de Navarra Anon. (Hipavox LP S 66.171)

LP recordings

Colcultura, 1985. Antologia de la música popular y tradicional de Colombia. Colombian

CBS LP PTL-289-85. Instituto Colombiano de Cultura: Bogotá

Various Artists, 1984. Joyas de la música Colombiana. Vols 1-3. Sonolux LP

01(9935)00689-91. Sonolux: Medellín.

El Pueblo Español, n.d. Magna Antología del folklore músical de España. 20 LPs

Hispavox: Madrid.

Cassette recordings

Various Artists, 1987. Música tradicional y popular colombiana. 11 audio cassettes

accompanying similarly named set of articles, ed. Pabón. Procultura and CBS: Bogotá.

Colombia Linda, 1981. Contrastes. Privately recorded and distributed cassette. Brisbane.
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CD recordings

Banda Sinfónica Departamental de Colombia. n.d. Momentos musicales escogidos. Ibagué.

Various Artists. 1989. Harpes & Guitares d�Amerique Latine. Playasound CD PS 65043.

Gentilly.

Various Artists. 1989. Les Flutes Indiennes d�Amerique du Sud. Playasound CD PS 65060.

Gentilly.

Various Artists. n.d. De Medellín á Popayán. BUDA CD 92538-2
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Appendix 2
Music Transcriptions



Sample bambuco scores:

1. El muro
2.   Cuatro preguntas
3. Palo negro
4.  San Pedro en el Espinal
5. Ontabas 



























ONTABAS
(from donde estabas:  Where were you?)

Emdio  Sierra
(Translation by J. Varney)

Where were you, my sweet
Why did you go and leave me?
Yesterday I looked for you all day
around the farm and I didn’t find you.
You’re so cute, delight of my heart
Alas! From the mountain I came
bringing flowers, beautiful lady.

Let’s go, to get married
Let’s go and get married now
arrange your shawl and your purple blouse
because the farmhouse has been coloured like the sky
and the oxen and donkeys are waiting for you anxiously.

Sing, dance, the priest already matched us up,
eat, have fun, the corn mead makes us sweat.
The wheat field is ready, I’ll happily go to work
Hug me my sweet, this is real happiness.
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